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INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Electrical characteristics 

Supply Typ Max. 
Type Circuit function and organization Structure voltage pwr access 

(V) dissipation time 
(mW) (ns) 

.MELPS 85 MICROPROCESSORS 

MSL808SAP 8-Bit Parallel Microprocessor N,Si,ED S±S% 600 -

MSL8212P 
8-Bit InputlOutput Port with 

B,LS 
3-State Output 

5±5% 450 30* 

M5L8216P 
4-Bit Parallel Bidirectional Bus 

Driver (Non Inverting) 
B,LS 5±5% 475 30* 

M5L8226P 
4-Bit Parallel Bidirectional Bus 

Driver (Inverting) 
B,LS 5±5% 425 25* 

.MELPS 86 MICROPROCESSORS 

M5L8282P Octal Latch (Non Inverting) B,LS 5±10% 250 -
M5L8283P Octal Latch (Inverting) B,LS 5±10% 250 -

M5L8284AP 
Clock Generator and Driver for 

8086/8088/8089 Processors 
B,LS 5±10% 490 -

Octal Bus Transceiver 
5±10% M5L8286P 

(Non Inverting) 
B,LS 400 -

M5L8287P Octal Bus Transceiver (Inverting) B,LS 5±10% 400 -

M5L8288S 
Bus Controller for 

8086/8088/8089 Processors 
B,LS 5±10% 500 -

MSL8289P 
Bus Arbiter for 

8086/8088/8089 Processors 
B,LS 5±10% 350 -

.NMOS PERIPHERAL CIRCUITS 

2048-Bit Static RAM with liD 
5±5% MSL8155P 

Ports and Timer (CE",,"L" active) 
N,Si,ED 500 -

2048-Bit Static RAM with liD 
5±5% M5L8156P 

Ports and Timer (CE"""H" active) 
N.Si,ED 500 -

M5L8251AP-5 
Programmable Communication 

N,Si,ED 5±5% 300 -
Interface 

MSL8253P-5 Programmable Interval Timer N,Si,ED 5±10% 300 -
MSL82S5AP-5 Programmable Peripheral Interface N,Si,ED 5±5% 250 -

M5L8257P-S Programmable DMA Controller N,Si,ED 5±5% 300 -
M5L8259AP Programmable Interrupt Controller N,Si,ED 5±10% 275 -

MSL8279P-S 
Programmable Keyboard/Display 

N,Si,ED 5±10% 650 -
Interface 

B"" Bipolar. C= CMOS. ED = Enhancement depletion mode. 

N = N-channel. Si = Silicon gate. 

*Indicates propagation time. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min. Max. 
cycle 're-
time quency 
(ns) (MHz) 

- 3 

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- 3 

- 2 

- -
- 3 

- -

- 3 

Interchangeable Package Page products 

40P4 i808SA 2-3 

24P4 i8212 2-17 

16P4 i8216 2-21 

16P4 i8226 2-21 

20P4 i8282 3-3 

20P4 i8283 3-3 

18P4 i8284 3-7 

20P4 i8286 3-16 

20P4 i8287 3-16 

20S1 i8288 3-20 

20P4 i8289 3-28 

40P4 i81S5 4-3 

40P4 i8156 4-11 

28P4 i8251A 4-19 

24P4 i8253-5 4-36 

40P4 i8255A-5 4-44 

40P4 i82S7-S 4-62 

28P4 i8259A 4-72 

40P4 i8279-5 4-86 
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INDEX BY FUNCTION 

Elec.trical characteristics 

Supply Typ Max. Min. Max. 
Interchangeable Type Circuit function and organization Structure voltage pwr access cycle fre- Package Page 

(V) dissipation time time quency 
products 

(mW) (ns) (ns) (MHz) 

.CMOS PERIPHERAL CIRCUITS 

M58990P 

M58990P-l 

M5M82C37AP .. 
MSM82C37AP-4 .. 
M5M82C37AP-5 .. 
M5M82C37AFP .. 
M5M82C37 AFP-4 .. 
M5M82C37AFP-5 .. 
M5M82C51AP · 
M5M82C51AFP .. 
M5M82C54P-6 · 
M5M82C54P .. 
M5M82C54FP-6 · 
M5M82C54FP .. 
M5M82C55AP-5 · 
M5M82C55AFP-5 • 

M5M82C59AP · 
M5M82C59AFP .. 
M58992P .. 

.APPLICATION 

M5W1791-02P 

M5W1793-02P 

* : New product. 

B = Bipolar. 

N = N-channel. 

1-4 

8-Bit 8-Channel A-D Converter C,Si 5±S% - -

- -
CMOS Programmable DMA 

C,SI 5±10% - -
Controlier - -

- -
CMOS Programmable DMA 

C,Si S±10% - -
Controlier 

- -
CMOS Programmable 

C,Si S±10% - -
Communication Interface 

CMOS Programmable 
C,Si S±10% - -

Communication Interface 

CMOS Programmable Interval - -
C,Si S±10% 

Timer - -

CMOS Programmable Interval - -
C,Si S±10% 

Timer - -
CMOS Programmable Peripheral 

C,Si S±10% - -
Interface 

CMOS Programmable Peripheral 
C,Si S±10% - -

Interface 

CMOS Programmable Interrupt 
C,Si S±10% - -

Controlier 

CMOS Programmable Interrupt 
C,Si S±10% - -

Controlier 

CMOS CRT Controlier C,Si S±10% - -

Floppy Disk Formatter/Controlier 

Floppy Disk Formatter/Controlier 

* * : Under development. ED = Enhancement depletion mode. 

C = CMOS. Si = Silicon gate. 

LS= LSTTL. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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- - 28P4 ADC0808 5-3 

- 3 
- 4 40P4 - 5-14 

- S 
- 3 

- 4 40P2R - 5-35 
- 5 

- 3 28P4 - 5-44 

- 3 28P2W - 5-60 

- 6 
24P4 - 5-61 - 8 

- 6 
24P2W - 5-72 - 8 

- - 40P4 - 5-73 

- - 40P2R - 5-86 

- - 28P4 - 5-87 

- - 28P2W - 5-101 

- - 64P4B - 5-102 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

FUNCTION CODE 
Mitsubishi integrated circuits may be ordered using the following simplified alphanumeric type-codes which define the func
tion of the ICs and the package style. 

For Mitsubishi Original Products 
Example: M 5 89 90 P - 1 

T 
- r-- - r-- r -

~ t--

L.... 

M : Mitsubishi integrated circuit prefix 

Temperature range 

5 : Standard industrial/commercial (0 to 70/75"C or -20 to 85"C) 
9 : High reliability 

Series designation using 1 or 2 alphanumeric characters. 
01~09 : CMOS 

: Linear circuit 
3 : TTL 
10~19 : Linear circuit 

32~33 : TTL (equivalent to Texas Instruments' SN74 series) 
41~47 : TTL 

81 : P-channel aluminum-gate MOS 
84 : CMOS 

85 : P-channel silicon-gate MOS 
86 : P-channel aluminum-gate MOS 
87 : N-channel silicon-gate MOS 
88 : P-channel aluminum-gate ED-MOS 
89 : CMOS 
9 : DTL 

SO~S2 : Schottky TTL (equivalent to Texas Instruments' SN74S series) 

Circuit function identification code using 2 digits. 

Package style 
K : Glass-sealed ceramic 
P : Molded plastic 
S : Metal-sealed ceramic 
SP : Molded plastic (OIL) 
FP : Molded plastic (FLAT) 

Electrical characteristic identification code using 1 or 2 digits. 

'. .. MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 1-5 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

For Second Source Products 
Example: M 5 L 8251 A p. 5 

T T- - r-- -

I 

~ t--

'-

PACKAGE CODE 

M : Mitsubishi integrated circuit prefix 

Temperature range 

5 : Standard industrial/commercial (0 to 70/7S'C or - 20 to 8S'C) 
9 : High reliability 

Series designation of original source using 1 or 2 alphabetical characters. 
C : Motorola's MC series 
G : General Instrument's series 
K : Mostek's MK series 

L : I ntel's series 
T : Texas Instruments' TMS series 
W : Western Digital's series 
M : Mitsubishi electric 

Circuit function identification code of the original source type name 

Consists of a single letter which indicates the difference of outer appearance 
or some part of the device specifications as listed below. 
(1) For linear circuits, this is one letter of the alphabet, chosen in alphabetical 

order but not including I or 0, which is used to flag devices for which parts 
of the specifications differ. 

(2) For devices with identical specifications having only pin bending direction 
differences, an R is assigned to this group. 

(3) When this group designation is not required, the next group is, shifted to 
the left to follow the group (4) immediately. 

Package style 
K : Glass-sealed ceramic 
P : Molded plastic 
S : Metal-sealed ceramic 
SP : Molded plastiC (OIL) 
FP : Molded plastic (FLAT) 

Electrical characteristic identification code using 1 or 2 digits. 

Package style may be specified by using the following simplified alphanumeric code. 
Example: 40 P 2 R 

1-6 

L--+_-+---I_ Number of pins 

L---+--f---- Package structure 

K : Glass-sealed ceramic 
P : Molded plastic 
S : Metal-sealed ceramic 

Package outline 
1 : OIL without fin 
2 : Flat without fin 

4 : OIL without fin (improved) 
48 : Shrink OIL without fin 

Outline supplement symbol 

., ',MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 



TYPE 16P4 16-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC OIL 

2.S4±0.2S O.S±O.1 

I.S~n 

TYPE 18P4 18-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC OIL 

0.5±0.1 

2.54±0.25 

• MITSUBISHI 
;"'ELECTRIC 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

7.62±0.3 

I \ 
.\ I 

7.6-10 

Dimension in mm 

7.6Z±0.3 

f ' ___ J _\ 

4.5MAX i ~,--___ J 

3MIN 

7.6-10 

1-7 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 20S1 20-PIN METAL-SEALED CERAMIC OIL Dimension in mm 

24.9 MAX 

.11.O.46±0.05 2. 54±0. 15 

TYPE 20P4 20·PIN MOLDED PLASTIC 01 L 

1~8 

I . 24 ~g~ I 

E: : : : : : : :oJ] 

2.54±0.25 
0.5±0.1 +03 +031 

-----f-+~1~. 5~_--=0-,-,-: 1 1 - 0 : 1 

.•.. MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

Dimension in mm 

7 62±0 3 

r ' , \ 
4.5MAX 

i \ 7j 

7.6-10 



TYPE 24P4 24-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIL 

"I 

o 1 
~::r=r=;:::;::;:~::;::::;::;::::;:::;::;J _J 

2.54 ± 0.25 
-1-----1---

TYPE 24P2W 24-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC FLAT 

o 
o 

1.27±0.2 

~ t1Ht1h t1tiHHt1t1h~ 4 _ A _ _ A ~~A _ A _ 

-cO 
15±0.2 +1 

"' <Xl 

o 

cO 
+1 ... 
00 

-cO 
+1 
'" 

0.5±0.2 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

15.24±0.3 

f '\ 
i \'--_"-----I.._---/J i 
I 0.27+ 0 . 1 I 

_..,,~~5 

11. 93±0. 3 

Dimension in mm 

~1"""' 00 

00 
+1 
"' 
o 

1-9 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 28P4 28·PIN MOLDED PLASTIC OIL 

I 36.7:":U, 1 

~ ~: : : : : : : : : : ~~ 1 
~ S.SMAX ~-- --~ 

I . O.5MIN 2.8MIN 

I 1 2 . 54 ±O.25 O.5±O.1 

1.2:":g:~ 

TYPE 28P2W 28-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC FLAT 

o 

1-10 

o 

I' I . ,.1 IE O.4±O.1 

".1.27±O.2 

cO 
+i 
N 

• "MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

"'" 00 

00 
+1 
'" 

Dimension in mm 

15.24±O.3 

, O.27:t: 8: 8~ 

15.2-17 _~ 

Dimension in mm 

8. 4±O. 2 

11. 93±O. 3 



TYPE 40P4 40-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIL 

TYPE 40P2R 40-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC FLAT 

o 
o 

j I" O.B±O.15 

O. 5±O. 2 

~W.Q~~~wmuuuuj1 J 
~_ 17.5±O.2 __ +1 -H 

'" N • <X) 

.,; 

' •. MITSUBISHI . 
.... ELECTRIC 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

Dimension in mm 

15.24±O.3 

,-" . 

O.25~U5 

15.2-17 

Dimension in mm 

1 
B.4±O.2 

"I 

I~ ~~" 00 
+1 

.,; ~ 
11. 93±O. 3 .,; 

1-11 
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PACKAGE OUTLINES 

TYPE 64P48 64-PIN MOLDED PLASTIC DIL(LEAD PITCH 1.78mm) 

o 

56.4 :::g: ~ 

1-12 

o 

'" 

.• MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 

x ..: 
::;: "'''' '" 

00 

00 cO +1 
'" N 

0 --

Dimension in mm 

Ii· 
19. 05±O. 3 

=1 
17.0±O.15 

' I 

~ K 
I-

19-22 
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LETTER SYMBOLS FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

1. I NT RO[l).l,JCT I ON 

A system'.of letter symbols to be used to represent the 

dynamic parameters of intergrated circuit memories and 

other sequential circuits especially for single-chip micro

computers, microprocessors and LSls for peripheral 

circuits has been discussed internationally in the TC47 

of the International Electrotechnical Committee (lEC)_ 

Finally the I EC has decided on the meeting of TC47 in 

February 1980 that this system of letter symbols will be 

a Central Office document and circulated to all countries 

to vote which means this system of letter symbols will 

be a international standard. 

The system is applied in this LSI data book for the 

new products only. Future editions of this data book 

will be applied this system. The I EC document which 

describes "Letter symbols for aynamic parameters of 

sequential integrated circuits, including memories" is 

introduced below. I n this data book, the dynamic para

meters in the I EC document are applied to timing 

requirements and switching characteristics. 

2. LETTER SYMBOLS 

The system of letter symbols outlined in this document 

enables symbols to be generated for the dynamic para

meters of complex sequential circuits, including memo

ries, and also allows these symbols to be abbreviated to 

simple mnemonic symbols when no ambiguity is likely 

to arise. 

2.1. General Form 

The dynamic parameters are represented by a general 

symbol of the form: 

tA(BC-DC)F ..................................... (1) 

where: 

Subscript A indicates the type of dynamic parameter 

being represented, for example; cycle 

time, setup time, enable time, etc. 

Subscript B indicates the name of the signal or terminal 

for which a change of state or level (or 

establishment of a state or level) con

stitutes a signal event assumed to occur 

first, that is, at the beginning of the time 

interval. If this event actually occurs last, 

that is, at the end of the time interval, 

the value of the time interval is negative. 

Subscript C indicates the direction of the transition 

and/or the final state or level of the signal 

represented by B. When two letters are 

used, the initial state or level is also indi

cated. 

Subscript 0 indicates the name of the signal or terminal 

for which a change of state or level (or 

establishment of a state or level) consti

tutes a signal event assumed to occur last, 

that is, at the end of the time interval. If 

this event actually occurs first, that is, at 

the beginning of the time interval, the 

value of the time interval is negative. 

Subscript E indicates the direction of the transition 

and/or the final state or level of the signal 

represented by D. When two letters are 

used, the initial state or level is also indi

cated. 

Subscript F indicates additional information such as 

mode of operation, test conditions, etc. 
Note 1 Subscripts A to F may each consists of one or more letters. 

Subscripts 0 and E are not used for transition times 

The "_H in the symbol (1) above is used to indicate "to"; hence thp sym

bol ,represents the time interval from signal event B occuring to signal 

event 0 -occuring, and it is irnrortant to note thai this convention is used 

for all dynamic parameters including hold times Where no rnisunder 

starrding can occur the hyphen may be omitted 

2.2. Abbreviated Form 

The general symbol given above may be abbreviated 

when no misunderstanding is likely to arise. For example 

to: 

tAIB-D) 

or tA(B) 

or tA(D) often used for hold ti mes 

or tAF no brackets are used in this case 

or tA 

or tBC-DE often used for unclassified time 

intervals 

2.3. Allocation of Subscripts 

In allocating letter symbols for the subscripts, the most 

commonly used subscripts are given single letters where 

practicable and those less commonly used are designated 

by up to three letters. As far as possible, some form of 

mnemonic representation is used. Longer letter symbols 

may. be used for specialised signals or terminals if this 

aids understanding. 

3. SUBSCRIPT A 
(For Type of Dynamic Parameter) 

The subscript A represents the type of dynamic para

meter to be designated by the symbol and, for memo

ries, the parameters may be divided into two classes: 

a) those that are timing requirements for the memory 

and 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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L.ETTERSYMBOL.S FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

b) those that are characteristics of the memory. 

The letter symbols so far proposed for memory circuits 

are listed in sub-clauses 3.1 and 3.2 below. 

All subscripts A should be in lower-case. 

3.1. Timing Requirements 

The letter symbols for the timing requirements of semi

conductor memories are as follows: 

Term 

Cycle time 

Time interval between two signal events 

Fall time 

Hold time 

Precharging time 

Rise time 

Recovery time 

Refresh time interval 

Setup time 

Transition time 

Pulse duration (width) 

3.2. Characteristics 

Subscript 

c 

d 

f 

h 

pc 

rec 

rf 

su 

w 

The letter symbols for the dynamic characteristics of 

semiconductor memories are as follows: 

Characteristic Subscript 

Access time 

Disable time dis 

Enable time en 

Propagation time p 

Recovery time rec 

Transition time 

Valid time v 

Note_ Recovery time tor use as a characteristic is limited 10 sense r,ecovery tillie 

4. SUBSCRIPTS BAND D 
(For Signal Name or Terminal Name) 

The letter symbols for the signal name or the name of 

the terminal are as given below. 

All subscripts Band D should be in upper-case. 

Signal or terminal Subscript 

Address A 

Clock C 

Column address CA 

Column address strobe CAS 

Data input D 

Data input/output DQ 

Chip enable E 

Erasure ER 

Output enable G 
Program PR 

Data output Q 

Read R 

Row address RA 

Row address strobe RAS 

Refresh RF 

ReadM/rite RW 
Chip select S 
Write (write enable) W 

Note 1 In the letter symbols for time intervals, bars over the subscripts, for ex

ample CAS, should not be used. 

2 It should be noted, when further letter symbols are chosen, that the sub

script should not end with H, K, V, X, or Z. (See ctause 5) 

3 If 1he same terminal, or signal, can be used for two functions (tor example 

Data input/output, ReadiWrite) the waveform should be labelled with the 

dual function, if appropriate, but the symbols for the dynamic parameters 

should include only that part of the subscript relevant to the parameter 

5. SUBSCRIPTS C AND E 
(For Transition of Signal) 

The following symbols are used to represent the level or 

state of a signal: 

Transition of signal 

High logic level 

Low logic level 

Subscript 

H 

L 

Valid steady-state level (either low or high) V 

Unknown, changing, or 'don't care' level X 

High-impedance state of three-state output Z 

The direction of transition is expressed by two letters, 

the direction being from the state represented by the 

first letter to that represented by the second letter, with 

the letters being as given above. 

When no misunderstanding can occur, the first letter 

may be omitted to give an abbreviated symbol for sub

scripts C and E as indicated below. 
All subscripts C and E should be in upper-case. 

Subscript 

Examples Full Abbreviated 

Transition from high level to 
low level HL L 

Transition from low level to 
high level LH H 

Transition from unknown or 
changing state to valid state XV V 

Transition from valid state to 
unknown or changing state VX X 

Transition from high-impedance 
state to va lid state ZV V 

Note Since subscripts'C and E mAY be abbreviated. and since subscripts Band 0 

may contain an indeterminate number of letters. it is necessary to put the 

restriction on the 8 and 0 that they should not end with H. L. 

v, X. or Z, so as to possible confusion 

1-14 '. MITStlBtSHI 
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LETTER SYMBOLS FOR THE DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 

6. SUBSCRIPT F (For Additional Information) 

If necessary, subscript F is used to represent any addi, 

tional qualification of the parameter such as mode of 

operation, test conditions, etc. The letter symbols for 

subscript F are given below. 

Subscript F should be in upper·case. 

Modes of operation 

Power·down 

Page· mode read 

Page· mode write 

Read 

Refresh 

Read·modify·write 

Read·write 

Write 

Subscript 

PD 

PGR 

PGW 

R 

RF 

RMW 

RW 

W 
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SYMBOLOGY 

FOR DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
New symbol Forrner symbol 

C, 

Co 

0 1/ 0 

C,C.) 

f 

f C.) 

I 

IBB 

IBB(AV) 

Icc 

'CC(AV) 

ICC(PO) 

100 

IOO(AV) 

IGG 

IGOCAV) 

I, 

I'H 

I,L 

10H 

10L 

102 

IOZH 

102L 

lOS 

ISS 

Pd 

NEW 

NRA 

R, 

RL 

ROFF 

RON 

ta 

ta C A) ta (AD) 

ta(CAS) 

ta (E) ta CCE) 

taco) ta COE) 

ta (PR) 

ta (RAS) 

ta (S) ta (CS) 

te 

tCR tC(RO) 

teRF te (REF) 

tcpo tc (PO) 

teRMW tC(RMR) 

tew te(WR) 

1-16 

Parameter-defi nition 
~ 

Input capacitance 

Output capi:lciti;lnce 

Input/output terminal capacitance 

Input capacitance of clock Input 

Frequency 

Clock frequency 

Current-the current into an integrated circuit terminal is defined as a positive value and the current out of a terminal is defined as a negative value 

Supply current from Va8 

Average supply current from Vas 

Supply current from Vee 

Avarage supply current from Vee 

Power-down supply current from Vee 

Supply current from Voo 

Average supply current from V OD 

Supply current from VGG 

Average supply current from VGG 

Input current 

High-level input current-the value of the Input curre(lt when VOH is applied to the input considered 

Low-level input current-the value of the input cU.rrent when VOL is applied to the input considered 

High-level output current-the value of the output current when V OH is applied to the output considered 

Low-level output current-the value of the output current when VOL is applied to the output considered 

Off-state (high-impedance state) output current-the current into an output having a three-state capability with input condition so applied that 

it will establish according to the product specification, the off (high-impedance) state at the output 

Off-state (high-impedance state) output current, with high-level voltage applied to the output 

Off·state (high-impedance state) output current, with low-level voltage applied to the output 

Short-circuit output current 

Supply current from Vss 

Power dissipation 

Number of erase/write cycles 

Number of read access unrefreshed 

Input resistance 

External load resistance 

Off-state output resistance 

On-state output resistance 

Access time-the time interval betweel) the appl ication of a specified input pulse during a read cycle and the availability of valid data signal at an output 

Address access time-the time interval between the application of an address.input pulse and the availability of valid data signals at an output 

Column address strobe access time 

Chip enable access time 

Output enable access time 

Data access lime after program 

Row address strobe access lime 

Chip select access time 

Cycle time 

Read cycle time-the time interval between the start of a read cylce and the start of the next cycle 

Refresh cycle time-the time interval between successive signals that are intended to restore the level 'in a dynamic memory cell to its original level 

Page· mode cycle time 

Read-modify-write cycle time-the time interval between teh start of a cycle in which the memory is read and new d~ta is entered, and the start of 

the next cycle 

Write cycle time-the time interval between the start of a write cycle and the start of the next cycle 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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New symbol Former symbol 

td 

td (¢) 

td (CAS-RAS) 

td (CAS-W) td (CAS WR) 

td (RAS-CAS) 

td (RAS-W) td (RAS-WA) 

tdls (R-O) tdIS(R-DA) 

tdls (S) tpXZ(CS) 

tdIS(W) tPXZ(WR) 

tDHL 

tDLH 

ten(A-Q) tPZV(A-DQ) 

ten (R-Q) tpZV( R-DQ) 

ten(S-Q) t PZX (CS-oO) 

t f 

th 

th (A) th(AD) 

th (A-E) th (AD-CE) 

theA-PRJ th(AD-PRO) 

th(CAS-CA) 

th(CAS-D) th (CAS-DA) 

th (CAS-Q) th (CAS-OUT) 

th (CAS-RAS) 

th(CAS-W) t h (CAS-WR) 

th (D) th (DA) 

th(D-PR) theDA-PRO) 

th (E) th (CE) 

th (E-D) th(CE-DA) 

th (E-G) th(CE-OE) 

th (R) th (RD) 

th(RAS-CA) 

t h (RAS-CAS) 

th(RAS-D) th (RAS-DA) 

th(RAS-W) th (RAS-WR) 

th (S) th (CS) 

th (W) th(WR) 

th (W-CAS) th (WR-CAS) 

theW-D) th (WR-DA) 

th(W-RAS) th (WR-RAS) 

tpHL 

tPLH 

tr 

trec(w) twr 

treC(PD) tR(PD) 

tsu 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

SYMBOLOGY 

Para meter -def i nit i on 

Delay time-the time between the specified reference points on two pulses 

Delay time between clock pulses-e.g., symbology, delay time, clock 1 to clock 2 or clock 2 to clock 1 

Delay time, column address strobe to row address strobe 

Delay time, column address strobe to write 

Delay time, row address strobe to column address strobe 

Delay time, row address strobe to write 

Output disable time after read 

Output disable time after chip select 

Output disable time after write 

High-level to low-level- delay ti,me } 

Low-level to high-level delay time 

the time Interval between specified reference pOints on the input and on the output pulses, when the 

output is going to the low (high) level and when the device is driven and loaded by specified networks 

Output enable time after address 

Output enable time after read 

Output enable time after chip select 

Fall time 

Hold time-the interval time during which a signal at a specified input terminal after an active transition occurs at another specified input terminal 

Address hold Ii me 

Chip enable hold time after address 

Program hold time after address 

Column address hold time after column address strobe 

Data-in hold time after column address strobe 

Data-out hold time after column address strobe 

Row address strobe hold time after column address strobe 

Write hold time after column address strobe 

Data-in hold time 

Program hold time after data-in 

Chip enable hold time 

Data-in hold time after chip enable 

Output enable hold time after chip enable 

Read hold time 

Column address hold time after row address strobe 

Column address strobe hold time after row address strobe 

Data-in hold time after row address strobe 

Write hold time after row address strobe 

Chip select hold time 

Write hold time 

Column address strobe hold time after write 

Data-in hold time after write 

Row address hold time after wrtte 

High-level to low-level propagation time } the tim~ int~rval between specified reference points on the ~nput and on the output pu.lses wh~n the 
output IS gOing to the low (high) level and when the device IS driven and loaded by tYPical deVices 

LOW-level to high-level propagation time of stated type 

Rise time 

Write recovery time-the time interval between the termination of a write pulse and the initiation of a new cycle 

Power-down recovery time 

Setup time-the time interval between the application of a signal which is maintained at a speciifed input terminal and a consecutive active 

tarnsition at another specified input terminal 

tsu (A) tSU(AD) Address setup time 

tsu (A-E) tsu (AD-CE) Chip enable setup time before address 

tsu (A-W) tsu (AD-WR) Write setup time before address 

tsu (CA-RAS) Row address strobe setup time before column address 
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New symbol Former symbol 

Isu (D) Isu (DA) 

ISU(D-E) Isu (DA-CE) 

Isu (D-W) ISU(DA-WR) 

ISU(E) ISU(CE) 

ISU(E-P) Isu (CE-P) 

ISU(G-E) Isu (OE-CE) 

ISU(P-E) ISU(P-CE) 

Isu (PO) 

Isu (R) Isu (RD) 

Isu (R-CAS) Isu (RA-CAS) 

Isu (RA-CAS) 

Isu (S) Isu (CS) 

Isu(s-w) Isu (CS-WR) 

Isu(W) ISU(WR) 

ITHL 

ITLH 

IV(A) Idv (AD) 

tv (E) IdV(CE) 

IV(E)PR IV(CE)PR 

Iv (G) Iv (OE) 

IV(PR) 

Iv (S) IV (CS) 

Iw 

tW(E) IW(CE) 

tW(EH) IW(CEH) 

IW(EL) IW(EL) 

IW(PR) 

IW(R) IW(RD) 

Iw(S) tW(CS) 

Iw(W) IW(WR) 

Iw( ¢) 

Ta 

Topr 

Tstg 

VBB 

VCC 

VDD 

VGG 

VI 

V,H 

VIL 

Va 

VOH 

VOL 

VSS 

1-18 
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SYMBOLOGY 

Para meter -defi n ition 

Data-in setup time 

Chip enable setup time before data· in 

Write setup time before data-In 

Chip enable setup time 

Precharge setup time before chip enable 

Chip enable setup time before output enable 

Chip enable setup time before precharge 

Power-down setup time 

Read setup time 

Column address strobe setup time before read 

Colurnn address strobe setup time before row address 

Chip ~elect setup time 

Write setup lime before chip select 

Write setup time 

High-Ie,el to low-level transition time } the time interval between reference on of the output pulse when the outPut is 
going to the low (high) and when a Input applied through a specified network and 

Low·level- to high-level transition time the output is loaded by network 

Data valid time after address 

Data valid time after chip enable 

Data valid time after chip enable in program mode 

Data valid time after output enable 

Dillil vall(i time after plogram 

Datcl valid time after chip select 

Pulse Width (pulse duration) the time interval between specified reference points on the leading and training edges oi the waveforms 

Chip enable pulse width 

Chip enable high pulse width 

Chip enable low pulse width 

ProqrilJll pulse Width 

Read pulse width 

Chip select pulse width 

Wrtie pulse width 

Clock pulse width 

Ambient temperature 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

VBB supply voltage 

Vee supply voltage 

Voo supply voltage 

VGG supply voltage 

Input voltage 

High-level input voltage-the value of the permitted high-state voltage at the input 

Low-level input voltage-the value of the permitted low-state voltage at the input 

Output voltage 

High-level output voltage'-the value of the guaranteed high-state voltage range at the output 

Low-level output voltage-the value of the guaranteed low-state voltage range at the output 

Vss supply voltage 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY TESTING 

1. PLANNING 
In recent years, advances in integrated circuits have been 

rapid, with increasing density and speed accompanied by 

decreasing cost. Because of these advances, it is now 
practical and economically justifiable to use these devices 

in systems of greater complexity and in which they were 

previously considered too expensive. All of these advances 

add up to increased demand. 

We at Mitsubishi foresaw this increased demand and 

organized our production facilities to meet it. We also 

realized that simply increasing production to meet the 

demand was not enough and that positive steps would have 

to be taken to assure the reliabil ity of our products. 

This realization resulted in development of our Quality 

Assurance System. The system has resulted in improved 
products, and Mitsubishi is able to supply its customers' 

needs with ICs of high reliability and stable quality. This 

system is the key to future planning for improved design, 

production and quality assurance. 

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM 
The Quality Assurance System imposes quality controls 

on Mitsubishi products from the initial conception of a 

new product to the final delivery of the product to the 

customer. A diagram of the total system is shown in Fig. 1. 

For ease of understanding, the system is divided into three 

stages. 

2,1 Quality Assurance in the Design Stage 

The characteristics of the breadboard devices are carefully 

checked to assure that all specifications are met. Standard 

integrated circuits and high·quality discrete .components are 

used. During the design stage, extensive use is made of a 

sophisticated CAD program, which is updated to always 

include the latest state·of·the·art techniques. 

2.2 Quality Assurance in the Limited-

Manufacturing Stage 
Rigid controls are maintained on the environment, incom· 

ing material and manufacturing equipment such as tools 

and test equipment. The products and materials used are 

subjected to stringent tests and inspections as they are 

manufactured. Wafer production is closely monitored. 

Finally, a tough quality assurance test and inspection is 

made before the product is released for del ivery to a 

customer. This final test includes a complete visual inspec' 

tion and electrical characteristics tests. A sampling 

technique is used to conduct tests under severe operating 

conditions to assure that the products meet reliability 

specifications. 

2.3 Quality Assurance in the Full Production Stage 

Full production of a product is not started until it has been 

confirmed that it can be manufactured to meet quality and 

reliability specifications. The controls, tests and inspection 

procedures developed in §2.2 are continued. The closest 

monitoring assures that they are complied with. 

3. RELIABILITY CONTROL 

3.1 Reliability Tests 

The newly established Reliability Center for Electronic 

Components of Japan has established a qualification system 
for electronic components. Reliability test methods and 

procedures are developed to mainly meet MI L·STD·883 

and J IS C 7022 specifications. Details of typical tests used 

on Mitsubishi ICs are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Typical reliability test items and conditions 
Group Iwm Test condition 

~~~~ai~~~~~ature Maximum operating ambient temperature lOaOh 

~12r~~~~feeraturE'! Maximum storage temperature lOOOh 

~t~~;~::~ (steady 65'C 95%RH 50Qh 
-+~~~~---r'--------------'------~"------

Soldering heat 260'C lOs 

Thpnnal shock O~100'C 15 cycles 10mln/cycle 

TemperalLH(;cyciE: Minimum 10 maximum storage lemperatllrf~ 
10 cycles of lh/cycle 

Soldering 

Lead Integrity • I T en "on 3409 30s 
1---------- Bending stress 2259· ± 30 3 tlrnes 

Shock 
Constant 
acceleration 

I 20G. X, Y. Z each direction 4 times 
I 100~2000Hl--4 min/cycle 

1500G .. Q,5ms In XI. Y 1 and Z 1 direction, 5 times 

20000G Y, ellrcctlon 1 min 

3.2 Failure Analysis 
Devices that have failed during reliability or acceleration 

tests are analyzed to determine the cause of failure. This 

information is fed back to the process engineering section 

and manufacturing section so that improvements can be 

made to increase reliability. A summary of failure analysis 

procedures is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Summary of failure analysis procedures 

Step Description 
1----".-+--- , 

o Inspection of leads. plating. soldering and welding 

o Inspection of materials, sealing. package and marking 

1, External 0 Visual Inspection of other Items of me speCilicatlcns 

e)(amination 0 Use of stereo microscopes, metallurgical microscopes, X ray 

2. Electrical tests 

photographiC equipment. fine leakage and gross leakage 

testers In the examination 

o Checking for open CirCUits. short CirCUits and parametric 

degradation by electrical parameter measurement 

o Observation of characteristiCS by a synchroscope or a curve 

tracer and checking of Hnportanl phYSical characteristiCS 

by electrical characteristics 

o Stress tests such as envlronmef11al or life tests, If reqUired 

a Removal of the cover 01 the deVice, the optical Inspection 

01 the Illternal structure of the deVice 

3. Internal a Chccklll~J 01 the sillCClr1 chip surface 

examination a M!'(Y;lJlI'III('lli uf dec!llcal characteristiCS by probes 

4. Chip analysis 

If applicable 

o Use uf SEM XMA and Infrared microscanner If reqUired 

a Use of metallur91cal analvsls techniques to supplement 
31lalysiS uf the 1I11prnai examination 

o SliCing for cross-secllonal Inspection 

o AnalYSIS of OXide film defects 

a AnalYSIS of diffUSion defects 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY TESTING 

Fig. 1 Quality assurance system 
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PRECAUTIONS IN HANDLING MOS ICs 

A MOS transistor has a very thin oxide insulator under the 

gate electrode on the silicon substrate. It is operated by 

altering the conductance (gm) between source and drain to 

control mobile charges in the channel formed by the 

appl ied gate voltage. 

If a high voltage were applied to a gate terminal, the 

insulator-film under the gate electrode could be destroyed, 

and all Mitsubishi MOS IC/lSls contain internal protection 

circuits at each input terminal to prevent this. It is inherent· 

Iy necessary to apply reverse bias to the P-N junctions of a 

MOS IC/lSI. 

Under certain conditions, however, it may be impossible 

to completely avoid destruction of the thin insulator-film 

due to the application of unexpectedly high voltage or 

thermal destruction due to excessive current from a 

forward biased P-N junction. The following recommenda

tions should be followed in handling MOS devices. 

1. KEEPING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TO EACH 
TERMINAL BELOW MAXIMUM RATINGS 

1. The recommended ranges of operating conditions 

provide adequate safety margins. Operating within these 

limits will assure maximum equipment performance and 

quality. 

2. Forward bias should not be applied to any terminal since 

excessive current may cause thermal destruction. 

3. Output terminals should not be connected directly to 

the power supply. Short-circuiting of a terminal to a 

power supply having low impedance may cause burn-out 

of the internal leads or thermal destruction due to 

excessive current. 

2. KEEPING All TERMINALS AT THE SAME 
POTENTIAL DURING TRANSPORT AND 
STORAGE 

When MOS IC/lSls are not in use, both input and output 

terminals can be in a very high impedance state so that they 

are easi Iy subjected to electrostatic induction from AC 

fields of the surrounding space or from charged objects 

in their vicinity. For this reason, MOS IC/lSls should be 

protected from electrostatic charges while being transported 

and stored by conductive rubber foam, aluminum foil, 

shielded boxes or other protective precautions. 

3. KEEPING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, WORK 
TABLES AND OPERATING PERSONNEL AT 
THE SAME POTENTIAL 

1. All electric equipment, work table surfaces and operat-

ing personnel should be grounded. Work tables should 

be covered with copper or aluminum plates of good 

conductivity, and grounded. One method of grounding 

personnel, after making sure that there is no potential 

difference with electrical equipment, is by the use of a 

wristwatch metallic ring, etc. attached around the wrist 

and grounded in series with a 1 M r2 resistor. Be sure that 

the grounding meets national regulations on personnel 

safety. 

2. Current leakage from electric equipment must be 

prevented not only for personnel safety, but also to 

avert the destruction of MOS IC/lSls, as described 

above. Items such as testers, curve-tracers and synchro

scopes must be checked for current leakage before being 

grounded. 

4. PRECAUTIONS FOR MOUNTING OF MOS 
IC/lSls 

1. The printed wiring lines to input and output terminals 

of MaS IC/lSls should not be close to or parallel to 

high-voltage or high-power signal lines. Turning power 

on while the device is short-circuited, either by a solder 

bridge made during assembly or by a probe during 

adjusting and testing, may cause maximum ratings to be 

exceeded, which may result in the destruction of the 

device. 

2. When input/output, or input and/or output, terminals 

of MaS IC/lSls (now open-circuits) are connected, 

we must consider the possibility of current leakage and 

take precautions similar to §2 above. To reduce such 

undesirable trouble, it is recommended that an interface 

circuit be inserted at the input or output terminal, or a 

resistor with a resistance that does not exceed the 

output driving capability of the MaS IC/lSI be inserted 

between the power supply and the ground. 

3. A filter circuit should be inserted in the AC power 

supply line to absorb surges which can frequently be 

strong enough to destroy aMOS IC/lSI. 

4. Terminal connections should be made as described in the 

catalog while being careful to meet specifications. 

5. Ungrounded metal plates should not be placed near 

input or output terminals of any MaS IC/lSls, since 
destruction of the insulation may result if they become 

electrostatically charged. 

6. Equipment cases should provide shielding from electro" 

static charges for more reliable operation. When a plastic 

case is used, it is desirable to coat the inside of the case 

with conductive paint and to ground it. This is considered 

necessary even for battery-operated equipment. 
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DESCRIPTION 
This is a family of single-chip 8-bit parallel contral proces

sing units (CPUs) developed using the N-channel silicon
gate ED-MaS process. It requires a single 5V power supply 
and has a basic clock rate of 3M Hz. With an instruction set 

that is completely compatible with that of the M5L80BOAP,S, 
this device is designed to improve on the M5LBOBOAP,S with 
higher system speed. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Instruction cycle .................................... 1. 3,us (min.) 

• Software compatibility with the M5LBOBOAP,S (with two 
additional instructions) 

• Clock generator (with an external crystal of RC circuit) 

• Built-in system controller 
• Four vectored interrupts (one of which is non-maskable) 
• Serial I/O port ............................................... 1 each 

• Decimal, binary, and double preCision arithmetic opera
tions 

APPLICATION 
Central processing unit for a microcomputer 

FUNCTION 
Under the multiplexed data bus concept adopted, the high
order B bits of the address are used only as an adress bus 
and the low-order 8 bit are used as an address/data bus. 

During the first clock cycle of an instruction cycle, the 
address is transferred. The low-order 8 bits of the address 
are stored in the external latch by the address latch enable 
(ALE) signal. During the second and third clock cycles, the 
address/data bus functions as the data bus, transferring the 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
ClK X, 

INTA RST 
5.5 
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MSL808SAP 

8- BIT PARALLEL MICROPROCESSOR 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

CLOCK PULSE J x, ~ 
INPUT 1 x,~ 2 

RESET OUTPUT 
RESET OUT~ 3 

OUTPufb~~k SOD~ 4 

INPUTS~~*k SID~ 5 

~~~yl~NT~~;:TRAP~ 6 

RESTART 1 RST7. 5 ~ 7 
IN~~~n~~t RST6. 5 ~ 8 

INPUTS RST5. 5 ~ 9 
INTERR~PT 

RE9HpBf INTR~ 10 

ACK~~ViEr~~~ INTA ~ 11 
OUTPUT 

BIDIREC
TIONAL 

ADDRESS 
AND 

DATA BUS 

ADo-12 

(OV)Vss 

Outline 40P4 

Vcc (5V) 

39 ~ HOLD HOLD INPUT 
HOLD 

38 ~ HLDA ~'6~~erLEDGE 

37 ~ ClK 8b9~~rLSE 
36 ~ RESET IN rNE~J.;r 
35 ~ READY mttPl 
34 ~ loiM 8~1V~tN88f~UT 
33 ~ s, 5'LVp~\ 1 

32 ~ RD ~D~~u10NTROL 
31 ~ WR ~~FMONTROL 

30 ~ ALE ~2£~c~Sob~~b~ 
29 ~ SO 81't~LQ~O 
28 ~A'5 

ADDRESS BUS 
OUTPUT 

data to memory or to the I/O. For bus control, the device 
provides RD, WR, and 10iM signals and an interrupt ack
nowledge signal (INTA.) The HOLD, READY and all inter

rupt signals are synchronized with the clock pulse. For sim
ple serial data transfer it provides both a serial input data 
(SID) line and a serial output data (SOD) line. It also has 
three maskable restart interrupts and one non-maskable trap 
interrupt. 

AD, ADo 
AD, Vee Vss 

- ---8 - ----r---r -l 
, 

TEMPORARY I 
I 

I , 

I , 

_J 
As 

INTR RST TRAP SID HOLD So 101M WR RESET OUT 
6.5 
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MSL808SAP 

8- BIT PARALLEL MICROPROCESSOR 

PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin Name 
Input oi 

output 
FuncHons 

X" X2 Clock input In 
These pins are used to connect an external crystal or CR circuit to the internal clock generator. 

An external clock pulse can also be input through Xl. 

RESET OUT Reset output Out 
This signal indicates that the CPU is in the reset mode. It can be used as a system RESET. The sig-

nal is synchronised to the processor clock. 

SOD Serial output data Out 
This is an output data line for selial data. The output SOD may be set or reset by means of the 81M 

instruction. It return to high level after the RESET. 

SID Serial input data In 
This is an input data line for serial data, and the data on this line is moved to the 7th bit of the accu-

mulator whenever a RIM instruction is executed. 

TRAP Trap interrupt In 
A non-maskable restart which is recognized at the same time as an I NTR it is not affected by any 

mask or another interrupt. It has the highest interrupt priority. 

RST5.5 
Restart interrupt 

Input timing is the same as for INTR for these three signals. They all cause an automatic insertion of 

RST6.5 In an internal RESTART. RST 7.5. has the highest priority while RST 5.5 has the lowest. All three sig-

RST7.5 
request 

nals have a higher priority than INTR. 

This signal is for a general purpose interrupt and is sampled only during the last clock cycle of the 

Interrupt 
instruction. When an interrupt is acknowledged, the program counter (PC) is held and an INTA slg-

INTR In nal is generated. During this cycle, a RESTART or CALL can be inserted to jump to an interrupt ser-
request signal 

vice routine. The interrupt request may be enable and disable by means of software. But it is dis-

able by the RESET and 'immeadiately after an accepted interrupt. 

-- Interrupt acknowledge 
Out 

-
INTA This signal is used instead of RD during the instruction cycle after an INTR is accepted. 

control signal 

Bidirectional address 
The low-order (IIO address) appears during the first clock cycle. During the second and third clock 

ADo-AD7 
and data bus 

Inloui cycles, it becomes the data bus. It remains in the high-impedance state during the HOLD and HALT 

modes. 

As-A'5 Address bus Out 
Output the high-order 8 bits of the memory address or the 8 bits of the I/O address. 
It remains in the high-impedance state during the HOLD and HALT modes. 

Indicates the status of the bus. 

S, So 
HALT 0 0 

So, S, Status Out WRITE 0 1 
READ, DAD 1 0 
FETCH 1 1 

The SI signal can be used as an advanced A/iN status. 

This signal is generated during the first clock cycle, to enable the address to be latched into the latches of 

ALE Address latch enable Out peripherals. The falling edge of ALE is guaranteed to latch the address information. The ALE can also be 

used to strobe the status information, but it is kept in the lOW-level state during bus idle machine cycles. 
-

Write control Out 
Indicates that the data on the data bus is to be written into the selected me~ory at the falling edge 

WR -
of the signal WR. It remains the high-impedance state during the HOLD and HALT modes. 

-
Read control Out 

Indicates that the selected memory or 1/0 address is to be read and that the data bus is active for 
RD 

data transter. It remains in the high-impedance state during the HOLD and HALT modes. 

- Data transfer 
Out 

This signal indicates whether the read/write is to memory or to I/Os. 
101M 

control output It remains in the high-ipedance state during the HOLD and HALT modes. 

When it is at high-level during a read or write cycle, the READY indicates that the memory or 

READY Ready input In peripheral is ready to send or recieve date. When the signal is at low-level, the CPU will wait for the 

signal to turn high-level before completing the read ot write cycle. 

T~is signal (at least three clock cycles are necessaly) sets the program counter to zero and resets 

,RESET IN Reset input In the interrupt enable and HLDA flip-flops. None of the other flags or registers (except the instruction 

register) are affected. The CPU is held in the reset mode as long as the signal is applied. 

ClK Clock output Out Clock pulses are available from this pin when a crystal or CR circuit is used as an input to the CPU. 

Hold 
By this signal the processor acknowledges the HOLD request signal and indicates that it will relin-

HLDA acknowledge Signal Out 
quish the buse's in the next clock cycle. The ~signal is returned to the lOW-level state after the HOLD 

request is completed. The processor resumes the use, of the buses one half clock cycle after the 

signal HLDA gose low. 

When the CPU receives a HOLD request. It relinquishes the use'of the buses as soon as the current 

HOLD 
Hold 

In 
machine cycle is completed. The CPU can regain the use of buses only after the HOLD state is re-

request signal moved. Upon acknowledging the HOLD signal, the address bus, the data bus, RD, WR and loiM 
lines are put in the high-impedance state. 

Note HOLD, READY and all interrupt Signals are synchrOnized with clock signal. 

2-4 .MITSOBISHI 
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STATUS INFORMATION 
Status information can be obtained directly from the 

M5L8085AP. ALE is used as a status strobe. As the status is 

partially encoded, it informs the user in advance what type 

of bus transfer is being performed. The 101M cycle status 

signal is also obtained directly. Decoded So and S, signals 

carry: S, 
o 
o 

So 
o 
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rupt request. This condition will be maintained until the re

quest is fulfilled or reset by a SIM or RESET instruction. 

Each of the restart interrupts may be masked indepen

dently to avoid interrupting the CPU. An interrupt requested 

by an RST 7. 5 will be stored even when its mask is set and 

the interrupt is disabled. Masks can be changed in a SIM in

struction or the RESET. When two enabled interrupts are re

quested at the same time, the interrupt with the highest 

priority will be accepted. The TRAP has the highest priority 

followed in order by RST 7.5, RST 6.5, RST 5.5 and INTR. 

HALT 

WRITE 
READ 

FETCH 

o (except for second and~ 
third machine cycles of 

1 DAD instruction. This priority system dose not take into consideration the 

S, can be used in determining the R/W status of all bus 
transfers. 

In the M5L8085AP the low-order 8 bits of the address are 

multiplexed with date. When entering the low-order of the 

address into memory or peripheral latch circuits, the ALE is 

used as a strobe. 

INTERRUPT AND SERIAL I/O 
The M5L8085AP has five interrupt inputs-INTR, RST 5.5, 
RST 6. 5, RST 7. 5, and TRAP. INTR has the same function as 

INT of the M5L8080AP,S. The three RST inputs, 5.5,6.5, 7.5, 

are provided with programmable masks. TRAP has the same 

function as the restart interrupt, except that it is non

maskable. 

When an interrupt is enabled and the corresponding in

terrupt mask is not set, the three RST interrupts will cause 

the internal execution of the RST. When nonmaskable TRAP 

is applied, it causes the internal execution of an RST re-

priority of an interrupt routine that is already started. In other 

words, when an RST 5.5 interrupt is reenabled before the 

termination of the RST 7.5 interrupt routine, it will interrupt 
the RST 7. 5. 

The TRAP interrupt is very useful in preventing disastrous 

errors and bus errors resulting from power failures. The 

TRAP input is recognized in the same manner as any other 

interrupt, but it has the highest priority, and is not aftected 

by any flags or masks. The TRAP input can be senced by 
both edge and level. TRAP should be maintained high-level 

until it is acknowledged. But,it will not be acknowledged 

again unless it .turns low and high again. In this manner, faul

ty operation due to noise or logic glitches is prevented. 

The selial 1/0 system is also considered to be an inter

rupt as it is controlled by instructions RIM and SIM. The SID 
is read by instruction RIM and the SOD data is set by in

struction SIM. 

gardless of the state of the interrupt enable or masks. The BASIC TIMING 
restart addresses (hexadecimal) of the interrupts are: The M5L8085AP is provided with a multiplexed data bus. 

Interrupt Adress 

TRAP 24'6 
RST 5. 5 2C'6 
RST 6.5 34'6 
RST 7.5 3C'6 

Two different types of signal are used for restart inter
rupts. Both RST 5.5 and RST 6.5 are sensitive to high-level 

as in INTR and INT of the M5L8080AP,S, and are acknow

ledged in the same timing as INTR. RST 7.5 is sensitive to 

rising-edge, and existence of a pulse sets the RST 7. 5 inter-

Mt 

T, T, T3 T, 

The ALE is utilized as a strobe with which the low-order 8 
bits of the address on the data bus are sampled. Fig.l shows 

the basic cycle in which an out instruction is fetched, and 

memory is read and written to the 1/0 port. The 110 port 

address is stored in both the address bus and the addressl 

data bus during the 1/0 write and read cycle. To enabJe the 
M5L8085AP to be used with a slow memory, the READY line 

is used for extending the read and write pulse width in the 

same manner as in the M5L8080AP,S. 

M, M3 
T, T, T3 T, I T, T3 -~ ~~ ClK 

-A,-A15 .x PCH HIGH-ORDER ADDRESS 

= ADo-AD, X PCl ....-y-- -- n INSTlUCTION FETdH 
ALE (OUT) -
RD \ I 
WR 

loiM - "\ - Y S,=l. So=l (FETCH) STATUS -
Fig. 1 Bacic. cycle 

X(PCl +l H HIGH-ORDER ADDRESSX n (PORT NO.) 

(Pc+ll l XPORTNO(n) n X DATA OUTPUT 

\ 

X 
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MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 
ro ~ " Instruction code 
'i;i 

~~ 15 15 15 
1nstr Mnemonic 

0201 Do ~~~f~ 0 0 0 
class 070& D5D~03 

Z Z z 
MOV rl. r2 01 DDD S S S 4 1 1 
MOV M •• 01 1 1 0 S S S 7 1 2 
MOV • .M 01 DDD 1 1 0 7 1 2 
MYI • • n o 0 DDD 1 1 0 7 2 2 

<a.> 
MYI M. n 0,0 1 1 0 1 1 0 • • I. 2 3 

<"'> 
LXI a.m 00 000 00 1 01 I. 3 3 

<a.> 
<BI> 

LXI D.m 00 01 0 00 1 1 1 I. 3 3 
<a.> 
<BI> 

LXI H.m 00 1 00 0'0 1 
• 1 

I. 3 3 
<a.> 
<Bo> 

LXI SP,m 00 1 1 0 o 0 1 3 1 I. 3 3 

~ <a.> 
<Bo> 

~ SPHL 1 1 1 1 1 00 1 • • 6 1 1 

~ STAX a 00 000 o 1 0 o • 1 I 2 
STAX D 00 o 1 0 01 0 1 • 1 1 2 0 
LDAX a 00 00 , 0 , e o A 7 1 2 
LDAX D 00 0' 1 0 , 0 1 A 7 I 2 
BlA m 00 , , 0 o , 0 3 • 13 3 4 

<a.> 
<,.,> 

LDA m 00 , , , o , 0 
• A 

13 3 4 
<a.> 
<BI> 

SHLD m o 0 , 0 0 o , 0 • • " 3 5 
<a., 
<BI> 

LHLD m o 0 , 0 , o , 0 
• A 

16 3 5 
<a.> 
<BI> 

XCHG , 1 , 0 1 o , 1 E a 4 1 1 
XTHL , 1 1 00 0' 1 E • 16 1 5 

':~~ · , 0 o 0 0 B B S 4 1 I' 
M , 0 o 0 0 , , 0 a • 7 I 2 

ADI n , , 000 , , 0 C. 7 2 2 
(82) 

ADC , , 0 00' o 0 S • 1 I 
ADC M , 0 001 , 1 0 a E 7 1 2 
ACI n , , 00' , 1 0 C E 7 2 2 

<a., 
DAD a o 0 001 o 0 , o • I. 1 3 
DAD D o 0 o , , o 0 , , • I. 1 3 
DAD H o 0 , 0 , o 0 , • • I. 1 3 
DAD SP o 0 , , , o 0 , • • I. 1 3 

~ BUa · , 0 o , 0 • S S • 1 1 
C- BUa M , 0 o , 0 , , 0 • • 7 1 2 
E OUI n , 1 o , 0 , , 0 D. 7 2 2 
8 <a.> 

~ 
oaa · , 0 01 , B S S 4 I 1 ••• M , 0 0' , , , 0 

• E 
7 1 2 

~ .. , n , , o , , , , 0 D E 1 2 2 
(82) 

U ANA · , 0 , o 0 B 0 • 4 I 1 
~ ANA M , 0 , o 0 , , 0 A • 7 I 2 

~ ANI n , , , o 0 , , 0 E • 7 2 2 
<a.> 

~ XRA · , 0 , 
0' S S S 4 I , 

XRA M , 0 , o , , , 0 A E 7 I '2 
XRI n , , , 

0' 
, , 0 E E 7 2 2 

<a.> 
ORA · , 0 , , 0 S S S • 1 1 
ORA M , 0 , , 0 , , 0 a • 7 1 2 
ORI n , , , , 0 , , 0 • • 7 2 2 

<a.> 
CMP · , 0 , , , S S • • 1 1 
CMP M' , 0 , , , , , 0 

• E 
7 1 2 

CPI n , , , , , , , 0 
• E 

7 2 2 
<a.: 

I NR e 00 D D D , 00 • I 1 

~ I NR M o 0 , , 0 1 0 0 
• 4 

I. 1 3 
DCR · o 0 D D D , 

0' 4 1 1 
~ ~CR M 00 , , 0 , 0" 3 • I. 1 3 

Q5U IN, • 00 000 o , , o 3 6 I 1 
t5~ INX D 00 o , 0 o , , , 3 6 I 1 

~~ INX H 00 , 00 o , , 
• 3 

6 1 1 

a:'E INX SP o 0 , , 0 o , , 3 3 6 1 1 
ucx B 00 '001 o , , o • 6 I I 

.~ DCX D 00 01 .1 0' , , a 6 I 1 
DCx H 00 , o , 0' , 2 a 6 I 1 
DCX S' 00 , , , 0' , 3 • 6 1 1 
RLC 00 o 0 0 , , , 07 

~~~ RRC 00 o 0 , 1 , , 0' • 1 1 

oZS'C:::I 

~E~ RAL 00 o , 0 , , , , 7 4 1 1 

£8al RAR 00 o , , , , , , . 4 1 1 

Accumu CMA 00 , 0 , , , , • • • 1 I 
compen . DAA 00 , 0 0 , , , 

• 7 
• 1 1 

arry se t STe 00 , , 0 , , , 37 4 1 1 
CMC 00 , , , , , , • • 4 1 1 

2-6 
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; 

Functions 

(r,) -(r2) 
(M)-(e) Where, M~(H)(L) 
(c)-( .... ) Where. M~(H)(L) 
(r) --n 

(M) -n Where, M=(H) (L) 

(0)-<82) 
(B) --(83) Where, m =(83) <B2) 

(E) -(82) 
(D)-<83) Where. m = <B3) (82) 

(L)-<Bz) 
(H)-<S3) Where. m =(B3) (B2) 

(SP)-m 

SP -- H L 
( (B)(C»-(A) 
( (D)(E»-(A) 

(A)- (B)(C» 
(A)- (D)(E» 
(m)-(A) 

(A)-(m) 

(m)-(L) 
(m+ n-(H) 

(U-em) 
(H) -(m+l) 

H L ....... 0 (E 
(H)(L) -( (SP)" 1)( (SP» 

i:~:i:~:i~) Where, M=(H) (L) 
(A).--(A)+ n 

CAl --CAl +(r) +(CY2) 
Where. M = (H) eLl CAl ...... (Al + eM) + (CYl) 

(A) -(A)+ 0 +(CY2) 

'(H) (L) -(H) (L) HB) (0) 
(H) (L)-(H) (L) + (D) (EI 
(H) (L)- (H) (L)+ (H) (L) 
H L ----(H) (L)+(SP 

(A)-(A) (c) 
(A) -(A)-(M) Where. M=(H) (Ll 
(Al <-(A)- n 

(A)-(Al (c) (OY .. ) 
(A) -(A)-(M)-(CY,) Where. M = (H) (L) 
(A)-(A)- 0 -(CYl) 

(A)-(A)A(c) 
(A) -(A) A(M) Where. M = (H) eLl 
CAl ---CAl A n 

(A)-(A)V(r) 
(A) -(A)"(M) Where. M "" (H) eLl 
(A)-(A)V n 

(A)-(A) vee) 
(A) - (A) v (M) Where. M=(H) (Ll 
CAl --CAl \ 0 

(A) (d i Compare; Where .. (A) (M) M~(H) (L) 
(A) - 0 

(r)-(r)+l 
(M) ...... (M)+l Where. M (H eLl 
.Cr)- e) , 
(M)-(M)-1. Where. M-(H) (L) 

(8) (0) 0-' (8) (0) + 1 
(D) eEl ...... (D) eEl + 1 
(H) eLl .... · (H) eLl ... 1 

SP) +- esp) + 1 
(B) (C) - (B) (C) , 
(D) (E) - (D) (E)-' 
(H) (L) <- (H)(L)-, 

(sp .-(SP~ , 
Left shift CY, LJ<- A1A6 ........... ··A1Ao 

l 
Right shift Cy,Q 1!7A6" ............ A1AO~ 

Left shift OYz Q------1 Al A6" ••.•..•.....• A1AO~ 

Right shift CY2~'~ 
(A)·-TAJ 

Results of binary addition are ad"usted to BCD 
CY2 - 1 

(CY2)- CY2 

"MRMJBI$HI 
"'ELECTRIC 

Flags Address bus ". ,.,.,,~ 'M"Oata bus 

S Z P CYZCYI Contents Mach 
Contents I/O C~I~~. cycle'" 

x x x x x 
,. 

x X x x X M M. (c) 0 M. 
x X x x X M M. ( .... ) I M. 
X X X X X (82) I M. 

X J( X X X M M, (82) I M, 

X X X X X (82) I M, 
(B3)' I M. 

X X X X X <82> I M, 
<B3) I M. 

X X X X X <B2) I .... , 
(B3) I ..... 

X X X X X (82) I .... , 
(83) I ..... 

X X X X X 
X X X X X (B) (C) 'M. (A) 0 M. 
X X X X X (D) (E) M. (A) 0 M. 
x x x x x (B) (C) M. ((B) (C» I M. 
x X X X X (D) (E) M. «D) (E» I M. 
x X x X X m M. (A) 0 M. 

X X X X X m M. (m) I M. 

X X X X X m M. (L) 0 M. 
m+l M, (H) 0 M, 

x x x x X m M. (m) I M. 
m+l M, (m+1) I M5 

X X X X x 
X x x X X (SP) M, 

hl~~~~ I M, 
.iSci.+l M. I M. 

00000 
00000 M M. (M) I M. 
00000 (82) I M. 

00000 
00000 M M. (M) I M. 
00000 (B2) I M. 

x x X o x 
x x x o X 
X X X 0 X 
x x X 0 X 
00000 
00000 M M. (M) I M. 
00000 (82) I M. 

00000 
00000 M M. (M) I M. 
00000 (82) I M. 

000 • , 000 • 1 M M. (M) I M. 
000 • 1 (82) I M. 

000 • • 
000 • • M M. (M) I M. 
000 • • <8z> I M. 

000 • • 000 • • M M. (M) I M. 
000 • • (82) I M. 

00000 
,00000 M M. (M) I M. 
00000 (82) I M. 

000 x 0 
000 x 0 M M. (M) I ,M. 
000 X 0 
000 x 0 M M. (M) I M. 
x X X X x 
X X X X X 
X X X X x 

'x x x x x 
x x x x x 
X x X X x 
x x x x X 
x x x x X 
x X x u X 

x X X o X 

X X X o x 

x x X o x 

x x x x X 
00000 
X X X 1 x 
x x X o x 

* . State IS Tl . State IS 12 
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I~em Instruction code 
~-i·~ 

Flags Address bus Data bus 
'0 Mnemonic 

Inst~ "'" 0706 050.03 0201 Do 16mal 6 
class notaln z 

JMP m 1 1 o 0 0 o 1 1 C3 
<82> <I." 

PCHL 1 1 1 0 1 o 0 1 E. 
JC m 1 1 o 1 1 o 1 0 DA 

<82> 
<B3' 

JNC m 1 1 o 1 0 o 1 0 02 
<82> 
<B3' 

JZ m 1 1 o 0 1 o 1 0 CA 
<82> 
<B3' 

"- JNZ m 1 1 o 0 0 o 1 0 C2 

~ <82> 
<B3' 

JP m 1 1 1 1 0 o 1 0 F 2 
(82) 

<B3' 
JM m 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 0 F A 

<I." 
<B3' 

JPE m 1 1 1 0 1 o 1 0 EA 
<8z> 
<B3' 

JPO m 1 1 1 o 0 o I 0 E 2 
<82> 
<B3' 

CALL m 1 1 o 0 1 1 0 1 CD 
<82> 
<as) 

RST n 1 1 A A A 1 1 1 

CC m 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 0 DC 
<82> 
<83> 

CNC m 1 1 o 1 0 I 0 0 DO 
<B2> 
<B3' 

B CZ m 1 1 o 0 1 1 o 0 cc 

~ 
<BZ> 
<BS> 

CNZ m 1 1 o 0 0 1 o 0 CO 

~ <82> 
<B3' 

U) CP m 1 1 1 1 0 1 o 0 F 0 
<82> 
<B3> 

CM m 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 0 F C 
<82> 
<83> 

CPE m 1 1 1 o 1 1 o 0 E C 
<82> 
<B3' 

CPO m 1 1 1 o 0 I 0 0 E 0 
(82) 
<B> 

RET 1 1 00 1 o 0 1 CO 

RC 1 1 01 1 o 0 0 08 

c RNC 1 1 o 1 0 o 0 0 DO 

~ 
RZ I I o 0 1 o 0 0 C8 

1ii RNZ 1 1 o 0 0 o 0 0 CO 
oo RP 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 0 F 0 

RM 1 1 1 1 1 o 0 0 F 8 
APE 1 1 1 o 1 o 0 0 E 8 
RPO 1 I I o 0 o 0 0 EO 

Input/ IN n 1 1 o 1 I 0 1 1 DB 

output <82> 

control 
OUT " 1 1 o 1 0 o 1 1 D. 

<82> 
Interrupt E 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 F B 
control 01 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F 3 

PU.,H PoW 1 1 1 1 0 1 o 1 F S 

PUSH • I 1 000 1 0 I CS 

PUSH 0 1 1 o 1 0 1 o 1 OS 

~ PUSH H 1 1 1 00 1 o 1 ES 

8 
POP PSW 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 F 1 

u 
ro 
u; POP • 1 1 o 0 0 o 0 1 C 1 

POP 0 1 1 o 1 0 o 0 1 01 

POP H 1 1 1 o 0 o 0 1 E 1 

Others 
HL T o 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 7. 
NOP o 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 00 

c RIM 00 1 00 000 20 

&'5 
~o 

~t; 
::;:c SIM 00 1 1 0 o 0 0 • 

I 

Symbol Meaning 

Register 

Two-byte data 

One-byte data 

Second byte 01 instruction 

(83) Third byte of instruction 

AAA Binary representation lor RST instruction n 

8-bit data from the most to the least Significant 

bit S. Z, X, CY1, 0, P, X, CY2 (X is indefinite.) 

r---~PG~---+~Pr~og~"~m~,=oo~o~"~r--

10 

6 
10/1 

10/7 

10/1 

10/7 

10/1 

10/1 

10/7 

10/7 

18 

12 

18/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

lS/' 

10 

11/6 
12/6 
12/6 
12/6 
12/6 
12/6 
1216 
12/6 

10 

10 

4 
4 

12 

12 

12 

12 

10 

10 

10 

10 

5 
4 

4 

4 

'0 
0 z 
3 

1 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

2 

1 
1 
1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 
I 

I 

I 

'0 
Functions 

0 
Z 
3 (PC)· m 

I (PC)..-(H) (ll 

3/2 (CYz) , , 

3/2 (CYz) =- a If condition is true 
(PC)<-m 

3/2 ( Z ) 1 

3/2 ( z ) 0 

3/2 ( 5 )"" 0 If condition IS false 
(PC)~ (PC) t 3 

3/2 ( 5 )~ 1 

3/2 ( P )= 1 

3/2 ( p ) = 0 

5 ( eSp) 1) «SP) Z)--(PC) +-3, (PC)<-m 

(SP) <-- (SP) -~ 2 

3 ( esp) -1) «SP)--2)---(PC) t1, (PC)--nX8, 
esP) ~- (SP) - 2 Where 0";:0"';; 7 

5/2 (CYz) I 

5/2 (CYz) = 0 
If condition IS true 

5/2 ( Z )= 1 ( (SP) 1) «Sp) . 2)"'-(PC) I 3 

(PC) .... -m 

5/2 ( Z ) = 0 
(sp)· (SP) 2 

5/2 ( s ) = 0 

5/2 ( S ) '"" 1 If condition is false 

(PC)<--(pO) +- 3 
5/2 ( P )= 1 

5/2 ( p ) = 0 , 

3 (PO) <-( (SP) +-1) «SP». (SP)<--(SP) +2 

311 (CY2) ~ 1 If conditiOn is true 
311 (CY2) = 0 
3/1 ( z ) = 1 (PC)<--( (SP) +-1) «SP» 
3/1 ( z ) = 0 (Sp)<--(Sp) +-2 
311 ( S ) = a 
3/1 ( S )=1 If condition is false 
3/1 ( P ) = 1 
31111 P ) - 0 

(PC) .. ··(PC) +-1 

3 (A) <-- (Input buffer) <-- (Input device of number n) 

3 (Output device of number n) <-- (Al 
(Input data) 

I (INTE)<--l 
1 (INTE)<--O 

3 I i~~~) <--?s;)(~~· «SP) 
2) ~~ (F) 

3 «SP)-l) ~ (8). (eSP)- 2)'~ (G) 
(SP) --(SP) --2 

3 ( (5P) -1) ~ (0). ( (5P) - 2) ~ (E) 
(SP) --(SP)-.2 

3 «SP)-1) <-- (H). «SP)-2) <-- (L) 
(SP) -<-eSp) 2 

3 (FI -- «SP». (A) 0---- ( (sp) +-1) 
(SP) <--(sp) +-2 

3 (c1 <-- «SP». (9) ~ «SP) t 1) 
(SP) <--(SP} +-2 

3 (E) <-- «SP) ),.(0) <-- «-SP)+1) 
esP) --esp) 1-2 

3 (Ll <--( esp». (H) +- «SP) 1-1) 
5P <-- SP +2 

1 (PC) <--(PC) t 1 
I (PC) ... (PC) t 1 

All RST interrupt masks, any pending RST interrupt 
I requests, and the serial input data from the SID pin 

are read into the accumlator 

Mask IS enabled (or disabled) to the RST Interrupt 

I 
corresponding to the contents (bit pattern) of the 
accumulator The serial output IS enabled and the, 

serial output bit is loaded into the SOD latch 

Symbol Meaning 

555 

or 

ODD 

Bit pattern 

designating 

regIster or 

memory 

Where 
M=(H)(L) 

Register S S S 
or or 

memory DOD 

8 0 0 0 
COO 1 
o 0 1 0 
E 0 1 1 
H 1 0 0 
L 1 0 1 
M 1 1 0 
All 1 

Mach IContents 11/0 Mach s z P C't'zCy, Contents cvcle* cycle·· 
x X x x x (82) I M, 

(83) 1 M3 

x x x x X 
x x x x x 

X X X X x If condition is true 

X X X X X <82> 1 M, 
(83) I M3 

x x x x x 

x x x x x 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

x x x x x 

X X X X X (82) 1 M, 

M. 
(83) I M3 

(SP) - 1 (pel+3 a M. 
(SP) ~ 2 M, (pel+3 a M, 

X X X X X (SP)-l M. (PC) +1 a M. 
esP) - 2 M, PC +1 a M, 

x x X x x 

I x x x x x 
)f condition is true 

X X X X x <82> 1 M, 
<83> 1 MJ 

eSp) - 1 M. (PC) +-3 0 M. 
x x x x x 

eSp) - 2 M' (PC) +-3 a M, 

x x x x x 
, 

x x X x x 

X X X X X 

x x x x x 

X X X X x (SP) M. «SP) ) 1 M. 
(SP) +- 1 M' «SP) +1) I M, 

X X X x 

: I" -"'~ " ""' x x x x 
x x x x X (SP) M4 «SP) ) I M. 
X X X X X (SP)+-1 Ms «SP)+l1 I M, 
x x x , X 
x x x x X 
x x X x X 
x x x x x 
x x x x x (82) a M. 

<8z> Bz) M, (Input data) I M, 
x x x x x <Bz) 0 M. 

(82) <82> M> A a M 
X X X X x 
x X X X X 
X x x x x (SP) I M. (A) a M. 

(SP) - 2 M, (F) 0 M, 
x x x x x (SP)- 1 M. (B) 0 M. 

(SP) - 2 M, (G) 0 M, 
X x x x x (5P) 1 M. (0) 0 M. 

(SP)- 2 M, (E) 0 M, 
x x x x X (SP)-1 M. (H) 0 M. 

(SP)- 2 M, Ll a M, 
00000 (sp) M. (sp) ) 1 M. 

(SP) + 1 M, «SP) +1) I M, 
x X x x x (SP) M. «5P) ) I M. 

(SP) + 1 M, «SP) +1) I M, 
x x x x X (SP) M. «5P) ) I M. 

(SP) + 1 M, «SP) +1) I M, 
x x x x x (SP) M. «5P) ) 1 M. 

SP + 1 M, SP +1 I M, 
X X X X X 
x X X X x 

X X X X X 

x X X X X 

.... State IS T10 ** 'State IS Tzo 

Symbol Meaning 

Inclusive OR 

ExclUSive OR 

Logical AND 

rs complement 

Content 01 flag IS nOI changed after execution 

o Content offlag IS set or reset after execution 

Input mode 

Output mode 

2-7 
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INSTRUCTION CODE LIST 

0011 3 

0100 4 

0101 5 

0110 6 

0111 7 

1000 8 

1001 9 

1010 A 

lOll B 

1100 C 

1101 D 

1110 E 

1111 F 

0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 lOla 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 

4 5 6 7 8 9 ABC D E F 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD 

B,B D,B H,B M,B B 

SUB 

B 

ANA ORA 

B B 
RNZ RNC RPO RP 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD SUB ANA ORA POP POP POP POP 

INX 

B 

INR 

B 

INX 

D 

INR 

D 

INX 

H 

INR 

H 

INX 

SP 

INR 

M 

B,C D,C H,C M,C C 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD 

B,D D;D H, D M,D D 

C 

SUB 

D, 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD SUB 

B, E D, E H, E M, E E E 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD SUB 

B,H D, H H,H M,H H H 

C C 

ANA ORA 

D D 

ANA ORA 

E E 

ANA ORA 

H H 

DCR DCR DCR DCR MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD SUB ANA ORA 

B D H 

RLC RAL DAA 

(-) (-) (-) 

DAD DAD DAD 

B D H 

LDAX LDAX 

B D 

M B, L D,L H,L M, L L L 

MOV MOV MOV 

B, M D, M H, M 

ADD SUB 
HLT 

M M 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADD 
STC 

B,A D,A H,A M,A A 

(-) 
MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC 

C, B E, B L, B A, B B 

DAD MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC 

SP C, C E, C L, C A, C C 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC 

C, D E, D L, D A, D D 

SUB 

A 

SBB 

B 

SBB 

C 

SBB 

D 

L L 

ANA ORA 

M M 

ANA ORA 

A A 

XRA CMP 

B B 

XRA CMP 

C C 

XRA CMP 

D D 

DCX DCX DCX DCX MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC SBB XRA CMP 

B D H SP C, E E, E L, E A, E E E E E 

INR INR INR INR MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC SBB XRA CMP 

C E L A C,H E, H L, H A,H H H H H 

DCR DCR DCR DCR MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC SBB XRA CMP 

C E LAC, ,L E, L L, L A, L L L L L 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC SBB XRA 

C,M E, M L, M A,M M M M 

MOV MOV MOV MOV ADC SBB XRA 

C, A E, A L, A A, A A A A A 

B 

RST 

a 

RZ 

RET 

D 

RST 

2 

RC 

H 

RST 

4 

RPE 

PSW 

RST 

6 

RM 

(-) PCHL SPHL 

This list shows, the machine codes and corresponding 
machine instruction. 03 - 00 indicate the low-order 4 bits of 
the machine code and 07- 04 indicate the high'-order 4 bit,s. 

Hexadecimal numbers are also used to indicate this code. 

The instruction \"lay' consists of one, two, or three bytes, but 
only the first byte is listed. 

k:'·,d:'1 indicates a three-byte instruction. 
_ indicates a two-byte instruction. 

2-8 .,MITSU,BISHI 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -0.5-7 
With respect to Vss 

V, Input voltage -0.5-7 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1.5 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storge temperature range -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

V ,H High·level input voltage (Except for X" X2) 2.2 Vcc+O.5 V 

V ,L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

V1H(RESIN) High-level reset input voltage 2.4 Vcc+0,5 V 

V1L(RESIN) Low-level reset input voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

V1HX Xl. X2 High-level voltage 4.0 Vcc+0,5 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vee=5V±5%, vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

VOL LOW-level output voltage IOL=2mA 

V OH High-level output voltage IOH=-400 "A 

lee Supply curr~nt from Vee 

I, Input leak current, except RESET IN (Note 1 ) VI=VCC 

IOZL Output floating leak current O. 45V~Vo~Vcc 

V1H-V1L Hysterisis RESET IN input 
----

Note 1 The input RESET IN is pulled up to Vee with the resistor 3kO (typ) when V,:;"V,HIRESIN) 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vce=5V±5%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Paramater 

T C(CLK) Clock cycle time 

tSU(OA-AO) DA input setup time 

tSUCOA-Rfi) DA input setup time 

thCDA-AD) DA input hold time 

tSU(RDY-AO) READY input setup time 

tSUCRDY-CLK) READY input setup time 

the ROY-eLK) READY input hold time 

tSUCDA-ALEJ OA input setup time 

tSUCHLD-CLK) HOLD input setup time 

the HLD-CLK) HLD input hold time 

tSUCINT-CLK) Interrupt setup time 

the INT-eLK) Interrupt hold time 

tsuc ROY-ALE) READY input setup time 

Note 2' The input voltage level is V'L =0, 45V and V'H=2. 4V 

•. MITSUBISH. I 
.... ELECTRIC 

Alternative 

symbol 

Tcyc 

-tAD 

-tRD 

tRDH 

-tARy 

-tRYS 

T RYH 

-tLDR 

tHDS 

t HOH 

tiNS 

tlNH 

-tLAY 

Limits 

Min Typ 

2.4 

-10 

-10 

0.25 

Limits 

Min Typ 

320 

-575 

-300 

0 

-220 

0 

-460 

170 

0 

160 

0 

-110 

Unit 

V 

V 

W 

·C 

·C 

Unit 
Max 

0.45 V 

V 

200 mA 

10 ).LA 

10 ).LA 

V 

Unit 
Max 

2000 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

-110 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tW(CLK) elK output low-level pulse width t, 

twC CLK ) CLK output high-level puis width t2 

trC cLK ) elK output rise time tr 

t«CLK) CLK output fall time tf 

td(Xl~CLK) Delay time, X, to CLK tXKR 

td(Xl~CLK) Delay time, Xl to elK tXKF 

I ADo-AD? 
td(AD-ALE) Delay time, address output to ALE Signal tAL I As.-...;A,s 

td(ALE-AO) Delay time, ALE signal to address output tLA 

tWCALE) ALE pulse width tLL 

td(ALE-CLK) Delay time, ALE to elK t LCK 

tdCALE-CONT) Delay time, ALE to control signal t LC 

toxzei=m-AD) Address disable time from read tAFR 

tOZXCRO-AO) Address enable time from read tRAE 

tdCCONT-AO) Address valid time after control signal tCA 

tdCOA-WR) Delay time, date output to WR signal tDW 

td(WR-OA) Delay time, WR Signal to data output tWD 

tWCCONT) Control signal pulse width tcc 

td (CONT- ALE) Delay time, CLK to ALE Signal tCL 

td<CLK-HLOA) Delay time, CLK to HLDA signal t HACK 

tDxzeHLDA-SUS) Bus disable time from HLDA tHABF 

tozxC HLOA-BUS) Control signal disable time tHABE 

tdCCONT-CONT) Control signal disable time tRV 

I ADo-AD? 
tdCAO-CONT) Delay time, address output to control signal tAC 

I As ....... A,5 

tdCALE-DA) Delay time, ALE to data output tLOW 

tdCWRHL-OA) Delay time, WR signal to data output tWDL 
-

Note 3, : 
4 
5 
6 

at As-A", and 101M tdIAD-CONTi after the release of the high-impedance state is 200ns 
Conditions of measurement M5L80S5AP Ic(CLK)~320ns, CL=150pF 
Reference level for the input/output voltage is VOL =0_ 8V, VoH =2V 
tWICLK), tWICLK) are 100ns(Min), 150ns(Min) respectively when 50pF+lTTL loaded 

Limits 

Min Typ 

SO 

120 

30 

30 

90 

115 

100 

140 

100 

130 

150 

120 

420 

100 

400 

50 

110 

400 

240 

270 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

120 ns 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

0 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

210 ns 

210 ns 

ns 

ns 

200 ns 

40 ns 

Parameters described in the timing requirements and with the relational expression shown in Table 1 when the fre
switching characteristics take relevant values in accordance quency is varied, 

Table 1 Relational expression with the frequency T (tC(CLK») in the M5L8085AP 
TIMMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tSUCOA-AO) DA input setup time 

tSUCOA-RD) DA input setup time 

tsuc ROY-AD) READY input setup time 

tSUCDA-ALE) DA input setup time 

Note 7 N indicates the total number of wait cycles. 
T=tC(CLKJ 

2-10 

Alternative symbol 

-tAD 

-tRD 

-tARy 

-tLDR 

.'. MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

Test conditions Relational expression (Note 6 ) 

225-(5/2+N)T 

lS0-(3/2+N)T 

260-(3/2)T 

lS0-2T 

Limit 

Min 

Min 

Min 

Min 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75"C, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise notes) 

Symbol 

tW(CLK) 

tW(CLK) 

tdeAD-ALE) 

tdeALE-AD) 

tWCALE) 

tdeALE-eLK) 

tdeALE-CONT) 

tOZX(RD-AO) 

tdecONT-AD) 

tdCOA-WR) 

tdCWR-DA) 

tW(CONT) 

tdecONT-ALE) 

tdCCLK-HLDA) 

toxzeHLOA-BUS) 

tOZXCHLDA-BUS) 

tdecONT-CONT) 

td(AO-CONT) 

Palameter Alternative symbol Test conditions 

CLK output low-level pulse width I, 

CLK output high-level pulse width 12 

I ADo- AD7 
Delay time, address output to ALE signal I IAL 

As-A'5 

Delay time, ALE signal to address output 

ALE pulse width 

Delay time, ALE to CLK 

Delay time, ALE to control signal 

Address enable time from read 

Address valid time after control signal 

Delay time, data output to WR signal 

Delay time WR signal to data output 

Control signal pulse width 

Delay time, CONT to ALE signal 

Delay time, CLK to HLDA signal 

Bus disable time from HLDA 

Bus enable time from HLDA 

Control signal disable time 

Delay time, address output to control 

signal 

ILA 

ILL 

tLCK 

ILC 

tRAE 

ICA 
C L=150pF 

tDW 

tWD 

tcc 

tCL 

tHACK 

tHABF 

tHABE 

tRV 

I ADo-AD7 

I As-A,s 
tAC 

• MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 

Relational expression (Note 6 ) Limit 

(1/2)T-80 Min 

(1/2)T-40 Min 

(1/2)T-70 
Min 

(112)T-45 

(112)T-60 Min 

(112)T-20 Min 

(112)T-60 Min 

(112)T-30 Min 

(112)T-1O Min 

(1/2)T-40 Min 

(312+N)T-60 Min 

(1/2)T-60 Min 

(312+N)T-80 Min 

(112)T-ll0 Min 

(1I2)T-50 Min 

(l/2)T+50 Max 

(ll2)T+50 Max 

(3/2)T-80 Min 

T-80 
Min 

T-50 

2-11 



TIMING DIAGRAM 

Write Cycle 

ClK 

ALE 

READY 

Read Cycle 

ClK 

ALE 

READY 

2-12 

T 1 T 2 T WAIT 

'lldIALE-<>LJ 
/ 

) ADDRESS 

I-ldlALE DA);" 

) ADD ~ESS 11 
IWIALE) IdIALE_AD) J IdIDA-WA) 

I~ 
--0 r--- IdlwAHL-DA) 

tW(CONT) 

IdIALE-CONT1i 

IdIAD-CONT) I 
tSU(RDY-AO) thCRDY-CLK) 

-\SU(RDY elK) l- f 

) 

) 

.,-

T 1 T 2 

IdIALE-CL} 

ADDRESS 

SUCOA AD) 

ADDRESS ...... \\ 
tW{ALE) deALE AD) J ~XZ(RD AD) 

tSU(OA ALE) 

d(AD-ALE) 

td(ALE 

td(AD CONT) 

CONT) Ilk 

tSU( ROY-AD) 

ISUIDA 

th(ROY elK) 

\tSU(RDY CL~ 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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T 3 T, 

/ / 

K 
td(CONT AD) 

~ 
IdiwA DA) 

.J 
J 

td(CONT-JE) 

T WAIT T 3 T 1 , 
tdCCONT-AD 

K 
IdlDA A01 IIOZX{RO AD) 

\\\\)j DATA IN 
,.. 

td(CONT-ALE) 

1 
AD) 

tW(CONT) 

f 
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Hold Cycle 

T, T3 T HOLD THOLD 

CLK '""\ , / \ 

HOLD t , I,~ 
tSU(HlD-CLK~ I I tdt:==: 

thCHLO-CLK) 

1 1_ tDXZ ( HLDA-BUS) HLDA 

I I 
I 

BUS (ADDRESS, CONTROLS) j;~ 
I 

Interrupt and Hold Cycle 

A8--15 

ADo_7 CALL INST 

BUS FLOATING 

ALE 

RD 

INTR 

INTA tOZX(HLDA-BUS) 

HOLD , : 
\._J 

HLDA 

-'-'---t-~+t--t=h(HlD-CLK) 

-----------------------------rtt-D-XZ-(-HL-D-A--B-U-S-)------------~ 
tdCCLK-HLDAl 

Clock Output Timing Waveform 

X, INPUT 

CLOCK OUTPUT 

• MITSUBISHI 
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T, , 

tOZX(HLDA-Busl 

II 

~ 
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TRAP INTERRUPT AND RIM INSTRUCTIONS 
TRAP generates interrupts regardless of the interrupt enable 
filp-flop (INTE FF). The current state of the INTE FF is 
stored in flip ~Iop A (AFF) of the CPU and then the INTE FF 
is reset. The first RIM instruction after the generation of a 
TRAP interrupt differs in function from the ordinary RIM in
struction. That is, the bit 3 (INTE FF information) in the accu

mulator ((A) 3) after the execution of the RIM instruction 
contains the contents of the A FF, regardless of the state of 
the INTE FF at the time the RIM instruction is executed. 
These details are shown in Fig.2, Tables 1 and 2 . 

MEMORY 
a-2 ADDRESS 

TRAP a-1 ~2416 
INTERRUPT -- a NOP 

(1) a+1 NOP ~ 
a+2 

a+3 RIM 

a+4 RIM 

Fig. 2 TRAP interrupt processing 

Below are the explanations of Fig. 2 . 

RET 

1. The TRAP interrupt request is issued while the instruc
tion in address a is being executed. 

2. T.he TRAP interrupt causes the same action as an RST 
instruction and then jumps to address 24,6. 

3. It returns to address a + 1 after executing the RET in
struction. 

Table 1 shows the information in the INTE FF at address 

a +3 and a +4 when the instructions EI .and/or 01 are ex
ecuted at addresses a -1 and a +2. 

Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the TRAP interrupt processing 
routine. 

TRAP 
INTERRUPT- a 
REQUEST 

ADD D k2416 

27,6 

Fig. 3 TRAP interrupt processing routine 

CALL 

(x) 

(y) 

RET 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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Table TRAP interrupt and RIM instructions 

~mber 
Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 

instruction in address a-1 EI EI EI DI DI DI 

Instruction in address a+2 EI NOP DI EI NOP DI 

Contents of (A) 3 after the ex-
ecution of the RIM instruction in 1 I 1 0 0 0 
address a+3 

State of INTE FF after the ex-
ecution of the RIM instruction in 1 0 0 1 0 0 
address a+3 

Contents of (A) 3 after the ex-
ecution of the RIM instruction in 1 0 0 1 0 0 
address a+4 

State of INTE FF, after the ex-
ecution' of the RIM instruction in 1 0 0 1 0 0 
address a+4 

Note 3: The contents of (A), after the excutlon of the RIM instruction IS 

an information of the INTE FF. The INTE FF assumes state "1" 
when it is in the EI state, and "0- when it is in the DI state. 

Table 2 TRAP interrupt and INTE FF processing 

, 

PUSH'-- } SAVING REGISTER 

RIM } 
PUSH SAVING INTE FF 
~SW 

i lTRAP INTERRUPT 

i J PROCESSING PROGRAM 

POP 
PSW 

ANI 

08'6 
JZ 
(xa) 
(xb) 

INTE FF RETURN PROCESSING 

POP -"- RETURNING REGISTER 

EI 
\---- RET 

\xbxa POP - -- } RETURNING REGISTER 
c__ RET 

2-14 'MITSUBISHI 
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PULL-UP OF THE RESET IN INPUT 
In order to increase the noise margin, the -=R=E-=S=ET=-CINcc input 
terminal is pulled up by about 3kl) (typ) when the condition 
V,~V'H (RESiN) is satisfied. Fig. 4 is a connection diagram of 
the RESET IN input, and Fig. 5 shows the relation between 
input voltage and input current. 

INSIDE CPU 
vcc 

Fig. 4 Connections of RESET IN input 

(rnA) 

I
Z 
w 
a: 
a: 
:::l 
o 
I
:::l 
a. 
~ 

0.6 

V'H (v) 
INPUT VOLTAGE 

Fig. 5 RESET IN input current vs input voltage 

DRIVING CIRCUIT OF X1 AND X2 INPUTS 
Input terminals, X, and X2 of the M5L8085AP can be driven 
by either a crystal, RC network, or external clock. Since the 
driver clock frequency is divided to 112 internally, the input 
frequency required is twice the actual execution frequency 
(6MHz for the M5L8085AP which is operated at 3MHz). Figs. 

,-----_----'-j' X, 

lOpF ± ! 
,------4-T_=-t2 X, 

10pF i 
OSCILLATION FREQUENCY 
1-6MHz PARALLEL 
RESONANT CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR IS USED 

Fig. 6 Connections when 
crystal is used for 
X1 and X2 inputs 

~"! 
1 X, 

-lOkfl 

~ x" 

OSCILLATION FREQUENCY 
ABOUT 3MHz 

Fig. 7 Connections when 
RC network is used 
for X1 and X2 inputs 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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Figs'. 6 and 7 are typical connection diagrams for a crystal 
and CR circuit respectively. 

Conditions for Using a Quartz Crystal Element 
1. Quartz Crystal Specifications 

• Parallel resonance 
• The frequency is 2 times the operation frequency (2 -

6. 25MHz) 

• Internal load capacitance: Approx. 16pF 
• Parallel capacitance: Below 7pF 
• Equivalent resistance: Below 75 I) (for operation above 

4MHz) 

• For operation in the range 2 - 4MHz, the resistance 
showld be made as small as possible. 

• Drive capability: Above 5mW (the power at which the 
crystal will be destoryed) 

2. External Circuitry 

M5L8085AP 

C,s: Writing capacitance 'Of pin X, 

C's: Writing capacitance of pin X, 

C'S: External capacitance at pin X, 

C'L: External capacitance at pin X, 

C'Lr c,sI C,=C'L+C,S 
C,=C'L+C,S 

• For operation above 4MHz: 
C,=C2=10pF 

• For operation below 4MHz: 
C,=C2=15pF 

External Clock Driver Circuit 

----,I )~-4-----''----tX, 

M5L8085AP 

470fl 

'----*'----I x, 

Pullup resistors are required to assure that 
the high level 'voltage of the input is at least 
4V. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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WAIT STATE GENERATOR 
Fig. 8 shows a typical 1-wait state generator for low speed 
RAM and ROM applications. 

M5L8085AP 
CLK(OUT) 

I j I 
READY 

M5L8085AP 

~ 20 2CK 20 I 
r~D M74LS74P 
IRD ICK IQ 

If I ALEl 
+5V M5L8085AP 

Fig. 8 1-wait state generator 

RELATION OF RIM AND SIM INSTRUCTIONS 
WITH THE ACCUMULATOR 
(SUPPLEMENTARY DESCRIPTION). 
The contents of the accumulator after the execution of a RIM 
instruction is shown in Table 3 . 

Table 3 Relation of the instruction RIM 
with the accumulator 

,------------SERIAL INPUT DATA (SID) 

,--________ STATE OF UNFULFILLED 
INTERRUPT REQUEST 

17.5:STATE OF PENDING 
FLlP·FLOP 

16.5}:STATE OF TERMINALS 
15.5 RST 6.5 AND RST 5.5 

STATE OF INTERRUPT .ENABLE 

STATE OF INTERRUPT MASK r
~FLAG (T WHEN ENABLE) 

~ , ~(TWHENTHEMASKISSET) 

I SID 1'7. 5116. 5115.51 IE IM7.~M6.5IM5.51 ~g~G~~TL~T06R 
6 5 2 I 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

MSL808SAP 

8- BIT PARALLEL MICROPROCESSOR 

The contents of the accumulator after the execution of a 
SIMinstruction is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Relation of the SIM instruction 
with the accumulator 

,-----------SERIAL OUTPUT DATA 

,----------SOD SET ENABLE 
VALUE IN BIT 7 IS TRANS
FERRED TO SOD LATCH 
WHEN SSE IS T 

,------_---NOT USED 

,-------·RST 7.5 PENDING RESET 
PENDING FLIP-FLOP OF 
RST 7.5 IS RESET WHEN 
R7.5 is -'" 

,------·MASK SET ENABLE 
ENABLES SETIRESET OF MASKS 
FOR BITS 0-2, WHEN MSE IS T 

~ 
.. ~.MASK SET/RESET OF RST7.5 

[I· MASK SET/RESET OF RST 6.5 
-MASK SET/RESET OF RST 5. 5 

SET=I:INTERRUPT DISABLE 
. RESET=O:INTERRUPT ENABLE 

,-l-,...L,....!....,...!.,-.J...,-yy..., 
ISODlsSEI X IRr 5IMSEIM7.5IM6,5IM5·sI ~g~G~~TL~'?6R 
76543210 

2-16 ..MITSUBISHI 
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MSL8212P 

a·BIT INPUT/OUTPUT PORT WITH 3-STATE OUTPUT 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8212P is an input/output port consisting of an 8-bit 
latch with 3-state output buffers along with confrol and de
vice selection logic. Also a service request flip-flop for the 
generation and control of interrupts to a microprocessor is 
included. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

FEATURES 
• Parallel 8-bit data register and buffer 
• Service request flip-flop for interrupt generation 
• Three-state outputs 
• Low input load current: I'L =absolute=250,uA(max.) 
• High output sink current: 10L =16mA(max.) 
• High-level output voltage for direct interface to a 

M5L8080AP, S CPU: VOH=3. 65V(min.) 

APPLICATIONS 
• Input/output port for a M5L8080AP, S 
• Latches, gate buffers or multiplexers 
• Peripheral and input/output functions for microcomputer 

systems 

FUNCTION 

DEVICE SELECT OS, - 1 Vee (SV) 

MODE INPUT MD- -INT ~J~~~~rSIGNAL 
DATA INPUT Dh- ..... 01. DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT DO, ..... -DOs DATA OUTPUT 

DATA INPUT 012- ..... Dh DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT 002 ..... 6 -DO, DATA OUTPUT 

DATA INPUT 01,- 7 ..... 01. DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT 003 ..... -DOs DATA OUTPUT 

..... 015 DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT DO, - DOs DATA OUTPUT 

STROBE INPUTSTB- ..... cmi CLEAR 

(OV)GND ..... os, DEVICE SELECT 

Outline 24P4 
Device select 1 (OSI) and device select 2 (OSz) are used 
for chip selection when the mode input MO is low. When 
OSI is low and OS:! is high, the data in the latches is trans
ferred to the data outputs DOl - DOs, and the service re
quest flip-flop SR is set. Also, the strobed input STB is ac
tive, the data inputs Oil-Dis are latched in the data latches, 
and the service request flip-flop SR is reset. 

When MO is high, the data in the data latches is transfer
red to the data outputs. When OSI is low and OS2 is high, 
the data inputs are latched in the data latches. The lOW-level' 
clear input CLR resets the data latches and sets the service 
request flip-flop SR, but the state of the output buffers is not 
changed. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

r--------------
I 

STROBE INPUT STB l1i).-----+---..Lr~=_---....:::C<l 
MODE INPUT 

DEVICE SELECT 

DEVICE SELECT 

DATA INPUTS 

CLEAR 

012 5~--------------t--m~f=~-r~>--------{ 

013 7).---------------+=~~F==t-_+=i>_------< 
01, 9~-----------~--~~~F=~~_{>_-----~ 

015 16)---------------~-tr:I'~F++_{>----'-----( 

016 18~--------------t=::;;~i==t_+~>-------< 

I '--________________________ ----.J 

6MITSUBIStti 
.... ELECTRIC· 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 
SIGNAL 

DATA 
OUTPUTS 
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MSL8212P 

a-BIT INPUT/OUTPUT PORT WITH 3-STATE OUTPUT 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta=O-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits Unit 

Vee Supply voltage 7,0 V 

V, Input voltage OSI, MO inputs Vee V 

V, Input voltage all other inputs except OSI, MO 5,5 V 

Va Output voltage Vee V 

Pd Power dissipation 800 mW 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 0-75 'c 

TstQ Storage temperature range -55-125 'c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=O-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 

10H High-level output current -1 mA 

10L Low-level output current 16 mA 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Min Typ Max 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage 0.85 V 

V,e Input clamp voltage Vcc=4.75V, l,c=-5mA -1 V 

Vcc=4. 75V, V'H=2V 
3.65 V OH High-level output voltage V 

VIL=0.85V,loH=-lmA 

Vcc=4.75V, V'H=2V, 
0.45 VOL Low-level output voltage V 

VIL=0.85V,loL=15mA 

Vcc=5. 25V, V'H=2V, 
20 loz Three-state output current 

VIL =0. 85V, Vc=5. 25V 
/1A 

Vcc=5. 25V, V'H=2V, 
-20 loz Three-state output current 

VIL =0. 85V, Vo=O. 45V 
/1A 

I'H 
High-level input current, STB OS2, CLR, 

011 ....... 018 inputs 
Vcc=5. 25V, V,=5. 25V 10 /1A 

I'H High-level input current. MD input Vcc=5.25V, V,=5.25V 30 /1A 

I'H High-level input current, OS1 input Vcc=5. 25V, V,=5. 25V 40 /1A 

III 
Low-level input current. 

01].--...018 inputs 

STB, OS2, CLR, 
Vcc=5.25V, V,=0.5V -0.25 mA 

III Low-level input current. MO input Vcc=5.25V, V,=O. 5V -0.75 mA 

I'L Low-level input current. OSl input Vcc=5. 25V, V,=O. 5V -1 mA 

los Short-circuit ou_tput current (Note 3) Vcc=5.0V -15 -75 mA 

lee Supply current from Vee Vcc=5.25V 130 mA 

Note 1 All voltage are with respect to GND terminal. Reference voltage (pin 12) is considered as OV and all maximum and minimum values are de
fined in absolute values. 
Current flowing into an Ie is positive, O\.lt is negative. The maximum and minimum values are defined in absolute values. 
All measurements should be done quickly, and two outputs should not be measured at the same time. 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=O-75"C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

-

tW (OS2) Input pulse width, OS!, 0S2 and STB 

tSU(OA) Oata setup time with respect to OSl, OS2 and STB 

-

thCOA) Data hold time with respect to OS1, DS2 and STB 

2-18 
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20 

LhTlits 

Typ 
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Max 

ns 

ns 
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MSL8212P 

8-BIT INPUT/OUTPUT PORT WITH 3-STATE OUTPUT 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=O-75'C , Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions (Note 4) 

tPHUDI-DO) High-to-Iow-Ievel and low-to-high-Ievel output propagation 

tPLH(OT_OO) time, from input 01 to output DO 
CL=30pF, R,,=300a, R12=600a 

tPH UOS2-00) High-to-Iow-Ievel and lew-te-high-Ievel output propagation 

tPLH (OS2_00) time, from input DS1, DS2 and STB to output DO 

tPHL(STB-INT) High-to-Iow-Ievel output propagation time, from input STB to output iNT 

tPZUMD-DO) Z-to-Iow-Ievel and Z-to-high-Ievel output propagation CL=30pF, R,,=300a, R12=2600a 

tPZH(MD_DO) time, from inputs MD, DSl and DS2 to output DO CL=30pF, R,,=10ka, R12=lka 

tPHZ(MD-DOJ High-te-Z-level and low-te-Z-Ievel output propagation CL=5pF, R,,=10ka, R12=lka 

tPLZ(MD-OO) time, from inputs MD, DSl and DS2 to output DO C,=5pF, R,,=300a, R12=600a 

High-to-Iow-Ievel output propagation time, from input 
tPHUCLR-DOJ -- C, =30pF, RL1=300a, R12=600a 

CLR to output DO 

Note 4: Test circuit 

• ' .• ' MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC, 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

30 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

45 ns 

55 ns 
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MSL8212P 

a-.BIT INPUT/OUTPUT PORT WITH 3-STATE OUTPUT 

TIMING DIAGRAMS REFERENCE LEVEL=1.5V 

01,-01. 

OS" Os., STB 

00,-00. 

01,-01. 

OS" Os., STB 

00,-00. 

Os" OS2, MO 

oo,-OOs 

STB 

INT 

CCR 

00,-00. 

2-20 
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-~------~====~,-------------------------------
-----------------------------~ 

, 

~-------------------, )( , 
________________ J 

'~--------------------------SUCoA) . hCoA) 

tPHL(OI-CO) ""'-1 -
IpLHCol-oO) -,.;,.,'----------------------

~I,,-------------------------------------
------------------------~~ 

tPZL(MD-DO) 
tpZH(MD-DO) 

tPHZ(MO-DOl 

IpLZCMo-DO) 0,5V _______ ...,.. ___ !:;;=~'j-----------------I----:..:-:=;-=-=---=-.::;-'-1 _ V.."~ ____ ___ .. ______ _ 

--- -------- - - - - -- ---",~ ~-----------.:....-..... ~iV;;O;;-L---------

{ Iw 

1; 
Iw 

1 tHLCSTB-iNT) 

/' 
~HLCCiJi_DO) 

..MITSUBISHI 
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MSL8216P / MSL8226P 

4· BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVERS 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8216P and M5L8226P are 4-bit bidirectional bus 
drivers and suitable for the 8-bit parallel CPU M5L8080AP, S 
(8080A). 

FEATURES 
• Parallel 8-bit data bus buffer driver 
• Low input current OlEN, CS: 

01, DB: 

• High output current M5L8216P 
DB: 

DO: 
M5L8226P 

DB: 

DO: 

• Outputs can be connected with 

I'L =-500,uA(max.) 
I'L =-250,uA(max.) 

IOL =55mA(max.) 
IOH=-10mA(max.) 
IOH=-1mA(max.) 

IQL=50mA(max.) 
IOH=-10mA(max.) 
IOH=-1mA(max.) 

the CPU M5L8080AP, S: VoH=3.65V(min.) 

• Three-state output 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

vee 

DATA OUTPUT 000 +-

DATA INPUT 010-+ 

DATA OUTPUT DO, +- 5 

DATA INPUT 01,-+ 

GND 9 +- 01, DATA INPUT 

Outline 16P4 

APPLICATION When the terminal CS is high-level, all outputs are in 
Bidirectional bus driver/receiver for various types of micro- high-impedance state, and when low-level, the direction of 
computer systems. the bidirectional bus can be controlled by the terminal OlEN. 

The terminal OlEN controls the data flow. The data flow 
FUNCTION control is performed by placing one of a pair of buffers in 
The M5L8216P is a non-inverting and the M5L8226P is an in- high-impedance state and allowing the other to transfer the 
verting 4-bit bidirectional bus driver. data. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DATA INPUT 010 4>-----r:~-+___, 

DATA OUTPUT 000 2}---t--<lt--t----' 

DATA INPUT 01, 7)---f--C~+---, 

DATA OUTPUT DO, 5)---+--<:1--+---' 

DATA INPUT 01, 9 }---II---D--+_--, 

DATA OUTPUT DO, 1I}---II---<J-+_-' 

DATA INPUT 013 12}---II---D--+_--, 

DATA OUTPUT 003 14)---+--<:1--+---' 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

DATA INPUT 010 4)-----r:~-+----, 

DATA OUTPUT 000 2 J---+_-ooc;t---+~ 

DATA INPUT 01, 7}---+--Doo-+---, 

DATA OUTPUT DO, 5 r--+--O(:I--+---' 

DATA INPUT 01, 9)--+---000--+---, 

DATA OUTPUT DO, 1IJ---+--O(J--+~ 

DATA INPUT 013 12:)---+---oio--+---, 

DATA OUTPUT 003 14r--t---O(J-+---' 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

"-----t ....... ---{ 1 CS ~~i~CT INPUT ~---tr+----\ 1 CS ~~i~CT INPUT 

M5L8216P 

.MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

M5L8226P 
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MSL8216P /MSL8226P 

4-BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVERS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta=0-7S"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vcc Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage, CS. DIEN. DI inputs 

V, Input voltage. DB input 
.. - With respect to GND 

Vo High-level output voltage 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25t 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

T8t9 Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITONS (Ta=0-7S"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vcc Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

10H High-level output current. DO output -1 mA 

10H High-level output current. DB output -10 mA 

10L Low-level output current. DO output 15 mA 

10L Low-level output current DB output 25 mA 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

--

V'H High-level input voltage 

V'L Low-level input voltage 

V,c Input clamp voltage Vcc=4.75V. l,c=-5mA 

V OH High-level output voltage. DO output IOH=-lmA 

V OH High-level output voltage. DB output IOH=-10mA 

VOLl Low-level output voltage. 
Vcc=4.75V 

DO output IQL=15mA 

VOLl Low-level output voltage. 
V'H=2V 

DB output IOl=25mA 
VIl=O.95V 

M5L8216P IOl=55mA 
V OL2 Low-level output voltage. DB output 

M5L8226P IOl=50mA 

IOZH Off-state output current. DO output 
Vo=5.25V 

IOZH Off-state output current. DB output 

IOZL Off-state output current. '~O output 
Vcc=5.25V 

IOZL Off-state output current. DB output 
Vo=O.45V 

I'H High-level input current. OlEN. CS inputs Vcc=5.25V, V'H=4. 5V 

I'H High-level input current. 01, DB inputs Vil =OV, V,=5. 25V 

I'L Low-level- input current. OlEN CS inputs Vcc=5.25V, V'H=4. 5V 

I'L Low-level input current. 01, DB input VIl=OV, V,=O. 45V 

los Short-circuit output DO output (Note 2) 

los Short-circuit output. DB output (Note 2) 
Vcc=5.25V, Vo=OV 

M5L8216P 
Icc Supply current 

M5L82_2~ 
Vcc=5.25V 

M5L8216P 
Iccz Supply current z 

M5L8226P 

Note 1 Current flowing into an IC is poslive, oul is negative. 

2-'-22 

2: All measurements should be done quickly, and not more than one output should be shorted at a time. 
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Min 

2 

3.65 

2.4 

-15 

-30 

Limits Unit 

7 V 

5.5 V 

Vcc V 

Vcc V 

700 mW 

0-75 "C 

-65-+150 "C 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0.95 V 

-1 V 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

0.45 V 

0.6 V 

0.6 V 

20 /-lA 

100 /-lA 

-20 /-lA 

-100 /-lA 

20 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

-500 /-lA 

-250 /-lA 

-,--65 mA 

-120 mA 

100 mA 

100 mA 

120 mA 

100 mA 
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MSL8216P /MSL8226P 

4.BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVERS 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±5%, Ta=25"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
(Note 3) 

tpHUoe..oo) High-to-Iow and low-to-high output propagation time. 
CL=30pF, RLl=300n, RL2=600n 

from input DB to output DO tpLH(OB-OO) 

tPHL(OI-DB) 
High-to-low and low-to-high output M5L8216P 

tpLH( OI-oB) 

propagation time. from input 01 to 
M5L8226P 

CL=300pF, RLl=90n, RL2=180n 
output DB 

tPHZ(CS-DO) Hlgh-to-Z and low-to-Z output propagation time. CL=5pF, RLl=10kn, RL2=lkn 

tPLZ(Cs-DO) from inputs OlEN. CS. to output DO CL =5pF, RLl =3oon, R,,=600n 

M5L8216P 
tpZH(Cs-oo) 

M5L8226P 
CL=30pF, RLl=10kn, RL2=lkn 

Output enable lime. 

from Inputs OlEN. CS to output DO M5L8216P 
tpzL(Cs-Dol 

M5L8226P 
CL=30pF, RLl=300n, RL2=600n 

tPHZ(Cs-DB) Output disable lime. from inputs OlEN. CS. to CL=5pF, RLl=10kn, RL2=lkn 

tpL2(cs-oe) output DB CL=5pF, RLl=90n, RL2=180n 

M5L8216P 
tPZHCCS-DB) 

M5L8226P 
CL=300pF, R,,=10kll, RL2=lkn 

Output enable time. from inputs 

OlEN. CS. to output DB M5L8216P 
tpzucs..os) 

M5L8226P 
CL=300pF, R,,=90n, RL2=180n 

TIMING DIAGRAM (Reference level=I.5V) 
Note 3: Test circuit 

OBa-OB3 

010- 013 ---- '--:"---"T'~--:--
tPLH(OB-DOl, tPLH(OI-DS) 

_____ ""'\.I tpHL(OB DO), tpHL<OI oe) 

000-003 
OBa-OB3 _____ " ,, ________ _ 

tPHZ(CS-OO}, tPHZ(Cs-DB) 

tPLZ(Cs-DO), tpLZ(Cs-DB) 

m---~~ 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Fig. 1 shows a pair of M5L8216Ps or M5L8226Ps which are 
directly connected with the M5L8080A CPU data bus, and 
their control signal. Fig. 2 shows an example circuit in which 
thEi M5L8216P or M5L8226P is used as an interface for mem
ory and 1/0 to a bidirectional bus. 

CBIN 

15 

M5L8080AS 

Fig. 1 Data bus buffer 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

25 ns 

30 ns 

25 ns 

35 ns 

65 ns 

54 ns 

65 ns 

54 ns 

35' ns 

65 ns 

54 ns 

65 ns 

54 ns 

Vee 

R" 

RL2 

~'---~-OBo 

DB, 

DB, 

OB3 

SYSTEM DATA BUS 

DB, 

DB, 

OBs 

DB, 

.MITSUBISHI 2-23 
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MSL8216P jMSL8226P 

4-BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVERS 

I/O MEMORY 
INTERFACE 

ts S fS 

J J4 4 14 t4 14 
DI DO DI DO DI DO 

15 1 15 
-~ DIEN CS DIEN CS ~ I/OR ~ DIEN CS 

M5L8216P M5L8216P M5L8216P 
OR OR OR 

M5L8226P M5L8226P M5L8226P 

DB DB DB 

BUSEN 4 4 4 
8 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 

Fig. 2 Memory and I/O interface to bidirectronal data bus 

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE 
When the M5L8216P data input or two-way data bus is set to 
high to disable-output from the two-way bus or data output, 
care is required as a low glitch of approximate width 10ns 
will be generated. 

2-24 • MITSUBISHI 
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4 f4 
DI DO 

1 15 
DIEN CS 

M5L8216P 
OR 

M5L8226P 

DB 
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MSL8282P /MSL8283P 

OCTAL LATCH 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8282P and M5L8283P are semiconductor integrated 
circuits consisting of sets of eight 3-state latches for use with 
various types of microprocessors. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

FEATURES 
• 3-state, high-fanout output 

........................................... (IOL=32mA,loH=-5mA) 

• Low power dissipation 

APPLICATION 
Data latches for various microcomputer systems 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8282P and M5L8283P are latches with non-inverted 
and inverted outputs, respectively. 

When the strobe input STB is high, the data inputs 010-
017 are passed through the data outputs 000 - 007 
(M5L8282P) or to the data outputs 000-007 (M5L8283P), 
changes in the 010- 017 signals being reflected in the data 
outputs. 

If the STB is changed from high to low, the data 010- 017 
just before the change is latched. If the 01 data is changed 
while STB is low, this change is not reflected in the data 
outputs. 

When OE is made high, all the data o!Jtputs go into the 
high-impedance state, the data latched prior to OE going 
high being held. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DATA INPUTS 

OUTPUT ENABLE 
INPUT 

DATA INPUTS 

OUTPUT ENABLE 
INPUT 

DATA INPUTS DATA INPUTS 

DATA OUTPUTS 

STROBE INPUT 

OUTPUT ENABLE 
INPUT 

STROBE INPUT 
OUTPUT ENABLE 

INPUT 

• MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

DATA OUTPUTS 

GND 11 - liTB STROBE INPUT 

Outline 20P4 

010 -+ vee (5V) 

Dit -+ 

012-

DATA OUTPUTS 

016-

Dh-

OE -+ 

GND 11 - STB STROBE INPUT 

Outline 20P4 

vee 

DATA OUTPUTS 
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MSL8282P/MSL8283P 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta=0-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vcc Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Va Output voltage 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=0-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter - Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vcc Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

10H High-level output current I VoH ;;;2.4V 0 -5 mA 

10L Low-level output current I VOL,,"O.45V 0 32 mA 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

V'H High-level input Yoltage 

V'L Low-level input voltage 

V,c Input clamp voltage Vcc=4.5V, l,c=-5mA 

V OH High-level output voltage Vcc=4.5V, IOH=-5mA 

VOL Low-level output Yoltage Vcc=4.5V, 10L =32mA 

IOZH Off-state output current, high-level applied to the output Vcc=5.5V, V,=2V, Vo=5. 25V 

IOZL Off-state output current, low-level applied to the output Vcc=5.5V, V,=2V, Vo=O. 4V 

I'H High-level input current Vcc=5.5V, V,=5.25V 

III Low-level input current Vcc=5.5V, V,=O.45V 

Icc Supply current Vcc=5.5V 

G'N Input capacitance 
F=i MHz, VB'AS=2. 5V 
Vcc=5V, T a=25'C 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=0-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tpLH 
Propagation time from 01 input to DO 

-

or DO for low-to-high or high-to-Iow 
tpHL 

change 

tpLH 
Propagation time from STS input'to 

DO or DO for low-to-high and high-
tpHL 

to-low change 

-

tPZH Propagation time from OE input to DO 
-

tPZL or DO output when output is enabled 

tpHZ 
Propagation time from OE input to DO 

or DO output when the output is dis-
tpLZ 

abled 

tr Output rise time 

tf Output fall time 

3-4 

Alternate Test 

symbol conditions 
Min 

T1vov 5 

TSHOV 10 

(Note2) 

TELOV 10 

TEHOV 5 

TOLOH 
From O.8V 

toZV 

From 2V 
TOHOL 

to O.8V 

• ..MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

M5L8282P 

Limits 

Typ Max 

30 

45 

30 

18 

20 

12 

Min 

2 

2.4 

Min 

5 

10 

10 

5 

OCTAL LATCH 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-+7 V 

-0.5-+5.5 V 

-0.5-Vcc V 

0-+75 ·c 
-65-+150 ·c 

limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0.8 V 

-1 V 

V 

0.45 V 

.50 J-lA 
-50 J-lA 

50 J-lA 
-0.2 mA 

80 mA 

12 pF 

M5L8283P 

Limits Unit 

Typ Max 

22 ns 

c-

40 ns 

30 ns 

18 ns 

--

20 ns 

12 ns 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vee=5V±10%, Ta=O-75°C , unless otherwise noted) 

Alternate 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol 

tW(STBH) Strobe STB high pulse width TSHSL 

tsu Strobe STS setup time for Dlo ....... D17 T1VSL 

th STB hold time for 010-01, TsLix 

tr Input rise time TILIH From O. BV to 2V 

tf Input fall time TtLiH From 2V to O. BV 

Note 1 Test Circuit 

INPUT 

P.G. 

500 

Vee OUTPUT 

r----' 
I I 
I LOAD I 

DEVICE I-~O------' CIRCUIT I 
UNDER TEST I (Note 3) I 

I I 
I I 
I I L. ____ .J 

TIMING DIAGRAM (Reference voltage=I.5V) 

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE 

Note 2 : 

TEST ITEM 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

Care should be taken to accommodate the glitch that is 
generated when STB goes from low to high with the output 
low for the M5L8283P. 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

tpLH , tpHL 

2.14V 

_l~m 
r300PF 

OCTAL LATCH 

limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

15 ns 

0 ns 

25 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 

tpLZ , tPZL tpHZ • tPZH 

1.5V 1.5V 

L30 ~""n 
1,,,·· .l-300pF 
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MSL8282P/MSL8283P 

OCTAL LATCH 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

3-6 

(1) Use in the maximum mode 

Vee r--iO~ l~ t 
M5L8284AP MN/MX ~ CLK MRDC r--
'GE~~~~~OR CLK SO t-"-'--------aotSO MWTC ~ 

...... RES -- READY S, S, AMWC r-----
r: -- RESET s, I-------Is, M5~8J~8S 10RC r-----

ROY ,--DEN CTRLR 10WC r-----
I - DT R AIOWC r-----

COMMAND BUS 

8~~U r- ALE iNTA r-----
LOCK f--N.C. 

-- STB 

A rfr': DE 
ADo-AD'5 ADDR DATA M5L8282P 

A16-A19Iy-----'-" LATCH 

(2) Use in the minimum mode 

_ (20R3) 
BHE~ 

'---- T 

l.£>o-.. DE 
M5L8286P 

TRANSCEIVER 
(2) 

t-"---'\ l-MEGABYTE 
t-"----,/ ADDRESS BUS 

1'\r ___ ,/16-BIT DATA BUS 
v 

Vee ~D~ 

1 MSL8284AP MN MX I------ Vee 
CLOCK L... -/-____________ _ 1- GENERATOR I - CLK M 10 

RES r- READY INTAt-"------------

f-;- RESET RDt--------------- COMMAND BUS 

r ROY 

i 
8086 

CPU 

WR 

DT R r- - - - --1 

DEN ----, , , , 
, , r-----' 

I , : 
ALEt-----~._--~STB I 

I 
I : : .--- DE 

Vt- TTT • M5L8282P 
ADo-AD,5,\,--lillDR DATA LATCH 

A'6-AI9, , 20R3 
I " l-MEGABYTE 
I -------,( ADDRESS BUS 

BHE r---
I I 
I , 

I I r-----' : L r ----, I 
I ---.,~ I I 

J 

~----IOE I I 
. M5L8286P* I j;1~ __ ....J" 

L-----t i~TRANSCE'VERI li\I (16-BIT DATA BUS 
(2) 

I I 
I U L _____ .... 

* : Option 
Required when the number of devices 
driving the bus increases 

'. . MITSUB.ISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8284AP is a clock generator and driver for use with 
the 8086, 8088 and 8089 processors. 

It has a synchronous delay circuit and synchronous con
trol circuit capable of controlling two Multibus (Intel 
trademark) circuits. 

FEATURES 
• Crystal controlled stable output frequency 
• Capable of synchronous operation with other 

M5L8284APs 

• External frequency input 
• A power-on reset by means of an external capacitor and 
resistor 

APPLICATION 
Clock driver and generators and driver for 8086, 8088, and 
8089. 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8284AP is a clock generator/driver for the 8086, 8088 
and 8089 microprocessors. 

The clip contains a crystal controlled oscillator, a divided
by-3 counter, a peripheral clock output provided divided-by-
2 counter, a reset circuit and ready circuit to ensure syn
chronization to the CLK signal. 

The reset input RES is used to generate the reset output 
RESET as the CPU reset synched to the CLK signal. A 
Schmitt trigger is used at the input side. 

Thus, a reset signal can be output at power on by con
necting a capaCitor and resistor to the RES input. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

CLOCK 
SYNCHRONIZATION CSYNC -

INPUT 

CLtJ~lb~f~C~ PCLK -

ADDRESS i~t~ij AEN 1 -

READY INPUT I RDY I -

READY OUTPUT READY - 5 

READY INPUT 2 RDY 2 - 6 

ADDRESS i~t~g AEN 2-

CLOCK OUTPUT CLK-

(OVIGND 

s: 
C11 
r 
co 
I\) 
co .... » 
"'C 

Vee (5VI 

XI ~~~~T~~L I 

X2 ~~~~T~~L 2 

15 - ASYNC !~16T~~1~~~rl1ATION 

14 - EFI ~~6~R~~~PUT 
13 - FIG fN~u1K SELECTION 

12 -asc 8EWMTOR 

11 - RES RESET INPUT 

10 - RESET RESET OUTPUT 

Outline 18P4 

The frequency/crystal selection input F/C can be used to 
select the crystal oscillator circuit output or an external clock 
input as the input for the divide-by-three counter. 

By using these pins, the M5L8284AP output can be used 
to drive multiple M5L8284AP devices. 

The clock synchronization input CSYNC is used to oper

ate multiple M5L8284APs in sync. 

r---------------

RESET INPUT 

CRYSTAL 
TERMINAL I 

CRYSTAL 
TERMINAL 2 

CLOCK SELECTION INPUT 

EXTERNAL CLOCK INPUT 

RES 111r---------------~~~----------~ 

XI 

CLOCK SYNCHRONIZ~J~~~ CSYNC I }--------------------+----t-------t-:-

READY INPUT I 

ADDRESS ENABLE INPUT I AEN 1 

ADDRESS ENABLE INPUT 2 AEN 2 7 }-------qr-'"\ 

READY INPUT 2 

RESET OUTPUT 

OSCILLATOR OUTPUT 

CLOCK OUTPUT 

PERIPHERAL 
CLOCK OUTPUT 

5 READY READY OUTPUT 

---------~ 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 3-7 



PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin Name 

AEN1, Address enable 

AEN2 input 

RDY1, 
RDY2 

Bus ready input 

ASYNC Active low input 

READY Ready output 

Crystal element 
X" X2 terminals 

-
F/C Clock selection' input 

EFI External clock input 

CLK Clock output 

PCLK 
Peripheral clock 

output 

OSC Oscillator output 

RES Reset input 

RESET Reset output I 

CSYNC 
Clock 

input 

synchronization 

3-8 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK. GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

Input 
or 

output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

Function 

When AENI and AEN2 are set low, ROYI and ROY2 are enabled, respectively. By using these two inputs 

separately, the CPU can be used to access two'Multibusses. When not used as a multimaster, AEN should 

be set to low. These inputs are active low. 

These inputs are connected to the output signal indicating the completion of data reception from a system 

bus device or, indicating that data is valid. ROYI and ROY2 are enabled when AENI and AEN2 are low, re-

spectively. These inputs are active high. 

This signal is used to select the synchronization mode of the READY signal generation circuit. When the 

ASYNC signal is set low, the READY signal is generated in two synchronization steps. When the ASYNC 

signal is set high, the READY signal is generated in one step. 

The state of ROY appears at this output in synchronization with the ClK output. This is done to synchronize 

the REAOY output to the M5L8284AP internal clock because the ROY input generation is unrelated to the 

ClK signal. This pin is normally connected to the CPU ready input and cleared after the required hold CPU 

time has elapsed. 

These pins are used to cennect the crystal. The crystal frequency is 3 times of CPU clock frequency. The 

crystal should be in the 12-25MHz range with the series resistance as possible as small. Care should be 

taken that these pins are not shorted to ground. 

When FIC is set low, ClK and PClK outputs are driven from the crystal oscillator circuit. When it is set 

high, they are driven from the EFI input. 

When FIC Is set high, CLK and PCLK output signals are driven from this pin. A TTL level rectangular signal 

and three times of the CPU frequency should be used. 

This output Is connected to the clock inputs of the CPU and the peripheral devices on the local bus. The 

output waveform is 1/3 the frequency of the crystal oscillator connected at X, and X, or the signal applied 

to the FEI input, and has a duty cycle of 1/3. Since for Vcc=5V, VOH=4. 5V, this output can be directly drive 

the CPU clock input. 

This output prcvides a clock signal for use with peripheral devices. The output waveform is 50% duty cycle 

TTL level rectangular waveform with a frequency 1/2 that of the clock output. 

This output Is a TTL level crystal oscillator output. The frequency is the same as that of the crystal con-

nected at X, and X" but care should be taken as the frequency will be unstable If these pins are left open. 

This active low input is used to generate the reset outPut'slQnal for the CPU. The input Is a schmitt trigger 

input so that by cOnnecting a capacitor and a resistor, the CPU reset signal can be generated at power en. 

This pin is connected to the CPU reset input. The signal at this pin is synchronized the RES input with the 

CLK signal. This output is active high. 

When using multiple M5L8284AP devices, this input is used as a clock synchronization input. When CSYNC 

is high, the internal counter of the M5L8284AP is reset and when CSYNL is low, it begins operation. CSYNC 

must be synchronized with EFI. See application notes. 

;. MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC· 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vcc Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Vo Output voltage 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=O-75"<:. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

Min Nom Max 

Vcc Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 

ClK VoH=4V 
10H High-level output current 

Other outputs VOH=2. 4V 
0 -1 

10L Low-level output current VOL;O;O.45V 0 5 

ELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=O-75. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

V ,H 

V ,L 

VT+-VT-

V'c 

VOH 

VOL 

I'H 

I'L 

Icc 

Parameter 

I RES 
High-level Input voltage 

1 Other inputs RES 

Low-level input voltage 

Hysteresis width I RES 

Input clamp voltage 

1 ClK 
High-level output voltage I 

Other outputs C lK 

low-level outPut voltage 

High-level input current 

.1 ASYNC 
Low-level input current 

I Other inputs ASYNC 

Supply current 

Test conditions 

Vcc=5V 

Vcc=4.5V. l,c=-5mA 

Vcc=4.5V. IOH=-1 mA 

Vcc=4.5V. 10L =5mA 

Vcc=5. 5V. V,=5. 25V 

Vcc=5. 5V. V,=O. 45V 

Vcc=5.5V 

• MITSUBISHI 
~ELECTRIC 

Unit 

V 

rnA 

rnA 

Min 

2.6 

2 

0.25 

4 

2.4 

limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-5.5 V 

-0.5-Vcc V 

0-75 "C 

-65-150 "C 

limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 
--- -
V 

V 

0.8 V 

V 

-1 V 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

50 I"A 
-1.3 rnA 

-0.5 rnA 

162 rnA 

3-9 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, Ta=O-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Tc eLK repetition period 

TW(CLKH) ClK high pulse width 

TW(CLKU ClK low pulse width 

hLH elK low-high transition time 

hHL elK high-low transition time 

TW(PCLKH) PClK high pulse width 

T W(PCLKL) PClK low pulse width 

READy inhibit time with 
(Note 1) tdlv 

respect to elK 

tdv 
READY enable time with 

respect to ClK 
(Note2) 

T DHL(CLK-RESET) High-low delay time from elK to RESET 

T DLH{CLK-PCLK) Low-high delay time from elK to PCLK 

T DHL(CLK-PCLK) High-low delay time from elK to PCLK 

T DLH(OSC-CLK) low-high delay time from OSC to ClK 

T DHL( asc-eLK) High-low delay time from OSC to ClK 

Tr Output rise time 

tf Output fall time 

Note 1 Applies to T2 state time 
2 : Applies to T3 and TW state times 

3-10 

Alternate 
Test conditions 

symbol 

tCLCL 

(Note 5 a, b) ClKFreg;>;BMHz 
tCHCL 

ClKFreg=10MHz 

(Note 5 a, b) ClKFreg;>;BMHz 
tCLCH 

ClKFreg=10MHz 

tCH 1CH2 1-3,5V 

tCL2CLl 3,5-1V 

tpHPL 

tpLPH 

tRYLCL (Note 5 c, d) 

(Note5c,d) ClKFreg;>;BMHz 
tRYHCH 

ClKFreg =10MHz 

tCLIL 

teLPH 

tCLPL 

tOLCH 

tOLCL 

tOLOH O. B-2V (except CLK) 

tOHOL 2-0. BV ,(except ClK) 

•.• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min Typ 

100 

(YstCLCL)+2 

39 

(%tcLcL )-15 

53 

hCL-20 

hCL-20 

-8 

53 

-5 

2 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

40 ns 

22 ns 

22 ns 

22 ns 

35 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vcc=5V +1-10%, Ta=0-75·C, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternate 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

f----~-f---
symbol 

f(xtallmax Crystal frequency 

tWCEFIH) EFI high pulse width tEHEL 90%-90%V'N 

tWCEFIU EFI low pulse width tELEH 10%-10%V'N 

TCCFEI) EFI repetition period (Note 3) tELEL 

tSUCRDY) 
RDYI and RDY2 active setup 

tRIVCL 
---

time with respect to elK 
ASYNC=HIGH 

RDY1 and RDY2 active hold 
ASYNC=lOW tSU(RDY) 

time with respect to elK 
tRIVCH 

RDY1 and RDY2 inactive 
tSUCRDY) 

setup time with respect to elK 
tRlvCL 

RDY1 and RDY2 hold 
th(RDY) 

time with respect to elK 
tCLR1X 

tSU(ASYNC) 
ASYNC setup time 

tAYVCL 
with respect to elK 

ASYNC hold time 
thCA-SYNC) 

with respect to eLK 
tCLAYX 

tSUCAEN) 
AENI and AEN2 setup time 

tAlvRIV 
with respect to RDYI and RDY2 

AENI and AEN2 hold 
thCAENl 

time with respect to elK 
tCLAIX 

tSU(CSYNC) 
CSYNC setup time 

with respect to EFI 
tYHEH 

CSYNC hold time 
thCCSYNC) 

with respect to EFI 
tEHYL 

tW(CSYNC) CSYNC pulse width tYHYL 

tSUCRES) 
RES setup time with 

tl1 HCL respect to ClK (Note 4) 

RES hold time with 
thCRES) respect to ClK (Note 4) teLll H 

tr Input rise time ttLiH 0.8-2V 

If Input fall time ttHIL 2-0.8V 

Note 3 a =tr(5ns max)+EFI + If(5ns max)+EFI 
4 tSU(RES) and th(RES) are theoretically only to guarantee logic in the next clock period 

• . MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

12 25 MHz 

13 ns 

13 ns 

tEHEL + 
tELEH+ t 

ns 

35 ns 

35 ns 

35 ns 

0 ns 

50 ns 

0 ns 

15 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

2tELEL ns 

65 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

Note 5 : Test circuits 

(a) (b) 

ClK 8 

17 
X, 

24MHz Cl 16 F- X2 R, R, 

1 R, 13 
Fie 

1 CSYNC R,=R, 
R,=R,=510n =510n 

Vee 
(c) 

1 kn 

Note 6: Load circuit 

3-12 

13 FIG 

14 EFI 

1 
CSYNC 

ClK 8 

-r VL=3.41V 

RL =5600 

M5l8284AP t---""i 

ClK pins 

I CL=100pF 

. • MITSUBISHI 

..... ELECTRIC 

Vee 

1 kn 

3 ClK 8 
AEN 1 

17 X, 
5 

24MHz t:J READY 
16 X, 12 

OSC 

1~ RD~2 
7 F/C 
1 AEN 2 

CSYNC 

Vee 

1 k 0 r-"-----. 
h-+--.-:1--'14 E FI C l K 1-'8'---_----1 

13 FIG 

~ AEN 1 
1-----"1 RDY2 

7 
AEN 2 

1 CSYNC 
READY 

-, VL=2.08V 

M5l8284AP 1-----..... RL =3300 

1 
I 

CL=30pF 

Other pins 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

TIMING DIAGRAM (Reference level=1.5V) 

elK, RESET Signals 

READY Signal (with asynchronous device) 

ClK 

ROY " 2 ------'1 

READY 

READY Signal (with synchronous device) 

ClK 

RDY 1,2 

READY 

'MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

tW(EFIHJ 
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CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

APPLICATION NOTES 
(1) Connecting the crystal 

r-~~~----,-1'-t7 X, OSC 12 

Cl 
,--+-__ 16,,"!X, CLKI-'8,--~~----,119 CLK 

M5L8284AP 8086 
8088 

The crystal frequency should be three times the cycle time 
of the 8086, 8088 or 8089, and the crystal should be located 
as close to the M5L8284AP as possible. 

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE 
(1) The oscillator circuit of the M5L8284AP is designed for 

use with the fundamental mode crystal. 
1.1 noise is allowed to enter the XTALl, XTAL2 or Vee 
pins, the oscillator frequency will be pulled of the parallel 
resident frequency and the stray capacitance between 
XTALl and XTAL2 may cause the circuit to go into re
laxation oscillation. To prevent this, care should be given 
to the following pOints. 
(1) The should be one with a small parallel capacitance. 
(2) A O. 01 - O. l,u F capacitor should be connected be-

tween Vee and ground. This capacitor should be lo
cated as close as possible to the IC, 

(2) External clock connections 

EXTERNAL C 

(TTL LEVEL 
DUTY 

5V 

lkO .lZ. X, 
.l.§. X, 

CLK 8 L---...!1 FIG 
LOCK 14 EFI 
50% 

M5L8284AP CYCLE) 
pCSYNC 

19 ClK 

8086 
8088 

The frequency should be three times the CPU cycle fre
quency 

(3) Synchronizing using the CSYNC input 

• When the EFI input is used 

EXTERNAL 
SYNCHRONIZATION 

INPUT (SYNC) ~~~~'-tl 

EXTERNAL CLOCK ~....c)o--...'-t 
(EF!) 

• When the EFI input is not used 

M5L8284AP 

EXTERNAL 
SYNCHRONIZATION --~ 

INPUT (SYNC) 

(4) Power-on reset circuit 

V 

R=lk-l0kO 
.----

1-_---'1-'-11 RES 

r 
Since the 8086, 8088 and 8089 require a reset pulse over 

50,us after Vee reaches 4.5V upon power on, the capacitor 
value should be determined by the graph shown below. 
Note that the time for Vee to reach 4.5V has not been consi
dered, so that it is necessary to choose the characteristics 
value of capacitance under consideration of the power 
supply. 

RES VOLTAGE vc (I) 
(V) 

vclt)=v (l-e;~) 
V=4.5V 
1=50l's 
Vc(t)=1. 05V 
RC=190Xl0-6 

CHANGES IN RES INPUT VOLTAGE 

3-14 • MITSUBISHI 
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MSL8284AP 

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

(1) Use in the maximum mode 
24MHz 

Vee rml 
MN/MX MSL8284AP 1 

CLOCK 
GENERATOR CLK S;; 

~ RES 

r RDY 

i 

(2) Use in the minimum mode 
24MHz 

V 

-----
READY S, 
RESET S, 

8086 
CPU 

lOCK 

ADo-AD'5 
A, 6 ....... A, 9 

BHE 

• CLK 

!-;tr MRDC 

S;; MWTC 
-S, AMWC 

S, MS~t2:8S IORC 

- DEN CTRLR IOWC 

- DT/A AIOWC 
- ALE INTA 

f--N.C. 

--- STB 

~ 
OE 

Iy-ADDR DATA MSL8282P 
LATCH 
(2or3) 

I---

L-t>= 
T 

OE 

MSL8286P 
TRANSCEIVER 

(2) 

ee r-J0~ 1 MSL8284AP MN/MX I---Vee 

GE~~~~~OR -- ClK Mira r RES r- READY INTA 

f-oo RESET RD r RDY WR 

i DT/A -----, 
DEN ----..., I 

I I r-----' 8086 I 
CPU I I I I , 

I ALE STB 
I I 
I OE I 

--------
r-------

COMMAND BUS 

V 

'> 

1-MEGA BYTE 
ADDRESS BUS 

16-BIT DATA BUS 

;1 :~ 
ADo-AD'5 Iy-.AQDR D~TA 

A16 ....... A'9 

MSL8282P 
LATCH 

2or3 : '\ 1-MEGA BYTE 
---,/ ADDRESS BUS 

BHE r-- I I 
J 

I 1 
I I (' _____ , 

I 1 r ----, I : L_--,~ I I 
~---tOE I I 

M5L8286P * I ~ 
,TRANSCEIVER1 I 
I (2) I I 

___ ....,;16-BIT DATA BUS 

I U L _____ .... 

* : Option 
Required when the number of devices driving the bus increases 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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MSL8286P /MSL8287P 

OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8286P and M5L8287P are semiconductor integrated 
circuits consisting of a set of eight 3-state output bus trans
ceivers for use with a variety of microprocessor systems. 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS (TOP VIEW) 

FEATURES 
• 3-state. high-fanout outputs (loL = 16mA. IOH = -1 mA for 

the A outputs and IOL = 32mA. IOH = - 5mA for the B 
outputs) 

• Low power dissipation 

APPLICATION 
Two-way bus transceivers for microcomputer systems 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8286P and M5L8287P are two-way bus transceivers 

with non-inverted and inverted outputs respectively. 
When the output enable input OE is high. the local bus 

data pins Ao - A7 and system data pins Bo - B7 are both 
placed in the high-impedance state. 

When the output enable input OE is low. the input and 
output states are controlled by, the transmit input T. 

When T is high. Ao-A7 are input pins and Bo-B7 are out
put pins. When T is low. Bo-B7 are input pins and Ao-A7 
are output pins. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LOCAL BUS 
DATA SYSTEM BUS 

DATA 

LOCAL BUS 
DATA 

~~:~~J INPUT GND 

LOCAL BUS 
DATA 

~~mJ INPUT GND 

LOCAL BUS 
DATA 

Outline 20P4 

~ 
c.n 
r 
00 
I\) 
00 
-.J 
"'!l 

Outline 20P4 

vee 

SYSTEM BUS 
DATA 

11 - T TRANSMIT INPUT 

Vee 

SYSTEM BUS 
DATA 

11 - T TRANSMIT INPUT 

---~~e 

~Bo 

SYSTEM BUS 
DATA 

OUTPUT E~~~b~ OE 9)-~===::'.1---(11 T TRANSMIT INPU.?UTPUT E~~~b~ OE 9~-"t===:::'l---(11 T TRANSMIT INPUT 

M5L8286P 
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FUNCTION TABLES (Note 1) 

M5L8286P M5L8287P 

OE T A B OE T A B 

L L 0 I L L 0 I 

L H I 0 L H I 0 
H X Z Z H X Z Z 

Note1: I: I!!put pin 
0, ° : Output pin (non-inverted for the M5L8286P and 

inverted for the M5L8283P) 
Z : Indicated the high-impedance state (A and Bare 

separated) 
X : Either high or low 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta=O-75"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vcc Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Vc Output voltage 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Ts~ Storage temperature range 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

MSL8286P/MSL8287P 

OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVER 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-+7 V 

-0.5-+5.5 V 

-0.5-V ee V 

0-+75 "C 

-65-+150 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=O-7S"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

High-level output A output 0 -1 mA 
10H VoH::;;2.4V 

current B output 0 -5 mA 
Low-level output A output 0 16 mA 

10L VoL;i;O.4SV 
0 32 current B output mA 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-75"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V'H High-level input voltage 

V'L Low-level input voltage 

V,c Input clamp voltage 

V CH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

IOZH 
Off-state output current with high-level 

applied at the output 

IOZL 

Off-state output current with It;lw-Ievel 

applied the output 

I'H High-level input current 

I'L Low-level input current 

Icc Supply current 

C'N Input capacitance 

Test conditions 

A input 

B input 

Vcc=4. 5V, l,c=-5mA 

A output Vcc=4. 5V, 10H=-1 mA 

B output Vcc=4. 5V, 10H=-SmA 

A output Vcc=4.5V,loL=16mA 

B output Vcc=4. SV, 10L =32mA 

A output Vcc=S. 5V, V,=2V 

B output Vo=5.25V 

A output Vcc=5. 5V. V,=2V 

B output Vo=O.45V 

Vcc=5. 5V, V,=5. 25V 

Vcc=5. 5V. V,=O. 45V 

M5L828SP 

M5L8287P 
V,c=5.5V 

F=1 MHz, VBIAS=2. 5V 

Vcc=5V, T a=25"C 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

V,=O.8V 

V,=O.9V 

V,=O.8V 

V,=O.9V 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0.9 V 

-1 V 

2.4 V 

2.4 V 

0.45 V 

0.45 V 

50 {lA 

-0.2 mA 

50 {lA 
-0.2 mA 

110 mA 
110 mA 

12 pF 
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OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVER 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vee=5V±10%. Ta=O-75'C • unless olherwise noled) 

M5L8286P 
Alternate Test 

Symbol Parameter Limits 
symbol conditions 

Min Typ Max 

tpLH 
Low-level to high-level and 
high-level and low-level TIVOV 5 30 

tpHL transition time from input A. 
8 to outputs B. A 

(Nole 2) 
tPZH Output enable time from OE 

TELOV 10 30 
tPZL input to A or B output 

t pHZ Output disable time from OE 
TEHOZ 5 18 

tpLZ input to A or B output 

Ir Output risetime TOLOH 
From 0.8V 

20 
t02V 

II Output falltlme TOHOL 
From 2V 

12 
to O. 8V 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vee=5V±10%. T a=0-7S"C • unless otherwise noled) 

Symbol Parameter 

Isu T setup time with respect to OE 

Ih T hold time with respect to OE 

Ir Input rlsetlme 

II ,Input lalltime 

Nole 2: Test Circuil 

INPUT 

PG 

50n 

Note 3 

Test Item 

A OUTPUT LOAD CIRCUIT 

Vee 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

Alternate 

Symbol 

TTVFL 

TEHTV 

T1UH 

TILIL 

OUTPUT 

r-----., 
I : 
: LOAD I 

I-~'---; CIRCUIT: 

: (Note 3) : 
I I 
I I L _____ .J 

tpLH. tpHL 

2.28V 

Test conditions 

From O. 8V to 2V 

From 2V to O. 8V 

tpLZ• tPZL 

1.5V 

A OUTPUT -1'''" Jooa 
A OUTPUT ; 

8 OUTPUT LOAD CIRCUIT 

3-18 

Il00PF 

2.14V 

. ~~'" 
8 OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 

r
300PF 

• "',' MITSU, BISHI 
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rl00PF 

1.5V 

~Da 
r300PF 

M5L8287P 

Limits Unit 

Min Typ Max 

5 22 ns 

10 30 ns 

5 ,18 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

10 ns 

5 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 

tpHZ • tpZH 

1.5V 

1900n 

A OUTPUT-l :r 100pF 

1.5V 

~ffia 
8 OUTPUT 

r300PF 



TIMING DIAGRAM (Reference voltage=1.5V) 

A, B(INPUTS) 

M5l8286P 
B, A(OUTPUTS) 

M5l8287P 
B, A(OUTPUTS) 

B, A(OUTPUTS) 

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

Vee ~O1 
M5L8284AP ~ MN/MX 

CLOCK SO GENERATOR CLK ..... RES f-- READY Si 
r- RESET s, r RDY 

1 8086 
CPU 

LOCK 

ADo-AD" 
A,6 ....... A,9 

BHE 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

MSL8286P/MSL8287P 

B, A(OUTPUT) 

T 

2. OV 
T 

• ClK 

~ MRDC 

So MWTC -S, AMWC 

S, M5~BJ~8S IORC 

- DEN CTRLR IOWC 

- DT/A AIOWC 
,-- ALE INTA 

-N.C. 

L.;.. STB 

A ~ 
OE 

~DDR DATA M5L8282P 
LATCH 
(2or3) 

-

I 

~ 
T 

OE 
A M5L8286P 

TRANSCEIVER 
(2) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVER 

--------------
COMMAND BUS 

.> I-MEGA BYTE 
ADDRESS BUS 

16-BIT DATA BUS 

O.BV 
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BUS CONTROLLER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8288S is a semiconductor integrated circuit consist
ing of a bus controller and bus driver for the 8086 and 8088, 

16-bit microprocessors. By using the status signals from the 
CPU a Multibus (Intel trademark) control signal is gener

ated. 

FEATURES 
• High-fanout outputs 

Command output IOL =32mA, IOH=-5mA 
Control output IOL = 16mA, IOH= -1 mA 

• Advanced command outputs (AIOWC and AMWC 
outputs) 

• Low power dissipation 

APPLICATION 
Bus controller and bus driver for maximum mode operation 

of the 8086 and 8088 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8288S is a bus controller and driver for maximum 
mode operation of the 8086 and 8088 processors. 

The command signals and control signals are decoded 
by means of the 8o-S2 outputs from the CPU and the con
trol signals for I/O devices and memory are output. 

The device can be used in the Multimaster mode in 
which several CPUs acting as masters are connected to one 

data bus. An input pin for the control signal AEN from an 
8289 bus arbiter is provided. 

By using the M5L8288S as a bus controller, a highper
formance 16-bit microcomputer system can be configured. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

1/0 BUS ~~~~ 10B-

CLOCK INPUT ClK

STATUS INPUT S, - 3 

~:J~IJr~NJ~Jf DT lii

~Z2~c~~~~5~ AlE-

ADDRESS E~~~~f liEN - 6 

MEMORJu~~~ MRDC- 7 
ADVANCED __ 

MEMORY WRITE AM we +
COMMAND OUTPUT 

Co~J~N~Rb~:J\ MWTC-

(OV)GND 

Vee 

L....-___ --1 

Vec(5V) 

17 -MCE/PDEN 

16 -DEN DATA ENABLE OUTPUT 

15 - CEN &~~¥AND ENABLE 
INTERRUPT 

14 -I NTA ACKNOWLEDGE 
COMMAND OUTPUT 

13 -IORCg8J~~~D OUTPUT 

12 --AIOWC ~~~~'6EgMI~~ND 
OUTPUT 

11 -IOWC ggM%~~~ OUTPUT 

Outline 2081 

~-------------.--~ 
I I 

3-20 

STATUS INPUTS r ~ 1 S2 

1/0 BUS MODE INPUT lOB 1 

CLOCK INPUT elK 2 

ADDRESS ENABLE INPUT AEN 6 

COMMAND ENABLE INPUT CEN 15 

I 

STATUS 
DECODER 

COMMAND 
SIGNAL 

r-------j GENERATOR 

7 MRDC MEMORY READ COMMAND OUTPUT 

8 AMWC ~g~~;~g ~~~p~~Y WRITE 

9 MWTC MEMORY WRITE COMMAND OUTPUT 

11 10WC 1/0 WRITE COMMAND OUTPUT ge~p~~~D 
12 AIOWC ~gtA~..f~g g~T~tfiTE 

1/0 READ COMMAND OUTPUT 

INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE 
COMMAND OUTPUT 

DATA TRANSMITIRECEIVE OUTPUT 

DATA ENABLE OUTPUT 

16 DEN ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE OUTPUT 

17 M.CE/PDEN ~:~~~~R~Lsg~~! ~~~~t~ g~i~~il 

CONTROL 
OUTPUTS 

L _____________ -@ 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin Name 
Input of 

output 

---
So, S" S2 Status input Input 

CLK Clock input Input 

ALE 
Address latch enable 

output 
Output 

DEN Data enable Output 

- Data transmit/receive 
DTtR Output 

control output 

--
AEN Address enable input Input 

CEN Command enable input Input 

lOB 
Input/output bus mode 

input 
Input 

--- Advanced I/O write 
AIOWC Output 

command output 

--- I/O write command 
10WC Output 

output 
r----
-- I/O read command 
10RC Output 

output 

--- Advanced write 
AMWC Output 

command output 

--- Memory write command 
MWTC Output 

output 

--- Memory read command 
MRDC Output 

output 

-- Interrupt acknowledge 
INTA Output 

command output 

Master cascade 

MCEt Enable output! 

PDEN Peripheral data 
Output 

Enable output 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

MSL8288S 

BUS CONTROLLER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

Functions 

These are connected to the CPU status output 50 ...... 82. 

The M5L8288S uses these signals to generate the proper timing command signals and control signals. 

All pins are provided with internal pull-up resistors. 

Used to connect the clock generator M5L8284AP clock output CLK. 

All outputs of the M5L8288S change in synchronization with the clock input. 

Provides the strobe signal output for the address latches. 

This pin is connected to the STB pin of the M5L8282P or M5L8283P and used to latch the address from the 

CPU. When using any other address latch, the following conditions must be satisfied. 

1. The enable input must be active high. 

2. Data reading is always performed while the enable input is high. 

3. The latching operation is performed as the enable input goes from high to low. 

Provides the data enable signal for the local bus or a data transceiver on the system bus. 

Operates in active high mode. 

Controls the flow of data between CPU and memory or peripheral I/O devices. 

When this pin is high, the CPU can write data to the peripheral devices. When it is low, it can read data 

from the peripheral devices. 

It is connected to the transmit input T of the M5L8286P or M5L8287P bus transceivers. 
-~ 

When the lOB input is low and the AEN input is set to high, all command outputs are put in the high-

impedance state. When the lOB input is high, there is no effect on the IORC, lOWe, AIOWC, and INTA Qut.-

puts, the command output other than these four going into the high-impedance state. 

None of the command outputs will go low until at least 1 15ns after AEN transits from high to low. 
_._,--"._" 

When this pin is set to low, all command outputs and DEN are prohibited by the PO EN control output (not 

high-impedance state). When set to high, the above outputs are enabled. 
----" 

When this pin is set to high, the M5L8288S functions in the I/O bus mode, and when set to low it functions in 

the system bus mode. (The I/O bus mode and system bus mode are described in the functional 

description) 

The AIOWC issues an I/O Write Command earlier in the machine cycle to give I/O devices an early indica-

tion of a write instruction its timing is the same as a read command signal. Active low. 

Instructs an I/O device to read the data on the daia bus. Active low. 

Instructs an I/O device to drive its data onto the data bus. J.\ctive low. 

The AMWC 'issues a memory write command earlier in the machine cycle to give memory devices an early 

indication of a write instruction. Its timing is the same as a read command signal. Active low. 

Provides a write instruction to memory for the current data on the bus. 

Active low. 

Provides an output instruction to memory for the present data on the bus. 

Active low. 

This output informs an interrupting device that it has accepted the interrupt, outputting a vector address out-
--

put instruction to the data bus. IORC operates in the same manner for interrupt cycles., Activ,e low. 

This output pin has two functions. 

1. 

2. 

When the lOB input is set to low: 

The MCE function is enabled. The signal acts as the enable signal which allows a slave PIC 

CM5L8259AP) to read the cascade address output to the bus by the master PIC during an interrupt sequ-

ence. Active high. 

When the lOB input is set to high: 
--

The PDEN function is enabled. This output provides the enable signal to the data bus transceiver con-

nected to the 110 interface bus when an instruction occurs (IORC, 10WC, AIOWC, INTA). 

same way as DEN with respect to the system bus. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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MSL8288S 

BUS CONTROLLER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSO(lS 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The state of the command outputs and control outputs are 
determined by the CPU status outputs So - 82. The table 
summarizes the states of the outputs So - 82 and their cor-

responding val.id command output names. 
Depending upon whether the M5L82888 is in the I/O bus 

mode or system bus mode,. the command output sequence 
will vary. 

STATUS INPUTS AND COMMAND OUTPUTS RELATIONSHIPS 

s, s, So 8086, 8088 status 

L L L Interrupt acknowledge 

L L H Data read from an 1/0 port 

L H L Data write to an 1/0 port 

L H H Halt 

H L L Instruction fetch 

H L H Read data from memory 

H H L Write data to memory , 
H H H Passive state 

1. I/O bus mode operation 
When lOB is high, the M5L82888 function in the I/O bus 
mode. 

In the I/O Bus mode all I/O command lines (IORC, 10WC, 
AIOWC, INTA) are always enabled (I.e., not dependent on 
AEN). When an I/O command is initiated by the processor, 
the 8288 immediately activates the command lines using 
PDEN and DTiR" to control the I/O bus transceiver. The I/O 
command lines should not be used to control the system bus 
in this configuration because no arbitration is present. This 
mode allows one 8288 Bus Controller to handle two external 
busses. No waiting is involved when the CPU wants to gain 
access to the I/O bus. Normal memory access requires a 
"Bus Ready" signal (AEN LOW) befqre it will proceed. It is 
advantageous to use the lOB mode if I/O or peripherals de
dicated to one processor exist in a multi-processor system. 

2. System bus mode operation 
When lOB is set to low, the M5L82888 enters the system bus 
mode. In this mode no command is issued until 115 ns after 

Valid command output name 

INTA 

IORC 

IOWC,AIOWC 

-
MRDC 

MRDC 

MWTC,AMWC 

-

the AEN Line is activated (LOW). This mode assumes bus 
arbitration logic will inform the bus controller (on the AEN 
line) when the bus is free for use. Both memory and I/O 
commands wait for bus arbitration. This mode is used when 
only one bus exists. Here, both I/O and memory are shared 
by more than one processor. 

3. AMWC and AIOWC outputs 
With respect to the normal write control signals MWTC and 
10WC, the advanced-write command signals AMWC and 
AIOWC transit low one clock cycle earlier and remain low 
for two clock cycles. 

These signals are used with peripheral devices or static 
RAM devices which require a long write pulse, so that the 
CPU does not go into an unnecessarily wait cycle. 
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BUS CONTROLLER· FOR 8086/8088 / 8089 PROCESSORS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (T a=0-75"C • unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Va Output voltage 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating free-air temperatu~e range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=0-75"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

High-level output Command outputs -5 
10H mA 

current Control outputs -1 

Low-_Ievel output Command outputs 32 
10L mA 

current Control outputs 16 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-75"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

V'H 

V'L 

V,e 

VOH 

VOL 

I'H 

III 

IOZH 

IOZL 

lee 

Parameter Test conditions 

High-level input voltage 

Low-level input voltage 

Input clamp voltage 

Command outputs Vcc=4.5V, V,=2V 
High-level output voltage 

Control outputs V,=O. BV 

Command outputs Vcc=4. 5V, V,=2V 
Low-level output voltage 

Control outputs V,=O.BV 

High-level input voltage Vcc=5.5V. V,=5. 5V 

Low-level input voltage Vcc=5.5V. V,=O.45V 

Off-state output current with high-level applied to output Vcc=5.5V. Vo=5. 25V 

Off-state output current with low-level applied to output Vcc=5.5V. Vo=O. 4V 

Supply current Vcc=5.5V 

• MITSUBISHI 
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IOH=-5mA 

IOH=-lmA 

IOl=32mA 

IOl=16mA 

Min 

2 

2.4 

2.4 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-+7 V 

-0.5-+5.5 V 

-0.5-Vee V 

1.5 W 

0-75 "C 

-65-+150 "C 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0.8 V 

-1 V 

V 

0.5 
V 

0.5 

50 f.'A 

-0.7 mA 

100 f.'A 

-100 /.J.A 

160 mA 
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,BUS>CONTROLLER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V±10%, T a=0-75"<: i unless otherwise noted) 

Alternate 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol 

tpLH 
Output low-level to high-level propagation time 
From elK Input to DEN output 

TCVNV 
tpHL 

Output high-level to low-level propagation time 
From elK Input to POEN output 

tpLH 
Output low-level to high-level propagation time 
From elK Input to DEN output. 

TCVNX 
tpHL 

Outpuf high-level to low-level propagation time 
From elK input to POEN output 

tpLH 
Output low-Is'!'sl to hlgh-Ievsl propagation time 

TCllH From elK Input to ALE output 

tpLH 
Output low-level to high-level propagal9" time 

TClMCH From elK Input to MCE output 

tpLH 
Output low-level to tligh-Ievel propagation time 

TSVlH From S(j .... s, inputs to ALE output 

tpLH 
Output low-level to hlgh~level propagation time 

TSVMCH From so-Si Inputs to MCE output 

t pHL 
Output high-level to low-level propagation time 

TCHll 
From elK input to ALE output 

Output high-level to low-level propagation time 

t pHL From ClK Input to MRDC, IORC, INTA, TClMl 
AMwe, MWTC, AIOWC, and lowe outputs 

Output low-level to high-level propagation time 

t pLH From elK Input to MRDC, IORC, INTA •. TClMH 
AMWC, MWTC, AIOWC, and 10WC oulpuls 

t pHL 
Output high-level to low-level propagation time 

TCHDTl (Note 1) 
From elK input to DT fA output 

t pLH 
Output low-level to nigh-level propagation time 

TCHDTH From ClK input to DT fA output 

High-level output enable time 

tPZH From AEN Input to MRDC, IORC, INTA, TAElCH 
AMWC, MWTC, AIOWC, and IOWC outpuls 

High-level output disable time 

tpHZ From AEN Input to MRDC, IORC. INTA, TAEHCZ 
AMWC, MWTC, AIOWe. and lowe outputs 

Output high-level to low-level propagation time 

tpHL From AEN input to MRDC, IORC, INTA, TAElCV 
AMWC, MWTC, AIOWC, and IOWC oulpuls 

tpLH 
Output low-level to high-level and high-level to 

low-level propagation Ume. TAEVNV tpHL From AEN Input to DEN output 

t pLH 
Output low-level to high-level and high-level to· 
low-level propagation time From eEN input to TCEVNV tpHL DEN and PDEN outputs 

Output low-level to high-level and high-level to 

t pLH low-level propagation time. 
TCElRH tpHL From CEN Input to MRDe, IORC, INTA, 

AMWC, MMC, AIOWC and IOWC outputs 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Vcc=5V±10%, T.=0-75"<: , unless otherwise noled) 

Symbol Parameter 

te Clock ClK cycle time 

tW(CLKU Clock ClK low pulse width 

tW(CLKH) Clock ClK high pulse width 

ISU(So-li2) 
So-s, setup time with respect to 
T fOl' the T, state 

Ih(So-s2) 
So-s, hold time with respect to 
T for the T. state 

I SU(So-S2) 
So-s, setup time with respect to 
Tlor the T, state 

Ih(llo,-s2) 
So-s, hold time with respect to 

T for the T, state 

Ir Input rise time 

tf Input fall time 

3-24 

Alternate 

symbol 

TClCl 

TClCH 

TCHCl 

TSVCH 

TCHSV 

TSHCl 

TClSH 

TlllH 

TlHll 

'MITSU, B, ISHI 
.. .ELECTRIC, 

Test conditions 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

5 45 ns 

10 45 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

4 15 ns 

10 35 ns 

10 35 ns 

50 ns 

30 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

115 200 ns 

20 ns 

25 ns 

35 ns 

LimKs 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

100 ns 

50 ns 

30 ns 

35 ns 

10 ns 

35 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 
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BUS CONTROLLER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

Notel: Test Circuit 

INPUT 

PG 

son 

Note 2 

Load circuit 

Command output 
load circuit 

Control output 
load circuit 

Vcc 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

Note 3: AC TEST WAVE FORM 

OUTPUT 

r----- ... 
I : 
: LOAD I 

1--"---; CIRCUIT: 

: (Nole 2): 
I I 
I I L _____ .J 

tpLH , tpHL 

2.14V 

~~'" 
r300PF 

2.28V 

~"'" 
I 80PF 

tpLZ , tPZL 

1. 5V 

~n" 
r300PF 

--

2.4V ----""\)(,,~ mIT eo,", - "XL ____ _ 
O. 45V ____ J. . . -

INPUT PULSE LEVEL: 0.45-2. 4V 

TIMING MEASUREMENT POINT: 1. 5V 

•. MITSUBISHI 
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tpHZ , tPZH 

1.SV 

~~" 
r300PF 

--
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TIMING DIAGRAM 
1. Command output timing 

3-26 

STATE 

CLK 

s"s"S;; 

ADDRESS/DATA 

ALE 

DEN (FOR READ AND) 
INTERRUPT 

PDEN (FOR READ AND) 
INTERRUPT 

DEN (FOR WRITE) 

PDEN (FOR WRITE) 

DTiR (FOR READ AND) 
INTERRUPT 

MCE 

T 4 T , T 2 T 3 T 4 

tc 
(TCLCL) twl clK) 

r'"\ 
,~ 
(So-S,) --! 
CHSV) 

th 
-(r--

' ~=I~LF ~~ ~ tWIClKH) I-
- - (TCHCL) '---Y (TSHCL 

tSU(S,-S,) th(S,-S,) ,. 

\ (TSVCH) (TCLSH) 

~ DATA 
(Note 3) 

VALID VALID 

tplH -
~ _ tpHl 
I-..,~ (TCHLL) 

(TCLLH) 
Nrfll ~~ (TSVLH) 

tpHL 

--f--- (TCLML) 

1 tpLH 

(TCLMH)- -- tpHl 

(TCLML) 

tpLH, tpHL 

-'--f-I- (TCVNV) 

j~ 1\ 
tpLH , tpHL ----;..f--

~ , (TCVNX) 
II 

tpLH, tpHL 

""" 
rD'£yNV ) 

j 

tpLH J tpH L ___ 
- ~ , (TCVNX) 

I 
tpLH 

-:~n 
'l\ J ---4 tpHL --t---+ (TCHDTL) 

If (Note 4) \ tpLH 

(TCHDTH)----

tplH .-H- -f---l- tpHl 
(TCLMCH) ~ - tplH (TCVNX) 

(TSVMCH) 

Note 3: The address/data bus signals are shown only for reference, _ _ 
4: The ALE and MCE leading edge occurs in synchronization with the falling edge of CLK or So-S" whichever is later. 
5: Unless otherwise noted, the timing of all signals is respect to 1. 5V 
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2. DEN and PDEN timing 

CEN ~ I 

t tpLH , tpHL 

~ 
DEN J\ ~ ---J 

tpLH , tpHL 

(TCEVNV) 

j 

3. AEN timing 

ir-----..t------r--..t--.L VOH 

------------------~ ~~~~-----

CEN 

tpHl 

TCEHRl 

Note 6: CEN must be low or valid prior to T, to prevent the command from being generated. 

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

Vee ~D1 
M5l8284AP 1 MN/MX 

CLOCK SO GENERATOR, ClK 
~ RES -- READY Si 

...... RESET S, r RDY 

r 8086 
CPU 

LOCK 

ADo-AD15 
A16 ....... A,g 

BHE 

t 
~ 

ClK 
MRDC 

SO MWTC 

Si --AMWC 

S, M5~8J~8S IORC 

,------ DEN CTRLR IOWC 

r-- DT R AIOWC 
- ALE INTA 

~N.C. 

- STB 

A Jr": OE 

M5L8282P -y---ADDR/DATA LATCH 

r-- (2or3) 

4>= T 

OE 

M5L8286P 
TRANSCEIVER 

(2) 

'MITSUBISHI 
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f--
f--
I--
f--
r----
f--
r-----

COMMAND BUS 

) 
V 

I-MEGABYTE 
ADDRESS BUS 

16-BIT DATA BUS 
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BUS ARBITER FOR 8086/8088/~ PROCESSORS 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8289P is a system bus (®MULTIBUS) arbiter for the 
8086, 8088, and 8089 16-bit microprocessors. When a request 
for access to the system bus is made by any of these mic
roprocessors, the M5L8289P prevents simultaneous access 
by two or more processors by allowing only the first proces
sor which requests access to access the system, preventing 
~II others from accessing the system bus. It generates the 
required signals for bus access. (® MUL TIBUS is a reg
istered trademark of Intel Corporation.) 

FEATURES 
• ®MULTIBUS compatible 
• Usable in multiprocessing systems using the 8086, 8088, 

and 8089 microprocessors 
• Four modes of request and bus surrender are possible 
• Low power dissipation 

APPLICATION 
Bus arbitration for MULTIBUS boards using the 8088, 8086, or 
8089 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8289P is a bus arbiter for ®MULTIBUS boards using 
the 8086, 8088, or 8089 microprocessors. When several pro
cessors are connected to the system bus (®MULTIBUS), it 
is necessary to prevent two or more processors from 
attempting to access the system bus simultaneously. 

This function is performed by the M5L8289P, which de
codes the processor status, and if access to the system bus 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PROCESSOR 
CONTROL 

STATUS 
INPUTS 

S; 
S, 
8;;8 

lOCK INPUT lOCK 
CLOCK INPUT ClK 

COMMON BUS I~~n~ CRQlCK 5 

RESI~E6IJTRU~ ~~8f RESB 4 
ANY REQUE~T INPUT ANYRQST 

1/0 BUS MODE 
CONTROL INPUT 

lOB 2 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

STATUS INPUT S; -

Cg~T~g~ ~~S~ 10B-
SYSTEM BUSI SYSB 

SEL~~~I~ENNTN~~~ RESB -
RESIDENT BUS 

MODE RESB
CONTROL INPUT 
BUS CMf.~~ BClK -

INITII~~5~ INIT

BUS R6~¥~5f BREQ -

BUS P~LOT~0i BPRO -

BUS PRI~~0i BPRN -

(OV) GND 

Outline 20P4 

Vee (5V) 

17 - ClK CLOCK INPUT 

16 - lOCK lOCK INPUT 
COMMON 

15 - CRQlCK BUS LOCK 
INPUT 

14 - ANYRQST~NE~~EST 
_ ADDRESS 

13 - AEN ENABLE 
OUTPUT 

12 ... CBRQ ~~~U~~~ BUS 

11 ... BUSY BUSY 

is required, prevents other processors from attempting sys
tem bus access by generating the required control signals. 

6 INIT INITIALIZE INPUT 

BClK BUS CLOCK INPUT I 
BREQ BUS. REQUEST OUTPUT . SYSTEM 
BPRN BUS PRIORITY INPUT BUS 
BPRO BUS PRIORITY OUTPUT 

BUSY BUSY 

CBRQ COMMON BUS REQUEST 

lOCAL 
SYSTEM BUS BUS 

ADDRESS ENABlE1 OUTPUT 

'-------------Q)3 SYSBIRESB RESIDENT BUS I 
L _________ _ 
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BUS ARBITER FOR 8086/8088/8089 PROCESSORS 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The M5l8289P decodes the status signals So - ~ from the 
processor, and requests system bus privileges or surrenders 
them. The conditions for such operation are shown in Table 
1. As shown in the Table 1, the following four modes are 
possible for use with boards of various types. 
(1) Single Bus Mode 
In this mode there is neither memory nor 1/0 ports on the 
board, and the processor accesses only the system bus. 
(2) 1/0 Bus Mode 
In this mode 1/0 ports exist on the board, and the processor 
accesses only these. For this mode the M5l8289P outputs a 
system bus request signal only for memory access. 
(3) Resident Bus Mode 
In this mode both memory andlor 1/0 port(s) exist on the 
board and the processor can access both on the system 
bus. In this mode the chip select signal (active low) for 1/0 
ports and memory on the system bus is input to SYSBI 
RESB. By doing this, when the 1/0 port(s) and memory on 
the board are accessed, the M5l8289P does not output a re
quest signal to the system bus. 

(4) 1/0 Bus Mode Resident Bus Mode 
In this mode both 1/0 ports and memory are existent on the 
board, and only the 1/0 port on the board is accessed. 

In this mode the chip select signal (active low) for ,mem
ory on the board is input to SYSB/RESB. By doing this, the 
M5l8289P outputs a request signal to the system bus when 
system memory is accessed. 

In addition, the M5l8289P has the following control inputs. 

• lOCK 
This Signal locks the bus arbitrate function when ,it is low, 
the M5L8289P continues to output a request signal to the 
system bus, and once acquired, setting LOCK to a high 
level retains bus privileges until the conditions listed in 
Table 1 are satisfied. Normally, this input is connected to 
th LOCK output of the processor. 

• CRQlCK 
This signal locks the arbitrate function by CBRQ, When 
set to low, the bus privilege surrender conditions listed 
in Table 1 in which CBRQ are input, are ignored. This in
put is set to low level when it is desired to prevent low
priority arbiters from acquiring bus privileges: 

• ANYRQST 
Even after one bus access has been completed, the 
M5l8289P does not surrender bus privileges until the 
surrender conditions listed in Table 1 are satisfied. 
However, by setting the ANYRQST input to high,' the bus 
can be freed after each single access, thereby facilitat
ing the acquisition of bus privileges by low-priority arbi
ters. 

',' '.MITSUBISHI 
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Table M5M8289P Modes and Bus Request and surrender Conditions 

1/0 Bus 
Status Resident bus mode only 1/0 Bus mode resident bus mode Single bus mode 

mode only 

10B=L 10B=H 10B=L 10B=H 
, 

RESB=L RESB=H RESB=H RESB=L 
- - -

Command s, S, So SYSB/RESB=H SYSB/RESB=H SYSB/RESB=H SYSB/RESB=L 

Interrupt acknowledge 0 0 0 X 0 X 

1/0 Port read 0 0 1 X 0 X 

1/0 Write 0 1 0 X 0 X 

Halt 0 1 1 X X X 

Instruction fetch 1 0 0 0 0 X 

Memory read 1 0 1 0 0 X 

Memory write 1 1 0 0 0 X 

Passive cycle 1 1 1 X X X 

o ...... A request signal is output by the system bus. 
X ...... The system bus privileges are surrendered. 

, Input Bus request condition 
Mode 

lOB RESB (excluding halt and passive cycles) 

Single bus mode H L All bus access states 

Resident bus 
H H (SYSB/RESB=high)' (Bus access state) 

mode only 
I 

1/0 Bus mode only L L All memory access states 

1/0 Bus mode 
L H (SYSB/RESB=hlgh)' (Memory access states) 

resident bus mode 

Note1: When LOCK=low, the bus is not released under any circumstances. 

3-30 

When CRQLCK=low, the bus is not released even when low-priority arbiters request it. 
2: HLT ............ Halt state 

TI .............. ·ldle (passive) state 
CBRQ ........ ·CBRQ=low 
HPBRQ ...... Indicates that a high-priority arbiter is requesting the bus (BPRN=high) 

• . MITSUBISHI 
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X X 0 
X X 0 
X X 0 
X X X 

0 X 0 
0 X 0 
0 X 0 
X X X 

Bus surrenper condition (Note 1 ) 

HLT+(TI-CBRQ)+HPBRQ 

«SYSB/RESB=L+Tl)'CBRQ) 

+HLT+HPBRQ 

(1/0 Access state+T1)'CBRQ)+HLT 

+HPERQ 

((1/0 Access state +(SYSB/RESB=low))' 

CBRQ + HPBRQ HLT +HPBRQ 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

-- -
So, S" S2 Status input 

ClK Clock input 

---
lOCK Lock input 

Common bus 
----
CRQlCK request lock 

input 

Resident bus 

RESB mode control 

Input 

-- 110 Bus mode 
lOB 

control-input 

ANYRQST 
Any request 

input 

System 

SYSBI bus/resident 

RESB bus selection 

input 

---
BClK 

Bus lock 

input 

-- Initialize 
INIT 

input 

--- Bus request 
BREQ 

output 

--- Bus priority 
BPRN 

input 

--- Bus priority 
BPRO 

output 

---
BUSY Busy 

--- Common bus 
CBRQ 

request 

-- Address 
AEN 

enable input 

Input or 

output 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

In 

Out 

In 

Out 

In/Out 

In/Out 

Out 
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Function 

Status input from the processor. The MSL8289P decodes this signal and based on it, requests or surren-

ders bus privileges. 

This is the same clock input as used on the processor, and used for decoding of the status. It receives the 

clock from the M5LB284P. 

This is the lock input signal from the processor. When LOCK=low, the M5L8289P will, in no circumstances, 

surrender bus privileges. 

This is the lock signal for arbitration from a common bus request. When CROLCK = low, the M5L8289P 

Ignores bus surrendering conditions by signal CBRQ. 

This is the M5L8289P mode setting input. When RESB=high, the M5L8289P is in the resident bus mode. 

This is an M5L8289P mode setting input. When 10B=low, the M5LB289P is in the 1/0 bus mode. 

This controls the bus surrendering conditions for the M5L8289P. When ANYROST= low, the M5L8289P re-

leases the bus under the conditions listed in Table 1. When ANYRQST= high, as soon as CBRQ goes low, 

the bus is released. Therefore, by setting ANYROST to high and CBRO to low, the M5L8289P can be made 

to release the aus after a single access. 

This input is valid when the M5L8289P is in the resident bus mode. When SYSB/RESB= low, this means 

that the processor is accessing the bus on the board, and the M5L8289P does not output a request to the 
--

system bus. When SYSB/RESB= high, this indicates that the processor is accessing the system bus, and 

the M5L8289P outputs the request signal to the system bus. 

This is the clock for arbitration of other boards. The M5L8289P performs arbitration in synchronous with this 

clock. It is fed from the system bus BCLK signal. 

This line resets the arbitration circuit. Immediately after resetting, none of the arbiters have system bus 
-

privileges. This input is fed from the system bus INIT signal. 

This signal requests system bus privileges. It is used as the system bus BREQ signal. 

This signal indicates whether a high-priority arbiter has requested privileges or not. When BPRN= low, a 

high-priority arbiter has not requested privileges and when BPRN= high, this indicates that a high-priority 
--

arbiter has requested privileges. This input is fed from the system bus BPRN signal. 

This signal indicates whether the M5L8289P or high-order arbiter has requested the bus. When BPRO= 

low, there was a bus request and when 8PRQ=high, there was no bus request. This signal is used as the 

system bus BPRO signal. 

This signal indicates that the system bus has been acquired. When BUSY=low, the bus is busy and when 
--

BUSY=high, it indicates that no arbiter has acquired the bus privileges. When the M5L8289P has acquired 

bus privileges, a low-level output (open collector) is made. This signal is used as the system bus BUSY 

signal. 

This Signal indicates when any arbiter has requested the system bus. When CBRO=low, the M5L8289P re-

leases the bus according to the conditions listed in Table1. When making a request of the system bus, 

CBRO is output as low (open collectpr). This signal is used as the system bus CBRO signal. 

This signal informs the bus buffer on the board that the system bus has been acquired. It is connected to 

the address and data buffer outputs, and the output enable line on the board as well as the M5L8288P AEN 

line. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Va Output voltage 

Topr Operating temperature 

Tstg Storage temperature 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=O-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

High-level output BUSY, CBRO, VOH;;,2.4V Open collector 
10H 

current Other output, VOH;;,2.4V 0 400 /-LA 

BUSY, CBRO, VoL ,,;O.45V 0 20 rnA 
Low-Itwel output 

10L AEN VoL ,,;O.45V 0 16 rnA 
current 

BPRO, BREO, VoL,,;O.45V 0 10 rnA 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=O-75'C • Vcc=5V±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V ,L Low-level input voltage 

V ,H High-level input voltage 

BUSY, CBRO 
Low-level 

VOL AEN 
output voltage 

BPRO, BREO 

V OH 
High-level BUSY, CBRO 

output voltage AEN,BPRO,BREO 

Vie Input clamp voltage 

I'L Low-level input current 

I'H High-level input current 

lee Supply current 

3-32 

Test conditions 

IOL=20mA 

IOL=16mA 

IOL=10mA 

IOH=400"A 

Vcc=4. 50V, ic=-5mA 

Vcc=5. 50V, V,=O. 45V 

Vcc=5. 50V, VR=5.50V 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min 

2.0 

2.4 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

-1-5.5 V 

-0.5-7 V 

0-75 'c 
-65-150 'c 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

0.8 V 

V 

0.45 V 

0.45 V 

0.45 V 

Open collector V 

V 

-1 V 

-0.5 rnA 

60 /-LA 

120 rnA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENT (Ta=0-7S"C, Vcc=5V±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tC<CLK) elK cycle period 

tW(CLKL) CLK"L" pulse width 

tW(CLKH) CLK"H" pulse width 

tsu(SO-SZ) Status active setup time 

thcso-S2) Status active hold time 

tSU{SO-SZ) Status inactive setup time 

thCso-52) Status inactive hold time 

thCLOCK) LOCK inactive hold,time 

tSU(LOCK) LOCK active setup time 

tsu (SYSB/RESS) SYSB/RESB setup time 

th{SYSB/RESB) SYSB/RESB hold time 

tC(eCLK) BCLK cycle time 

tW(SCLKH) BCLK"H" pulse width 

tSU(SPRU) BPRN I j to BCLK setup time 

tSUCBUSY) BUSY I j to BCLK j setup time 

tSUCCBRQ) CBRQ I j to BCLK j setup time 

tWCINIT) INIT pulse width 

Ir Input rise time 

If Input fall time 

Alternate 
Test conditions 

symbol 

tCLGL. 

tCLCH 

tCHCL 

tSVCH 

tCHSV 

tSHCL 

tCLSH 

teLLLl 

tCLLLZ 

teLsRl 

tCLSR2 

tSLBL 

tBHBL 

tpNSBL 

tSYSBL 

tcasBL 

tlV1H 

tlLlH O.8-2V 

tlHIL 2-0.8V 

.• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

125 ns 

65 ns 

35 ns 

65 IcLCLJO ns 

10 IcLCLJO ns 

50 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

40 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

100 ns 

30 ns 

15 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

3tBLBl +3tClCl ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-7S'C, Vcc±SV±S%, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternate 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tPHL(BREQ) BCLK-BREO 1 , j Delay time tSLBRL 

BCLK-BPRO 1 , j 
tpLH(SPRO) 

Delay time (See note 2) 
tSLPOH 

BPRN 1, j -BPRO 1 j 
tpHL<SPRO) 

Delay time (See note 2) 
tpNPO 

tPHL(BUSY) BCLK-BUSY j Delay time tSLBYL 

BCLK-BUSY 
tPLZ(BUSY) 

Float time (See note 3) 
tSLBYH 

tPLH(AEN) CLK-AEN,l Delay time tCLAEH 

tPHL(AEN) BCLK-AEN, j Delay time tSLAEL 

tpHL(CBRQ) BCLK-CBRO, j Delay time taLcBL 

BCLK-CBRO Delay time 
tpLZ(CBRQ) 

(See note 3) 
tSLCBH 

tr Output rise time tOLOH 0,8V-2.0V 

tf Output fall time (See note 4, 5) tOHOL 2. OV-O. 8V 

Note 1 Symbol 1, j means rise signal and fall signal. 
2: BClK generate the first BPRO and then BPRO changes lower in the chain are generated through BPRN. 
3: Measured at O. 5V above GND 

Note 4 A,C. test wave form, 

Note 5: Load circuit 

8289 h 
L.....------..J I 
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C L=100pF 
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Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

35 ns 

40 ns 

25 ns 

60 ns 

35 ns 

65 ns 

40 ns 

60 ns 

35 ns 

20 ns 

12 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 

State 

ClK 

) 

SYSB/RESB 

(3) 

AEN 

BPRN#2 

(BPRO#1) 

BPRO#2 

(BPRN#3) 

T 4 T 1 T , T 3 T 4 

te tWCCLKL) 

- ¢ 1 

~ jJ ~ 1:.. ¢2 
'--

th(So-5,) I tW(CLKHl tsu(So-5,) 

I :1 tsu(So-5,) I 
-\ -\ th(So-S')f -f \.. r--

th([OCK) tSUClOCK) 

I -{ \-

,I. 
(2) :l -1(2) 

tsu (SYSB/RESB) ~ I ' J' th{sYss/RESBl 

l r 

I tPHUBREQ) tplH{A'E'N) 

tW(BclKHl tC(BCLK) 

~[-
I 

h ~ rL 
~ 

tpHL('B'REQ) 

tpLH(BPRO) 

I 

tsu('B"P'ii'N} I'--.:J 

tpHU;;;;) t------1-------------
tsu(B'U"SY) 

*1 .t 
tpHL(CBRQ) tPLZ(BUSY) 

IO.5V l~ tpHl ( BUSY) 

{ O.5'!/- { I tSU(Bu'SY) 

tpLZ(C"B'RQ) 

Note 1 lOCK can be active during any state as long as the relation ships shown above with the 
respect to ClK are maintained. 
lOCK can be inactive asynchronously. 
CRQLCK is an asynchronous input signal. 

2: Noise is permitted during this time. After 1>2 of T1 and before 1>1 of T4 should be stable. 
3: AEN negative-edge is related to ClK, positive-edge to ClK. 

AN E positive-edge is generated after as ricrily is lost. 
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2048-BIT STATIC RAM WITH I/O PORTS AND TIMER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8155P is a 2K-bit RAM (256-word by 8-bit) fabri

cated with the Nchannel silicon-gate EO-MOS technology. 
This IC has 3 I/O ports and a 14-bit counter/timer which 
make it a good choice to extend the functions of an 8-bit 
microcomputer. It is incased in a 40-pin plastic OIL package 
and operates with a single 5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Compatible with MELPS 85 devices 

• Static RAM: 256 words by 8 bits 
• Programmable 8-bit I/O port: 2 
• Programmable 6-bit I/O port 1 

• Programmable counter/timer: 14 bits 
• Multiplexed address/data bus 

APPLICATION 
Extension of I/O ports and timer function for MELPS 85 and 
MELPS 8-48 devices 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8155P is composed of RAM, I/O ports and counter/ 
timer. The RAM is a 2K-bit static RAM organized as 256 
words by 8 bits. The I/O ports consist of 2 programmable 8-
bit ports and 1 programmable 6-bit port. The terminals of the 

6-bit port can be programmed to function as control termin
als for the 8-bit ports, so that the 8-bit ports can be operated 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
IPC3 - 1 

1/0 PORT C 1 pc, _ 2 

TIMER INPUT TIMER IN ~ 3 
RESET INPUT RESET ~ 4 

1/0 PORT C PC5 - 5 
TIMER OUTPUT TIMER OUT ~ 6 

SELECt.tE~~5t 101M ~ 7 

CHIP ENABLE INPUT CE ~ 8 

READ INPUT RD ~ 9 

WRITE INPUl WR ~ 10 

ADm};'kSLSE 1~~e~ ALE ~ 11 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
ADDRESS/DATA BUS 

ADo-12 

(ov)vss 

Outline 40P4 

1
1/0 
PORT C 

1/0 
PORT B 

1/0 
PORT A 

in a handshake mode. The counter/timer is composed of 14 
bits that can be used to count down (events or time) and it 
can generate square wave pulses that can be used for 
counting and timing. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM ~~~;~~~ f ---------------------
STATIC RAM 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
ADDRESSIDATA BUS 

. RESET INPUT RESET 4 
MEMORY SELECT INPUT 10iM 7 

CHIP ENABLE INPUT CE 

READ INPUT RD 
WRITE INPUT 

ADDRESS LATCH 
ENABLE INPUT 

(256 WORDS X 8 BITS) 
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1/0 
PORT A 

1/0 
PORT B 

1/0 
PORT C 
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2048.BIT STATIC RAM WITH I/O PORTS AND TIMER 

OPERATION 
Data Bus Buffer 
This 3-state bidirectional 8-bit buffer is used to transfer the 

data while input or output instructions are being executed by 
the CPU. Command and address information is also transfer
red through the data bus buffer. 

ReadlWrite Control Logic 
The read/write control logic controls the transfer of data by 
interpreting 110 control bus output signals (RD, WR, 10/M 
and ALE) along with CPU signal (CE). RESET signal is also 
used to control the transfer of data and commands. 

Bidirectional Address/Data Bus (ADo~AD7) 
The bidirectional address/data bus is a 3-state 8-bit bus. 
The 8-bit address is latched in the internal latch by the fail
ing edge of ALE. Then if 10/M input signal is at high-level, 
the address of I/O port, counter/timer, or command register 
is selected. If it is at low-level, memory address is selected. 

The 8-bit address data is transferred by read input (RD) 
or write input (WR). 

Chip Enable Input (CE) 
When CE is at low-level, the address information on 
address/data bus is stored in the M5L8155P 
Read Input (RD) 
When RD is at lOW-level the data bus buffer is active. If 10/ 
M input signal is at low-level, the contents of RAM are read 
through the address/data bus. If 10/M input is at high-level, 
the selected contents of I/O port or counter/timer are read 
through the address/data bus. 

Write Input (WR) 
When WR is at low-level, the data on the address/data bus 
are written into RAM if 10/M is at low-level, or if 10/M is at 
high-level they are written into. I/O port, counter/timer or 
command register. 
Address Latch Enable Input (ALE) 

An address on the address/data bus along with the levels of 
CE and 101M are latched in the M5LS155P on the falling 
edge of ALE. 

10/Memory Input (IO/M) 
When 10/M is at low-level, the RAM is selected, while at 
high-level the I/O port, counter/timer or command register 
are selected. 

I/O Port A (PAo-PA1) 

Port A is an 8-bit general-purpose I/O port. Input/output set

ting is controlled by the system software. 
I/O Port B (PBo-PB7) 
Port B is an S-bit general-purpose I/O port. Input/output set
ting is controlled by the system software. 

110 Port C (PCo-PCs) 

Port C is a 6-bit I/O port that can also be used to output 
control signals of port A( PAl or port B (PB). The functions 
of port C are controlled by the system software. When port C 
is used to output control signals of ports A or B the assign
ment of the signals to the pins is as shown in Table 1 . 

Table Pin assignment of control signals of port C 

Pin Function 

PC5 B STB (port B strobe) 

PC4 B BF (port B buffer full) 

PC3 BINTR (port B interrupt) 
--

PC2 A STB (port A strobe) 

PC, A BF (port A buffer full) 

PCa AINTR (port A interrupt) 

Timer Input (TIMER IN) 
The signal at this input terminal is used by the counter/timer 
for counting events or time. (3MHz max.) 

Timer Output (TIMER OUT) 
A square wave signal or pulse from the counter/timer is out
put through this pin when in the operation mode. 

Command Register (8 bits) 
The command register is an 8-bit latched register. The 

loworder 4 bits (bits 0- 3) are used for controlling and de
termination of mode of the ports. Bits 4 and 5 are used as in
terrupt enable flags for ports A and B when port C is used 
as a control port. Bits 6 and 7 are used for controlling the 
counter/timer. The contents of the command register are re
written by output instructions (address I/O XXXXXOOO). 

Details of the functions of the individual bits of the com
mand register are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Bit functions of the command register 

Bit Symbol Function 

a PORT A I/O FLAG 1: OUTPUT PORT A 
PA 

0: INPUT PORT A 

1 PB 
PORT B I/O FLAG 1: OUTPUT PORT B 

0: INPUT PORT B 

2 PC, 
PORT C FLAG 00: ALT1 

11: ALT2 

01: ALT3 
3 PC2 10: ALT4 

4 
PORT A INTERRUPT 1: ENABLE INTERRUPT 

lEA 
ENABLE FLAG 0: DISABLE INTERRUPT 

5 IEB 
PORT B INTERRUPT 1: ENABLE INTERRUPT 

ENABLE FLAG 0: DISABLE INTERRUPT 

COUNTER/TIMER CONTROL 

6 TM1 00: NO INFLUENCE ON COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION 

01 : COUNTERITIMER OPERATION DISCONTINUED (IF 

NOT ALREADY STOPPED) 

10: COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION DISCONTINUED AF-

7 TM2 TER THE CURRENT COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION 

IS COMPLETED 

11: COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION STARTED 

4-4 • . MITSUBISHI 
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Status Register (7 bits) 
The status register is a 7-bit latched register. The loworder 5 
bits (bits 0-4) are used as status flags for the I/O ports. Bit 
6 is as a status flag for the counter/timer. The contents of 

Table 3 Bit functions of the status register 

Bit Symbol Function 

0 INTR A PORT A INTERRUPT REQUEST 

1 A BF PORT A BUFFER FULL FLAG 

2 INTE A PORT A INTERRUPT ENABLE 

3 INTR B PORT B INTERRUPT REQUEST 

4 B BF PORT B BUFFER FULL FLAG 

5 INTE B PORT B INTERRUPT ENABLE 

the status register are transferred into the CPU by reading 
(INPUT instruction, address I/O XXXXXOOO). Details of the 

functions of the individual bits of the status register are 

shown in Table 3. 

(SET TO 1 WHEN THE FINAL LIMIT 

6 
OF THE COUNTER/TIMER IS REACHED 

TIMER COUNTER/TIMER INTERRUPT 
AND IS RESET TO 0 WHEN THE 

STATUS IS READ) 

7 - THIS BIT IS NOT USED 

I/O Ports 
Command/status registers (8 bits/7 bits) 
These registers are assigned address XXXXXOOO. When ex
ecuting an OUTPUT instruction, the contents of the com
mand register are rewritten. When executing an INPUT in

struction the contents of the status register are read. 

Port A Register (8 bits) 
Port A Register is assigned address XXXXX001. This register 
can be programmed as an input or output by setting the 
appropriate bits of the command register as shown in Table 
2. 

Port A can be operated in basic or strobe mode and is 

assigned I/O terminal PAo-PA7. 

Table 4 Functions of port C 

State ALT 1 ALT 2 ALT3 Terminal 

PC5 Input Output Output 

PC. Input Output Output 

PC3 Input Output Output 

PC2 Input Output A STB (port A strobe) 

PC, Input Output A BF (port A buffer full) 

PCo Input Output A INTR (port A interrupt), 

Port B Register (8 bits) 
Port B register is assigned address XXXXX010. As with Port 
A register, this register can be programmed as an input or 
output by setting the appropriate bits of the command regis
ter as shown in Table 2. Port B can be operated in basic or 
strobe mode and is assigned I/O terminals PBo-PB7. 

Port C Register (6 bits) 
Port C register is assigned address XXXXXOl 1. This port is 

used for controlling input/output operations of ports A and B 
by selectively setting bits 2 and 3 of the command register 

as shown in Table 2. Details of the functions of the various 
setting of bits 2 and 3 are shown in Table 4. Port C is 
assigned I/O terminals PCo - PC5 and when used as port 
control signals, the 3 low-order bits are assigned for port A 

while the 3' high-order bits are assigned for port B. 

ALT4 

B STB (port B strobe) 

B BF (port buffer full) 

B INTR (port B interrupt) 

A STB (port A strobe) 

A SF (port A buffer full) 

A I NTR (port A interrupt) 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 
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Configuration of ports 
A block diagram of 1 bit of ports A and B is shown in Fig. 1. 
While port A or B is programmed as an output port, if the 
port is addressed by an input instruction, the contents of the 
selected port can be read. When a port is put in input mode, 
the output latch is cleared and writing into the o~tput latch is 

M5L8155P 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

,--:-1 
I 1*1 
I I 

RD PORT 

Q D 

elK 

STB 

WR PORT 

Fig. 1 Configuration for 1 bit of port A or B 

Table 5 Basic functions of I/O ports 

Address RD WR Function 

0 1 AD bus - status register 
XXXXXOOO 

1 0 Command reg Isler - AD bus 

0 
XXXXXOO1 

1 AD bus -, port A 

1 0 Port A-AD bus 

0 1 AD bus- port B 
XXXXX010 

1 0 Port B -AD bus 

0 
XXXXX011 

1 AD bus - port C 
, 1 0 PortC-AD bus 

MD 

Table 6 Port control signal levels at AL T3,and ALT4 

Control Signal Oulpul mode Input mode 

STB Input Input 

BF "L" "L" 

INTR "H" "L" 

.' 

disabled. Therefore when a port is changed to output mode 
from input mode, low-level signals are output through the 
port. When a reset signal is applied, all 3 ports (PA, PB, and 
PC) will be input ports and their output latches are cleared. 
Port C has the same configuration as ports A and B in mod
es Al T1 and Al T2. 

EXTERNAL PIN 

( PORT A OR) 
PORT B 

1. WR PORT=IO!M"'WR'CE' 
(PORT ADDRESS SELECTED) 

2. RD PORT=IOiM"'RD'CE' 
(PORT ADDRESS SELECTED) 

3. MULTIPLEX CONTROL 
*1 STROBE INPUT MODE 
*2 INPUT MODE 
*3 OUTPUT MODE 

4. MD= 1 : OUTPUT MODE 
o : INPUT MODE 

The basic functions of the I/O ports are shown in Table 5. 
The control signal levels to ports A and B, when port C is 
programmed as a control port, are shown in Table 6. 

CounterfTimer 
The counter/timer is a 14-bit counting register plus 2 mode 
flags. The register has two section!\: address 1/0 XXXXX100 
is assigned to the low-order 8 bits and address 1/0 

XXXXX101 is assigned to the high-order 8 bits. The low
order bits 0-13 are used for counting or timing. The counter 
is initialized by the program and then counted down to zero. 
The initial setting can range from 2'6 to 3FFF,6. Bits 14 and 
15 are used as mode flags. 

The mode flags' select ,1 of 4 modes with functions as 
follow: 
Mode 0: Outputs high-level signal during the former 

half of the counter operation 
,Outputs low-level signal during the'latter half 
of the counter operation' 

4-6 • ,MITSUBISH, I 
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Table 7 Format of counter/timer Mode 1: Outputs square wave signals as in mode 0 

Bit Number 
Address 

7 6 5 4 3 2 

XXXXX100 T7 Ts T5 T4 T3 T2 

XXXXX101 M2 M, T13 T'2 T" TlO 

1 0 

T, To 

Tg TB 

Function 

THE LOW-ORDER 8 BITS 
OF THE COUNTER REGISTER 

M1,M2: TIMER MODE 
THE HIGH·ORDER 6 BITS 

T,-T13: OF THE COUNTER REGISTER 

Mode 2: Outputs a low-level pulse during the final 

count down 

Mode 3: Outputs a low-level pulse during each final 

count down 

Starting and stopping the counter/timer is controlled by 

bits 6 and 7 of the command register (see Table 2 for 

details), The format and timer modes of the counter/timer 

register are shown in Table 7 and Table 8, 

Table 8 Timer mode 
The counter/timer is not influenced by a reset, but counting 

is discontinued, To resume counting, a start command must 

be written into the command register as shown in Table 2, 

While operating 2n+ 1 count down in mode 0, a high-level 

signal is output during the n+ 1 counting and a low-level sig

nal is output during the n counting, 

M2 M, Timer operation 

Outputs high-level signal during the former half of the counter operation 

0 0 Outputs low-level signal during the Jatler half of the counter operation 
(mode 0) 

0 1 Outputs square wave signals in mode a (mode 1) 

1 0 
Outputs a low-level pulse during the final count dowm 

(mode 2) 

1 1 
Outputs a low-level pulse during each final count down 

(mode 3) 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage With respect to vss 

Vo Output voltage 
--

Pd Maximum power dissipation Ta=25'C 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4,75 5 5,25 V 

Vss Power-supply voltage 0 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0,5 0,8 V 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 Vcc+D,5 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-75'C, Vcc= 5 V± 5 %, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

VOH 

VOL 

I, 

II(CE) 

102 

Ci 

Ci/o 

Icc 

Note 1 

Parameter Test conditions 

High-level output voltage Vss=OV, IOH=-400!,A 

Low-level output voltage Vss=OV, IOL =2mA 

Input leak current vss=ov,v,=O-vcc 

Input leak current, CE pin Vss=OV, V,=O-Vcc 

Output floating leak current Vss=OV, V,=O. 45-Vcc 

Input capacitance Vll =OV, f=l MHz, 25mVrms, T .=25'C 

Input/output terminal capacitance VIIOL=OV, f=l MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25'C 

Supply current from Vee Vss=OV 

Current flowing into an Ie is positive, out is negative. 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Min 

2,4 

-10 

-100 

-10 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

-0,5-7 V 

1.5 W 

-20-75 'c 

-65-150 ·C 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0,45 V 

10 J"A 

100 J"A 

10 J"A 

10 pF 

20 pF 

180 mA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tSU(A-L) Address setup time before latch tAL 50 

thCL-A) Address hold time after latch tLA 80 

thCL-RWH) Read/write hold time after latch tLC 100 

tw(L) Latch pulse width tLL 100 

thCRW-U Latch hold time after read/write tCL 20 

tW(RWL) Read/write low-level pulse width tcc 250 

tSU(o-w) Data setup time before write tow 150 

th(w-~) Data hold time after write two 0 

tW(RWH) Read/write high-level pulse width tRv 300 

tSU(P-R) Port setup time before read tpR 70 

th(R_P) Port hold time after read tRP 50 

tW(STS) Strobe pulse width tss 200 

tSU(P-STB) Port setup time before strobe t pss 50 

thCSTB-P) Port hold time after strobe t pHS 120 

t w ( .pH) Timer input high-level pulse width t2 120 

tw ( '" L) Timer input low-level pulse width t, 80 

tcc 1) Timer input cycle time tCYC 320 

trc 1 ) Timer input rise time tr 

tfc 1) Timer input fall time tf 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20~75'C, Vcc= 5V± 5%, unless otherwise noted.) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tPXV(R_DQ) Propagation time from read to data output tRO 

tPZX(A_DQ) Propagation time from address to data output tAD 

tPVZ(R-DQ) Propagation time from read to data floating (Note 2) tRDF 

tPHL(w-p) 
Propagation time from write to data output 

tPLH(W-P) 

tPLH(STB-BF) Propagation time from strobe to BF flag 

tPHL(R-BF) Propagation time from read to SF flag 

tPLH{STB-INTR) Propagation time from strobe to interrupt 

tPHUR-INTR) Propagation time from read to interrupt 

tPHUSTB-BF) Propagation time from strobe to SF flag 

tPLH(W-BF) Propagation time from write to SF flag 

tPHUW-INTR) Propagation time from write to interrupt 

tpHu; -OUT) 
Propagation time from timer input to timer output 

tpLH( ; -OUT) 

tPZX(R-DQ) propagation time from read to data enable 

Note Measurement conditions C=150pF 
Measurement conditions of note 1 are not applied. 

4-8 

twp 

twp 

tSBF 

tRBE 

tSI 

tRDI 

tSBE 

tWBF 

tWI 

tTL 

tTH 

tRDE 
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Test conditions 
Min 

0 

10 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

170 ns 

400 ns 

100 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAM (reference level, high-level=2V, low-level=O.8V) 

Basic output 

PORT 

101M \ 

\ 

ADD-AD, ) 

ALE 

Basic input 

PORT 

101M '\ 

\ 

ADo-AD, )] 

ALE ;r 

\L 
I !w(RwLl 

th(L-RWH) 

/ 

/ 

ADDRESS K ~ 
tSU(A-L) th(L-A) 1su{o-w) 

tw(Ll 

) 

tgU(P-R) 

tW(RWL) 

tC(L-RW) tPXV(R-OQ) 

I tpZX(R-OO) 

V 

V 
tpZX(A-O) 

ADDRESS ) 
tSU(A-L> th(L-A) 

\ .... 
tw(Ll 

. •. MITSUBISHI 
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~ 
tPHL(W-P) 

tPLH{W-P) 

i l\-
tW(RWH) 

th(W-D) 

\ 

\ 

DATA ~ 
th(RW-U 

K 
-~ r- th(R-P) . 

Jl \..... 
I tW(RWH) 

tC(RW-L) 

I-
tpXZ(R-OO) 

\ 

\ 

DATA >--<= 
/ 
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Strobed output 

PORT 

INTR 

BF 

__________________ -L~--------------------------
tPLH(W-P) 

tpHUw-p) 

Strobed input 

Timer (Note 1) 

Note 

4-10 

TIMER IN 

TIMER OUT 
PULSE MODE 

TIMER OUT ' 
SQUARE WAVE MODE----------- J (Note2) 

The wave form is shown counting down from 5 to 1. 
As long as the Ml mode flag of the timer register is at 
high-level, pulses are continuously output. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8156P is a 2K·bit RAM (256-word by 8-bit) fabri

cated with the N-channel silicon-gate ED-MOS. technology. 
This IC has 3 I/O ports and a 14-bit counter/timer which 
make it a good choice to extend the functions of an 8-bit 
microcomputer. It is incased in a 40-pin plastic OIL package 
and operates with a single 5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• TTL compatible 
• Compatible with MELPS 85 devices 
• Static RAM: 256 words by 8 bits 
• Programmable 8-bit I/O port: 2 

• Programmable 6-bit I/O port: 1 
• Programmable counter/timer: 14 bits 
• Multiplexed address/data bus 

APPLICATION 
Extension of I/O ports and timer function for MELPS 85 and 
MELPS 8-48 devices 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8156P is composed of RAM, I/O ports and counter/ 
timer. The RAM is a 2K-bit static RAM organized as 256 
words by 8 bits. The I/O ports consist of 2 programmable 8-
bit ports and 1 programmable 6-bit port. The terminals of the 
6-bit port can be programmed to function as control termin
als for the 8-bit ports, so that the 8-bit ports can be operated 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
J pc,-, 

I/O PORT C I PC, _ 2 

TIMER INPUT TIMER IN ~ 3 

RESET INPUT RESET ~ 4 

I/O PORT C PC, - 5 
TIMER OUTPUT TIMER OUT ~ 6 

SELEC~E~~~t 10/M ~ 7 
CHIP ENABLE INPUT CE ~ 8 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
ADDRESS/DATA BUS 

(OV)vss 

Outline 40P4 

L/o 
[PORT C 

I/O 
PORT B 

I/O 
PORT A 

in a handshake mode. The counter/timer is composed of 14 

bits that can be used to count down (events or time) and it 
can generate square wave pulses that can be used for 
counting and timing. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
(5V)Vcc~ 
(OV) Vss ~ 

----- -------------

BIDIRECTIONAL 
ADDRESS/DATA BUS 

RESET INPUT RESET 4 
MEMORY SELECT INPUT 10iM 

CHIP ENABLE INPUT CE 

READ INPUT 

WRITE INPUT 
ADDRESS LATCH 

ENABLE INPUT 

DATA BUS 
BUFFER 

READ/ 
WRITE 

CONTROL 
CIRCUIT 

STATIC RAM 

(256 WORDS X 8 BITS) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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I/O 
PORT A 

I/O 
PORT B 

I/O 
PORT C 
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OPERATION 
Data Bu, Buffer 
This 3-state bidirectional 8-bit buffer is used to transfer the 
data while input or output instructions are being executed by 
the CPU. Command and address information is also transfer
red through the data bus buffer. 
ReadlWrite Control Logic 
The read/write control logic controls the transfer of data by 
interpreting I/O control bus output signals (RD, WR, 10lM 
and ALE) along with CPU signal (CE). RESET signal is also 
used to control the transfer of data and commands. 
Bidirectional Address/Data Bus (ADa-AD7) 

The bidirectional address/data bus is a 3-state 8-bit bus. 
The 8-bit address is latched in the internal latch by the fail
ing edge of ALE. Then if 10lM input signal is at high-I,evel, 
the address of I/O port, counter/timer, or command register 
is selected. If it is at low-level, memory address is selected. 

The 8-bit address data is transferred by read input (RD) 
or write input (WR). 

Chip Enable Input (CE) 
When CE is at high-level, the address information on 
address/data bus is stored in the M5L8156P 
Read Input (RD) 
When RD is at low-level the data bus buffer is active. If 10/ 
M input signal is at low-level, the contents of RAM are read 
through the address/data bus. If 10lM input is at high-level, 
the selected contents of I/O port or counter/timer are read 
through the address/data bus. 
Write Input (WR) 
When XR is at low-level, the data on. the address/data bus 
are written into RAM if 10/M is at low-level, or if 101M is at 
high-level they are written into I/O port, counterltimer or 
command register. 
Address Latch Enable Input (ALE) 
An address on the address/data bus along with the levels of 

CE and 10/M are latched· in the M5L8156P on the falling 
edge of ALE; 

10/Memory Input (IOiM) 
When 10/M is at low-level, the RAM is selected, while at 
high-level the I/O port, counter/timer or command register 
are selected. 

I/O Port A (PAo-PA1) 

Port A is an 8-bit general-purpose I/O port. Input/output set
ting is controlled by the system software. 
110 Port B (PBa-PB7) 

Port B is an 8-bit general-purpose I/O port. Input/output set
tin\! is controlled by the system software. 
I/O Port C (PCa-pes) 
Port C is a 6-bit I/O port that can also be used to output 
control signals of port A (PA) or port B (PB). The functions 
of port C are controlled by the system software. When port C 
is used to output control signals of ports A or B the assign
ment of the Signals to the pins is as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Pin assignment of control signals of port C 

Pin Function. 

PC. BSTB (port B strobe) 

PC, B BF (port B buffer full) 

PCs BINTR (port B interrupt) 
--

PC2 ASTB (port A strobe) 

PC, A BF (port A buffer full) 

PCo AINTR (port A interrupt) 

Timer Input (TIMER IN) 
The signal at this input terminal is used by the counter/timer 
for counting events or time. (3MHz max.) 

Timer Output (TIMER OUT) 
A sqCJare wave signal or pulse from the counter/timer is out
put through this pin when in the operation mode. 
Command Register (8 bits) 
The command register is an 8-bit latched register. The 
loworder 4 bits (bits 0-3) are used for controlling and de
termination of the mode of the ports. Bits 4 and 5 are used 
as interrupt enable flags for ports A and B when port C is 
used as a control port. Bits 6 and 7 are used for controlling 
the counter/timer. The contents of the command register are 
rewritten by output instructions (address I/O XXXXXOOO). 

Details of the functions of the individual bits of the com
mand register are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Bit functions of the command register 

Bit Symbol Function 

PORT A I/O FLAG 1: OUTPUT PORT A 
0 PA 

0: INPUT PORT A 

PORT B I/O FLAG 1: OUTPUT PORT B 
1 PB 

0: INPUT PORT B 

2 PC, 
PORTC FLAG 00: ALTI 

11: ALT2 

01:.ALT3 
3 PC2 10: ALT4 

PORT A INTERRUPT 1: ENABLE INTERRUPT 
4 lEA 

ENABLE FLAG 0: DISABLE INTERRUPT 

PORT B INTERRUPT 1: ENABLE INTERRUPT 
5 IEB 

ENABLE FLAG 0: DISABLE INTERRUPT 

COUNTER/TIMER CONTROL 

6 TMI 00: NO INFLUENCE ON COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION 

01: COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION DISCONTINUED (IF 

NOT ALREADY STOPPED) 

10: COUNTER/TIMER· OPERATION DISCONTINUED AF-

7 TM2 TER THE CURRENT COUNTERITIMER OPERATION 

IS COMPLETED 

11: COUNTER/TIMER OPERATION STARTED 
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Status Register (7 bits) 
The status register is a 7-bit latched register. The loworder 5 
bits (bits 0-4) are used as status flags for the I/O ports. Bit 
6 is as a status flag for the counter/timer. The contents of 

Table 3 Bit functions of the status register 

Bit Symbol Function 

a INTRA PORT A INTERRUPT REQUEST 

1 A SF PORT A BUFFER FULL FLAG 

2 INTEA PORT A INTERRUPT ENABLE 

3 INTR S PORT B INTERRUPT REQUEST 

4 S SF PORT B BUFFER FULL FLAG 

5 INTE S PORT B INTERRUPT ENABLE 

the status register are transferred into the CPU by reading 
(INPUT instruction, address I/O XXXXXOOO). Details of the 
functions of the individual bits of the status register are 
shown in Table 3. 

(SET TO 1 WHEN THE FINAL LIMIT 

6 TIMER COUNTERITIMER INTERRUPT 
OF THE COUNTER/TIMER IS REACHED 

AND IS RESET TO 0 WHEN THE 

STATUS IS READ) 

7 - THIS BIT IS NOT USED 

I/O Ports 
Command/status registers (8 bitsn bits) 
These registers are assigned address XXXXXOOO. When ex
ecuting an OUTPUT instruction, the contents of the com
mand register are rewritten. When executing an INPUT in
struction the contents of the status register are read. 
Port A Register (8 bits) 
Port A Register is assigned address XXXXXOOl. This register 
can be programmed as an input or output by setting the 
appropriate bits of the command register as shown in Table 
2. 

Port A can be operated in basic or strobe made and is 
assigned I/O terminal PAc-PA7. 

Table 4 Functions of port C 

State ALT 1 ALT2 ALT3 Terminal 

PC5 Input Output Output 

PC, Input Output Output 

PC3 Input Output Output 

PC2 Input Output A STS (port A strobe) 

PC, Input Output A SF (port A buffer full) 

PCa Input Output A I NTR (port A interrupt) 

Port B Register (8 bits) 
Port B register is assigned address XXXXX010. As with Port 
A register, this register can be programmed as an input or 
output by setting the appropriate bits of the command regis
ter as shown in Table 2. Port B can be operated in basic or 
str,obe mode and is assigned I/O terminals PBe-PB7. 
Port C Register (6 bits) 
Port C register is assigned address XXXXXOll. This port is 
used for controlling input/output operations of ports A and B 
by selectively setting bits 2 and 3 of the command register 
as shown in Table 2. Details of the functions of the various 
setting of bits 2 and 3 are shown in Table 4. Port C is 
assigned I/O terminals PCe - PCs and when used as port 
control signals, the 3 low-order bits are assigned for port A 
while the 3 high-order bits are assigned for port B. 

ALT4 

B STS (port B strobe) 

S SF (port buffer full) 

S INTR (port B interrupt) 

A STS (port A strobe) 

A SF (port A buffer full) 

A INTR (port A interrupt) 

• MITSUBISHI 
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204S-BIT STATIC RAM WITH I/O PORTS AND TIMER 

Configuration of ports 
A block diagram of 1 bit of ports A and B is shown in Fig. 1. 
While. port A or B is programmed as an output port, if the 

port is addressed by an input instruction, the contents of the 
selected port can be read. When a port is put in input mode, 

the output latch is cleared and writing into the output latch is 

M5L8156P 

,-1 
Q D 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

CLK 

STB 
I 1*1 
I I 
I 1*2 
I I 
L __ ~ *3 

RD PORT 

~------------------~D Q 

WR PORT 

Fig. 1 Configuration for 1 bit of port A or B 

Table 5 Basic functions of I/O ports 

Address RD WR Function 

0 1 AD bus - status register 
XXXXXOOO .-

1 0 Command register - AD bus 
"-----" 

0 1 AD bus - port A 
XXXXXOOl 

1 0 Port A - AD bus 

0 
XXXXXOlO 

1 AD bus - port B 

1 0 Port B - AD bus 

0 
XXXXX011 

1 AD bus - port C 

1 0 Port C - AD bus 

Table 6 Port control signal levels at AL T3 and AL T4 

Control Signal Output mode Input mode 

STB Input Input 

BF "L" "L" 

INTR "H" "L" 

disabled. Therefore when a port is changed to output mode 
from input mode, low-level signals are output through the 

port. When a reset signal is applied, all 3 ports (PA, PB, and 
PC) will be input ports and their output latches are cleared. 
Port C has the same configuration as ports A and B in mod
es AL T1 and AL T2. 

MD 

EXTERNAL PIN 
(PORT A OR) 

PORT B 

1. WR PORT=IOiiiii'WR'CE' 
(PORT ADDRESS SELECTED) 

2. RD PORT=IOiiiii'RD'CE' 
(PORT ADDRESS SELECTED) 

3. MULTIPLEX CONTROL 
*1 STROBE INPUT MODE 
*2 INPUT MODE 
*3 OUTPUT MODE 

4. MD= 1 : OUTPUT MODE 
a : INPUT MODE 

The basic functions of the I/O ports are shown in Table 5. 

The control signal levels to ports A and B, when port C is 
programmed as a control port, are shown in Table 6. 

CounterlTimer 
The counter/timer is a 14-bit counting register plus 2 mode 
flags. The register has two sections: address 1/0 XXXXX100 
is assigned to the low-order 8 bits and address 1/0 

XXXXX101 is assigned to the high-order 8 bits. The low
order bits 0-13 are used for counting or timing. The counter 
is initialized by the program and then counted down to zero. 

The initial setting can range from 216 to 3FF16. Bits 14 and 15 
are used as mode flags. 

The mode flags select 1 of 4 modes with functions as 
follow: 

Mode 0: Outputs high-level signal during the former 
half of the counter operation 
Outputs low-level signal during the latter half 
of the counter operation 

4-14 • . MITSUBISHI 
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2048-BIT STATIC RAM WITH 1/0 PORTS AND TIMER 

Table 7 Format of counter/timer Mode 1: Outputs square wave signals as in mode 0 

Mode 2: Outputs a low-level pulse during the final 
count down Bit Number 

Address 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

XXXXX100 T7 T6 Ts T. T3 T2 T, 

XXXXX101 M2 M, T13 T'2 T11 TlO Tg 

Function 
0 

To 
THE LOW-ORDER 8 BITS 

OF THE COUNTER REGISTER 

Ml,M2: TIMER MODE 

Te THE HIGH-ORDER 6 BITS 
T,-T,,: OF THE COUNTER REGISTER 

Mode 3: Outputs a low-level pulse during each final 
count down 

Starting and stopping the counter/timer is controlled by 
bits 6 and 7 of the command register (see Table 2 for 
detailS). The format and' timer modes of the counter/timer 
register are shown in Table 7.and Table B. 

Table 8 Timer mode 
The counter/timer is not influenced by a reset, but counting 
is discontinued. To resume counting, a start command must 
be written into the command register as shown in Table 2. 
While operating 2n + 1 count .down in mode 0, a high-level 
signal is output during the n+ 1 counting and a lOW-level sig
nal is output during the n counting. 

M2 M, Timer operation 

0 0 
Outputs high-revel signal during the former half of Ihe counter operation 
Outputs low-level signal during the latter half or the counter operation 

(mode 0) 

a 1 outputs square wave signals as in mode 0 (mode 1) 

1 0 
Outputs a low-level pulse during the final count dowm 

(mode 2) 

1 1 
Outputs a low-level pulse during each final count down 

(mode 3) 

ABSOl::UTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage With respect to V 55 

Vo Output voltage 

Pd Maximum power dissipation Ta=25'C 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75"e. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss POwer-supply voltage 0 V 

V'L Low-level input Yoltage -0.5 0.8 V 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 Vee+0.5 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75"e, Vee=5V+5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

V OH High-level output voltage Vss=OV, IOH=-400"A 

VOL Low-level output voltage Vss=OV,loL=2mA 

I, Input leak current Vss=OV,v,=O-Vee 

IHeE) Input leak current, CE pin Vss=OV, VI=O-VCC 

loz Output floating leak current Vss=OV, V,=O. 45-Vee 

Ci Input capacitance VlL =OV, 1=1 MHz. 25mVrms, T .=25'C 

Cilo Input/output terminal capacitance V'/OL =OV, f=1 MHz, 25niVrms. T a=25'C 

Icc Supply current from Vee Vss=OV 

.. 
Note 1 • Current flowmg mto an IC ,s pos,t,ve, out ,s negat,ve . 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min 

2.4 

-10 

-lOa 

-10 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

1.5 W 

-20-75 ·C 

-65-150 ·C 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0.45 V 

10 J1.A 

lOa J1.A 

10 J1.A 

10 pF 

20 pF 

180 rnA 
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2048-BIT STATIC RAM WITH I/O PORTS AND TIMER 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-2O-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tSU(A-L) Address setup time .before latch tAL 50 

th(L-A) Address hold time after latch tLA 80 

th(L-RWH) Read/write hold time after latch tLC 100 

tW(Ll Latch pulse width tLL 100 

th(RW-Ll Latch hold time after read/write tCL 20 

tW(RWL) Read/write low-level pulse width tcc 250 

tsu(o-w) Data setup time before write tow 150 

th(w-o) Data hold time after write two 0 

tW(RWH) Read/write high-level pulse width tRV 300 

tSU(P-R) Port setup time before read tpR 70 

th(A-P) Port hold time after read tRP 50 

tW(STS) Strobe pulse width tss 200 

tSU(P-STB) Port setup time before strobe tpss 50 

th(STB-P) Port hold time after strobe tpHS 120 

tw ( ~H) Timer input high-level pulse width t2 120 

tw( 1>U Timer input low-level pulse width t, 80 

t c ( ~) Timer input cycle time tcye 320 

tr(n Timer input rise time tr 

tf( ~) Timer input fall time tf 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75"C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted.) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tPXV(R_DQ) Propagation time from read to data output tRO 

tPZX(A_OQ) Propagation time from address to data output tAO 

tPVZ(R~OQ) Propagation time from read to data floating (Note ?) IROF 

tPHL(W_P) 

tPLH(W-P) 
Propagation time from write to data output 

tpLH(STB~BF) Propagation time from strobe to BF flag 

tPHL(R-BF) Propagation time from read to BF flag 

IpLH(SYB-INTR) Propagation time from strobe to interrupt 

tpHL(R~INTR) Propagation time from read to Interrupt 

tpHL(STB~BF) Propagation time from strobe to BF flag 

tpLH(W~BF) Propagation time from write to BF flag 

tPHL(W-INTR) Propagation time from write to interrupt 

tpHL( ;-OUT) 

tpLH ( ; -OUT) 

Propagation time from timer input to timer output 

tpZX(R~OQ) propagation time from read to data enable 

Note 1 
2 

Measurement conditions C= 150pF 
Measure",~nt conditions of note 6 are not applied. 

4-16 

twp 

twp 

tSBF 

tRBE 

tSI 

IRol 

tSBE 

IWBF 

tWI 

tTL 

tTH 

IROE 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 
Min 

0 

10 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ , Max 

170 ns 

400 ns 

100 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

400 ns 

ns 
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2048-BIT STATIC RAM WITH I/O PORTS AND TIMER 

TIMING DIAGRAM (reference level, high-level=2V, low-level=O.8V) 

Basic output 

PORT 

101M \ 

CE / 

ADD-AD, . ) 

ALE 

Basic input 

PORT 

101M '\ 

CE / 

ADo-AD, ) 

ALE II 

fi 
I tW(RWL) 

th(L-RWHl 

/ 

\. 

ADDRESS K )l 
tSU(A-Ll th(L-Ai tsu(o-w) 

tw(U 

) 
tSU(P-R) 

tW{RWU 

tC(L-RW) tpXV(R-OO) 

tpZX{R-OQ) 

I---

/ 

\ 
tpZX(A-O) 

ADDRESS .zl ~ 
tSU(A-Ll th(L-Ai 

I'.tr 
tw(U 

'.MITSUBISHI 
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;x 
tPHL<w-p) 

tPLH(W-P) 

I 
tW(RWH) 

I\-.-

th(W-Di 

\ 

J 

DATA ~ 
th(RW-L) 

( 

-r--- - th(R-P) 

JZ '---I tW(RWH) 

tC(RW-Ll 

I-----
tpXZ(R-OQ) 

\ 

J 

DATA >-K= 
/ 
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Strobed output 

PORT 

INTR 

BF 

--------------~-----------------------
tPLH(W-P) 

tpHL(W-P) 

Strobed input 

PORT --------------i4~------------~~--------------------------------------------------------------

BF 

INTR 

Timer (Note 1) 

4-18 

TIMER IN 

TIMER OUT 
PULSE MODE 

'- ____ J (Note2) 

TIMER OUT I 
SQUARE WAVE MODE ---------__ J (Note 2) 

Note 1 The wave form is shown counting down from 5 to 1. 
2 : As long as the M1 mode flag of the timer register is at 

high-level, pulses are continuously output. 
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PROGRAMMABLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5LB251 AP-5 is a universal synchronous/asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (USART) IC chip designed for data 
communications use. It is produced using the N-channel sili
con-gate ED-MaS process and is mainly used in combina
tion with B-bit microprocessors. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• Synchronous and asynchronous operation 

Synchronous: 
5-B-bit characters 
Internal' or external synchronization 

Automatic SYNC character insertion 
Asynchronous system: 

5-B-bit characters 
Clock rate-1, 160r 64 times the baud rate 

1,1%, or 2 stop bits 
False-start-bit detection 
Automatic break-state detection 

• Baud rate: DC-64k-baud 
• Full duplex, double-buffered transmitter/receiver 
• Error detection: parity, overrun, and framing 

APPLICATIONS 
• Modem control of data communications using micro

computers 

• Control of CRT, TTY and other terminal equipment 

FUNCTION 
The M5LB251 AP-5 is used in the peripheral circuits of a 
CPU. It permits assignments, by means of software, of op
erations in all the currently used serial-data transfer systems 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIRECTIONAL { 02 .... I 
DATA BUS 0, .... 2 

RECEIVERi~~0~ RxD .... 3 

(OV) Vss 4 

Outline 28P4 

including IBM's 'bi-sync'. The M5LB251AP-5 receives para

llel-format data from the CPU, converts it into a serial format, 
and then transmits via the TxD pin. It also receives data sent 
in via the RxD pin from the external circuit, and converts it 
into a parallel format for sending to the CPU. On receipt of 
parallel-format data for transmission .from the CPU or serial 
data for the CPU from external devices, the M5LB251 AP-5 

informs the CPU using the TxRDY or RxRDY pin. In addition, 
the CPU can read the M5LB251 AP-5 status at any time. The 
M5LB251 AP-5 can detecfthe data received for errors and in
form the CPU of the presence of errors as status information. 
Errors include parity, overrun and frame errors. 

RESET INPUT 
CLOCK INPUT 

CONTROL/DATA-CONTROL 
INPUT 

READ-DATA CONTROL INPUT 
WRITE·DATA CONTROL INPUT 

-------------:l 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

DATA-SET READY INPUT 
DATA·TERMINAL READY OUTPUT 

CLEAR-TO-SEND INPUT 
REQUEST·TQ·SEND OUTPUT 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 

.MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

19 TxD TRANSM1TIER-DATA OUTPUT 

TRANSMITTER·READY OUTPUT 
TRANSMITTER·EMPTY OUTPUT 

TRANSMITTER·CLOCK INPUT 

RECEIVER·READY OUTPUT 
25 RxC RECEIVER·CLOCK INPUT 
16 SYNDET/BD SYNC OETECT/BREAK DETECT 

3 RxD . RECEIVER-DATA INPUT 
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PROGRAMMABLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 

OPERATION 
The M5L8251 AP-5 interfaces with the system bus as shown 
in Fig.1, positioned between the CPU and the modem or ter
minal equipment, and offers all the functions required for 
data communication. 

16 ADDRESS BUS 

Ao 

4 CONTROL BUS 

IIOR IIOW RESET ¢ 2(TTL 

8 DATA BUS 

8 

CID CS 00 ........ 07 RD WR RESET CLK 

M5L8251AP-5 

Fig. M5L8251AP-5 interface to 8080A standard sys-

tem bus 

When using the M5L8251 AP-5, it is necessary to program, as 

the initial setting, assignments for synchronous/asynchronous 
mode selection, baud rate, character length, parity check, 
and even/odd parity selection in accordance with the com

munication system used. Once programming is completed, 
functions appropriate to the communication system can be 
carried out continuously. 

When initial setting of the USART is completed, data 
communication becomes possible. Though the receiver is 
always in the enable state, the transmitter is placed in the 
transmitter-enable state (T xEN) by a command instruction, 
and the application of a low-level signal to the CTS pin 
prompts data-transfer start-up. Until this condition is satis
fied, transmission is not executed. On receiving data, the re
ceiver informs the CPU that reading for the receiver data in 

the USART by the CPU has become possible (the RxRDY 
terminal has turned to '1'). Since data reception and the en
try of the CPU into the data-readable state are output as sta

tus information, the CPU can assess USART status without 
accessing the RxRDY terminal. 

During receiving operation, the USART checks errors and 
gives out status information. There are three types of errors: 
parity, overrun, and frame. Even though an error occurs, the 
USART continues its operations, and the error state is re

tained until error reset (ER) is effected by a command in
struction. The M5L8251 AP-5 access methods are listed in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 M5L8251AP-5 Access Methods 

C/D RD WR CS Function 

L L H L Data bus - Data in USART 

L H L L USART - Data bus 

H L H L Data bus - Staus 

H H L L Control - Data bus 
- ,,---

X H H L 3-State - Data bus 

X X X H 3-State - Data bus 

Read/Write Control Logic 
This logic consists of a control word register and command 
word register. It receives signals from the CPU control bus 
and generates internal-control signals for the elements. 

Modem Control Circuit 
This is a general-purpose control-signal circuit designed to 

simplify the interface to the modem. Four types of control 
signal are available: output signals DTR and RTS are con
trolled by command instructions, input signal DSR is given to 

the CPU as status information and input signal CTS controls 
direct transmission. 

Data-Bus Buffer 
This is an 8-bit 3-state bidirectional bus through which con
trol words, command words, status information, and transfer 

data are transferred. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the data
bus buffer. 

%:107 

D1 
Do 

Do I STATUS BUFFER I 

H RECEIVE-DATA r 
BUFFER 

H CONTROL BUFFER r 
Y TRANSMIT-DATA r 

BUFFER 

Fig. 2 Data-bus-buffer structure 

Transmit Buffer 

TO INT 
D 

-

ERNAL 
ATA BUS 

This buffer converts parallel-format data given to the data
bus buffer in to serial data with addition of a start bit, stop 
bits and a parity bit, and sends out the converted data 
through the T xD pin based on the control signal. 

Transmit-Control Circuit 
This circuit carries out all the controls required for serial 
data transmission. It controlS transmitter data and outputs the 
signals required by external devices in accordance with the 
instructions of the read/write control logic. 
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PROGRAMMABLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 

Receive Control Circuit Read-Data Control Input (RD) 
This circuit offers all the controls required for normal recep- Receiver data and status information are output from the 

tion of the input serial data. It controls receiver data and out- CPU by a low-level input for the CPU data bus. 
puts signals for the external devices in accordace with the Receiver-Ready Output (RxRDY) 
instructions of the readlwrite control logic. 

Receive Buffer 
This buffer converts serial data given via the RxD pin into a 
parallel format, checks the bits and characters in accord
ance with the communication format designated by mode 

setting, and transfers the assembled characters to the CPU 
via the data-bus buffer. 

Receiver-Data Input (RxD) 
Serial characters sent from another device are input to this 
pin and converted to a parallel-character format to serve as 
data for the CPU. Unless the '1' state is detected after a 
chip-master reset procedure (this resetting is carried out to 
prevent spurious operation such as that due to faulty con
nection of the RxD to the line in a break state), the serial 

characters are not received. This applies to only the asyn
chronous mode. When the RxD line enters the low state in
stantaneously because of noise, etc, the mis-start prevention 
function starts working. That is, the start bit is detected by its 
falling edge but in order to make sure that it is the correct 

start bit, the RxD line is strobed at the middle of the start bit 
to reconfirm the low state. If it is found to be high a faulty
start judgment is made. 

Transmitter-Clock Input (T xC) 
This clock controls the baud rate for character transmission 
from the T xD pin. Serial data is shifted by the falling edge of 

the T xC signal. In the synchronous mode, the T xC frequency 
is equal to the actual baud rate. In the asynchronous mode, 
the frequency is specified as 1.16. or 64 times the baud rate 
by the mode setting. 
Example When the baud rate is 110 bauds: 

TxC=110Hz(lX) 
TxC=1. 76kHz(16X) 

T xC=7. 04kHz(64X) 
Write-Data Control Input (WR) 
Data and control words output from the CPU by the lowlevel 

input are written in the M5L8251 AP-5. This terminal is usually 
used in a form connected with the control bus IIOW of the 
CPU. 

Chip-Select Input (CS) 
This is a device-select signal that enables the USART by a 

lOW-level input. Usually, it is connected to the address bus 
directly or via the decoder. When this signal is in the high 
state, the M5L8251 AP-5 is disabled. 

Control/Data Control Input (C/O) 
This signal shows whether the information on the USART 

data bus is in the forrl1 of data characters or control words, 
or in the form of status information, in accordance with the 
- -

RD and WR inputs while the CPU is accessing the 
M5L8251 AP-5. The high level identifies control words or sta
tus information, and the low level, data characters. 

This signal indicates that the received characters have en
tered the receiver buffer, and further, the receiver-data buf

fer in the data-bus buffer shown in Fig, 2. It is possible to 
confirm the RxRDY status by using this signal as an interrup
tion signal for the CPU or by allowing the CPU to read the 
0 1 bit of the status information by polling. The RxRDY is 
automatically reset when a character is read by the CPU. 

Even in the break state in which the RxD line is held at low, 
the RxRDY remains active. It can be masked by making the 
RxE( O2 ) of the command instruction O. 
Transmitter-Ready (T xRDY) 
This signal shows that the data is ready for transmission. It is 
possible to confirm the status of serial-data transmission by 
using it as an interruption signal for the CPU or by allowing 

the CPU to read the Do bit of the status information by poll
ing. Since the TxRDY signal shows that the data buffer is 
empty, it is automatically reset when a transmission charac

ter is loaded by the CPU. The T xRDY bit of the status in
formation means that the transmit-data buffer shown in Fig. 2 
has become empty, while the TxRDY pin enters the high

level state only when the transmit-data buffer is empty, T xEN 
equals '1', and a lowlevel input has been applied to the CTS 
pin. 

Status (Do): When transmit-data buffer (TDS) is empty, it 
becomes '1 '. 

TxRDY terminal: When (TDS is empty)' (TxEN=l)' (CTS 
=0)=1 or resetting, it becomes active. 

Sync Detect/Break Detect Output-Input 
(SYNDET/BD) 
In the synchronous mode this pin is used for input and output 
operations. When it is specified for the internal synchronous 
mode by mode setting, this pin works as an output terminal. 

It enters the high state when a SYNC character is received 
through the RxD pin. If the M5L8251 AP-5 has been program
med for double SYNC characters (bi-sync), a high is en
tered in the middle of the last bit of the second SYNC char

acter. This signal is automatically reset by reading the status 
information. 

On designation of the M5L8251 AP-5 to the external syn

chronous mode, this pin begins to serve for input operations. 
Applying a high signal to this pin prompts the M5L8251 AP-5 
to begin assembling data characters at the next rising edge 

of the RxC. For the width of a high-level signal to be input, a 
minimum RxC period is required. 

Designation of the asynchronous mode causes this pin to 
function as a SO (output) pin. When the start, data, and par
ity bits and stop bits are all in the low state for two charac
ters period, a high is entered. The SO (break detect) signal 

can also be read as the 06 bit of the status information. This 
signal is reset by resetting the chip master or by the RxD 
line's recovering the high state. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Clear-To-Send Input (CTS) 
When the TxEN bit (Do) of the command instruction has 
been set to '1' and the CTS input is low serial data is sent 
out from the T xD pin. Usually this is used as a clear-to-send 
signal for the modem. 
Note: CTS indicates the modem status as follows: 

ON means data transmission is possible; 

OFF means data transmission is impossible. 

Transmitter-Empty Output (T xEMPTY) 
When no transmisison characters are left in the transmit buf
fer, this pin enters the high state. In the asynchronous mode, 
the following transmission character is shifted to the transmit 
buffer when it is loaded from the CPU. Thus, it is automati

cally reset. In the synchronous mode, a SYNC character is 
loaded automatically on the transmit buffer when no transfer
data characters are left. In this case, however, the TxEMPTY 

does not enter the low state when a SYNC character has 
been sent out, since TxEMPTY = H denotes the state in 
which there is no transfer character and one or two SYNC 
characters are being transferred or the state in which a 

SYNC character is being transferred as a filler. T xEMPTY is 
unrelated to the T xEN bit of the command instruction. 

Transmission-Data Output (T xD) 
Parallel-format transmission characters loaded on the 
M5L8251 AP-5 by the CPU are assembled into the format de
signated by the mode instruction and sent in serial-data form 
via the T xD pin. Data is output, however, only in cases 
where the Do bit (TxEN) of the command instruction is '1' 
and the CTS terminal is in the low state. Once reset, this pin 
is kept at the mark status (high level) until the first charac
ter is sent. 

Clock Input (elK) 
This system-clock input is required for internal-timing gen

eration and is usually connected to the clock-output (CLK) 
pin of the M5L8085AP. Although there is no direct relation 
with the data-transfer baud rate, the clock-input (CLK) fre

quency is more than 30 times the T xC or RxC input frequen
cy in the case of the synchronous system and more than 4.5 
times in the case of the asynchronous system. 

Reset Input (RESET) 
Once the USART is shifted to the idle mode by a high-level 
input, this state continues until a new control word is set. 
Since this is a master reset, it is always necessary to load a 
control word following the reset process. The reset input re
quires a minimum 6-clock pulse width. 

Data-Set Ready Input (DSR) 
This is a general-purpose input signal, but is usually used as 
a data-set ready signal to test modem status. Its status can 
be known from the status reading process. The D7 bit of the 
status information equals '1' when the DSR pin is in the low 
state, and '0' when in the high state. 

DSR=L -+D7 bit of status information=l 
DSR=H-+D7 bit of status information=O 

Note: DSR indicates modem status as follows: 

ON means the modem can transmit and receive; 

OFF means it cannot. 
Request-To-Send Output (RTS) 
This is a general-purpose output signal but is used as a re
quest-to-send signal for the modem. The RTS terminal is 

controlled by the D5 bit of the command instruction. When D5 
is equal to '1', RTS=L, and when D3 is 0, RTS=H. 

Command register D5=1-RTS=L 
Command register D5=0-RTS=H 

Note: RTS controls the modem transmission carrier as fol
lows: 

ON means carrier dispatch; 
OFF means carrier stop. 

Data-Terminal Ready Output (DTR) 
This is a general-purpose output signal, but is usually used 
as a data-terminal ready or rate-select signal to the modem. 
The DTR pin is controlled by the D, bit of the command in
struction; if D,=l, DTR=L, and if D,=O, DTR=H. 

D, of the command register=l-+DTR=L 
D, of the command register=O-+DTR=H 

Receiver-Clock Input (RxC) 
This clock signal controls the baud rate for the sending in of 
characters via the RxD pin. The data is shifted in by the ris
ing edge of the RxC signal. In the synchronous mode, the 

RxC frequency is equal to the actual baud rate. In the asyn
chronous mode, the frequency is specified as 1, 16, or 64 
times the baud rate by mode setting. This relationship is pa
rallel to that of T xC, and in usual communication-line sys
tems the transmission and reception baud rates are equal. 

The T xC and RxC terminals are, therefore, used connected 
to the same baud-rate generator. 

PROGRAMMING 
It is necessary for the M5L8251 AP-5 to have the control word 
loaded by the CPU prior to data transfer. This must always 
be done following any resetting operation (by external RE
SET pin or command instruction IR). There are two types of 
control words: mode instructions specifying general opera
tions required for communications and command instructions 

to control the M5L8251 AP-5 actual operations. 
Following the resetting operation, a mode instruction 

must be set first. This instruction sets the synchronous or 
asynchronous system to be used. In the sysnchronous sys
tem, a SYNC character is loaded from the CPU. In the case 
of the bi-sync system, however, a second SYNC character 
must be loaded in succession. 

Loading a command instruction makes data transfer 
possible. This operation after resetting must be carried out 
for initializing the M5L8251 AP-5. The USART command in

struction contains an internal-reset IR instruction (D6bit) that 
makes it possible to return the M5L8251 AP-5 to its reset 
state. The initialization flowchart is shown in Fig. 3 and the 

mode-instruction and command-instruction formats are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 3 Initialization flow chart 
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SYNCHRONOUS 
MODE 

SYNC CHARACTER 
SINGLE CHARACTER SYNC .1 l-SINGLE J 

I O=DOUBLE 

SYNC DETECTION 

.EXTERNAL SYNC DETECT ,ll=EXTERNAj 
[O=INTERNAL 

PARITY CHECK 

EVEN PARITY J l-EVEN I 
I 0=000 

PARITY 

PARITY ENABLE J l=ENABLE J 
L O=DISABLE 

CHARACTER LENGTH 

I 
a a 1 1 

I 
01110111 
5 6 7 8 

L SCsjESoJ. EP lPENI L., I L,l 0 J 0 I 

0, 06 05 D, D, 0, 0, Do 
STOP BITS 

I!ll!l UlJ 
QlUQ11J 

I2S. 11.5 2 

PARITY CHECK 

EVEN PARITY ~ l=EVEN I 0=000 

PARITY 
PARITY ENABLE .J l-ENABLE J 

L O=DISABLE 

CHARACTER LENGTH 
a 1 1 
a 1 a 1 
5 678 

BAUD RATE 
a a 1 1 

J Dalal 
IX lX 161 ~I 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
MODE L s, J s, J EPj PEN j L, I L,j B,j Bd 

0, 06 05 0, 0, 0, 0, Do 

Fig. 4 Mode-instruction format 
( Ci5=1 ) 

WR =0 

ENTER HUNT MODE _I ENTER HUNT MODE I 
II-ENABLE SEARCH FOR 

SYNC CHARACTERS 

INTERNAL RESET J INTERNAL RESET I 
11-TO INITIALIZATION 

REQUEST TO SEND J TRANSMISSION CARRIER I 
CONTROL 

I Hm=o 

ERROR RESET J ERROR RESET J 
I-CLEAR ALL'ERROR FLAGS 

IJpE. OE. FE) 

SEND BREAK SEND BREAK CHARACTER J 
I 

1 1- TxD=LOW 

Rx ENABLE J RECEIVER ENABLE J 
l=ENABLE 

DATA 
I O=DISABLE 

TERMINAL 
READY J DATA-TERMINAL READY J 

11- OTR=O 

TENABLE 1 =ENABLE 
I~ TRANSMISSION ENABLE J 

x O=OISABLE 

I EH I IR IRTSI ER ISBRKIRxEIDTRITxENI 

0, 06 Os 0, 0, 02 0, Do 

Fig. 5 Command-Instruction format (C/D=l, WR=O) 
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Asynchronous Transmission Mode 
Whe~ data characters are- loaded on the M5L8251 AP-5 after 
initial setting, the USART automatically adds a start bit (low) 
, an odd or even parity bit specified by the mode instruction 
during initialization, and a specified number of stop bits 
(high). After that, the assembled data characters are trans
ferred as serial data via the T xD pin if, transfer is enabled 
(T xEN = 1 . CTS = L). In this case, the transfer data (baud 
rate) is shifted by the mode instruction at a rate of lX, 1/16X, 
or 1/64X the T xC period. 

If the data characters are not loaded on the M5L8251 AP-
5, the TxD pin enters a mark state (high). When SBR,K is 
programmed by the command instruction, break characters 
(low) are output continuously through the T xD pin. 
Asynchronous Reception Mode 
The RxD line usually starts operations in a mark state (high), 
triggered by the falling edge of a low-level pulse when it 
comes to this line. This signal is again strobed at the middle 
of the bino confirm that it is a perfect start bit. The detec
ti'on of a second low indicates the validity of the start bit 
(restrobing is carried out only' in the case of 16X and 64X). 
After that, the bit counter inside the M5L8251 AP-5 starts 
operating; each bit of the serial information on the RxD line 
is shifted in by the rising edge of RxC, and the data bit, par
ity bit (when necessary), and stop bit are sampled at the 
middle position. 

The occurrence of a parity error causes the setting of a 
, parity-error flag. If the stop bit is in the low state, a frame 
error flag is set. Attention should be paid to the fact that the 
receiver requires only one stop bit even though the program 
has designated 1 % or 2 stop bits. 

Reception up to the stop bit means reception of a com
plete character. This character is then transferred to the re
ceiver-data buffer shown in Fig.2, and the RxRDY becomes 
active. In cases where this character is not read by the CPU 

CPU-USART (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

DATA CH~RACTER . I 

Fig. 6 Asynchronous transmission format I 
,( transmission) 

and where. the next character is transferred to the receiver
data buffer, the preceding character is destroyed and an 
overrUn-error flag is set. 

These error flags can be read as' the M5L8251 AP-5 status 
information. The occurrence of an error does not stop 
USART operations. The error flags are cleared by the ER(D4 
bit) of the command instruction. 

The asynchronous-system transfer formats are shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7. 
Synchronous Transmission Mode 
In this mode the T xD pin remains in the high state until initial 
setting by the CPU is completed. After initialization, the state 
of CTS=L and TxEN =1 enables serial transmission of char
acters through the T xD pin. Then, data characters are sent 
out and shifted by the falling edge of the TxC signal. The 
transmission rate equals the T xC rate. 

Thus, once data-character transfer starts, it must continue 
through the TxD pin at the same rate as that of TxC. Unless 
data characters are provided from the CPU before the trans
mitter buffer becomes empty, one or two SYNC characters 
are automatically output from the T xD pin. In this case, it 
should be noted that the TxEMPTY pin enters the high state 
when there are no data characters 'left in the M5L8251 AP-5 
to be transferred, and that the low state is not entered until 
the USART is provided with the next data character from the 
CPU. Care should also be taken over the fact that merely 
setting a command instruction does not effect SYNC
character insertion, because the SYNC character insertion is 
enabled after sending out the first data character. 

In this mode, too, break characters are sent out in suc
cession from the TxD pin when SBRK is designated (03=1) 
by a command instruction. 

USART-CPU (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

I DATA CHARA~TER (5-8) I 
Note When the data character Is 5, 6, or 7 bits/character 

length, the unused bits (for USART- CPU) are set to 
zero. 

Fig. 7 Asynchronous transmission format II (reception) 
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Synchronous Reception Mode 
Character synchronization in this mode is carried out inter
nally or externally by initial-setting designation. 

Programming in the internal synchronous mode requires 
that an EH instruction (D7= 1, enter hunt mode) is included 
in the first command instruction. Data on the RxD pin is sam
pled by the rising RxC signal, and the receiver-buffer con
tents are compared with the SYNC character each time a bit 
is input. Comparison continues until an agreement is 
reached. When the M5L8251AP-5 has been programmed in 
the bi-sync mode, data received in further succession is 
compared. The detection of two SYNC characters in succes
sion makes the USART end the hunt mode, setting the SYN
DET pin to the high state. This reset operation is prompted 
by the reading of the status information. When the parity has 
been programmed, SYNDET is not set in the middle of the 
last data bit but in the middle of the parity bit. 

In the external synchronous mode, the M5L8251AP-5 gets 
out of the hunt mode when a high synchronization signal is 
given to the SYNDET pin. The high signal requires a mini
mum duration of one RxC cycle. In the asynchronous mode, 
however, the EH signal does not affect the operation at all. 

Parity and overrun errors are checked in the same way 
as in the asynchronous system. During hunt-mode operations 
the parity bit is not checked, but parity checking is carried 
out even when the receiver is disabled. 

The CPU can command the receiver to enter the hunt 
mode, if synchronization is lost. This prevents the SYNC 
character from erroneously becoming equal to the received 
data when all the data in the receiver buffer is set to '1' 
Attention should be paid to the fact that the SYNDET F/F is 
reset each time status information is read irrespective of the 
synchronous mode's being internal or external. This, howev-

CPU-USART (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

I DATA CH;~RACTER I 
ASSEMBLED TxD OUTPUT 

I SYNC I SYNC I DATA I. 0 ~~~J DATA :I 
ICHARACTERlICHARACTER2ICHARACTERlc~~~~ ICHARACTERI 

Fig. 8 Synchronous transmission format I 
(transmission) 

er, does not return the M5L8251 AP-5 to the hunt mode. Syn
chronism detection is carried out even though it is not the 
hunt mode. The synchronous transfer formats are shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9. 

Command Instruction 
This instruction defines actual operations in the communica
tion mode designated by mode setting. Command instruc
tions include transmitter/receiver enable error-reset, inter
nal-reset, modem-control, enter-hunt and break transmission 
instructions. 

The mode is set following the reset operation. A SYNC 
character is set as required, and the writing of high-level 
signals on the control/data pin (C/O) that follows it is re
garded as a command instruction. When the mode is set all 
over again from the beginning, the M5L8251 AP-5 can be re
set by using inputting via the reset terminal or by internal re
setting based on the command instruction. 
Note 1: The command error reset (ER), internal reset (IR) 

and enter-hunt-mode (EH) operations are only 
effective when the command instruction is loaded, 
so that these bits need not be returned to '0'. 

2: When a break character is sent out by a command, 
the TxD enters the low state immediately irrespec
tive of whether or not the USART has sent out data. 

3: Operations of the USART's receiver section which is 
always in the enable state cannot be inhibited. The 
command instruction RxE = 0 does not mean that 
data reception via the RxD pin is inhibited; it means 
that the RxRDY is masked and error flags are inhi
bited. 

SERIAL INPUT DATA (RxD) 

USART-CPU (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

I DATA ~;ARACTER I 
Note : When the data character is 5, 6, or 7 bits/character 

length, the unused bits (for USART-CPU) are set to 
zero. 

Fig, 9 Synchronous transmission format II (reception) 
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Status Information FE: The occurrence· of a frame error in the receiver 
section makes the status information FE '1 '. The CPU can always read USART status by setting the C/D 

to '1' and RD to '0'. OE: The occurrence of an overrun error in the receiver 
section makes the status information OE '1 '. The status information format is shown in Fig. 10. In this 

format RxRDY, T xEMPTY and SYNDET have the same de- PE: The occurrence of a parity error in the receiver 
section makes this status information PE '1 '. finitions as those of the pins. This means that these three 

pieces of status information become '1' when each pin is in T xRDY: This information becomes '1' when the transmitdata 
the high state. The other status information is defined as fol- buffer is empty. Be careful because this has a 

lows: 
DSR: When the DSR pin is in the low state, status in

formation DSR becomes '1'. 

different meaning from the T xRDY pin that enters 
the high state only when the transmitter buffer is 
empty, when the CTS pin is in the. low state, and 
when T xEN is '1 '. 

11 FOR DSR LOW LEVEL 0 FOR DSR HIGH LEVEL I I SAME DEFINITION AS SYNDET/BD PIN I 
.1 FE IS SET WHEN A VALID STOP BIT IS NOT DETECTED AT THE END OF EVERY CHAR- I 
I ACTER (ASYNC ONLY) IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE COMMAND INSTRUCTION 

FE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5L8251 Ap·5 

OE IS SET WHEN THE CPU DOES NOT READ A CHARACTER BEFORE THE NEXT ONE 
BECOMES AVAILABLE IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE COMMAND INSTRUCTION 
DE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5L8251AP·5 I 
PE IS SET WHEN A PARITY ERROR IS DETECTED IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE I COMMAND INSTRUCTION PE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5L8251AP-5 

I SAME DEFINITION AS TxEMPTY PIN I 
SAME DEFINITION AS RxRDY PIN 1 

I 1-------1 1 FOR TRANSMIT DATA BUFFER IS EMPTY I 
I DSR I 5H I FE I OE 1 PE I TxE I :~vI ~~Y I 

0, 06 05 0, 03 0, 0, Do 

- -

Fig. 10 Status information (C/D=I, RD=O) 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Fig. 11 shows an application example for the M5L8251 AP-5 

in the asynchronous mode. When the port addresses of the 
M5L8251 AP-5 are assumed to be 00 # and 01 # in this figure, 
initial setting in the asynchronous mode is carried out in the 

following manner: 
MVI A,86# 
OUT 01 # 
MVI 
OUT 

A,27# 
01 # 

Mode setting 

Command instruction 

In this case, the following are set by mode setting: 

Asynchronous mode 
6 bits/character 
Parity enable (even) 

1 'f"stop bits 
Baud rate: 1 6X 

Command instructions set the following 
RTS=1~RTS pin=L 

RxE=1 
DTR=1~DTR pin=L 
TxEN=1 

When the initial setting is complete, transfer operations are 
allowed. The RTS pin is initially set to the low-level by set
ting RTS to '1', and this serves as a CTS input with T xEN 

being equal to '1 '. For this reason the same definition applies 
to the status and pin of T xRDY, and '1' is assigned when the 

,transmit-data buffer is empty. Actual transfer of data is car-
ried out in the following way: 

IN 01 # Status read 
The IN instruction prompts the CPU to read the USART's 

status. The result is; if the T xRDY equals '1' transmitter data 
is sent from the CPU and written on the M5L8251 AP-5. 
Transmitter data is written in the M5L8251 AP-5 in the follow
ing manner: 

MVI 

OUT 

A,2D# 

00# 

2D'6 is an example of transmit
ter data. 
USART-(A) 

Receiver data is read in the following manner: 
IN 00# (A)-USART 

In the above example, the status information is read and 
as a result, the transmitter data is written and read. Interrup
tion processing by using the T xRDY and RxRDY pins is also 
possible. 

Fig. 12 shows the status of the T xD pin when data written 
in the USART is transferred from the CPU. When the data 

shown in Fig.12 enters the RxD pin, data sent from the 
M5L8251 AP-5 to the CPU becomes 2D,6 and bits D6 and D7 
are treated as '0' . 
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TxC BAUD RATE L CLK 
GENERATOR RxC 
(DIVIDER) RESET 

C RTS RD 

CTS WR 

USART 
M5L8251AP-5 

TO EXTERNAL CIRCUIT { == DTR CS P--
DSR 

cio I---

lINE{=: 
Tx D 

TO TRANSMISSION 
RxD 07 ........ 00 
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ADDRESS 
DECODER 

8 

8 8 

r~r1D~-r'l 

x, x, 
CLK 

RESET IN P---
RESET OUT 

RD 

WR 

CPU 
M5L8085AP 

loiM 

A15-A" 

AD,-ADo 

ALE 

j 

FROM 
EXTERNAL 
CIRCUIT 

TO MEMORY AND OTHER PERIPHERAL DEVICES 

Fig. 11 Example of circuit using the asynchronous mode 

Fig. 12 Example of data transmission 

STOP BIT (1. 5 BITS) 

~START BIT 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits Unit 

Vee Power-supply voltage -0.5-7 V 

V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0.5-7 V 

Va Output voltage -0.5-7 V 

Pd Power dissipation 1000 mW 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 "C 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Power-suppl~ voltage 0 V 

V'H High-level Input voltage 2.0 Vee V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0,8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-75'C , Vcc=5V±5% , Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

VOH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

Icc Supply current from Vee 

I'H High-level Input current 

I'L Low-level Input current 

loz 'Off-state Input current 

C, Input capacitance 

ClIO Input/output capacitance 

Test conditions 

IOH=-400.uA 

IOL=2.2mA 

All outputs are high 

VI=VCC 

V,=O.45V 

Vss=OV, V,=O. 45-5. 25V 

Vcc=Vss, f=1 MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25'C 

Vcc=Vss, f=1 MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25'C 

.', l\tIJSUBISH, I 
..... ELECJRIC 

Limits 

Min Typ 

2,4 

-10 

-10 

-10 

Unit 
Max 

V 

0.45 V 

100 mA 

10 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

10 pF 

20 pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS(Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Symbol 

tc (' ) Clock cycle time (Notes1, 2) tCY 

tw (. ) Clock high pulse width t. 

tw (') Clock low pulse width t. 

tr Clock rise time tR 

tf Clock fall time tF 

lX baud rate fTX 
Transmitter input clock 

fTx 16X baud rate fTx 
frequency 

64X baud rate f TX 

Transmitter input clock low 1X baud rate tTPW 

tWCTPWU 
pulse width 16X, 64X baud rate hpw 

Transmitter input clock high lX baud rate tTPD 
tW(TPWH) 

pulse width 15X, 64X baud rate tTPD 

lX baud rate fRx 
Receiver input clock 

fRx 16X baud rate fRx 
frequency 

64X baud rate fRx 

Receiver input clock low lX baud rate t APw 

tWCRPwL) 
15X, 64X baud rate pulse width t RPW 

Receiver input clock high lX baud rate t RPD 
tWCRPWH) 

16X, 64X baud rate pulse width t RPD 

tSU(A-R) Address setup time before read (CS, C/D) (Note3) tAR 

thCR-A) Address hold time after read (CS, C/D) (Note3) tRA 

tWCR) Read pulse width tRR 

tSU(A-W) Address setup time before write tAW 

thew-A) Address hold time after write tWA 

tw(w) Write pulse width tww 

tsU(oO-Wl Data setup time before write tDW 

thCW-DO) Data hold time after write tWD 

tSU(ESO-RxC) ESYNDET setup time before RxC t ES 

tSUCC-Rl Control setup time before read teR 

tRV Write recovery time between writes (Note4) tRV 

tSU(Rxo-tsl RxD setup time before internal sampling pulse tSRx 

th(tS-Rxol RxD hold time after internal sampling pulse tHRx 

Note The TxC and RxC frequencies have the following limitations with respect to ClK. 
For 1 X baud rate fTX , fRx"; 1 1(30tci ,»). For 16X 64X baud rate fTX , fRx"; 1 I( 4, 5tc(;)) 
Reset 0llse width=6tci.) minimum. System clock must be running during reset. 
CS, C/D are considered as address. 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

320 1350 ns 

120 tclll-90 ns 

90 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

DC 64 kHz 

DC 310 kHz 

DC 615 kHz 

12 t c(' ) 

1 tC(' ) 

15 t c (' ) 

3 t c ( .) 

DC 64 kHz 

DC 310 kHz 

DC 615 kHz 

12 tC(' ) 

1 tC( .) 

15 tC(' ) 

3 t c ( • ) 

0 ns 

0 ns 

250 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

250 ns 

150 ns 

20 ns 

18 tC(' ) 

20 tC(' ) 

6 tC(' ) 

2 I1S 

2 I1S 

This recovery time is for mode initialization only. Write data is allowed only when TxRDY=1. Recovery time between writes for asynchronous 
mode is BtCi n. and that for synchronous mode is 16tC(;). 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75t, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions (Notel) 

symbol Min Typ Max 

tpZV(R-OO) Output data enable time after read (Note5) tRo Cl =150pF 200 

tpVZ(R-DO) Output data disat· .' time after read tOF 10 100 

tpZV(TxC-TxO) T xD enable time after falling edge of T xC tOTx 1 

tPLH(ClB-TxR) Propagation lime from cenler of last bit to TxRDY clear (Nole6) tTxRDY 8 

tpHUW-T)(RJ Propagation lime from write data 10 TxRCY (Note5) hxRDY CLEAR 400 

IpLH(CLB-RxR) Propagation time from center of last bit to RxRDY (Note6) tRxRDY 26 

tPHUR-RxR) Propagation lime from read data 10 RxRDY clear (Nole6) tRxRDY CLEAR 400 

tpLH(RxO-SYO) Propagation lime from rising edge of RxC 10 inlernal SYNOET (Nole6) t,S 26 

IpLH(CLB-TxE) Propagation lime from cenler of last bit to TxEMPTY (Note5) tTxEMPTY 20 

tpHuw-cl Propagation time from rising edge of WR to control (Note5) twe 8 

Note Assumes that address is vaild before falling edge of RD 
Status-up date can have a maximum delay of 28 clock periods from the event affecting the status. 
Input pulse level 0.45-2. 4V Reference level Input J;V 
Input pulse rise time 20ns Output V,H =2V, VIL =0. 8V 4200 
Input pulse fall time 20ns Load VoH=2V, VOL =0. 8V 

2 4 FROM OUTPUT OF OUT 
. --"";2 2~ M5L8251AP-5 

0.4 --A0.8 0.8~ ell 6kO 
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flS 
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ns 
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ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
System Clock ClK 

ClK 't' 

Transmitter Clock & data 
1 2 5 6 

TxC(16X) 

TxD 

Receiver Clock & data 

RxD 
Rx-BIT COUNTER STARTS HERE 

START BIT 

RxC(16X) 

INTERNAL 
SAMPLING 

PULSE 

tSU(RxD-IS) 
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"1 
tell I 

y tWill 

't 
tW(;} 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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Write Control Cycle (CPU-USART) 

cio 

D,-Do 
(DATA INPUT) 

DTR, RTS 

\ 
tSU(A-WJ 

I 
tSU(A-WJ 

Read Control Cycle (USART-CPU) 

4-32 

DSR, CTS 

C/O 

D,-Do 
(DATA OUTPUT) 

~ 
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~V 

~I\ 
th(W_A) 

tW(w) 

~. 

tSU(OQ_w) 1!t'IW-D'i!. 

~ VAll) K 

tSU(C-R) 

\ ISUIA_A) 

/ ISUIA_A) 

tW(RJ 

tpZV(R-OQ) 

/IJ 

'. MITSUBISHI 
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\\' 

tPHL{W_C) 

} 

IhIA-A) 

/ 

th(R-A) ~ 

f 
tPVZ(R_OQ) 

~ 

VALID 



Write Data Cycle (CPU--USART) 

cio 

07-00 
(DATA INPUT) 

TxRDY 

Read pate Cycle (USART--CPU) 

C/i) 

0 7-00 
(DATA OUTPUT) 

RxRDY 
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tSU(A-wl 

\t tSUIA-wl 

tW(W) 

tSU(DQ-wl 

) 

tSU(A-A) 

tSU(A-R) 
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thlw_AI 
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Transmitter Control & Flag Timing (Async Mode) 

c/o ] 

WR 

CTS 

TxRDY 
(PIN) 

TxRDY 
(STATUS) 

TxEMPTY 

TxD 

~ ~ 0 l ~ l ~ l ~~~~~~ ____ ~~----~--~---------JI \~ ___ _ 

Note 8 
Note 9 
Note 10 

WR-SBRK 
.~~-----------, ~-----

DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 

Example format = 7 bits/character with parity & 2 stop bits 
TxRDY(pin)= 1 -(Transmit-data buffer is emoty) • (TxEN = 1)' (CTS= 0)= 1 
TxRDY(status)= 1 -(Transmit-data buffer is emoty)= 1 

DATA 4 BREAK STATE 

Receiver Control & Flag Timing (Async Mode) 

c/o :J \'--______ \.1..-'-1 _____ --L, ---L.JI I \\.... __ ,.I.--.. l __ --JI v '" 

BD 
(PIN) 

OE 
(STATUS) 

RxRDY 

RxD 

4-34 
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WR-Rrx~E _________ ~-------------~-~W~R-E~R----~-------W~R-RxE WR-RxE 

DATA 2 
LOST 

Note 11 : Example format = 7 bits/character with parity 
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Transmitter Control & Flag Timing (Sync Mode) 

c/o ---,' 0 c=\ 0 ,~ ..... \ ----L ______ _ 

TxRDY 
(PIN) 

TxRDY 
(STATUS) 

TxEMPTY 

WR WR WR WR WR WR WR 
DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 DATA 4 SBRK SBRK DATA ~ 

~------, ~----, ~--------. ~----------------

MARK 
STATE DATA 1 DATA 2 SYNC SYNC DATA 3 DATA 4 

CH 1 CH 2 

Note 12: Example format = 5 bits/character with parity, bi-sync characters. 

MARK 
STATE DATA 5 SYNC SYNC 

CH 1 CH 2 

Receiver Control & Flag Timing (Sync Mode) 

INTERNAL SYNC MODE EXTERNAL SYNC MODE 

C/O OJ 'L. ______ L.......I''-I' \ fIL.U'C J LJ c 

WR-EH-RxE WR-ER 

INTERNAL 
SYNDET SYNC tPlH(RXC-SYD) 

(PIN) (OUTPUT) 
---+--------~ 

SYNDET 
(STATUS) 

OE 
(STATUS) 

RxRDY 

RXD 

DATA 2 
LDST r+--oi 

SYNC SYNC:: DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 SYNC SYNC 
CH 1 CH 2 : : CH 1 CH 2 -EXITS HUNT MODE j l CHARACTER 

SYNDET SET ASSEMBLY BEGINS 

CH 2 RD STATUS RD DATA 

WR-EH-RxE 
.------+----+---

EXTERNAL tsu (ESD-RxC) 

SYNC 
(INPUT) 

EXITS HUNT MODE 
SYNDET SET 
(STATUS) 

Note 13: Example format = 5 bits/character with parity, bi-sync characters. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8253P-5 is a programmable general-purpose timer 
device developed by using the N-channel silicon-gate ED

MOS process. It offers counter and timer functions in sys
tems using an 8-bit parallel-processing CPU. 

The use of the M5L8253P-5 frees the CPU from the exe
cution of looped programs, count-operation programs and 
other simple processing involving many repetitive opera
tions, thus contributing to improved system throughputs. 

The M5L8253P-5 works on a single power supply, and 
both its input and output can be connected to a TTL circuit. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• TTL compatible 
• Clock period: DC-2MHz 
• 3 independent built-in 16-bit down counters 
• 6 counter modes freely assignable for each counter 

• Binary or decimal counts 

APPLICATION 
Delayed-time setting, pulse counting and rate generation in 

microcomputers. 

FUNCTION 
Three independent 16-bit counters allow free programming 
based on mode-control instructions from the CPU. When 
roughly classified, there are 6 modes (0-5). Mode 0 is main

ly used as an interruption timer and event counter, mode 1 
as a digital one-shot, modes 2 and 3 as rate generators, 
mode 4 for a software triggered strobe, and mode 5 for a 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

READ INPUT 

WRITE INPUT 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

{
A120 

ADDRESS INPUTS 
AO 19 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIREC
TIONAL 

DATA BUS 
02- 6 

D,~ 7 

Do~ 8 

CLOCK INPUT CLKO~ 9 

C~~~~~~ OUTO- 10 

2 - RD READ INPUT 

21 - CS ~~~TSELECT 
20 - A, I ADDRESS 
19 - Ao r INPUTS 

18 -CLK2 CLOCK INPUT 

17 ~OUT2 gS~~J~R 
16 -GATE2 GATE INPUT 

GATE INPUT GATEO~ 11 14 -GATEI GATE INPUT 

(OV) GND -.. ___ -:-_r1-3~OUTI gS¥~JiR 

Outline 24P4 

hardware triggered strobe. The count can be monitored and 
set at any time. The counter opemtes with either the binary 

or BCD system. 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS I 

CLKO CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

--------------1 
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DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONS 
Data-Bus Buffer 
This 3-state, bidirectional, 8-bit buffer is used to interface 
the M5L8253P-5 to the system-side data bus. Transmission 
and reception of all the data including control words for 
mode designation and values written in, and read from, the 

counters are carried out through this buffer. 

Read/Write Logic 
The read/write logic accepts control signals (RD, WR) from 
the system and generates control signals for each counter. It 
is enabled or disabled by the chip-select signal (CS); if CS 
is at the high-level the data-bus buffer enters a floating 
(high-impedance) state. 

Read Input (RD) 
The count of the counter designated by address inputs Ao 
and AI on the low-level is output to the data bus. 

Write Input (WR) 
Data on the data bus is written in the counter or controlword 

register designated by address inputs Ao and AI on the low
level. 

Address Inputs (Ao, AI) 
These are used for selecting one of the 3 internal counters 
and either of the control-word registers. 

Chip-Select Input (CS) 
A lOW-level on this input enables the M5L8253P-5. Changes 
in the level of the CS input have no effect on the operation 
of the counters. 

Control-Word Register 
This register stores information required to give instructions 
about operational modes and to select binary or BCD count
ing. Unlike the counters, it allows no reading, only writing. 

Counters 0,1 and 2 
These counters are identical in operation and independent 
of each other. Each is a 16-bit, presettable, down counter, 

and has clock-input, gate-input and output pins. The counter 
can operate in either binary or BCD using the falling edge of 
each clock. The mode of counter operation and the initial 
value from which to start counting can be deSignated by 
software. The count can be read by input instruction at any 

time, and there is a "read-on-the-fly" function which enables 
stable reading by latching each instantaneous count to the 
registers by a special counter-latch instruction. 
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CONTROL WORD AND INITIAL-VALUE LOADING 
The function of the M5L8253P-5 depends on the system soft
ware. The operational mode of the counters can be speci
fied by writing control words (Ao, AI = 1, 1) into the control
word registers. 

The programmer must write out to the M5L8253P-5 the 
programmed number of count register bytes (lor 2) prior to 

actually using the selected counter. 
Table 2 shows control-word format, which consists of 4 

fields. Only the counter selected by the D7 and D6 bits of the 
control word is set for operation. Bits D5 and D4 are used for 

. specifying operations to read values in the counter and to in

itialize. Bits D3 - DI are used for mode deSignation, and Do 
for specifying binary or BCD counting. When Do = 0, binary 
counting is employed, and any number from 000016 to FFFFI6 
can be loaded into the count register. The counter is 

counted down for each clock. The counting of 000016 causes 
the transmission of a time-out signal from the count-output 
pin. 

The maximum number of counts is obtained when 000016 
is set as the initial value. When Do= 1, BCD counting is em

ployed, and. any number from 000010 to 999910 can be loaded 
on the counter. 

Neither system resetting nor connecting to the power 
supply sets the control word to any specific value. Thus to 
bring the counters into operation, the above-mentioned con
trol words for mode designation must be given to each coun

ter, and then 1 - 2 byte initiai counter values must be set. 
The following is an example of this programming step. 

To deSignate mode 0 for counter 1 ,with initial value 825316 
set by binary count, the following program is used: 

MVI A, 7016 Control word 7016 
OUT 
MVI 
OUT 
MVI 

n1 

A,5316 
n2 
A,8216 

nl is control-word-register address 
Low-order 8 bits 

n2 is counter 1 address 
High-order 8 bits 

OUT n2 n2 is counter 1 address 
Thus, the program generally has the following sequence: 
(1) Control-word output to counter i (i=O, 1,2). 

(2) Initialization of low-order 8 counter bits 
(3) Initialization of high-order 8 counter bits 
The three counters can be executed in any sequence. It is 
possible, for instance, to deSignate the mode of each coun
ter and then load initial values in a different order. Initializa

tion of the counters deSignated by RL 1 and RL 0 must be 
executed in the order of the low-order 8 bits and then the 
high-order 8 bits for the counter in question. 
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Table Basic Functions 

CS RD WR Al "" Function 

a 1 a a a Data bus-Counter 0 
.. 

a 1 a a 1 Data bus-Counter 1 

a 1 a 1 a Data bus-Counter 2 

a 1 a 1 1 Data bus-Control-word register 

a a 1 a a Data bus-Counter 0 

a a 1 a 1 Data bus-Counter 1 

a a 1 1 a Data bus-Counter 2 

a a 1 1 1 3-state 

1 X X X X 3-state 

a 1 1 X X 3-state 

Table 2 Control-Word Format 

,-------------------- eSC(Select Counter) 

SCl sca 

a a Select counter 0 

a Select counter 1 

a Select counter 2 

Prohibited combination 

,--------------- e RL( Read/Load) 

RLl RLa 

a a Counter Latch Command 

a Read/load low-order 8 bits only 

a Read/load high-order 8 bits only 

Read/load low-order 8 bits and then high-order 8 bits 

eM(Mode) 

M2 Ml Ma 

a a a ModeO 

a a Model 

X a Mode2 

X Mode3 

a a Mode4 

a ModeS 

~~, 

ieBCaD 

I Binary counter (16 bits) 

D7 D6 D5 D, D3 D2 

I I I 
r-~ __ ~--~;---~-r--~_;--~--r_~~r_-D~l_,---D~o_, ~ ___ 1 ____ ~B_in_a~ry_-c~O_d_ed __ d_ec_i_m_a_lc_o_u_nt_e_r_(4_d_e_c_a_de_s_) ____________ ~ 

BCD I SCl sca RLl RLa 

~sc RL 
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MODE DEFINITION 
Mode 0 (Interrupt on Terminal Count) 
Mode set and initialization cause the counter output to go 
low-level (see Fig. 1). When the counter is loaded with an 
initial value, it will start counting the clock input. When the 
terminal count is reached, the output will go high and remain 
high until the selected count register is reloaded with the 
mode. This mode can be used when the CPU is to be inter
rupted after a certain period or at the time of counting up. 

Fig. 1 shows a setting of 4 as the initial value. If gate input 
goes low, counting is inhibited for the duration of the low
level period. 

Reloading of the initial value during count operation will 
stop counting by the loading of the first byte and start the 
new count by the loading of the second byte. 
Mode 1 (Programmable One-Shot) 
The gate input functions as a trigger input. A gate-input ris
ing edge causes the generation of low-level one-shot output 
with a predetermined clock length starting from the next 
clock. Fig. 2 shows an initial setting of 4. While the counter 
output is at the low-level (during one-shot), loading of a new 
value does not change the one-shot pulse width, which has 
already been output. The current count can be read at any 
time without affecting the width of the one-shot pulse being 
output. This mode permits retriggering. 

Mode 2 (Rate Generator) 
Low-level pulses during one 'clock operation are generated 
from the counter output at a rate of one per n clock inputs 
(where n is the value initially set for the counter). When a 
new value is loaded during the counter operation, it is re
flected on the output after the pulses by the current count 
have been output. In the example shown in Fig. 3, n is given 
as 4 at the outset and is then changed to 3. 

In this mode, the gate input provides a reset function. 
While it is on the low-level, the output is maintained high; 
the' counter restarts from the initial value, triggered by a ris
ing gate-input edge. This gate. input, therefore, makes 
possible external synchronizatioll of the counter by hard
ware. 

After the mode is set, the counter does not start counting 
until the rate n is loaded into the count register, with the 
counter output remaining at the high-level. 
Mode 3 (Square Rate Generator) 
This is similar to Mode 2 except that it outputs a square 
wave with the half count of the set rate. When the set value 
n is odd, the square-wave output will be high for (n + 1) 12 
clock-input counts and low for (n-l )/2 counts. When a new 
rate is reloaded into the count register during its operation, it 
is immediately reflected on the count directly following the 
output transition (high-ta-Iow or lowCto-high) of the current 
count. Gate-input operations are exactly the same as in 
Mode 2. Fig. 4 shows an example of Mode 3 operation. 
Mode 4 (Software Triggered Strobe) 
After the mode is set, the output will be high. By loading a 
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number on the counter, however, clock-input counts can be 
started and on the terminal count, the output will go low for 
one input-clock period and then will go high again. Mode 4 
differs from Mode 2 in that pulses are not output repeatedly 
with the same set count. The pulse output is delayed one 
clock period in Mode 2, as shown in Fig. 5. When a new 
value is loaded into the count register during its count op
eration, it is reflected on the next pulse output without 
affecting the current count. The count will be inhibited while 
the gate input is low-level. 

Mode 5 (Hardware Triggered Strobe) 
This is a variation of Mode 1. The gate input provides a trig
ger function, and the count is started by its rising edge. On 
the terminal count, the counter output goes low for on one 
clock period and then goes high. As in Mode 1, retriggering 
by the gate input is possible. An example of timing in Mode 
5 is shown in Fig. 6. 

As mentioned above, the gate input plays different roles 
according to the mode. The functions are summarized in 
Table 3. 

Table 3 Gate Operations 

I~ Low or going low Rising High 

Mode 

0 Disables counting Enables 
counting 

1 
(1) Initiates counting 
(2) Resets output 

after next clock 

2 (1) Disables counting (1) Reloads counter Enables 
(2) Sets output high (2) Initiates counting counting 

immediately 

3 (1) Disables counting (1) Reloads counter Enables 
(2) Sets output high (2) Initiates counting counting 

immediately 

4 Disables counting Enables 
counting 

5 Initiates counting 

tMITSUBIS. HI 
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ClK 

GATE ----, I 
_dUT"T...;4:..... ... 3 ............ ....::--''--~1 .4 ...... ....=._1 4 3 

OUT u- U--

Fig. 3 Mode 2 

COUNTER MONITORING 
Sometimes the counter must be monitored by reading its 
count or using it as an event counter. The M5L8253P-5 offers 
the following two methods for count reading: 

Read Operation 
The count can be read by designating the address of the 

counter to be monitored and executing a simple I/O read 
operation. In order to ensure correct reading of the count, it 
is necessary to cause the clock input to pause by external 
logic or prevent a change in the count by gate input. An ex
ample of a program to read the counter 1 count is shown be
low. If RLl, RLO=l, 1 has been specified in the control word, 

the first IN instruction enables the low-order 8 bits to be read 
and the second I N instruction enables the highorder 8 bits. 

IN n2 .... n2 is the counter 1 address 
MOV D,A 
IN n2 

MOV E, A 

The I N instruction should be executed once or twice by the 
RLl and RLO designations in the control-word register. 
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ClK 

GATE 
o 

OUT(n-=-4~)--~~~~~L-J~-------------

GATE 

Fig. 6 Mode 5 

Read-on-the-Fly Operation 
This method makes it possible to read the current count 
without affecting the count operation at all. A special coun
ter-latch command is first written in the control-word regis
ter. This causes latching of all the instantaneous counts to 
the register, allowing retention of stable counts. An example 

of a program to execute this operation for counter 2 is given 
below. 

MVI A, 1000XXXX .... D5 = D4 = 0 designates counter 

latching 
OUT n1 .... nl is the control-word-register address 
IN n3 .... n3 is the counter 2 address 

MOV D, A 
IN n3 
MOV E, A 

In this example, the IN instruction is executed twice. Due to 
the internal logic of the M5L8253P-5 it is absolutely essential 
to complete the entire reading procedure. If two bytes are 

programmed to be read, then two bytes must be read before 
any OUT instruction can be executed to the same counter. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Vee Power supply voltage 

V, Input voltage With respect to GND 

Va Output voltage 

Pd Maximum power dissipation Ta=25"C 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Power supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage (GND) 0 V 

V'H High-level input voitage 2.2 Vcc+0.5 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-75"C, Vcc= 5 V±l 0%, unless otherwise noted.) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

I'H High-level input current 

I'L Law-level input current 

loz Off-state output current 

Icc Power supply current 

C, Input capacitance 

C1l0 Input/output capacitance 

Test conditions 

Vss=OV. IOH=-400I'A 

Vss=OV. 10L =2. 2mA 

Vss=OV. V,=5. 5V 

Vss=OV. V,=OV 

Vss=OV, V,=O-Vcc 

Vss=OV 

VIL =Vss, f=1 MHz, 25mVrmS, T a=25"C 

V,/OL =Vss, f=1 MHz,25mVrms.T a=25"C 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Min 

2.4 

Limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

1000 rnW 

-20-75 "C 

-65-150 "C 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

V 

0.45 V 

±10 /-lA 

±10 /-lA 

±10 /-lA 

140 rnA 

10 pF 

20 pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc= 5V±10%, Vss= ov) 

Read cycle 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tWCR) Read pulse width tRR 

tSUCA-R) Address setup time before read tAR 

thCR-A) Address hold time after read tRA 

treCCR) Read recovery time tRV 

Write cycle 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tw<w) Write pulse width tww 

tSU(A-W) Address setup time before write tAW 

th(W-A) Address hold time after write tWA 

tsu(o-w) Data setup time before write tDW 

~'?) Data hold time after write tWD -
trec<w) Write recovery time tRV 

Clock and gate timing 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tw ( '" H) Clock high pulse width tPWH 

tw(¢U Clock low pulse width tPWL 

t c ( 1» Clock cycle time tCLK 

twCGH) Gate high pulse width tGW 

tWCGLl Gate low pulse width tGL 

t su (G-1> ) Gate setup time before clock tGS 

thu -G) Gate hold time after clock tGH 
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Limits 
Test condition Unit 

Min Typ Max 

300 ns 

30 ns 
CL=150pF 

5 ns 

1000 ns 

Limits 
Test condition Unit 

Min Typ Max 

300 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 
CL=150pF 

250 ns 

30 ns 

1000 ns 

Limits 
Test condition Unit 

Min Typ Max 

230 ns 

150 ns 

380 DC ns 

CL=150PF 150 sn 

100 ns 

100 ns 

50 ns 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV) 

Symbol Parameter 

tPZVCR-Q) Propagation time from read to output 

tpvZCR-Q) Propagation time from read to output floating 

tpxvCG-Q) Propagation time from gate to output 

tpxvC1>-Q) Propagation time from clock to output 
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Alternative 

symbol 

tRD 

tDF 

tODG 

too 

.',M'T~HI 
~ELEC1Rlc 

Limits 
Test condition Unit 

Min Typ Max 

200 ns 

25 100 ns 
CL=150pF 

300 ns 

400 ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS (Reference Voltage: High=2.2V, low=O.8V) 

Read Cycle 

A" Ao,CS > 
tSU(A_R) 

.1 
~ 

tW(Rl 

0,-00 ~ 
~ tPZV(R_Q) 

Write Cycle 

A"Ao, CS Xc 
tSU(A_wl 

.I 

I 

0,-00 ~ 
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K 
thlR_Al 

¥~ 

J 

J tPVZ(R_Q) 

~ 
~ 

-¥ 
tW(w) J 

K 
tSU(D_wl ~~ thlw_Dl 

treC(R), trec(w) 

(recovery time) } j 
RO'WR ----------------~,,~ ______ ~ -----------~~ ______ -JJ'r--------------------

Clock and Gate Cycle 

GATE 

elK 

OUT 

tpxvU-o) 
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DESCRIPTION 
This is a family of general-purpose programmable input/ 
output devices designed for use with an 8-bit/16-bit parallel 
CPU as input/output ports. Device is fabricated using N
channel silicon-gate ED-MOS technology for a single supply 

voltage. They are simple input and output interfaces for TTL 
circuits, having 24 input/output pins which correspond to 
three 8-bit input/output ports. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

INPUT/OUTPUT [:::::: 
PORT A PA, ~ 

PAo~ 

READ INPUT RD ~ 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
PORT A 

CHIP S~~~~~ CS~ 
(OV) GND 

35 - RESET RESET INPUT 

FEATURES 
• Single5V supply voltage 

• TTL-compatible 
• Darlington drive capability 

• 24 programmable I/O pins 
• Direct bit set/reset capability 

APPLICATION 
Input/output ports for MELPS85 microprocessor 

FUNCTION 

PORT ADDRESS { A, ~ 
INPUTS Ao~ 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
PORT C 

PC,~ 10 

Outline 40P4 

BI·DIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

These PPls have 24 input/output pins which may be indi
vidually programmed in two 12-bit groups A and B with 

mode control commands from a CPU. They are used in three 
major modes of operation, mode 0, mode 1 and mode 2. 
Operating in mode 0 , each group of 12 pins may be prog
rammed in sets of 4 to be inputs or outputs. In mode 1, the 24 
I/O terminals may be programmed in two 12-bit groups, 
group A and group B. Each group contains one 8-bit data 
port, which may be programmed to serve as input or output, 
and one 4-bit control port used for handshaking and interrupt 
control signals. Mode 2 is used with group A only, as one 8-

bit bidirectional bus port and one 5-bit control port. Bit set/ 
reset is controlled by CPU. A high-level reset input (RESET) 
clears the control register, and all ports. are set to the input 
mode (high-impedance state). 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

1------------------, 
3 PA, 

READ INPUT RD t=' PA, 
GROUP GROUP PAs 

WRITE INPUT WR 6 r A 8 8 A 4 PA., INPUT/OUTPUT t=:' ~EAD/WRITE CONTROL P(OS.RBTITA) ~ PA3 PORT A 
A 8 CONTROL S ~ 3 PA, 

ADDRESS I' - - PA, 
INPUTS Ao 9 LOGIC I l~ 4 PAD 

RESET INPUT RESET ~6'5 ~Ij ~'6°R~PcA ~3~ ~g: 
CHIP ST~~8~ CS $--r----J ~ 1 l J(~~J; 4Sk~~~)I. ~ :g: INPUT/OUTPUT 

4-44 

0, 7r----- INTERNAL 

0, .s).,......c..... 8 DATA BUS 

05 9}E-------io 
04 3O}E-------io DATA BUS I DATA BUS 0 3 31~ BUFFER 

02 3 

0, 3~ GROUP 8 
Do 4~ ..... 4- B 

8·BIT /J PC3 PORT C 
4 Ij Gp~~CB 1~ PC, 

I fLEAST SIGNIFI 15 PC, 
if--;.tCANT 4 BITS) 1 ~ PCo 

r-----+-S~Lf----'> PB, 

t----..--o>(24) PBs 
GROUP P~ 

B PB, INPUT/OUTPUT 
PO RT B PB3 PORT B 

CONTROL (8.BIT) PB, 

• 9~ 

(~::) GV
:: ~ ____________________ ~ ________ -.J8 PBo 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
RD (Read) Input 
At low-level, the status or the data at the port is transferred 
to the CPU from the PPI. In essence, it allows the CPU to 
read data from the PPI. 

WR (Write) Input 
At low-level, the data or control words are transferred from 
the CPU and written in the PPI. 

Ao, A1 (Port address) Input 
These input signals are used to select one of the three 
ports: port A, port B, and port C, or the control register. They 
are normally connected to the least significant two bits of the 
address bus. 

RESET (Reset) Input 
At high-level, the control register is cleared. Then all ports 
are set to the input mode (high-impedance state). 

CS (Chip-Select) Input 
At low-level, the communication between the PPI and the 

CPU is enabled. While at high-level, the data bus is kept in 
the high-impedance state, so that commands from the CPU 
are ignored. Then the previous data is kept at the output 
port. 

Read/Write Control Logic 
The function of this block is to control transfers of both data 

and control words. It accepts the address signals (Ao, A" 
CS), I/O control signals (RD, WR) and RESET signal, and 
then issues commands to both of the control groups in the 
PPI. 

Data Bus Buffer 
This three-state, bidirectional, eight-bit buffer is used to 
transfer the data when an input or output instruction is ex
ecuted by the CPU. Control words and status information are 
also transferred through the data bus buffer. 

Group A and Group B Control 
Accepting commands from the read/write control logic, the 

control blocks (Group A, Group B) receive 8-bit control 
words from the internal data bus and issue the proper com
mands for the associated ports. Control group A is associ
ated with port A and the four high-order bits of port C. Con
trol group B is associated with port B and the four low-order 
bits of port C. The control register, which stores control 
words, can only be written into. 
Port A, Port B and Port C' 
The PPI contains three 8-bit ports whose modes and input! 

output.settings are programmed by the system software. 
Port A has an output latch/buffer and an input latch. Port 

B has an I/O latch/buffer and 'ln input buffer. Port C has an 
output latch/buffer and an input buffer. Port C can be di

,vided into two 4-bit ports which can be used as ports for 
control signals for port A and port B. 
The basic operations are shown in Table', 
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Table Basic Operations 

A, Ao CS RD WR Operation 

a a a a 1 Oata bus - Port A ' 

a 1 a a 1 Data bus - Port B 

1 a a a 1 Oata bus - Port C 

a a a 1 a Port A - Oata bus 

a 1 a 1 a Port B - Oata bus 

1 a a 1 a Port C - Oata bus 

1 1 0 1 0 Control register - Data bus 

X X 1 X X Data bus is in high-impedance state 

1 1 a a 1 illegal condition 

Where, "0" indicates low level 

"'" indicates high-level 
Bit Set/Reset 
When port C is used as an output port, anyone bit of the 
eight bits can be set (high) or reset (low) by a control word 
from the CPU. This bit set/reset can be operated in the 

same way as the mode set, but the control word format is 
different. This operation is also used for INTE set/reset in 

mode' and mode 2 , 

Bit sel/reset flag 

1 Active - 0 1 

Don't care 

Bit selection code 

Port C 
03 0, 0, Bit selected 

PC, 1 1 1 
PC, 1 1 0 
PC, 1 0 1 
PC, 1 0 0 
PC3 0 1 1 
PC, 0 1 0 
PC, 0 0 1 
PCo 0 0 0 

,sel/reset code 

Set (high) - 11 
10,10,10,10,10310,10,1001 Reset (low) = 0 

Fig. 1 Control word format for port C set/reset 
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BASIC OPERATING MODES 
The PPI can operate in anyone of three selected basic 
modes. 
Mode 0: Basic input/output 
Mode 1: Strobed input/output 
Mode 2: Bidirectional bus 

(group A, group B) 
(group A, group B) 
(group A only) 

The mode of both group A and group B can be selected 
independently. The control word format for mode set is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Mode set flag 

I Active -1 I 
Group A mode set I Mode 0: 06• D5 _ O. 0 I Mode 1. D,. D5 - 0, 1 

Mode 2: D" D5 = 1, X 
Port A input/output set I output - 0 

,nput = 1 I 
Port C .(high-order four bits) input/output set I output - 0 

input = 1 I 
Model = 1 

_ Port B input/output set 

~ j':::.:::,;'" '"1 
Ir Port C (low-order four bits) input/output set 

r-'----.. I output 0 I . 
1071D,ID51D,ID31D,1 DdOol input = 1 , 

Fig. 2 Control word format for mode set. 

1. Mode 0 (Basic Input/Output)· 
This functional configuration provides simple input and out
put operations for each of the three ports. No "handshaking" 
is required; data is simply written in, o( read from, the speci
fied port. Output data from the CPU to the port can be held, 
but input data from the port to the CPU cannot be held. Any 
one of the 8-bit ports and 4-bit ports can be used as an input 
port or an output port. The diagrams following show the 
baSic input/output operati!1g modes. 

PA7- PAo 

D7 D, D5 D, 03 D, D, Do 

11101010101010101 

D7 0. D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101010101010111 

D7 D, D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101010101011101 

PA7-PAc 

D7 0, D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101010111010101 

D7 0. D5 D, 03 D, D, Do 
11101010111011101 

D, 0. D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101011101010101 

D, 0, D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101011101011101 

07 0. D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
nlololl111011101 

• . MITSUBIS. HI 
~ELECTRIC 

PA,-PAo 

D, 0.. D5 D, D3 0, D, Do 
11101010101011111 

D7 D,D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
1110101011101n1j 

0, D, D5 D, D3 0, D, Do 

111010111010101" 

PA7-PAc 

D, 0, D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
1110101110101111j 

0, 0. D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 

III ° 10 11 11 I ° I ° 111 

PA,-PA, 

D7 D, D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 
11101011111011111 



2. Mode 1 (Strobed Input/Output) 
This function can be set in both group A and B. Both groups 
are composed of one 8-bit data port and one 4-bit control 
data port. The 8-bit port can be used as an input port or an 
output port. The 4-bit port is used for control and status sig
nals affecting the 8-bit data port. The following shows opera
tions in mode 1 for using input ports. 

STB (Strobe Input) 
A low-level on this input latches the output data from the ter
minal units into the input register of the port. In short, this is 

a clock for data latching. The data from the terminal units 
can be latched by the PPI independent of the control signal 
from the CPU. This data is not sent to the data bus until the 
instruction IN is executed. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full Flag Output) 
A highclevel on this output indicates that the data from the 
terminal units has been latched into the input register. IBF is 

set to high-level by the falling edge of the STB input, and is 
reset to low-level by the rising edge of the RD input. 

INTR (Interrupt Request Output) 
This can be used to interrupt the CPU when an input device 

is requesting service. When INTE (interrupt enable flag) of 
the PPI is high-level, INTR is set to high-level by the rising 
edge of the STB input and is reset to low-level by the falling 
edge of RD input. 

INTEA of group A is controlled by bit setting of PC4 . IN
TEs of group B is controlled by bit setting of PC2. 

Mode 1 input state is shown in Fig. 3, and the timing chart 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

MODE 1 (PORT A) MODE 1 (PORT S) 

IBFa 

INTRa 

CONTROL WORD CONTROL WORD 
D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D, D, Do 

111xlxlxixll111xl 

Fig. 3 An example of mode 1 input state 
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ISF 

RD --+--+--------. 

INTR _-+-_.J ____ ~.::=+===: 
PORT --+---""'\~ 

INPUT :=tA===~====::t:==~== INPUT 

LATCH 

Do-D7 ------~~:9~ 

Note 1 When INTE is low-level. INTR is always lOW-level. 

Fig. 4 Timing chart 

The following shows operations using mode 1 for output 
ports. 

OBF (Output Buffer Full Flag Output) 
This is reset to low-level by the rising edge of the WR signal 
and is set to high-level by the falling edge of the ACK 
(acknowledge input). In essence, the PPI indicates to the 
terminal units by the OBF signal that the CPU has sent data 
to the port. 

ACK (Acknowledge Input) 
Receiving this signal from a terminal unit can indicate to the 
PPI that the terminal unit has accepted data from a port. 

INTR (Interrupt Request) 
When a peripheral unit is accepting data from the CPU, set
ing INTR to high-level can be used to interrupt the CPU. 
When INTE (interrupt enable flag) is high and OBF is set to 
high-level by the rising edge of an ACK signal, then INTR 
will also be set to high-level by the rising edge of the ACK 
signal. Also, INTR is reset to lOW-level by the falling edge of 
the WR signal when the PPI has been receiving data from 

the CPU. 
INTEA of group A is controlled by bit setting of PCG· 
INTEs of group B is controlled by bit setting of PC2. 
Mode 1 output state is shown in Fig. 5, and the timing 

chart is shown in Fig. 6. 
Combinations for using port A and port B as input or out

put in mode 1 are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
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CONTROL WORD 

o =OUTPUT 

Fig. 5 Mode 1 output example 

PORT A (STROBED OUTPUT) 

PORT B (STROBED INPUT) 

MODE 1 (PORT B) 
8 

OSF. 

ACK. 

INTR. 

CONTROL WORD 

D, D6 D5 D, D3 D, D, Do 

111xlxlxlxll1olxl 

PC, ISF. 

PCa INTR. 

CONTROL WORD 

o =OUTPUT 

Fig. 7 Mode 1 port A and port B 1/0 example 
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OBF--+--.... 

ACK --+----+-----.... 

INTR 
(Note 2) 

PORT----~·r_-----------

OUTPUT---------J~------------------------

Note 2: When INTE is low-level. then the output of INTR is 
aways low-level. 

Fig. 6 Timing diagram 

PORT A (STROBED INPUT) 

PORT B (STROBED OUTPUT) PCa INTR. 

CONTROL WORD 

Fig. 8 Mode 1 port A and port B 1/0 example 
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3. Mode 2 (Strobed Bidirectional Bus Input! 
Output) 

Mode 2 can provide bidirectional operations, using one 8-bit 
bus for communicating with terminal units. Mode 2 is only 
valid with group A and uses one 8-bit bidirectional bus port 
(port A) and a 5-bit control port (high-order five bits of port 
C). The bus port (port A) has two internal registers, one for 
input and the other for output. On the other hand, the control 

port (port C) is used for communicating control signals and 
bus-status signals. These control signals are similar to mode 

1 and 'can also be used to control interruption of the CPU. 
When group A is programmed as mode 2, group B can be 
programmed independently as mode 0 or mode 1. When 
group A is in mode 2, the following five control signals can 
be used. 

OBF (Output Buffer Full Flag Output) 
The OBF output will go low-level to indicate that the CPU 
has sent data to the internal register of port A. This signal 
lets the terminal units know that the data is ready for transfer 
from the CPU. When this occurs, port A remains in the float
ing (high-impedance) state. 

ACK (Acknowledge Input) 
A low-level ACK input will cause the data of the internal reg
ister to be transferred to port A. For a high-level ACK input, 
the output buffer will be in the floating (high-impedance) 
state. 

STB (Strobe Input) 
When the STB input is low-level, the data from terminal units 

will be held in the internal register, and the data will be sent 
to the system data bus with an RD signal to the PPI. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full Flag Output) 
When data from terminal units is held on the internal regis
ter, IBF will be high level. 

INTR (Interrupt Request Output) 
This output is used to interrupt the CPU and its operations 

the same as in mode 1. There are two interrupt enable flags 
that correspond to INTEA for mode 1 output and mode 1 
input. 
INTEl is used in generating INTR signals in combination 

-- --

with OBF and ACK. INTEl is controlled by bit set-
ting of PCs. 

INTE2 is used in generating INTR signals. in combination 
with IBF and STB. INTE2 is controlled by bit set

ting of PC4. 

Fig. 9 shows the timing diagram of mode 2, and Fig. 10 is 
an example of mode 2 operation. 
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IBF 

DATA FROM DATA FROM 
TERMINAL UNIT CPU 

PORT A -------(==:::»~==)----

Fig. 9 Mode 2 timing diagram 

Note 3: INTR=IBF' MASK' STB • RD + OBF • MASK' ACK • WR 

I/O IBFA STBA ACKA OBFA I/O INTRA 
CONTROL WORD 

PC,-PCo 

1 =INPUT 

o =OUTPUT 

PORT B 

'-----;;. 1 =INPUT 

o =OUTPUT 

GROUP B MOCiE 

'-----_O=MODEO 

1 =MODEI 

Fig, 10 An example of mode 2 operation 
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4. Control Signal Read Table 2 Read-out. control signals 
In mode 1 or mode 2 when using port C as a control port, by 
CPU execution of an IN instruction, each control signal and 
bus status from port C can be read. 

5. Control Word Tables 
Control word formats and operation details for mode 0, mode 
1, mode 2 and set/reset control of port C are given in Tables 
3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 

Table 3 Mode 0 control words 

Control words 

~ Mode 

Mode I, input 

Mode I, output 

Mode 2 

Group A 

D? 06 

1/0 1/0 

OBFA INTEA 

OBFA INTE, 

05 0, 03 O2 0, Do 

IBFA INTEA INTRA INTEa IBFa INTRa 

1/0 1/0 INTRA INTEa OBFa INTRa 

IBFA INTE2 INTRA By group B mode 

Group B 

D, De Ds D, D, D, D, Do Hexadecimal Port A Port C (high order 4 bits) Port C (low order 4 bits) Port B 

I a a a a a a a 80 OUT OUT 

I a a a a a a I 81 OUT OUT 

I a a a a a 1 a 82 OUT OUT 

I a a a a a I 1 83 OUT OUT 

I a a a 1 a a a 88 OUT IN 

I a a a 1 a a 1 89 OUT IN 

I a a a I a 1 a 8A OUT IN 

I a a a 1 a 1 1 8B OUT IN 

I a a 1 a a a a 90 IN OUT 

I a a 1 a a a 1 91 IN OUT 

I a a I a a 1 a 92 IN OUT 

I a a 1 a a 1 1 93 IN OUT 

1 a a 1 1 a a a 98 IN IN 

1 a a 1 1 a a 1 99 IN IN 

I a a I I a 1 a 9A IN IN 

1 a a 1 1 a 1 1 9B IN IN 

Note 4: OUT indicates output port, and IN indicates input port. 

Table 4 Mode 1 control words 

D, 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Note 5 : 
6 : 
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Control words Group A 

Hexa- Port C 
De Ds D, D, D, D, Do PortA 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

decimal PC? PC6 PC5 PC. 

A4 -- --
1 a a 1 a x OUT OBFA ACKA OUT 

A5 

A6 -- --
1 a a 1 1 X OUT o.BFA 

A7 
ACKA OUT 

AC -- --
I a 1 1 a x OUT 

AD 
OBFA ACKA IN 

AE -- --
1 a I 1 I X OUT OBFA ACKA IN 

AF 

B4 --
1 1 a 1 a x IN OUT IBFA STBA 

B5 

B6 --
I 1 a 1 1 X IN OUT IBFA STBA 

B7 

BC --

1 1 1 1 a x IN IN 
BD 

IBFA STBA 

BE --
I 1 1 1 1 X IN IN IBFA STBA 

BF " 

Mode of group A and group B can be programmed independently. 
It is not necessary for both group A and group B to be in mode 1. 
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OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 

Group B 

Port C 
Port B 

PC3 PC2 PC, PCo 

-- --
INTRA ACKa OBFa INTRa OUT 

--

INTRA STBa IBFa INTRa IN 

--- --
INTRA ACKa OBFa INTRa OUT 

--

INTRA STBa IBFa INTRa IN 

-- --
INTRA ACKa OBFa INTRa OUT 

--
INTRA STBa IBFa INTRa IN 

-- --
INTRA ACKa OBFa INTRa OUT 

--
INTRA STBa IBFa INTRa IN 
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Table 5 Mode 2 control words 

Control words Group A Group B 

Hexa- Port C PortC 
0, 06 05 0, 0, 02 0, Do decimal Port A 

I I 

Port B 
(Ex) PC7 PCe PCs PC, PC3 PC2 PC, PCo 

1 1 X X X 0 0 0 CO Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA OUT OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 0 0 1 Cl Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA IN OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 0 1 0 C2 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA OUT IN bus 

1 1 X X X 0 1 1 C3 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA IN IN bus 

1 1 X X X 1 0 X C4 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA ACKB I OBFB I INTRB OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 1 1 X C6 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA STBB I IBFB IINTRB IN bus 

Table 6 Port C set/reset control words 

Control words Port C Remarks 
--

Hexa-0, 0, 05 0, 0, 02 0, Do decimal PC7 PC6 PCs PC, PC3 PC2 PC, PCo 

0 X X X 0 0 0 0 00 a 
a X X X a 0 a 1 01 1 

0 X X X a a 1 0 02 a 
0 X X X a 0 1 1 03 1 

0 X X X 0 1 0 0 04 a 1NTEs set/reset for mode 1 input 

0 X X X a 1 a 1 05 1 INTEB set/reset for mode 1 output 

0 X X X 0 1 1 0 06 0 

0 X X X 0 1 1 1 07 1 

0 X X X 1 a a 0 08 0 INTEA set/reset for mode 1 input 

0 X X X 1 a a 1 09 1 I NTE2 set/reset for mode 2 

0 X X X 1 a 1 0 OA 0 

a X X X 1 0 1 1 OB 1 

0 X X X 1 1 0 0 OC 0 INTEA set/reset for mode 1 output 

0 X X X 1 1 a 1 OD 1 INTEl set/reset for mode 2 

a X X X 1 1 1 0 OE 0 

0 X X X 1 1 1 1 OF 1 , 

Note 7: The terminais of port C should be programmed for the output mode, before the bit setlreset operation is executed. 
8: Also used for controlling the interrupt enabie flag(INTE) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -0.5-7 

V, Input voltage With respect to GND -0.5-7 

Va Output voltage -0.5-7 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25'C 1000 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

GND Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 Vee V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, GND=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

Data bus 
V OH High-level output voltage 

Port 

Data bus 
VOL LOW-level output voltage 

Port 

10H High-level output current (NotelO) 

Icc Supply current from Vee 

I'H High-level input current 

III Low-level input current 

102 Off-state output current 

Ci Input capacitance 

Cilo Input/output terminal capacitance 

Note 9: Current flowing into an IC is positive: out is negative. 
10: It is valid only for any8 input/output pins of PB and PC. 

Test conditions 
; Min 

GND=OV 
IOH=-400"A 

IOH=-200"A 
2.4 

GND=OV 
IOL=2.5mA 

10L=1. 7mA 

GND=OV, VoH=1. 5V, R,xT=750n -1 

GND=OV 

GND=OV, V,=5, 25V 

GND=OV, V,=OV 

GND=OV, V,=O-5. 25V 

VIL=GND, f=lMHz, 25mVrms Ta=25'C 

VIIOL=GND, f=l MHz, 25mVrms T a=25t: 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (T a=-20-75°C, Vcc= 5 V± 5 %, GND= 0 V, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Prameter 

tW(R) Read pulse width 

tSU(PE-R) Peripheral setup time before read 

th(R-PE) Peripheral hold time after read 

tSU(A-R) Address setup time, before read 

theR-A) Address hold time after read 

tw(w) Write pulse width 

tsu(OQ-w) Data- setup time before write 

thew-oQ) Data hold time after write 

tSU'(A-W) Address setup time before write 

theW-A) Address hold time after write 

tW(ACK) Acknowledge pulse width 

tW(STB) Strobe pulse width 

tSU(PE-STB) Peripheral setup time before strobe 

th<STB-PE) Peripheral hold time after strobe 

tC(RW) Read/write cycle time 

4-52 
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Alternative 

symbol 

tRR 

t'R 

tHR 

tAR 

tRA 

tww 

tow 

two 

tAW 

twA 

tAK 

tST 

tps 

tpH 

tRV 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Test conditions 
Min 

300 

0 

0 

0 

0 

300 

100 

30 

0 

20 

300 

500 

0 

180 

850 

Limits 

Typ 

Limits 

Typ 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

rnW 
'C 
'c 

Unit 
Max 

V 

0.45 V 

-4 rnA 
120 rnA 

±10 J-IA 
+10 J-IA 
+10 J-IA 

10 pF 

20 pF 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75·C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

.~ 

tPZV(R_DQ) Propagation time from read to data output 

tPVZ(R-DQ) Propagation time from read to data floating (Note11) 

tpHUW-PE) 
Propagation time from write to output 

tPLH(W_PE) 

tPLH(STB-IBF) Propagation time from strobe to ISF flag 
-

IpLH(STB-INTR) Propagation time from strobe to interrupt 

tPHL(R_INTR} Propagation time from read to interrupt 

tPHL(R_IBF) Propagation time from read to I SF flag 

tPHUW-INTR) Propagation time from write to interrupt 

tPHUW-OBF} Propagation time from write to OBF flag 

tPLH(ACK-OBF) Propagation time from acknowledge to OBF flag 

tPLH(ACK-INTR) Propagation time from acknowledge to interrupt 

tPZV(ACK-PE) Propagation time from acknowledge to data output 

tpVZ{ACK-PE) Propagation time from acknowledge to data floating (Note 11 ) 

Note 11 
12 : 

Test conditions are not applied 
A.C Testing waveform 

Input pulse level 
Input pulse rise time 
Input pulse fall time 
Reference level input 

output 

0.45-2,4V 
20ns 
20ns 
V'H=2V, VIl =O~ 8V 
VoH=2V, VOL =0. 8V 

Alternative 
Test conditions 

symbol 

tRO 

tOF 

tWB 

tSIS 

tSIT 

tRIT CL=150pF 

tRIS 

tWIT 

twos 

t AOB 

tAIT 

tAD 

tKo 

2.4:X2 2X: 
0.45 .. 0 ... 8 ___ 0;;;. .... 8 
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Min 

10 

20 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

200 ns 

100 ns 

350 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

400 ns 

300 ns 

850 ns 

650 ns 

350 ns 

350 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 

Data Bus Read Operation 

CS, Ao, A, 

Data Bus Write Operation 

CS, Ao, A, 

ModeO Port Input 

PORT INPUT 

ModeO, 1 Port Output 

'\1.: 

PORT OUTPUT 
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tW(Wi 

w(w) 
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-, 

",/ 
~ 

th(W_Ai 

tPHL(W-PE) 

tPLH(W-PE) 

X . 



Mode1 Strobed Input 

ISF 

INTR 

PORT INPUT 

Mode1 Strobed Output 

INTR 

PORT OUTPUT 

tSU(PE-STB) 

twlw) 
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tPHL(W-PE) 

tPLH(W_PE) 
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Mode2 Bidirectional 

J~ 

\ tPHL(W-OBF) 

\ .\ J -' 

tPLH(ACK-OBF) 

INTR / 
tW(ACKJ ~ 

\ ~~// 
, tW(STB) 

\ y f0-

r 

tPLH(STB-IBF) 
E-

IBF J'-
-~ tpLH( R-IBF) 

E-----'JI 

,'-

tSU( PE-STS) 
th(STB-PE) tPZV(ACK_PE) tPYZ(ACK-PE) 

~ E-------';! 

PORTA ~/i'- ~\\ I/;r ~\\ 
\\~r .~// \\~~ -J// 

Note 13: INTR=IBF' MASK' STB' RD + OBF' MASK' ACK' WR 
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Circuit Examples for Applications 
1. Mode 0 
An example of a circuit for an application using mode 0 is 
shown in Fig. 11. 

PA, 
RESET PORT A ! ~----------------------~RESET OUT 

PAo 
RD ~----------------------qRD 

WR P-----------------------~WR 
PC, 

PORT C ! 
CS PC, ADDRESS 

DECODER t-----IIO/M 
PPI Ao. A, 
M5L8255AP-5 

PORT C 
PC3 

! 
PCo 

t----IALE 

PB, 
PORT B ! 

PBo 
0, 
! 

AD, 
t---------~~----------~ ! 

Do 

Fig. 11 Circuit example for an application using mode O. 

In this example, the PPI is in mode 0, and the control 
word should be 10010000 (90,6 ). 

MVI A,90# 

OUT 03# 
The PPI Will be initialized by executing the above two in-

IN 
OUT 
MVI 
OUT 

ADo 

00# 
01# 
A,01# 

03# 

CPU 
M5L8085AF 

CPU A register +- Port A 
Port B +- A register 
Bit-setting control word for PCo 

Outputting to control address 
(CS = "0", A, = Ao = .. ,,,) 

structions. The other bits of port C, in this case, are not affected. 
Then, for example, to read data from port A and to output 

data to port Band C, the following three instructions can be 
used. 

IN 
OUT 
OUT 

00# CPU A register +- Port A 
01 # Port B +- A register 
02# Port C +- A register 

After setting the mode, each port operates as a normal port. 
After setting the mode, as shown in Fig. II, to read data 

from port A, to output to port B, and to set the first bit of port 
C "1 ", the following" four instructions can be used. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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2. Mode 1 
An example of a circuit for an application using mode 1 is 
shown in Fig. 12. 

INPUT{ 
DATA 

INTRA 

Di 
0, 
03 
D. 

PC3 05 
06 

PBo-PB, 0, 

FROM ADDRESS A, 
FROM ADDRESS An 
FROM DECODER 
FROM CPU 

}
TO DATA 
BUS 

CPU 
'-----'----- TO RST7.5 

(INTERRUPT INPUT) 

Fig. 12 A circuit for an application using mode 1 

Transferring data from a terminal unit to port A and send
ing a strobe signal to PC4 will hold the data in the internal 
latch of the PPI, and PC5 (IBF input buffer full flag) is set to 
"1" If a bit-set of PC4 has been executed in advance, the 
CPU can be interrupted by the INTR signal of PC3 when the 
input data is latched in the PPI. In this way, port A becomes 
an interrupting port; and at the same time, port B can select 
its mode independently. 
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The actual program for the circuit of Fig. 12 is as follows: 

MVI A,BO# Control word is 10110000, port A is 
the mode 1 input and the others are 
output 

OUT 03# Outputting to the control address 
MVI A,09# PC4bit-set 00001001 
OUT 03# Outputting to the control address 
EI Interrupt enable 
HLT Halt 

If· the data has been set in a terminal unit, and the 
strobe signal has been input, then the data will be latched in 
port A and the CPU RST7.5 goes high-level. In the case of 
.Fig. 11, a jump to 003C16 is executed to continue the prog
ram as follows: 

003C16 IN 00# CPU register A +- Port A 

EI 
RET 

PC3 interrupt signal becomes low-level 
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3. Mode 2 
An example of a circuit for an application using mode 2 is 
shown in Fig. 13. 

I n Fig. 13, the· data. bus of the slave system is connected 
with the corresponding, PPI A bit of the master station. The 
input port consists of a three-state buffer and gate B which 

allow the slave CPU to read flag outputs (IBF, OBF) of the 
PPI as data. 

When the following instruction is executed in this exam
ple, the action is as described: 

IN 01 # (reading in from 01 16 input port) 
The data which is made up of the least significant bit 

(Do), the OBF (output buffer full flag output) and the next 
least significant bit (01) , the IBF (input buffer full flad 

output)will be read into the slave CPU. 
When the following instruction is executed, the action is 

as described: 
IN 00# (reading in from 0016 input port) 

ACK (PC6) of the PPI becomes low-level by gate C, 
and the contents of the port A output latch will be read into 
the slave CPU. 

When the following instruction is executed, the action is 

as described: 
OUT 00 # (writing out to 0016 output port) 

STB (PC4) of the PPI becomes low-level by gate 0, then 
the contents of the slave CPU register A will be written into 
the port A input latch of the PPI. 

Actual operations are as follows: 
1. PPI is set in mode 2 by the master CPU (03 address). 
2. The master CPU writes the data, which is transferred to 

the slave CPU, into port A of the PPI (in turn, OBF be
comes low-level). 

3. The slave CPU continues to read the state of flags (OBF 
and IBF) as data while OBF is high-level (i.e. no datd 
from the master CPU). 

PPI MODE SET ADDRESS 
03" 
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4. When the slave CPU senses that OBF has become low
level, the slave CPU starts to read the data from 0016 
(Which is the input address for the preceding data) 
which is in the output latch of port A (in turn, OBF returns 
to high-level). 

5. During this period, the master CPU reads the status flags 
(reading in from 02 of port C) and checks the states of 
both the bit 7 (CjBF) and bit 5 (IBF). If OBF is low-level, 

it indicates that the slave CPU has not yet received the 
data; so the maser does not write new data. If OBF is 
high-level, the master CPU writes the next data. 

6. When data is to be transferred to the master CPU, the 
contents of the slave CPU A register will be transmited to 
the port input latch of the PPI. The slave CPU transfers 

the data to address 0016 (in turn, the IBF becomes high
level ). 

7. The master CPU transfers data to port C and then checks 
the status flag. If the input latch contains data from the 

slave CPU, which is indicated by IBF having a high-level 
output, the data is read from port (0016 ) (in turn, the IBF 
returns to low-level). 

8. The slave CPU reads the status flag from 01 16 to deter
mine if IBF has returned to low-level. If it has not, new 
data will not be written as long as IBF is high-level. 

9. In this way, data can be exchanged. Since there are two 
sets of independent registers, input latch and output 
latch, used by port A of the PPI, it is not necessary to 

alternate input/output transfers. 

A program which has operating functions as described 

above, is explained as follows. 
The operation, in mode 2, for group A of the PPI is consi

dered here. 

loiM" 

MASTER 
CPU 

SLAVE SYSTEM DATA BUS AD 
1~iT,~~~--~~~~--------~8~---1 \ 7 

ALE 

RDt-----~-q 

WR 

D7 

RD 
WR 

TO CPU 

PC7 
PC6 
PC4 
PC, 

PPI 

. MASTER SYSTEM INT INPUT 

STBA 

INTR 

SLAVE SYSTEM 

Fig. 13 A circuit for an application using mode 2 
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ADo 
ALE 

loiM" 

L---____ ---1 RD 
'----------------1 WR 

SLAVE 
CPU 
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1. Master CPU subroutine for transmitting data to the slave 2. Subroutine for receiving data from the slave CPU. 
CPU. 

Program example Program example 

MOUT PUSH PSW MIN' IN 02# 

OBF IN 02# ANI 20# 

ANI 80# JZ MIN 

JNZ OBF IN 00# 

POP PSW RET 

OUT 00# 

RET 

R8 R8 

3. Slave CPU subroutine for transmitting data to the master 4. Subroutine for receiving data from the master CPU. 
CPU. 

RET 

4-60 

Program example Program example 

SOUT PUSH 

IBF IN 

ANI 

JZ 

POP 

OUT 

RET 

PSW 

01 # 

02# 

IBF 

PSW 

00# 

•... MITSUBISHI 
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SIN IN 01# 

ANI 01 # 

JNZ SIN 

IN 00# 

RET 

RET 



4. Address Decoding 
Address decoding with multiple PPI units is shown in Figs. 
14 and 15. These are functionally equal. 

The same address data is output to both the upper and 
lower 8-bit address bus with the execution of IN or OUT in
struction by the CPU. 

M74LS373P 

CPU r---
M5L8085AP A,r-

A6 

A5 -'~r -
AD, r! A4 \ 
ADo A3 

A, 

A, 

E DC Ao I 
10iM' ALE~ r B C E, E~I '-r--" M74LS138P 

TO PORT ADDRESS INPUT E, a 1 6 7 

~ 

Ao AND A, OF EACH PPI 

f . r r--r r 

TO 
ADDRESS 
BUS 

TO THE CHIP SELECT INPUT CS OF 
EACH PPI 

Fig. 14 PPI address decoding (case 1) 

CPU 
M5L8085AP 

A15 I-

A'4 
A13 
A12 
All 

AlO 
I A, 

I I As 

11 ~ 
101M 

IABCE2E~1 M74LS138P 

E, a 1 6 7 

TO PORT ADDRESS INPUT r. r r --or r Ai! AND A, OF EACH PPI 

~ 

ITO 

.

ADDRESS 
BUS 

TO THE CHIP SELECT INPUT CS OF 
EACH PPI 

Fig. 15 PPI address decoding (case 2) 
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5. PPI Initialization 
It is advisable to rest the PPI with a system initial reset and 
to select the mode at the beginning of a system program. 
The initial state of the PPI used as an output port is shown in 
Fig. 16. 

POWER 
SUPPLY Vee 

RESET 
SIGNAL 

~ ov 

~ 
: SELECTING MODE AT THE 

PORT 

: OUTPUT PORT OUTPUT ="1" 

UNSTA~ 
FLOATING 

(INPUT MODE) 

Fig. 16 PPI initialization 

Note 14: Period of reset pulse must be at least 50j.is during or af
ter power on. Subsequent reset pulse ean be 500ns 
minimum. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8257P-5 is a programmable, 4-channel direct mem
ory access (DMA) controller. It is produced using the N
channel silicon-gate ED-MaS process and is specifically 
designed to simplify data transfer at high speeds for micro

computer systems. 
The LSI operates on a single 5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• Single TTL compatible 
• Priority DMA request logic 
• Channel-masking function 
• Terminal count and Modulo 128 outputs 

• 4-channel DMA controlier 
• Compatible with MELPS85 devices 

APPLICATION 
DMA control of peripheral equipment such as floppy disks 
and CRT terminals that require high-speed data transfer. 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8257P-5 controller is used in combination with the 
M5L8212P 8-bit inputlou.tput port in 8-bit microcomputer sys
tems. It consists of a channel section to acknowledge DMA 

requests, control logic to exchange commands and data with 
the CPU, read/write logic, and registers to hold transfer 

addresses and count the number of bytes to be transferred. 
When a DMA request is made to an unmasked channel from 
the peripherals after setting of the transfer mode, transfer
start address and the number of transferred bytes for the 
registers, the M5L8257P-5 issues a priority request for the 
use of the bus to the CPU. On receiving an HLDA signal 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

INPu.f:gu~~t9 I/OR

INPUVJb0'T'i!0~ I/OW - 2 

MEMORdu~~t9 MEMR ~ 3 

MEMORb;1,-~0~ MEMW ~ 4 

MARK OUTPUT MARK ~ 5 

READY INPUT READY - 6 

HOl~~~~~2~UlT HlDA - 7 

STOROBEAg8~~~~ ADSTB ~ 8 

ENABlEAg8~~~¥ AEN ~ 9 
HOLD R6~Y~3t HRQ~ 10 

CHIP ST~~8t CS - 11 

CLOCK INPUT ClK - 12 

RESET INPUT RESET-13 

DMA i" DACK, ~ 14 ACKNOWLEDGE __ 
OUTPUT 2.3 DACKl ~ 15 

DMA 
REQUEST 

INPUT 0-3 

DRQ3-16 

GROUND GND 

Outline 40P4 

ADDRESS 
OUTPUTS 
4-7 

TERMINAL 
COUNT 
OUTPUT 

ADDRESS 
INPUT/ 
OUTPUTS 
0-3 

Vee (5V) 

DATA 
INPUT/ 
OUTPUTS 

f 
DATA 
INPUTSI 
OUTPUTS 

from the CPU, it sends a DMA acknowledge signal to the 

channel with the highest priority, .starting DMA operation. 
During DMA operation, the contents of the high-order 8 bits 
of the transfer memory address are transmitted to the 

M5L8212P address-latch device through pins Do - D7. The 
contents of the low-order 8 bits are transmitted through pins 

Ao - A7. After address transmission, DMA transfer can be 
started by dispatching read and write signals to the memor
ies and peripherals. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM - --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - -----, 
(5V) Vee 3 

(OV) GND 

DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS li~,::~==~:rD-~-G-~-FB-E U-R s' 
D2C'sr~~~ 

D,C;>9.>'--~~ . Do~==~===:::: I/O READ INPUT/OUTPUT I/O R i1 
I/O WRITE INPUT/OUTPUT I/O W 2 

CLOCK INPUT ClK 1 
RESET INPUT RESETQ~-~~ 

ADDRESS INPUTS/OUTPUTS {~A02' ~'!)--~..J 8-BIT 
v INTERNAL 

A3 3~-"""""1L-...-_---I BUS 

DMA REQUEST 
INPUT CH-O 
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 
OUTPUT CH-O 

DMA REQUEST 
INPUT CH-l 
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 
OUTPUT CH·l 

DMA REQUEST 
INPUT CH-2 

DACK, ~~M~K~~fLEDGE 

DMA REQUEST 
INPUT CH-J 
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 
OUTPUT CH-3 

CHIP SELECT INPUT cs 11 11-1-ltlIT--~ TERMINAL COUNT 
OUTPUT 

ADDRESS OUTPUTS {~""9,.....--' 
A, ~4' "-----' 

READY INPUT 
HRQ OUTPUT HRQ 0 

HLDA INPUT HLDA 7 
MEMORY READ OUTPUT MEMR 3 

MEMORY WRITE OuTPUT MEMW 4 

ADDRESS ENABLE OUTPUT AEN 9 
ADDRESS STROBE OUTPUT ADSTB 8 ------------~ 
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OPERATION 
I/O Read Input/Output (I/OR) 
When the M5L8257P-5 is in slave-mode operation, this 

threestate, bidirectional pin serves for inputting and reads 
the upper/lower bytes of the 8-bit status register or 16-bit 
DMA address register and the high/low order bytes of the 
terminal counter. 

In the master mode, the pin gives control output and is 
used to obtain data from a peripheral equipment during the 
DMA write cycle. 

I/O Write Input/Output (I/OW) 
This pin is also of the three-state bidirectional type. When 
the M5L8257P-5 is in slave-mode operation, it serves for in

putting and loads the contents of the data bus on the upper/ 
lower bytes of the 8-bit status register or 16-bit DMA 
address register and the upper/lower bytes of the terminal 
counter. 

Memory Read Output (MEMR) 
This active-low three-state output is used to read data from 
the addressed memory location during DMA read cycles. 

Memory Write Output (MEMW) 
This active-low three-state output is used to write data into 
the addressed memory location during DMA write cycles. 

Mark Output (MARK) 
This signal notifies that the DMA transfer cycle for each 
channel is the 128th cycle since the previous MARK output. 

Ready Input (READY) 
This asynchronous input is used to extend the memory read 
and write cycles in the M5L8257P-5 with wait states if the 
selected memory requires longer cycles. 

Hold Acknowledge Input (HlDA) 
This input from the CPU indicates that the system bus is 
controlled by the M5L8257P-5. 

Address Strobe Output (ADSTB) 
This output strobes the most significant byte of the memory 
address into the M5L8212P 8-bit input/output port through 
the data bus. 

Address Enable Output (AEN) 
This signal is used to disable the system data bus and sys
tem control bus by means of the bus enable pin on the 

M5L8228P system controller. It may also be used to inhibit 
non-DMA devices from responding during DMA cycles. 
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Hold Request Output (HRQ) 
This output requests control of the system bus. HRQ will nor
mally be applied to the HOLD input on the CPU. 

Chip-Select Input (CS) 
This pin is active on a low-level. It enable the lORD and 
IOWR signals output from the CPU, when the M5L8257P-5 is 
in slave-mode operation. 

In the master mode, it is disabled to prevent the chip 
from selecting itself while performing the DMA function. 
Clock Input (ClK) 
This pin generates internal timing for the M5L8257P-5 and is 
.connected to the 1> 2 (TTLl output of the M5L8224P-5 crock 
generator. 

Reset Input (RESET) 
This asynchronous input clears all registers and control lines 
inside the M5L8257Pc5. 

DMA Acknowledge Outputs (DACKO-DACK3) 
These active-low outputs indicate that the peripheral equip

ment .connected to the channel in question can execute the 
DMA cycle. 

DMA Request Inputs (DRQO-DRQ3) 
These independent, asynchronous channel-request inputs 
are used to secure use of the DMA cycle for the peripherals. 
Data-Bus Buffer 
This three-state, bidirectional, 8-bit buffer interfaces the 
M5L8257P-5 to the CPU for data transfer: During a DMA cy
cle the upper 8 bits of the DMA address are output to the 
M5L8212P latch device through this buffer. 

Address Inputs/Outputs (Ao-A3) 

The four bits of these input/output pins are bidirectional. 
When the M5L8257P-5 is in slave-mode operation, serve to 
input and address the internal registers. In the case of mas
ter operation, they output the low-order 4 bits of the 16-bit 
memory address. 

Terminal Count Output (TC) 
This output signal notifies that the present DMA cycle is the 
last cycle for this data block. 

Address Inputs/Outputs (A4-A7) 

These four address lines are three-state outputs which con
stitute bits 4 through 7 of the memory address generated by 
the M5L8257P-5 during all DMA cycles. 
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Register Initialization 
Two 16-bit registers are provided for each of the 4 channels. 

DMA Address register 

15 

DMA TRANSFER STARTING ADDRESS 

Terminal count register 
15 1413 

o 

o 

-------------------------~------~--~--~----
DMA MODE NUMBER OF TRANSFERRED BYTES-1 

The DMA transfer starting address, number of transferred 
bytes, and DMA mode are written for each channel in 2 
steps using the 8-bit data bus. The lower-order and upper
order bytes are automatically indicated by the firstlast flipf

lop for the writing and reading in 2 continuous steps . 
. The DMA mode (read, write, or verify) is indicated by 

the upper 2 bits of the terminal count register. The read 
mode refers to the operation of peripheral devices reading 

data out of memory. The write mode refers to data from 
peripheral devices being written into memory. The verify 
mode sends neither the read nor the write signals and per
forms a date check at the peripheral device. 

In addition to the above-mentioned registers, there is a 
mode set register and a status register. 

Mode set register (write only) 
7 

I AL I TCS I EW I RP I EN3 EN2 

o 
EN1 ENO 

ADDED FUNCTION SETTING BITS CHANNEL ENABLE BITS 

Status Register (read only) 
7 

o o o UP 

o 
TC3 TC2 TC1 TCO I 
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MOOESET: 
MVI A,ADDl 
OUT 00:11: Channel 0 lower-'order-address 
MVI A, ADDH 
OUT 00:11: Channel 0 upper~order address 
MVI A, Tel 
OUT 01:11: Channel 0 terminal count lower-order 

OUT 01:11: Channel 0 terminal count upper-order 
MVI A, XX 
OUT 08:11: Mode set resister 

As can be seen from the above example, until the contents 
of the address register and terminal count register become 

valid, the enable bit of the mode set register must not be 
set. This prevents memory contents from being destroyed by 
improper DRQ signals from peripheral devices. 

DMA Operation Description 
When a DMA request signal is received at the ORQ pin from 
a peripheral device after register initialization for a channel 
that is not masked, the M5l8257P-5 outputs a hold request 

signal to the CPU to begin DMA operation (SI). 
The CPU, upon receipt of the HRQ signal, outputs the 

HLOA signal which reserves capture of the bus after it has 
executed the present instruction to place this system in the 
hoJd state. 

When the M5L8257P receives the HLDA signal, an inter-. 
nal priority determining circuit selects the channel with the 
highest priority for the beginning of data transfer (So). 

Upon the next SI state, the address signal is sent. The 
lower-order 8-bits and upper-order 8-bits are sent by means 
of the Ao~ A7 and Do~ D7 pins respectively, latched into the 
M5L8212P and output at pins As~AI5. Simultaneous with this, 
the AEN signal is output to prohibit the selection of a device 
not capable of DMA. 

In the S2 state, the read, extended write, and DACK sig
nals are output and data transferred from memory or a 

The upper-order 4-bits of the mode set register are used to peripheral device appears on the data bus. 
select the added function, as described in Table 1. The low- In the S3 state, the write signal required to write data 
er-order 4-bits are mask kits for each channel. When set to from the bus is output. At this time if the remaining number 

1, OMA requests are allowed. When the reset signal is input, of bytes to be transferred from the presently selected chan
all bits of the mode set and status registers are reset and nel has reached 0, the terminal count (TC) signal is output. 
DMA is inhibited for all channels. Therefore, to execute Simultaneously with this, alter each 128-byte data transfer a 
DMA operations, registers must first be initialized. An exam- mark signal is output as required. In addition, in this state 
pie of such an initialization is shown below. the READY pin is sampled and, if low, the wait state (Sw) is 

4-64 

entered. This is. used to perform DMA with slow access 
memory devices. In the verify mode, READY input is 
ignored. 
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In the S4 state, the DRQ and HLDA pins are sampled at 

the end of a transferred byte as the address signal, control 
signals, and DACK signal are held to determine if transfer 
will continue. 

As described above, transfer of 1 byte requires a mini
mum of 4 states for execution. For example, if a 2MHz clock 
input is used, the maximum transfer rate is 500k byte/so 

RESET 

Fig. 1 DMA Operation state transition diagram 
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Memory Mapped 1/0 
When using memory mapped 110, it is neccessary to change 

the connections for the control signals. 

I/O RD MEM RD 

I/O WR MEM WR 

MEM RD I/O RD 

MEM WR I/O WR 

SYSTEM BUS M5L8257P-5 

Fig. 2 Memory mapped 1/0 

Also, the read mode and write mode specifications for set
ting the mode of the terminal count are reversed. 
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INTERNAL REGISTERS OF THE M5L8257P-5 

Ao-A15 
CO-C13 
Rd. Wr 

AL 

EW 

TGS 

RP 

Upper Lower 

DMA address 

channel-O 

terminal count 

DMA address 

channel-l 

terminal count 

DMA address 

channel-2 

terminal count 

DMA address 

channel-3 

terminal count 

I AL ITGsl EW I RP I EN31 EN21 ENll ENol Mode setting (for write only) 

Status (for read on Iy) 

: Address of the memories for which DMA will be carried out from now on. In initialization, DMA start addresses must be written. 
: Terminal counts-in this IG (the number of remaining transfer bytes minus 1) 
: Used for DMA-mode.setting by the following convention: 

Rd Wr Mode to be set 

0 0 DMA verify 

0 1 DMAwrite 

1 0 DMA read 

1 1 Prohibition 

: Automatic load mode. When this bit has been set, contents of the channel 3 register are written, as are on the channel 2 register when 
channel 2 DMA transfer comes to an end. This mode allows quick, automatic chaining operations without intervention of the software. 

: Extended write signal mode. When this bit has been set, write signals can be transmitted in advance to memories and peripheral equip
ment requiring long access time. 

: Terminal count stop. When a DMA transfer process is complete, with terminal-count output, the channel-enable mask of that channel is re
set, prohibiting subsequent DMA cycles. 

: Rotating priority mode. The setting of this mode allows the priority order to be rotated by each byte transfer. 

Channel used for the present data transfer CH-O CH-l CH-2 CH-3 

1 CH-l CH-2 CH-3 CH-O 

2 CH-2 CH-3 CH-O CH-l 
Priority list for the next cycle 

3 CH-3 CH-O CH-l CH-2 

4 CH-O CH-l CH-2 CH-3· 

ENO-EN3 
UP 
TCO-TC3 

Channel-enable mask. This mask prohibits or allows the DMA request. 
Update flag. This is set when register contents are transferred in an automatic load mode from channel 3 to channel 2. 
Terminal-count status flags. At the time of terminal-count output, the flag corresponding to the channel is set. 
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REGISTER ADDRESS 

Address Input 
F/L Register 

A, A, AI "" 0 0 0 0 0 channel 0 DMA address Low-order 

0 0 0 0 1 channel 0 DMA address High-order 

0 0 0 1 0 channel 0 terminal count Low-order 

0 0 0 1 1 channel 0 terminal count High-order 

0 0 1 0 0 channell DMA address Low-order 

0 0 1 0 1 channell DMA address High-order 

0 0 1 1 0 channell terminal count Low-order 

0 0 1 1 1 channell terminal count High-order 

0 1 0 0 0 channel 2 DMA address Low-order 

0 1 0 0 1 channel 2 DMA address High-order 

0 1 0 1 0 channel 2 terminal count Low-order 

0 1 0 1 1 channel 2 terminal count High-order 

0 1 1 0 0 channel 3 DMA address Low-order 

0 1 1 0 1 channel 3 DMA address High-order 

0 1 1 1 0 channel 3 terminal count Low-order 

0 1 1 1 1 channel 3 terminal count High-order 

1 0 0 0 0 Mode Setting (for Write Only) 

1 0 0 0 0 Status (for Read Only) 

F/L Firstllast flip-flop. Thi.s is toggled when program and register-read operations for each channel are finished, and specifies whether the next 
program or read operation is to be for the upper bytes or the lower bytes. This means that write and read operations for each register must be 
carried out for a set of lower and higher bytes. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Paramete.r Conditions limits Unit 

Vee Power-supply voltage -0.5-7 V 

V, Input voltage ! With respect to GND -0.5-7 V 

Va Output voltage -0.5-7 V 

Pd Power dissipation (max.) Ta=25'C 1000 mW 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 'c 
Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 'c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75°C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Power-supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Power-supply voltage (GND) 0 V 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 Vcc+O,5 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0,8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 
Limits 

Parameter Test conditions Unit 
,Min Typ Max r-----

VOL Low-level output voltage IOL-l.6mA 0.45 V 

V OH l High-level output voltage for AB, DB and AEN IOH=-150I'A 2.4 Vee V 

V OH 2 High-level output voltage for HRQ 
IOH=-80I'A 

3.3 Vee V 

V OH3 High-level output voltage for others 2.4 Vee V 

lee Power-supply current from Vee 120 rnA 

I, Input current V,-Vcc-OV -10 10 /"A 

102 Off-state output current vl=VCC ...... ov -10 10 /"A 
, .. -

C, Input capacitance T a=25°C, Vcc=Vss=OV 10 pF 
Pins other than that under measurement are set 

CliO Input/output terminal capacitance to OV, fc=1 MHz 20 pF 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc= 5 V± 5 %, Vss= 0 V, V'H=VOH= 2 V, V'L =VOL =0, 8V, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol 

twCR) Read pulse width TRR 
tsu(A~R) 
tsu(CS-R) Address or CS setup time before read TAR 
th(R-A) Address or CS hold time after read TRA th(R-CS) 

tSUCR-OO) Date setup time before read TRD 

thcR-oo) Data hold time after read T OF 

~IIV) White pulse width Tww 

tSUCA-W) Address setup time before write TAW 

thCW-A) Address hold time after write TWA 

tsuCoa-w) Data setup time before write 
-~ ~'" 

thCW-DO) Data hold time after write 
CL=150pF 

Two 

tWCRST) Reset pulse width ~~-.-
tSU(Vcc-RST) Supply voltage setup time before reset T RSTD --
tr Input signal rise time Tr 

tl Input signal fall time TI 

tSU(RST-W) Reset setup time before write T RSTS 

tce ¢ ) Clock cycle time Tey 

twc</» Clock pulse width Te 

tSU(ORQ-., ) DRQ setup time before clock Tos 

1h(HLDA-ORQ) DRQ hold time after HLDA TQH 

tSU(HLOA-., } HLDA setup time before clock T HS 

tSU(ROY-., ) Ready setup time before clock T RS 

th(; -ROY) Ready hold time after clock TRH 

Note 1 Measurement conditions: M5L8257P CL=100pF, M5L8257P-5 CL=150pF 
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Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

250 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

0 200 ns 

20 100 ns 

200 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

200 ns 

0 ns 

300 ns 

500 /"s 
C--' 

20 ns 
f--' -

20 ns 

2 teC ¢) 

0.32 4 "-~ 
80 O. 8tcc I) ns 

70 -""--
0 ns 

100 ns 

30 ns 

20 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75l:, Vcc=5V±5%, Vss=OV, VoH=2V, VOL=O.SV, unless otherwise noted) (Note2) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min Typ Max 

tpLH ( '" -HRO) Propagation time from clock to HRQ (Note3) 
tpHu 1> -HRQl 

Too 160 

tpLH ( 1> -HAC) 
Propagation time from clock to HRQ (Note5) TOQI 250 

tpHL( '" -HRQ) 

tplH ( '" -AENl Propagation time from clock to AEN (Note3) TAEL 300 

tpHLC </>-AEN) Propagation time from clock to AEN (Note3) TAET 200 

tPZV(AEN-A) Propagation time from AEN to address active (Note6) TAEA 20 

t pzv< 1> -A) Propagation time from clock to address active (Note4) TFAAB 250 

t pvz< '" -Al Propagation time from clock to address floating (Note4) TAFAB 150 

t pLH ( '" -A) Address setup time after clock (Note4) TASM 250 

the"-Ai Address hold time after clock (Note4) TAH 
tpLH ( 1>-

Ai-50 

theR-A) Address hold time after read (Note6) TAHR 60 

theW-A) Address hold time after write (Note6) T AHW 300 

t pzv( '" -DO) Propagation time from clock to data active TFADB 300 

tpvz( </>-DQ) Propagation time from clock to data floating (Note4) TAFOB 
tpHu ;-

170 
AST6) +20 

tPHUA-ASTB} Propagation time from address to address strobe (Note4) TASS 100 

th(ASTS-Al Propagation lime from address strobe to address hold (Note6) T AHS 50 

tpLH{ 1> -A$TB) Propagation time from clock to address strobe (Note3) TSTL 200 

tpHL( 1> -ASTB) Propagation time from clock to address strobe (Note3) TSTT 140 

tWCASTB) Address strobe pulse width (Note6) Tsw 
tce" ) 
-100 

tpHLCAS-R) Propagation time fr.om address strobe to read or 
T ASC 70 

tPHL(AS-WE) extended write (Note6) 

theoo-R) Read or extended write hold time after data 
20 T OBC 

thCOQ-WE) (Note6) 

tpLH(f-DACK) 
Propagation time from clock to DACK or TC/MARK 

tpHL( f -TC/MARK} 
(Note3,7) 

TAK 250 

tpLH{ f -TC/MARK} 

tpHLC '" -R) Propagation time from clock to read, write' or extended 
tpHLC.p -w) 

write (Note4, 8) 
TOCL 200 

tpHLC.p -WE) 

t pLH ( .p -R) Propagation time from clock to read or write 
T OCT 200 

tpLH ( .p-w) (Notes4,9) 

t pzv( '" -R) Propagation time from Clock to read active or write 
T FAC 300 

tpzv( .p-w) active (N ote4) 

tpvz ( '" -R) Propagation time from clock to read floating or 
T AFC 150 

t pvz( .p-w) write floating (Note4) 

tW{R) Read pulse width (Note6) TRAM 
2tcCl 1+ 

twe I)-50 

tw(w) Write pulse width (Note6) TWWM 
tc (" ) 
-50 

tW<WE) Extended write pulse width TWWME 
2tc e" ) 
-50 

Note Note Tracking specification Reference level is VOH=3. 3V 
Load=lTTL 
Load=lTTL +50pF 
Load=lTTL+(RL =3. 3kO), 
VOH=3.3V 

l:J. tpLH { 1> -DACK)<50ns, l:J. tpHL( 1> -TC/MARK)<50ns, 6 t pLH( 1> -TC/MAAK)<50ns 
Ll.tpHL(; -R)<50ns, Ll. tpHLI; -wi <50ns, Ll. tpHL(; -wE)<50ns 
Ll. tpLHI; -R)<50ns, Ll. tpLHI; -wl<50ns 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns ns 

ns 

ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
DMA Mode 

s,l s, So S, s, s, s, S, s, s, I s, I So 

CLK tsuID~Q{I~~l-ru~[1-f'--1VU ru 
f-o tlw¢) tSUIDRO-¢1 

OROo-ORO, I , >( \ 
tPLH(¢-HRQ) ..... ~ tpHLi¢-HRO) ~ 

HRO 

HLDA 

AEN 

AD-A, 

(LOWER ADORE ss) 

00-0, 

(UPPER ADORE 

AOSTB 

OACKo-_· __ 
OACK, 

READY 

SS) 

------------
------------

tsuIH~A_¢1 -+ th(HLDA-DRQ} 

l-

T 
tPLH(¢>-AEN)_~ 

I 
tpZV(</J-A) ---=- -... f. tSUI¢-A) 

tpzvl ¢-DQI ~ _tpvzliDO) ... thl¢-AI...,thIASTB-AI 

~I ~ ~ 
tPLH(¢-ASTB) -!II f---! ttPHlrSTB) n tPHL(A-ASTB) 

... ~ tPHL(4)-~ACK) ... ~~)rE"t PHL(ASTB-R) 

\ ! \ tpHUASTB-WE) 

tpzv( ¢-R)---t-a-- -;o.~ tplHI¢-R) 
tW(R) 

~ \ t y. 
tPHL(¢-R) ~ ~ ~Utr-tPLH(¢_W) 
w , q \ b-{ '-- .-_. 

tSU(RDY "')~ ~ th(¢ ROY) 
tW(WEl 

! "\ / \ 

-

TC/MARK 

tplHI ¢-Te/MARK) -RPHLI¢-Te/MARK) 

/\ ------------

Slave Mode (Reference voltage: "H"=2V "L"=O.8V) 

Read Write 

n...rv 
IJ 

\ ____ f 
R,tPHLi¢-AEN) 

h tPVZ{1>-A) 

~ 
$f) 

~"\. 

....-.. tpVZ(<I>--R) 

~, 

00-0, ------------------/i~~---+---Jt'-------
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5, I 52 I 5, I 5, I 5, I. 5, I So I 5, I 5, I 5, I sw I sw I 5, I 5, I 5, I 5, 

o 
Note 1 

ClK 

DROo-DRO, 

HRO 

j,..+-------I-----I----- --, 
\ 

HLDA 

'------

AEN 

~ ___ An-A, 
~ ____ _I----_I-----....... {U (LOWER ADDRESSES) 

Do"""'" 07 
(UPPER ADDRESSES) 

ADSTB 

~~---------4----------------

The center line indicates a floating 
(high-impedance) state. 

/ 
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READY 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5LB259AP is a proqrammable LSI for interrupt control. 
It is fabricated using N-channel silicon-gate EO-MOS tech
nology and'is designed to be used easily in connection with 
an BOB5A, BOB6 or 8088. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• TTL compatible 
• CALL instruction to the CPU is generated automatically 
• Priority, interrupt mask and vectored address for each in

terrupt request input are programmable 
• Up to 64 levels of interrupt requests can be controlled by 

cascading with M5L~259AP 

• Polling functions 

APPLICATION 
The M5L8259AP can be used as an interrupt controller for 
CPUs 8085A, 8086 and 8088 

FUNCTION 
The M5L8259AP is a device specifically designed for use in 
real time, interrupt driven microcomputer systems. It man
ages eight level requests 'and has built-in features for ex
pandability to other M5L8259APs. The priority and interrupt 
mask can be changed or reconfigured at any time by the 
main program. 

When an interrupt is generated because of an interrupt 
request at 1 of the pins, the M5LB.259AP based on the mask 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

INTERRUPT 
ACKNOWLEDGE INPUT 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST OUTPUT 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST INPUTS 

CONTROL LOGIC 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

CHIP S~~~Sf CS- 1 

CONTROL ~~8f WR - 2 
CONTROL I~~~~ RD - 3 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

0, - 4 

2 -IR, 

19 -IR, 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 
INPUTS 

18 -IRo INTERRUPT 

17 -INT ~~'f~~¥T 

1 -SP /EN ~~{l!ifu~ 
15 -CAS, CASCADE 

---,.-----~ LINES 

Outline 28P4 

and priority will output an INT to the CPU. After that, when 
an INTA signal is received from the CPU or the syst~m con
troller, a CALL instruction and a programmed vector address 
is released onto the data bus. 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 

:1: ;:;}HI:A::~:: ~~:EUsT 
15 AS, 

"-----{16 SP /EN L SLAVE PROGRAM INPUT/ 
- --- - --- - .--- - --- - --- - ENABLE BUFFER OUTPUT 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Symbol Pin name 
Input or 

Functional significance 
output 

CS Chip select input Input This input is active at low-level, but may be at high-level during interrupt request input and interrupt processing. 

WR Write control input Input Command write control input from the CPU 

RD Read control input Input Data read control input for the CPU 

D7-Do Bidirectional data bus 
Input! 

Data and commands are transmitted through this bidirectional data bus to and from the CPU. 
output 

CAS2- Input! 
These pins are outputs for a master and inputs for a slave. And these pins of the master will be able to 

Cascade lines address each individual slave. The master will enable the corresponding slave to release the device routine 
CASo output 

address during bytes 2 and 3 of INTA. 

-- Slave program input! Inpull SP: In normal mode, a master is designated when SP/EN=l and a stave is designated when SP/EN=O. 
SP/EN 

Enable buffer output EN: In the buffered mode, whenever the M5L8259AP's data bus 'output is enabled, its SPiEN pin will go low. output 

INT Interrupt request output Output This pin goes high whenever a valid interrupt is asserted. 

The asynchronous interrupt inputs are active at high-level. The interrupt mask and priority of each interrupt 

IR7-IRo Interrupt request input Input 
input can be changed at any time. When using edge triggered mode, the rising edge (low to high) of the 

--
interrupt request and the Aigh-Ievel must be held until the first INTA. For level triggered mode, the high-

level must be held until the first INTA. 

-- Interrupt acknowledge When an interrupt acknowledge (INTA) from the CPU is received, the M5L8259AP releases a CALL instruc-
INTA Input 

input tion or vectored address onto the data bus. 

Ao ~ address input Input 
This pin is normally connected to one of the address lines and acts in conjunction with the the CS, WR and 
-
RD when writing commands or reading status registers. 

OPERATION 
The M5L8259AP is interfaced with a standard system bus as 
shown in Fig. 1 and operates as an interrupt controller. 

Table 1 M5L8259AP basic operation 

Ao D4 D3 RD WR CS Input operation (read) 

16 ADDRESS BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

DATA BUS 

CS Ao 07 ........ 00 RD WR INT INTA 
CASo 

] "OC," , 
M5L8259AP CAS, 

LINES 
CAS, 

SLAVE PROGRAM 

INPUTI ENABLE 

BUFFER OUTPUT 

INTERRUPT REQUEST INPUTS 

Fig. The M5L8259AP interfaces to standard system 
bus. 

a 
1 

a 0 

a a 
a 1 

1 X 

X X 

X X 
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a 1 a IRR, ISR or interrupting level-data bus 

0 1 a IMR-Data bus 

Output operation (write) 

a 1 a a Data bus-OCW2 

1 1 a a Data bus-OCW3 

x 1 a a Data bus-ICW1 

X 1 a a Dala bus-OCW1, ICW2, ICW3, ICW4 

Disable function 

X 1 1 0 Data bus-High-impedance 

X X X 1 Data bus-High-impedance 
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Interrupt Sequence 
,. When the CPU is an BOB5A: 

(1) When one or more of the interrupt request inputs are 
raised high, the corresponding IRR bit(s) for the high

level inputs will be set. 
(2) Mask state and priority levels are .considered and, if 

. appropriate, the M5LB259AP sends an INT signal t9 

the CPU. 
(3) The acknowledgement of the CPU to the INT signal, 

the CPU issues an INTA pulse to the M5LB259AP. 
(4) Upon receiving the first INTA pulse from the CPU, a 

CALL instruction is released onto the data bus. 

(5) A CALL isa 3-byte instruction, so additional two 
INTA pulses are issued to the M5LB259AP from the 

CPU. 
(6) These two INTA pulses allow the M5L8259AP to re

lease the program address onto the data bus. The 

low-order B-bit vectored address is released at the 
second INTA pulse and the high-order B-bit vectored 
address is released at the third INTA pulse. The ISR 
bit corresponding to the interrupt request input is set 
upon receiving the third INTA pulse from the CPU, 
and the corresponding IRR bit is reset. 

(7) This completes the 3-byte CALL instruction and the 

interrupt routine will be serviced. The ISR bit is reset 
at the trailing edge of the third INTA pulse in the 
AEOI mode. In the other modes the ISR bit is not re

set until an EOI command is issued. 

IRIJ'i'IRR SET 

2. When the CPU is an BOB6 or 80BB: 
(1) When one or more of the interrupt request inputs are 

raised high, the corresponding IRR bit(s) for the high
level inputs will be set. 

(2) Mask state and priority levels are considered and if 
appropriated, the M5LB259AP sends an INT signal to 
the CPU. 

(3) As an acknowledgement to the INT signal, the CPU 
issues an INTA pulse to the M5L8259AP. 

(4) Upon receiving the first INTA pulse from the CPU, 
the M5LB259AP does not drive the data bus, and the 

data bus keeps high-impedance state .. 
(5) When the second INTA pulse is issued from the 

'CPU, an B-bit pOinter is released onto the data bus. 
(6) This completes the interrupt cycle and the interrupt 

routine will be serviced. The ISR bit is .reset at the 
trailing edge of the second INTA pulse in the AEOI 

mode. In the other modes the ISR bit is not reset un
til an EOI command is issued from the CPU. 
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IRU:;IRR SET 

INTA ---"----1 1 ~ 2 r-
L--J /L--J\!~~ RESET 

ISR SET ISR RESET (AEOI MODE) 

The interrupt request input must be held at high-level un
til the first I NTA pulse is issued. If it is allowed to return to 
lOW-level before the first INTA pulse is issued, an interrupt 

request in IR7 is executed: However, in this case the ISR bit 
is not set. 

I 

This is a function for a noise countermeasure of interrupt 

reguest inputs. In the interrupt routine of IR7, if ISR is check
ed by software either the interrupt by noise or real interrupt 
can be acknowledged. In the state of edge trigger mode 
normally the interrupt request inputs hold high-level and its 
input low-level pulse in the case of interrupt. 

Interrupt sequence outputs 
,. When the CPU is an BOB5A: 

A CALL instruction is released onto the data bus when 
the first INTA pulse is issued. The low-order 8 bits of the 
vectored address are released when the second INTA 
pulse is issued, and the high-order B bits are released 
when the third INTA pulse is issued. The format of these 

three outputs is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Formats of interrupt CALL instruction and vec

tored address 
First INTA pulse (CALL instruction) 

D6 D, Do 

a o I I 0 

Second INTA pulse (low-order B-bit of vectored address) 

IR Interval= 4 

D7 D6 Ds D. D3 D2 D, Do 

IRo A7 A.. A. 0 0 0 0 0 

IR, A7 A. A. 0 0 1 0 0 

IR2 A7 A. As 0 1 0 0 0 

IR3 A7 A. As 0 1 1 0 0 

IRo A7, A. A. 1 0 0 0 0 

IRs A7 A. As 1 0 1 0 0 

IR. A7 A. As 1 1 0 0 0 

IR7 A7 A. A. 1 1 1 0 0 
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IR Interval=8 

0 7 06 Os D. 03 O2 0, Do 

IRo A7 A6 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IR, A7 As 0 0 , 0 0 0 

IR2 A7 As 0 , 0 0 0 0 

IR3 A7 As 0 , , 0 0 0 

IR. A7 As 1 0 0 0 0 0 

IRs A7 As 1 0 , 0 0 0 

IR6 A7 As 1 , 0 0 0 0 

IR7 A7 As 1 , , 0 0 0 

Third INTA pulse (high-order 8 bits of vectored address) 

0 7 06 Os 0, Do 

All AlO Ag ,I As 

2. When the CPU is a 8086 or 8088: 
The data bus keeps a high-impedance state when the 
first INTA pulse is issued. Then the pointer T7-To is re
leased when the next INTA pulse is issued. The content 
of the pointer T7-To is shown in Table 3, The T2-To are 
a binary code corresponding to the interrupt request 
level, A10 - A5 are unused and ADI mode control is 
ignored, 

Table 3 Contents of interrupt pointer 
Second INTA pulse (8-bit pointer) 

07 06 Os D. 03 

IRo T7 T6 Ts T. T3 

IR, T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IR2 ' T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IR3 T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IR. T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IRs T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IRs T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

IR7 T7 Ts Ts T. T3 

02 0, Do 

0 0 0 

0 0 , 
0 , 0 

0 , , 
, 0 0 , 0 , , , 0 , , , 

Interrupt Request Register (IRR), In-service Register 
(ISR) 
As interrpt requests are received at inputs IR7-IRo, the cor
responding bits of IRR are set and as an interrupt request is 
serviced the corresponding bit of ISR is set. The IRR is used 
to store all the interrupt levels which are requesting service, 
and the ISR is used to store all the interrupt levels which are 
being serviced, The status of these two registers can be 
read. These two registers are connected through the priority 
resolver. 

An interrupt requst received by IRn is acknowledged on 
the leading edge when in the edge triggered mode or it is 
acknowledged on the level when in the level triggered 
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mode. After that an INT signal is released and the interrupt 
request signal is latched in the corresponding IRR bit if the 
high-level is held until the first INTA pulse is issued. It is im
portant to remember that the interrupt request signal must 
be held at high-level until the first INTA pulse is issued. 

The interrupt request latching in the IRR causes a signal 
to be sent to the priority resolver unless it is masked out. 
When the priority resolver receives the signals it selects the 
highest priority interrupt request latched in IRR. The ISR is 
set when the last INTA pulse is issued while the corres
ponding bit of IRR is reset and the other bits of IRR are un
affected. 

The bit of ISR that was set is not reset during the inter
rupt routine, but is reset at the end of the routine by the EOI 
command (end of interrupt) or by the trailing edge of the last 
INTA pulse in AEOI mode. 
Priority Resolver 
The priority resolver examines all of the interrupt requests 
set in IRR to determine and selects the highest priority. The 
ISR bit corresponding to the selected (highest priority) re
quest is set by the last INTA pulse, 
Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) 
The contents of the interrupt mask register are used 'to mask 
out (disable) interrupt requests of selected interrupt reqlJest 
pins. Each terminal is independently masked so that mask
ing a high priority interrupt does not influence the lower or 
higher priority interrupts. Therefore the contents of IMR 
selectively enable reading, 

Interrupt Request Output (INT) 
The interrupt request output connects directly to the inter
rupt input of the CPU. The output level is compatible with 
the input level reCOjuired for the CPUs. 
Interrupt Acknowledge Input (INTA) 
The CALL instruction and vectored, address are released 
onto the data bus by the INTA pulse. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer is a 3-state bidirectional data bus buf
fer that is used to interface with the system bus, Write com
mands to the M5L8259AP, CALL instructions, vectored 
addresses, status information, etc. are transferred through 
the data bus buffer. 
ReadlWrite Control Logic 
The read/write control logic is used to control functions such 
as receiving commands from the CPU and supplying status 
information to the data bus. 

Chip Select (CS) 
The M5L8259AP is selected (enabled) when CS is at low
level, but during interrupt request input or interrupt proces
Sing it may be high-level. 

Write Control Input (WR) 
When WR gOes to low-level the M5L8259AP can be written. 
Read Control Input (RD) 
When RD goes low status information in the internal register 
of the M5L8259AP can be read through the data bus. 
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Address Input (Ao) 
The address input· is normally connected with one of the 
address lines and is used along with WR and RD to control 
write commands and reading status information. 
Cascade Buffer/Comparator 
The cascade buffer/comparator stores or compares identi
fication codes. The three cascade lines are output when the 
M5L8259AP is a master or input when it is a slave. The iden
tification code on the cascade lines select it as master or 
slave. 

PROGRAMMING THE M5L8259AP 
The M5L8259AP is programmed through the Initialization 
Command Word (ICW) and the operation command word 
(OCW). The following explains the functions of these two 
commands. 
Initialization Command Words (ICWs) 
The initialization command word is used for the initial setting 
of the M5L8259AP. There are four commands in this group 
and the following explains the details of these four com
mands. 
ICW1 
The meaning of the bits of ICWl is explained in Fig. 3 along 
with the functions. ICWl contains vectored address bits A7-
As, a flag indicating whether interrupt input is edge trig
geredor level triggered, CALL address interval, whether a 
single M5L8259AP or the cascade mode is used, and 
whether ICW4 is required or not. 

Whenever a command is issued with AiJ = 0 and D4 = 1, 

Fig. 2 Initialization sequence 
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this is interpreted as ICWl and the following will automati
cally occur. 
(a) The interrupt mask register (IMR) is cleared. 
(b) The interrupt request input IR7 is assigned the lowest 

priority. 

(c) The special mask mode is cleared and the status read 
is set to the interrupt request register (IRR). 

(d) When IC4=0 all bits in ICW4 are set to zero. 
ICW2 
ICW2 contains vectored address bits A15 - As or interrupt 
type T7-T3, and the format is shown in Fig. 3. 
ICW3 
When SNGL= 1 it indicates that only a single M5L8259AP is 
used in the system, in which case ICW3 is not valid. When 
SNGL=O, ICW3 is valid and indicates cascade connections 
with other M5L8259AP devices. In the master mode, a .. 1 " is 
set for each slave. 

When the CPU is an 8085A the CALL instruction is re
leased from the master at the first I NTA pulse and the vec
tored address is released onto the data bus from the slave 
at the second and third INTA pulses. 

When the CPU is a 8086 the master and slave are in 
high-impedance at the first INTA pulse and the pOinter is re
leased onto the data bus from the slave at the second INTA 
pulse. 

The master mode is specified when SP/EM pin is high
level or BUF= 1 and M/S= 1 in ICW4, and slave mode is 
specified when SP/EM pin is low-level or BUF= 1 and M/S 
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I 
A, 1 
0, 

ICW1 

ICW2 

1 
A6 l A5 

06 

I 
I 1 J LTIM I ADI I SNGL I IC4 I 

03 0, 0, Do 

J VECTOR ADDRESS LOW-ORDER BITS I 
L (A,-A5) 

J1: LEVEL TRIGGERED MODE I 10: EDGE TRIGGERED MODE 

11: CALL ADDRESS INTERVAL IS 4 I 10: CALL ADDRESS INTERVAL IS 8 

11: SINGLE I 1 0: CASCADE MODE 

J 1: ICW4 NEEDED I 10: NO ICW4 NEEDED 

Note 1 8085A ONLY 

1: IRn INPUT HAS A SLAVE 
,--,---,--.,---,----,---,---r-----------I 0: IRn INPUT DOES NOT HAVE A SLAVE 

I 

0, 06 0 5 04 03 0, 0, Do SLAVE IDENTIFICATION COOE 

ICW3 (MASTER DEVICE) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

I 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

I 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 I o I o I o I 0 I 10, I 10, I 100 I 
0, 06 05 0, 0, Do 

ICW3 (SLAVE DEVICE) 

11: SPECIAL FLJLLY NESTED MODE 

10: NOT SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 

0 X NON BUFFERED MODE 

1 0 BUFFERED MODE/SLAVE 

1 1 BUFFERED MODE/MASTER 

11: AEOI MODE 

L 0: NORMAL EOI MODE 

11: 8086, 8088 MODE 

I 
1 0: 8085A MODE 

0 I 0 I 0 I SFNM I BUF M/S I AEOI I I'PM I 
D, 06 03 0, 0, Do 

ICW4 

(Note 1) 

(Note 1) 

I 

I 
I 

Fig. 3 Initialization command word format 
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=0 in ICW4. In the slave mode, three bits 102 -100 identify 

the slave. And then when the slave code released on the 
cascade lines from the master, matches the assigned 10 
code, the vectored address is released by it onto the data 
bus at the next INTA pulse. 
ICW4 
Only when IC4=1 in ICWl is ICW4 valid. Otherwise all bits 

are set to zero. When ICW4 is valid it specifies special fully 
nested mode, buffer mode master/slave, automatic EOI and 
microprocessor mode. The format of ICW4 is shown in Fig. 3. 

Operation Command Words (OeWs) 
The operation command words are used to change the con
tents of IMR, the priority of interrupt request inputs and the 
special mask. After the ICW are programmed into the 
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M5L8259AP, the device is ready to accept interrupt requests. 

There are three types 'of OCWs; explanatio[j of each follows, 
and the format of OCWs is shown in Fig. 4." 
OeW1 
The meaning of the bits of OeWl are explained in Fig. 4 
along with their functions. Each bit of I MR can be indepen
dently changed (set or reset) by OeWl. 

OeW2 
The OCW2 is used for issuing EOI commands to the 
M5L8259AP and for changing the priority of the interrupt re
quest inputs. 

OeW3 
The OCW3 is used for specifying special mask mode, poll 
mode and status register read. 

,---,--_,--_--, __ ,-_-,--,-_,-_-, ____ --11: INTERRUPT MASK SET 
0: INTERRUPT MASK RESET 

OCW1 

0 0 1 NON-SPECIFIC EOI 

} EOI 0 1 1 SPECIFIC EOI (RESETS ISR BITS L2~Lo) 

1 0 1 ROTATE ON NON-SPECIFIC EOI 

} AUTOMATIC ROTATION 1 0 0 SETS AUTOMATIC ROTATION FLIP-FLOP 

0 0 0 RESET AUTOMATIC ROTATION FLIP-FLOP 

1 1 1 ROTATE ON SPECIFIC EOI (RESETS ISR BIT L2~Lo) 
} SPECIFIC ROTATION 1 1 0 SETS PRIORITY COMMAND (SET LOWEST PRIORITY BIT L,-Lo) 

0 1 0 NO OPERATION 

~ 10 LEVEL TO BE ACTED UPON 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

I 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

I o I R I SL EOI I 0 I 0 I L, I L, I Lo I 
AD 07 05 0, 0, Do 

OCW2 

0 X NO OPERATION 

1 0 RESET SPECIAL MASK MODE 

1 1 SETS SPECIAL MASK MODE 

11: POLL COMMAND 

I 0: NO POLL COMMAND 

0 X NO OPERATION 

1 0 SETS STATUS READ REGISTER IN' IRR 

1 1 SETS STATUS READ REGISTER IN ISR 

I I 
I 0 I 0 ESMM I SMM I 0 1 1 I P I RR I RIS 

AD 0 7 0, 0, 00 

Fig. 4 Operation command word format 
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FUNCTION· OF COMMAND 
Interrupt masks 
The mask register contains a mask for each individual inter
rupt request. These interrupt masks can be changed by 
programming using QCW1. 

Special mask mode 
When an interrupt request is acknowledged and the ISR bit 
corresponding to the interrupt request is not reset by EOI 
command (which means an interrupt service routine is 
executing) lower priority interrupt requests are ignored. 

In special mask mode interrupt requests received at in
terrupt request inputs which are masked by OCW1 are dis
abled, but interrupts at all levels that are not masked are 
possible. This means that in the mask mode all level of in
terrupts are possible or individual inputs can be selectively 
programmed so all interrupts at the selected inputs are dis
abled. The masks are stored in IMR and special mask is 
set/reset by executing OCW3. 

Buffered mode 
The buffered mode will structure the M5L8259AP to send an 
enable signal on SP/EN to enable the data bus buffer, when 

the data bus requires the data bus buffer or when cascading 
mode is used. In this mode, when data bus output of the 
M5L8259AP is enabled, the SP/EN .output becomes low
level. This allows the M5L8259AP to be programmed 
whether it is a master or a slave by software. The buffered 
mode is set/reset by executing ICW4. 

Fully nested mode 
The fully nested mode is the mode when no mode is speci
fied and is the usual operational mode. I n this mode, the 
priority of interrupt request terminals is fixed from the lowest 
IR7 to the highest IRo. When an interrupt request is acknow
ledged the CALL instruction and vectored address are re
leased onto the data bus. At the same time the ISR bit cor
responding to the accepted interrupt request is set. This ISR 

bit remains set until it is reset by the input of an EOI com
mand or until the trailing edge of last INTA pulse in AEOI 
mode. While an interrupt service routine is being executed, 
interrupt requests of same or lower priority are disabled 

while the bit of ISR remains set. The priorities can be 
changed by OCW2. 

Special fully nested mode 
The special fully nested mode will be used when cascading 
is used and this mode will be programmed to the master by 
ICW4. The special fully nested mode is the same as the fully 
nested mode with the following two exceptions. 

1. When an interrupt from a certain slave is being serviced, 
this slave is not locked out from the master priority logic. 

Higher priority interrupts within the slave will be recog
nized by the master and the master will initiate an inter
rupt request to the CPU. In general in the norm.al fully 

nested mode, a serviced slave is locked out from the 
master's priority, and so higher priority interrupts from the 
same slave are not serviced. 
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2. When an interrupt from a certain slave is being serviced 

the software must check ISR to determine if there are 
additional interrupts requests to be serviced. If the ISR 
bit is 0 the EOI command may be sent to the master too. 
But if it is not 0 the EOI command should not be sent to 
the master. 

Poll mode 
The poll mode is useful when the internal enable flip-flop of 
the microprocessor is reset, and interrupt input is disabled. 
Service to the device is achieved by a programmer initiative 
using a poll command. In the poll mode the M5L8259AP at 
the next RD pulse puts 8 bits on the data bus which indi

cates whether there is an interrupt request and reads the 
priority level. The format of the information on the data bus is 
as shown below. 

Binary code of the highest priority 

When 1=0 (no interrupt request), W2-WO is 111. The poll 

is valid from WR to RD and interrupt is frozen. This mode 
can be used for processing common service routines for in
terrupts from more than one line and does not require any 
INTAsequence. Poll command is issued by setting P= 1 in 
OCW3. 

End of interrupt (EOI) and specific EOI (SEOI) 
An EOI command is required by the M5L8259AP to reset the 
ISR bit. So an EOI command must be issued to the 

M5L8259AP before returning from an interrupt service 
routine. 

When AEOI is selected in ICW4, the ISR bit can be reset 
at the trailing edge of the last INTA pulse. When AEOI is not 

selected the ISR bit is reset by the EOI command issued to 
the M5L8259AP before returning from an interrupt service 
routine. When programmed in the cascade mode the EOI 
command must be issued to the master once and to corres
ponding slave once. 

There are two forms of EOI command, specific EOI and 
non-specific EOL When the M5L8259AP is used in the fully 
nested mode, the ISR bit being serviced is reset by the EOI 

command. When the non-specific EOI is issued the 
M5L8259AP will automatically reset the highest ISR bit of 
those that are set. Other ISR bits are reset by a specific EOI 
and the bit to be reset is specified in the EOl by the prog
ram. The SEOI is useful in modes other than fully nested 

mode. When the M5L8259AP is in special mask mode ISR 
bits masked in IMR are not reset by EOL EOI and SEOI are 
selected when OCW2 is executed. 
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Automatic EOI (AEOI) 
In the AEOI mode the M5LB259AP executes non-specific 

EOI command automatically at the trailing edge of the last 
INTA pulse. When AEOI=l in ICW4, the M5LB259AP is put in 
AEOI mode continuously until reprogrammed in ICW4. 

The AEOI mode can only be used in a master M5LB259AP 
and not a slave. 

Automatic rotation 
The automatic rotation mode is used in applications where 
many interrupt requests of the same level are expected 
such as multichannel communication systems. In this mode 
when an interrupt request is serviced, that request is 
assigned the lowest priority so that if there are other inter
rupt requests they will have higher priorities. This means 

that the next request on the interrupt request being serviced 
must wait until the other interrupt requests are serviced 
(worst case is waiting for all 7 of the other controllers to be 
serviced) . The priority and serving status are rotated as 
shown in Fig. 5. 

BEFORE ROTATION (IR3 THE HIGHEST PRIORITY 

REQUIRING SERVICE) 

ISR STATUS 

PRIORITY 
STATUS 

IS, IS. 155 

LOWEST PRIORITY 

t 

IS, IS, IS2 IS, ISo 

HIGHEST PRIORITY 

t 

AFTER ROTATION 

ISR STATUS 

PRIORITY 
STATUS 

(IR3 WAS SERVICED AND ALL OTHER 

PRIORITIES ROTATED CORRESPONDINGLY) 

IS, IS. IS5 IS, IS, IS2 IS, ISo 

o 

HIGHEST Pf.110RITY 

t 
LOWEST PRIORITY 

t 
7 I 6 I 

Fig. 5 An example of pri.ority rotation 

In the non-specific EOI command automatic rotation mode is 
selected when R=l, EOI=l, SL=O in OCW2. The internal 

priority status is changed by EOI or AEOI commands. The 
rotation priority A flip-flop is set by R=l, EOI=O and SL=O 
which is useful when the M5LB259AP is used in the AEOI 
mode. 

Specific rotation 
Specific rotation gives the user versatile capabilities in inter
rupt controlled operations. It serves in those applications in 
which a specific device's interrupt priority must be .altered. 
As opposed to automatic rotation which automatically sets 
priorities, specific rotation is completely user controlled . 
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That is, the user selects the interrupt leVer mat is to receive 
lowest or highest priority. Priority changes can be executed 
during an EOI command. 

Level triggered mode/Edge triggered mode 
Selection of level or edge triggered mode of the M5L8259AP 
is made by ICW1, When using edge triggered mode not only 
is a transition from low to high required, but the high-level 

must be held until the first INTA. If the high-level is not held 
until the first INTA, the interrupt request will be treated as if 
it were input on IR7 , except that the ISR bit is not set. When 
level triggered mode is used the functions are the same as 
edge triggered mode except that the transition from low to 
high is not required to trigger the interrrupt request. 

In the level triggered mode and using AEOI mode 
together, if the high-level is held too long the interrupt will 
occur immediately. To avoid this situation interrupts should 

be kept disabled until the end of the service routine or until 
the IR input returns low. In the edge triggered mode this 
type of mistake is not possible because the interrupt request 
is edge triggered. 

Reading the M5L8259AP internal status 
The contents of IRR and ISR can be read by the CPU with 
status read. When an OCW3 is issued to the M5L8259AP and 
an RD pulse issued the contents of IRR or ISR can be re
leased onto the data bus. A special command is not re

quired to read the contents of IMR. The contents of IMR can 
be released onto the data bus by issuing an RD pulse when 
Ao = 1. There is no need to issue a read register command 

every time the IRR or ISR is to be read. Once a read regis
ter command is received by the M5L8259AP, it remains valid 
until it is changed. Remember that the programmer must 
issue a poll command every time to check whether there is 
an interrUpt request and read the priority level. Polling over
rides status read when P= 1, RR=l in OCW3. 

Cascading 
The M5L8259AP can be interconnected in a system of one 
master with up to eight slaves to handle up to 64 priority 
levels. A system of three units that can be used with the 
BOB5A is shown in Fig. 6. 

The master can select a slave by outputting its identifica
tion code through the three cascade lines. The INT output of 

each slave is connected to the master interrupt request in
puts. When an interrupt request of one of the slaves is to be 
serviced the master outputs the identification code of the 
slave through the cascade lines, so the slave will release 
the vectored address on the next INTA pulse. 

The cascade lines of the master are nomally low, and will 
contain the slave identification code from the'leading edge 

-- ~~,~~ 

of the first INTA pulse to the trailing edge of the last INTA 
pulse. The master and slave can be programmed to work in 
different modes. ICWs. must be issued for each device, and 
EOI commands must be issued twice: once for the master 

and once for the corresponding slave. Each CS of the 
M5LB259AP requires an address decoder. 
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ADDRESS BUS 16 

CONTROL BUS 

DATA BUS 8 

3 8 3 3 

8 8 

j I r-
CS Ao INT CS Ao INT l-CS Ao INT 

CASe CASo CASo 
M5L8259AP CAS, CAS, M5L8259AP '--- CAS, M5L8259AP 

MASTER SLAVE SLAVE 
CAS, CAS, '------+ CAS, 

SP/EN M, M6 M5 M, M3 M, M,Mo SP/EN 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 SP/EN 7 654 3 2 1 0 

I t 
6 ! ! 13! ! 1 G!D tlll11!! Gt !!!!!If! Vee 7 

----------------------------------~y~------------------------------------~ 
INTERRUPT REQUEST INPUTS 

Fig. 6 Cascading the M5L8259AP 

DEN 

-0, Do 
(Note 1) ADo AD, 

ORC 
WC 

RD OR-I

WROR~ 
INTA 

M/iO 

DATA BUS 

ADDRESS BUS 

... 
Ao ....... 
A, ..... y 

A3 y .... 

AA ..... y 

A5 ... 
A6 
A, 

8 

LS30 

P-

0 0-0, 

~ 

II 
Ao INT 

RD 

I WR SP/EN 
INTA 
cs 

;;:: 
O> 
r 
00 

IRo 
~ 

'~ .. "~[; 
«> 
> IR, -0 

IR, 

REQUEST 
IR3 

INPUTS - IR, - IR5 - IR6 - IR, 

Note 1 00-0, of the M5L8259AP are direct connected with ADo-AD, of the 8086. 

Fig. 7 Example of interface with the 8086 
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INSTRUCTION SET 
.. 

~ 
Instruction code Function 

Mnemonic 
Number Ao D7 Ds Ds D4 

1 ICW1 A 0 A7 As As 1 
2 ICW1 B 0 A7 As As 1 
3 ICW1 C 0 A7 As As 1 
4 ICW1 D 0 A7 As As 1 
5 ICW1 E 0 A7 As 0 1 
6 ICW1 F 0 A7 As 0 1 
7 ICW1 G 0 A7 As 0 1 
8 ICW1 H 0 A7 As 0 1 
9 ICW1 I 0 A7 As As 1 

10 ICW1 J 0 A7 As As 1 
11 ICW1 K 0 A7 As As 1 
12 ICW1 L 0 A7 As As 1 
13 ICW1 M 0 A7 As 0 1 
14 ICW1 N 0 A7 As 0 1 
15 ICW1 0 0 A7 As 0 1 
16 ICW1 P 0 A7 As 0 1 

17 ICW2 1 A,s A,4 A,3 A'2 
18 ICW3 M 1 87 Ss 8s 84 
19 ICW38 1 0 0 0 0 

20 ICW4 A 1 0 0 0 0 
21 ICW4 B 1 0 0 0 0 
22 ICW4 C 1 0 0 0 0 
23 ICW4 D 1 0 0 0 0 
24 ICW4 E 1 0 0 0 0 
25 ICW4 F 1 0 0 0 0 
26 ICW4 G 1 0 0 0 0 
27 ICW4 H 1 0 0 0 0 
28 ICW4 I 1 0 0 0 0 
29 ICW4 J 1 0 0 0 0 
30 ICW4 K 1 0 0 0 0 
31 ICW4 L 1 0 0 0 0 
32 ICW4 M 1 0 0 0 0 
33 ICW4 N 1 0 0 0 0 
34 ICW40 1 0 0 0 0 
35 ICW4 P 1 0 0 0 0 
36 ICW4 NA 1 0 0 0 1 
37 ICW4 NB 1 0 0 0 1 
38 ICW4 NC 1 0 0 0 1 
39 ICW4 ND 1 0 0 0 1 
40 ICW4 NE 1 0 0 0 1 
41 ICW4 NF 1 0 0 0 1 
42 ICW4 NG 1 0 0 0 1 
43 ICW4 NH 1 0 0 0 1 
44 ICW4 NI 1 0 0 0 1 
45 ICW4 NJ 1 0 0 0 1 
46 ICW4 NK 1 0 0 0 1 
47 ICW4 NL 1 0 0 0 1 
48 ICW4 NM 1 0 0 0 1 
49 ICW4 NN 1 0 0 0 1 
50 ICW4 NO 1 0 0 0 1 
51 ICW4 NP 1 0 0 0 1 

52 OCW1 1 M7 Ms Ms M4 
53 OCW2 E 0 0 0 1 0 
54 OCW2 SE 0 0 1 1 0 
55 OCW2 RE 0 1 0 1 0 
56 OCW2 RSE 0 1 1 1 0 
57 OCW2 R 0 1 0 0 0 
58 OCW2 CR 0 0 0 0 0 
59 OCW2 RS 0 1 1 0 0 
60 OCW3 P 0 0 0 0 0 
61 OCW3 RIS 0 0 0 0 0 
62 OCW3 RR 0 0 0 0 0 
63 OCW3SM 0 0 1 1 0 
64 OCW3 R8M 0 0 1 0 0 

Note: Y: yes, N: no, E: edge, L: level, M: master, 8: slave 

4-82 

D3 D2 D, Do 

0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 

All A,o Ag As 
83 82 8, 8 0 

0 ID2 ID, IDa 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

M3 M2 M, Mo 
0 0 0 0 
0 L2 L, La 
0 0 0 0 
0 L2 L, La 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 L2 L, La 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
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ICW4 required? Intervel Single Trigger 

N 4 y E 
N 4 y L 
N 4 N E 
N 4 N L 
N 8 y E 
N 8 y L 
N 8 N E 
N 8 N L 
y 4 y E 
y 4 y L 
y 4 N E 
y 4 N L 
y 8 Y E 
y 8 Y L 
y 8 N E 
y 8 N L 

8-bitwectored address 
Slave connections (master mode) 
Slave identification code (slave mode) 

8FNM BUF AEOI 8086 

N N N N 
N N N Y 
N N Y N 
N N Y Y 
N N N N 
N N N Y 
N N Y N 
N N Y y 
N y S N N 
N Y S N Y 
N Y S Y N 
N Y S Y Y 
N Y M N N 
N Y M N Y 
N Y M Y N 
N Y M Y Y 
y N N N 
y N N Y 
y N Y N 
Y N Y Y 
y N N N 
y N N Y 
y N Y N 
y N Y Y 
y y 8 N N 
Y Y 8 N Y 
y y 8 Y N 
Y Y S Y Y 
y y M N N 
y y M N Y 
y y M Y N 
y y M Y Y 

Interrupt mask 
EOI 
SEOI 
Rotate on Non-Specific EOI command '(Automatic rotation) 
Rotate on Specific EOI command (Specific rotation) 
Rotate in AEOI Mode (SET) 
Rotate in AEOI Mode (CLEAR) 
Set priority without EOI 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -0.5-7 
-

V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0.5-7 

Va Output voltage -0.5-7 

Pd Power dissipation Ta~25'C 1000 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temper Bture range -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 Vcc+O.5 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Test conditions 
Min 

V OH High-level output voltage IOH=-400I'A 2.4 

IOH~-IOOI'A 3.5 
VOH(INT) High-level output voltage, interrupt requset output 

IOH~-400I'A 2,4 

VOL LOW-level output voltage IOL~2. 2mA 

Icc Supply current from V cc 

I'H High-level input current VI=VCC -10 

III Low-level input current V,~OV -10 

102 Off-state output current Vss~O, V,~O. 45-5. 5V -10 

IIH(IR) High-level input current, interrupt request inputs VI=VCC 

IlUlR) Low-level input current, interrupt request inputs V,=OV -300 

Ci Output capacitance Vcc=Vss, f=1 MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25"C 

Ci/o Input/output capacitance Vcc~Vss, f~1 MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25"C 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tw(w) 

tSUCA-W) 

thew-A) 

tsuCOO-w) 

thCw-DO) 

tWCR) 

tSU{A-R) 

th(R_A) 

tWCIR) 

tSUCCAS-lNTA) 

trec(w) 

trecCR) 

td(RW) 

Alternative 
Parameter 

Write pulse width tWLWH 

Address setup time before write tAHWL 

Address hold time after write tWHAX 

Data setup time before write tOVWH 

Data hold time after write tWHOX 

Read pulse width tALAH 

Address setup time before read tAHAL 

Address hold time after read tRHAX 

Interrupt request input width, lOW-level time, edge triggered mode tJLJH 

Cascade setup time after INTA (slave) tcvlAL 

Write recovery time tWHRL 

Read recovery time tRHRL 

End of command to next command (Not same command type) 

End of INTA sequence to next INTA sequence 
tCHCL 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Symbol Min 

290 

a 
0 

240 

0 

235 

0 

a 
100 

55 

190 

160 

500 

625 

Limits 

Typ _. 

-- r-

Limits 

Typ 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

'C 

'c 

Unit 
Max 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

85 rnA 

10 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

10 /-lA 

/-lA 

10 pF 

20 pF 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted.)"" 

Symbol Parameter 

tPZV(R-DQ) Data output enable time after read 

tpvzeR-DQ) Data output disable time after read 

tpzvCA-DQ) Data output enable time after address 

tpHL( R-EN) Propagation time from read to eoable signal output 

tPLH(R_EN) Propagation time from read to disable signal output 

t pLH ( IR-INT) Propagation time from interrupt request input to interrupt request output 

tPLVCINTA-CAS) Propagation time from INTA to cascade output (master) 

tPZVCCAS-DQ) Data output enable time after cascade output (slave) 

Notel: INTA signal is considered read signal 
CS signal is considered address sianal 
Input pulse level 0,45-2, 4V 

Alternative 

Symbol Min 

tRLDV 

tRHDZ 10 

tAHDV 

tRLEL 

tRHEH 

tJHIH 

tlALCV 

tCVDV 

Input pulse rise time 20ns 
Input pulse fall time 20ns 
Reference level input V,H =2V, V,L =0. 8V 

2.4-y- V-
O. 45-A""~.:.:;8,--__ ",,O,:.:;;.~ output VoH =2V, VOL =0. 8V 

Load capacitance CL =100pF, where SP/EN 
pin is 15pF 

TIMING DIAGRAM 
Write Mode 

~ 
tsu(A-wl 

\ 
tw(w) 

r-

tSU(DO-W) 

~~ 

.Read Mode 

CS, Ao J~ 
tSU(A-R) 

\ 

Dr-Do 
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tpZV(R-OO} 

tpZV(A-DO} 

lor-
\~r 

tpHUR-EN} 

\ 
r-
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K 
theW-A) 
~t-- f--

Vr 
r 

thlw·'ool 
I-r--

:~ 

K 
thiR-AI 

J? 
tpVZ(R-OO) 

tpLH(R-EN} 

I 

Limits 

Typ 

, 

~\ 

f// 

Unit 
Max 

200 ns 

100 ns 

200 ns 

125 ns 

150 ns 

350 ns 

565 ns 

300 ns 



Interrupt Sequence 

IR 

INT 

(Note 3) 

tpLV ( INTA-CAS) 

1< 
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MSL8259AP 

PROGRAMMABLE INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 

(Note 1) (Note 2) 

CAS,-CASo \(Notel) 

Other Timing 

WR 
RD 
INTA 

WR 
RD 
INTA 

Note 1 
2 : 
3 : 

8086, 8088 mode 
8085A mode 

I 
I-

tdlRw) 

~ 

8086,8088 mode is in high-impedance state, pointer is released during the next INTA. 
When in single 8085A mode, data is released by all INTAs. When master, CALL in
struction is released during the first INTA, high impedance state during the second and 
third INTA. When slave, high impedance state during the first INTA, vectored address 
is released during the second and third INTA. 

. • • MITSUBISHI 
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PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARDjDISPLA Y INTERFACE 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5L8279P-5 is a programmable keyboard and display 
interface device that is designed to be used in combination 
with an 8-bitl16-bit microprocessor. This device is fabricated 
with N-channel silicon-gate ED-MOS process technology 
and is packed in a 40-pin OIL package. It needs only single 
5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• Keyboard mode 
• Sensor matrix mode 

• Strobed mode 
• Internally provided key bounce protection circuit 

• Programmable debounce time 
• 2-key lockout/N-key rollover 

• 8-character keyboard FI FO 
• Internally contained 16 X 8-bit display RAM 
• Programmable right and left entry 

APPLICATIONS 
• Microcomputer I/O device 
• 64 contact key input device for such items as electronic 

cash registers 

• Dual 8- or single 16-alphanumeric display 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP, VIEW) 

RETURN LINE J R, - 1 
INPUTS 1 R3 - 2 

CLOCK INPUT ClK - 3 

REQUE~~T6~~WDt INT ~ 4 

RETURN LINE 
INPUTS 

R, --'+ 5 

R,- 8 

RESET INPUT RESET - 9 

READ S~~~Bf RD - 10 

WRITE STI~~Bf WR - 11 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

Do~12 

(OV) Vss 

Outline 40P4 

Vee (5V) 

SCAN TIMING 
OUTPUTS 

DISPLAY (B) 
OUTPUTS 

DISPLAY (A) 
OUTPUTS 

debounce buffer and an 8 X 8-bit FIFO/SENSOR RAM. It 

operates in anyone of the scanned keyboard mode, scan
FUNCTION ned sensor matrix mode or strobed entry mode. The display 
The total chip, consisting of a keyboard interface and a dis- portion is provided with a 16 X 8-bit display RAM that can 
play interface, can be programmed by eight 8-bit com- be organized into a dual 16X 4 configuration. Also, an 8-digit 

mands. The keyboard portion is provided with a 64-bit key display configuration is possible by means of programming. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

4-86 

CONTROL/DATA SELECT INPUT 

CHIP SELECT INPUT 

WRITE STROBE INPUT 

READ STROBE INPUT 

CONTROL INPUT CNTl 37 

RETURN LINE INPUTS 

BIDIRECTIONAL INTERRUPT 

--.::-=--=D_A::cTA~B_U::::-S-=--=-_ REQ~~ST OUTPUT 

.•. MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DISCRIPTION 

pin Name 
Input or 

output 
Functions 

These are the return lines which are connected with the scan lines through the keys or sensor switches, 

Ro-R7 Return line inputs In and are used for a-bit input in the strobed entry mode. They are provided with internal pullups to maintain 

them high until a switch closure pulls one low. They become active at low-level. 

CLK Clock input in Clock signal from the system which is used to generate internal timing. 

When there is any data in the FIFO during the keyboard mode or the strobed mode, this signal turns high-

INT Interrupt request output Out level so as to request Interrupt to the CPU. It turns low each time data is read, but if any data remains in the 

FIFO it will turn high again and request interrupt to the CPU. End Interrupt command resets tNT signal. 

Resets the chip when this signal is high. After the reset it assumes 16-digit, left-entry, encode display and 

RESET Reset input In 2-key lockout mode, and the prescale value of the clock becomes 31. The display RAM, however, is not 

cleared. 

RO Read strobe input In Functions to control data transfer to the data bus. 

WR Write strobe input In Functions.to control command/data transfer from the data bus. 

00-07 Bidirectional. data bus Inlout All data and commands between the CPU and the chip are transferred through these lines. 

Ao 
Controlldata select When this signal is high, it indicates that the signals in and out are either command (in) or status (out). 

In 
input When low, It Indicates they are data (in/out). 

CS Chip select input In Chip select is enabled when this signal is low. 

~ This sig,nal is used in preventing overlapped display during digit swiching. It also may be brought to· low-
BO Blanking display output Out 

level by display blanking command. 

These output ports can· be used either as a dual 4-bit port or a single a-bit port depending on an applica-

OAo~OA3 Display (A) and 
Out 

tion, and the contents of the display RAM are output synchronizing with the scan timing signals. These two 

OBo~OB3 (B) outputs 4-bit ports may be blanked independently. Blanking may be activated with either high- or low-level signal 

by means of clear command. 

These signals are used to scan the key switch, the sensor matrix or the display digit. They can be either 

SO-S3 Scan timing outputs Out decoded or encoded, but it requres an external decoder in the encode mode. Signals SO ..... S3 are all turned 

to low-level when RESET is high. 

In the keyboard mode, the shift. input becomes the second highest bit of the key input information and is 

SHIFT Shift input In stored in the FIFO. This input is ignored in the other modes. It is constantly kept at high-level by an internal 

pull resistor. The signal is active at high-level. 

In the keyboard mode, the control input becomes the most significant bit of the key input information and is 

CNTL Control input In 
stored in the FIFO. The signal is active at high-level. In the strobed entry mode, it becomes the strobe sig-

nal and stores the return input data in the FIFO at the rising edge of the input. It affects nothing internal in 

the sensor mode. It is constantly kept at high-level by an internal pullup resistor. 

OPERATION 
One of the three operating modes, the keyboard mode is 
the most common; and allows programmed 2-key lockout 
and N-key rollover. Encoded timing signals corresponding 
with key input are stored in the FIFO through the keyde

bounce logic, and the debouncing time of the key is also 
programmable. In the sensor mode, the contents of the 8 X 
8 key contacts are con'stantly stored in the FI FO/sensor 
RAM, generating an interrupt signal to the CPU each time 

there is a change in the contents. In the strobed entry mode, 
the CNTL input signal is used as a strobe for storing the 8 
return line inputs to the FIFO/sensor RAM. 

tion. Also, an 8-digit display configuration is possible by 
means of programming. Input to the register can be per
formed by either left or right entry modes. In the auto incre

ment mode, read and write can be carried out after desig
nating the starting address only. 

Both the keyboard and display sections are scanned by 
common scan timing signals that are derived from the basic 
clock pulse. This frequency-dividing ratio is changeable by 
means of programming. There are decode and encode mod

es for the scanning mode; timing signals that are decoded 
from the lower 2 bits of the scan counter are output in the 
decode mode, while the 4-bit binary output from the scan 
counter is decoded externally in the encode mode; The display portion is provided with a 16 X .8-bit display 

RAM that can be organized into a dual 16 X 4-bit configura-

• MITSUBISHI 
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PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 

COMMAND DESCRIPTION 
There are eight commands provided for programming the 
operating modes of the M5L8279P-5. These commands are 
sent on the data bus with the signal CS in low-level and the 
signal An in high-level and are stored in the M5L8279P-5 at 
the rising edge of the signal WR. The order of the command 
execution is arbitrary. 
1. Mode Set Command 

MSB LSB 
Cooe: lolololololKIKIKI 

~ (Display mode set command) 
o 0 8-8-bit character display-left entry 
o 1 16-8-bit character display-left entryl 
1 0 8-8-bit character display-right entry 
1 1 16~8-bit character display-right entry 
KKK (Keyboard mode set command) 
o 0 0 Encoded display keyboard mode - 2-key lockout' 
o 0 1 Decoded display keyboard mode - 2-key lockout 
o 1 0 Encoded display keyboard mode - N-key rollover 
o 1 1 Decoded display keyboard mode - N-key rollover 
1 0 0 Encoded display, sensor mode 
1 0 1 Decoded display, sensor mode 
1 1 0 Encoded display, strobed entry mode 
1 1 1 Decoded display, strobed entry mode 

Note. 1 : Defaul! after reset. 

2. Program Clock Command 

MSB LSB 
Cooe : I 0 I 0 11 I pip I pip I p I 

The external clock is divided by the prescaler value PPPPP 
deSignated by this command to obtain the basic internal fre
quency. 

When the internal clock Is set to 100kHz, it will give a 
5. 1 ms keyboard scan time and a 10. 3ms debounce time. 
The pre scale value that can be specified by PPPPP is from 
2 to 31. In case PPPPP is 00000 or 00001, the prescale is set 
to 2. Default after a reset pulse is 31, but the prescale value 
is not cleared by the clear command. 
3. Read FIFO Command 

MSB LSB 
Code: I 0 I ,1 I 0 I AI I X I A I A I A I X = Oon'! care 

This command is used to specify that the following data 
readout (CS'Ao'RD) is from the FIFO. As long as data is to 
be read from the FIFO, no additional commands are neces
sary. 

AI and AAA are used only in the sensor mode. AAA de
Signates the address of the FIFO to be read, and .AI is the 
auto-increment flag. Turning AI to "1" makes the address 
'automatically incremented after the second read operation. 
This auto-increment bit does not affect the auto-increment of 

the display RAM. 

4. Read Display RAM Command"·,,: 

MSB LSB 
Cooe : I 0 11 11 I AI I A I A IAI AI 

This command is used to specify that the following data 
readout (CS'Ao'RD) is from the display RAM. As long as 
data is to be read from the display RAM, no additional com
mands are necessary. 

The data AAAA is the value with which the display RAM 
read/write counter is set, and it specifies the address of the 
display RAM to be read or written next. 

AI is the auto-increment flag. Turning AI to "1" makes the 
address automatically incremented after the second read/ 
write operation. This auto-increment bit does not affect the 
auto-increment of FIFO readout in the sensor mode. 
5. Write Display RAM Command 

MSB LSB 
Code: 1110loiAIIAIAIAIAI 

With this command, following display RAM read/write 
addressing is achieved without changing the data readout 
source (FIFO or display RAM). Meaning of Aland AAAA are 
identical with read display RAM command., 
6, Display Write inhibit/Blanking Command 

MSB LSB 
Code: 111011 I X IlwllwlBLIBLI X= Oon'!care 

A B A B 

The IW is a write inhibit bit to the display RAM that corres
ponds with the output A or B. Inhibit is activated by turning 
the IW"l". 

The BL is used in blanking the out A or B. Blanking is 
activated by turning the BL "1". Setting both BL flags makes 
the signal BD low so that it can be used in 8-bit display 
mode. 

Resetting the flags makes all IW and BL turn "0". 
7, Clear Command 

MBS LSB 
Code: 11 11 10 IcolcolcolcFlcAI 

Co: Clears the display RAM. 
o Co CD CD 
o X X No specific performance 

o X Entire contents of the display RAM are 
turned "0". 

o The contents of the display RAM are 
turned 20H (00100000 = OA30A20A,OAn 
OB30~OB,OBo). 

Entire contents of the display RAM are 
turned "1". 

4-88 
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CF : Clears the status word and resets the interrupt signal 
(INT). 

CA : Clears the display RAM and the status word and resets 
the interrupt signal (I NT). 

Clearing condition of the display RAM is determined by 
the lower 2 bits of the. CD. 

Clearing the display RAM needs some time (- 160 
;. second) and causes the display-unavailable status (DU) 

in the statfis word to be "1". The display RAM is not accessi-
ble for the duration of this time, even if the display mode 
was in 8-digit display mode or a decoded mode. 

Status word 

MSB LSB 

IDUls/EI 0 I u I FIN I N I N I 
NNN: Indicates the number of characters in the FIFO 

during the keyboard and strobed entry modes. 
F: Indicates that the FIFO is filled up with 8 charac-

ters. 

As both CF and CA function to reset the internal keyde- U: 

The number of characters existing in the FIFO ( 0 
- 8 characters). can be known by means of the 
bits NNN and F (FNNN = OOOO-FNNN = 1000). 
Underrun error flag 

bounce counter, the key input under counting is ignored, 
and the internal FIFO counter is reset to make the interrupt 
signal low-level. 

CA resets the internal timing counter, forcing 50 - 53 to 
start from 53525150 = 0000 after the execution of the com
mand. 

a. End Interrupt/Error Mode Set Command 

MSB LSB 

Code: I ' I ' I ' I E I X I X I X I X I ~ = Don't care 

In the sensor matrix mode, an interrupt signal is generated 
at the beginning of the next key scan time to inhibit further 
writing to the FIFO when there is a change in the sensor 

switch. The interrupt request output INT is reset when the 
sensor RAM is read with the Auto-increment flag "0", or the 

0: 

5/E: 

This flag is set when a master CPU tries to read 
an empty FIFO. 
Overrun error flag 
This flag is set when another character is strobed 
into a full FIFO. 

The bits U and 0 cannot be cleared by status 
read. They will be cleared by the clear command. 
5ensor closure/multiple error flag 
When "111 EXXXX" is executed by turning E = 0 , 
the bit 5/E in the status word is set when there is 
at least one sensor closure. 
When "111 EXXXX" is executed by turning E = 1 
(special error mode) , the bit 5/E is set when 

there are more than two key depressions made in 
a key scan time. 

execution of this command. DU: Display unavailable 
When E is kept in "0", depression of any sensor makes 

the second highest bit of the status word "1". When E is kept 
in "1", the status is kept "0" all the time. 

When E is programmed to "I" in the N-key rollover mode, 
the execution of this command makes the chip operate in 
special error mode, during which time depression of more 

than two keys in a key debounce time causes an error and 
sets the second highest bit of the status word "1". 

This flag is set when a clear di!lplay command is 
executed, and announces that the display RAM is 
not accessible. 

Note 2 : The underrun. overrun and special error lIags are reset by 
either executing clear command (CF = , ) or reading status 
word. 

• •. MlTSUBISHI 
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CPU INTERFACE 
1. Command Write 
A command is written on the rising edge of the signal WR 
with CS low and AcJ high. 
2. Data Write 
Data is written to the display RAM on the rising edge of the 
signal WR with CS and Ao low. 

The address of the display RAM is also incremented on 
the rising edge of the signal WR if AI is set for the display 
RAM. 

3. Status Read 
The status word is read when CS and RD are low and AcJ is 
high. The status word appears on the data bus as long as 
the signal RD is low. 

4. Data Read 
Data is read from either the FIFO or the display RAM with 
CS = RD = 0 and AcJ = 0 . The source of the data (FI FO or 
display RAM) is decided by the latest command (read dis
play or read FIFO). The data read appears on the data bus 
as long as the Signal RD is low. 

The trailing edge of the signal RD increments the 
address of the FIFO or the display RAM when AI is set. After 
the reset, data will be read from the FIFO, however. 

cs Po., RD WR Operation 

0 1 1 0 Command write 

0 0 1 0 Data write 

0 1 0 1 Status read 

0 0 0 1 Data read 

1 X X X No operation 

KEYBOARD INTERFACE 
Keyboard interface is done by the scan timing signals (So
S3) , the return line inputs (Ro - R7) , the SHIFT and the 
CNTRL inputs. 

In the decoded mode, the low order of two. bits of the in
ternal scan counter are decoded and come out on the timing 
pins (So-S3). In the encoded mode, the four binary bits of 
the scan counter are directly output on the timing pins, thus 
a 3-to-B decoder must be employed to generate keyboard 
. scan timing. 

The return line inputs (Ro-R7), the SHIFT and the CNTL 
inputs are pulled up high by internal pullup transistors until a 
switch closure pulls one low. 

The internal key debounce logic works for a 64-key mat
rix that is obtained by combining the return line inputs with 
the scan timing. 

For the keyboard interface, M5LB279P-5 ha:,; four distinc
tive modes that allow various kinds of applications. In the fol
lowing explanation, a "key scan cycle" is the time needed to 
scan a 64-k~y matrix, and a "key debounce cycle" needs a 
duration of two "key scan" cycles. (In the decoded mode 32 
keys, unlike 64 keys in the encoded mode, can be employed 

for a maximum key matrix due to th&.limlt of timfngsignals. 
However, both the key scan cycle arid 1Iile key debounce 
cycle are the same as in the enco~lI'I'I0de.) 

1. 2-Key Lockout (Scanned Ke~ mode) 
The detection of a new key closure resets the internal de
bounce counter and starts counting: At the end of a key de
bounce cycle, the key is checked and entered into the FIFO 
if it is still down. An entry in the FIFO sets the INT output 
high. If any other keys are depressed in a key debounce cy
cle, the internal key debounce counter is reset each time it 
encounters a new key. Thus only a single-key depression 
within a·key debounce duration is accepted, but all keys are 
ignored when more than two keys are depressed at the 
same time. 

Example 1 : Accepting two successive key depressions 

KEY 1 

KEY2 

Note 3: t : Debounce counter reset 

t : Key input 

Example 2 : Overlapped depression of three keys 

KEY 1 

KEY2 

KEY 3 

KEY DEBOUNCE CYCLE 

u-u 
t t 

Note 4 : Only key 2 is acceptable 
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2. N-Key RoIIOMr>'~>S:canned Keyboard Mode) 
Each key depr9S$loFl' is treated independently from all 
others so as to allOwv ,o»erlapped key depression. Detection 
of a new key dep,..lon makes the internal key debounce 
counter reset and start to count in a same manner as in the 
case of 2-key lockout. But, in N-key rollover, other key clo
sures are entirely ignored within a key debounce cycle so 
that depression of any other keys would not reset the key 
debounce counter. In this way, overlapped key depression is 
allowed so as to enable the following key input: 

KEYl 

KEY 2 

KEY 3 

The scanned key input signal does not always reflect the 
actual key depressing action, as the key matrix is scanned 
by the timing signal. 

With N-key rollover, there is a mode provided with which 
error is caused when there are more than two key inputs in 
a key debounce cycle, which can be programmed by using 
the end interrupt/error mode set command. In this mode 
(special error mode), recognition of the above error sets the 
INT signal to "1" and sets the bit S/E in the status word. 

In case two key entries are made separately in more 
than a debounce cycle, there would be no problem, as key 
depression is clearly identified, And no problem exists for 2-
key lockout, as the both keys are recognized invalid, 

Example of error (Special error mode) 

KEYl ~ 

KEY 2 

IE 

KEYl ~ 

KEY 2 

U 

KEY SCAN 
CYCLE 

U 

I u ~EY SCAN 
• CYCLE 

U 

KEY DEBOUNCE CYCLE 

U 

L.J 

U 

3. Sensor Matrix Mode 
The key debounce logic is disabled in this mode. As the im
age of the sensor switch is kept in the FIFO, any change in 
this status is reported to the CPU by means of the interrupt 
signal INT. Although a debounce circuit is not used in this 
mode, it has an advantage in that the CPU is able to know 
how long and when the sensor was depressed. 

In the sensor matrix mode with the bit E = 0 of the end 
interrupt/error mode set command, the second most signifi
cant bit of the status word (S/E bit) is set to "1" when any 
sensor switch is depressed. 

Any sensor change detected by the M5LB279P-5 in one 
key scan cycle causes only once INT generation at the 'first 
timing of the next scan cycle. 

4. Strobe Mode 
The data is entered into the FIFO from the return lines (Ro
R7 ) at the rising edge of a CNTL pulse. The INT goes high 
while any data exists in the FIFO, in the same manner as in 
the keyboard mode. The key debounce circuit will not 
operate, 

Formats of data entered into the FIFO in each of the 
above modes are described in the following: 

Keyboard matrix 

MSB LSB 

I I 
I 

CNTL 

Sensor matrix mode 

MSB LSB 

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I 
CNTL AND SHIFT INPUTS ARE IGNORED 

Storobe mode 

MSB LSB 

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I 
CNTL AND SHIFT INPUTS ARE IGNORED 
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DISPLAY INTERFACE 
The display interface is done by eight display outputs (OAo 
-O~, O8o-OB3), a blanking sign~1 (BD), and scan timing 
outputs (SO-S3). 

The relation between the data bus and the display out
puts is as shown below: 

0, 'Do 

! 

Clearing the display RAM is not achieved by the reset 
signal (9-pin) but requires the execution of the clear com
mand. 

The timing diagrams for both the encoded and decoded 
modes are shown below. 

For the encoded mode, a 3-to-8 or 4-to-16 decoder is re
quired, according to whether eight or sixteen digit display 
used. 

(1) Encoded mode 

So 

8, 

So L 
83 I L 

(2) Decoded mode 

So 

8, 

8, 

So 

Note 5 : Here Pw is 640",s if the internal clock frequency is set to 
100kHz. 

·'4-92 

Timing relations of So, BD, and, display outputs (OAo
OA3, OBo-OB3) are shown below. 

So (Enc::-lL-.--....I 
mode) 

, 1...-1 ------Ir 

II II II II 

Note 6 : Values of the output data shown in the slanted line areas are 
decided upon the clear command executed last to become 
the value of the display RAM aner the reset. The values in the 
slanted areas aner reset will go low. In the same manner, the 
values OA.-OA" OBo-Oe, are dependent on the clear ,com
mand executed last. When the both A and B are blanked, the 
signal BD will be in low-level. 
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KEY ENTRY' METHODS 
1. Left Entry 
Address 0 in the display RAM corresponds to the leftmost 
position (83828,80 =0000) of a display and address 15 (or 
address 7 in 8-character display) to the rightmost position 
(83828,80 = 1111 or 828,80 = 111). The 17th (9th) character 
is entered back into the leftmost position. 

Auto-increment mode 

o 1 14 15 -DISPLAY RAM 

1 st entry [2I] - - - - IJJ ADDRESS AS SEEN 
FROM THE CPU 

----

o 1 14 15 

2nd entry ~====IJJ 

o 1 14 15 

16th entry ~====~ 
o 1 14 15 

17th entry @EI====~ 
o 1 14 15 

18th entry ~====~ 
LEFT ENTRY 

Auto-increment mode 

012 3 4 5 6 7 -DISPLAY RAM 

1 st entry IL1_' LI --'--'--'----'---1.---1.--1 

01234567 

2n d entry Lf1--J1_2....J.1---I.---'---'---'--'---' 

Execution of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

the command 11 I 2 I 
1001 01 01 L--.L--.!...--'---'--...L--'---'---' 

ADDRESS AS SEEN 
FROM THE CPU 

ENTER NEXT AT LOCATIONS 5 AUTO-INCREMENT 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3rd entry 11 12 I I 31 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4th entry 

2. Right Entry 
The first data is entered in the rightmost position of a dis
play. From the next entry. the display is shifted left one char
acter and the new data is placed in the rightmost position. A 
display position and a register address as viewed from the 
CPU change each time and do not correspond. 
Auto-increment mode 

1 2 14 15 0 -DISPLAY RAM 

1 st entry 
rT'I - - - I I 1 I ADDRESS AS SEEN 
~ . .' FROM THE CPU 

2 3 15 0 1 

2nd entry CD = = = I 11 I 2 I 

3rd entry 

o 1 13 14 15 

16th entry ~=== 1141151161 

1 2 14 15 0 

17th entry ~=== 1151161171 

2 3 15 0 1 

18th entry 0::D = = = 1161171181 

Auto-increment mode 

123 4 5 6 7 O-DISPLAY RAM 

, st entry 

2nd entry 

I 1 I ADDRESS AS SEEN 
FROM THE cpu 

~L-L-~~~...L-...L-~ 

2345670 1 

11 121 

Execution of 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 

the command I 11 121 
1001 01 01 '--~~-'--...L-...L--'----'---' 

ENTER NEXT AT LOCATIONS 5 AUTO-INCREMENT 

34567012 

3rd entry 13 I 11 I 21 

45670123 

4th entry , I I 3 I 4 I 11 I 2 I 

,', ,,' .'" MITSUBISHI 
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PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -o.s;::,] 
V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0.5-7 

Va Output voltage -0.5-7 

Pd Maximum power dissipation Ta=25'C 1000 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature range -60-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C, unless otherwise noted.) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V1H(RL) High-level input ·voltage. for return line inputs 2.2 V 

V'H High-level input voltage, all others 2 V 

V1L(RL) Low-level input voltage, for return line inputs Vss-O.5 1.4 V 

V'L Low-level input voltage, all others Vss'O.5 0.8 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-75'C , Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted.) 

Symbol 

VOH 

VOH(INT) 

VOL 

Icc 

1'(Re) 

I, 

loz 

C, 

Co 

4-94 

Parameter Test conditions 

High-level output voltage IOH=-400IlA 

Low-level output voltage, Interrupt request output IOH=-400IlA 

Low-level output voltage IOL=2.2mA 

Supply current from Vee 

Input current, return line Inputs, shift input and control VI=VCC 

Input 

Input current, all others 

Off-state output current 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

V,=OV 

V,=Vcc-OV 

V,=Vcc-OV 

V,=Vcc 

Vo=Vcc 

.'. ~"'·MITSUBISHI 
"'ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min Typ 

2.4 

3.5 

-100 

-10 

-10 

5 

10 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

"C 

"C 

Unit 
Max 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

120 mA 

10 J.l.A 

J.l.A 

10 J.l.A 

10 J.l.A 

10 pF 

20 pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (T a=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted.) 

Read Cycle 

Symbol Parameter 

te(R) Read cycle time 

tWCR) Read pulse width 

tSUCA-R) Address setup time befor RD 

th(R-A) Address setup time after RD 

Write Cycle 

Symbol Parameter 

Tc(w) Write cycle time 

Tw(w) Write pulse width 

tSUCA-W) Address setup time before WR 

th(W-A) Address hold time after WR 

tsuCOQ-w) Data input setup time before WR 
--

th(w-oQ) Data input hold time after WR 

Other Timing 

Symbol Parameter 

te ( • ) Clock cycle time 

tW( • ) Clock pulse width 

For an internal clock frequency of 100kHz 

• Key scan cycle time: - 5. 1 ms 
• Key debounce cycle time: -10. 3ms 

• Single-key scan time: 8011 s 

• Display scan time: 

Note 7 : Test conditions. 
Input pulse level: 
I nput pulse rise time: 
Input pulse fall time: 

-10.3ms 

0.45-24V 
20ns 
20ns 

--

Alternative 
Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tReY 1000 

tRR 250 
(Note 7) 

tAR 0 

tRA 0 

Alternative 
Test conditions 

symbol Min 
-

twCY 1000 

tww 250 

tAW 0 
(Note 7) 

tWA 0 

tow 150 

two 0 

Alternative 
Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tCY 320 
(Note 7) 

t. w 120 

• Single digit display time: 

• Blanking time: 
• Internal clock cycle: 

High·level input reference level: 
Low-level input reference level: 
CL =150pF 

Limits 

Typ 

Limits 

Typ 

Limits 

Typ 

Max 

Max 

Max 

490l1s 

150115 
10115 

2V 
O.BV 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75"C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

tPZV(R-DQ) Output enable time after read 

tPZVCA-DQ) Output enabl time after address 

tPVZeR-OQ) Output disable time after read 

Note B Test conditions. 
Input pulse level: 0.45-2. 4V 
Input pulse rise time: 20ns 
Input pulse fall time: 20ns 
High-level input reference voltage: 2V 

Alternative 
Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tRO 
(NoteB) 

tAD 

tOF 

Low-level input reference voltage: 
High-level output reference voltage: 
Low-level output reference voltage: 
CL =150pF 

'. 'MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Typ 

O. BV 
2V 

O. BV 

Max 

150 

250 

100 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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Read operation 

00-07 
(DATA 

----x~ 
-

OUTPUTS) 

Write operation 

CS, Ao 

00-07 
(DATA INPUTS) 

Clock input 

ClK 

4...,...96 

tSU(A-R) 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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tceR) 

tweR) 

"I\~ J/~ 

tpZV(R-OO) 

tPZV(A-OQ) 

q~ 

~~ 

tceW) 

tweW) 

tSU(OQ-W) 

."MITSUBISHI 
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PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 

DISPLAY TIMING 
(This example is encoded display. left entry mode with internal clock cycle 10l'scc. 8can timing output 8,.8, are not shown.) 

640 I'S , I ~ 

, I , 8 

-- BOl'sr---

7 Ro R, \ R2 R'\R'\R5 \R. R7 Ro \ R, I R21 R'\ R'\ R5\ R. R7 

~l 
40l's (Note 9) 

BOl's 7Ol's 49Ol's 1501'S 

--1-- 1---1-
BLANK OA(O) BLANK OA(l) BLANK , 
CODE CODE CODE ~ - iI I 

" BL1K\ -- I,r-
BLANK 

OB(O) BLANK OB(l) 
7~ ~~ CODE ~ J CODE 1-- --I-

OAo-OA 

OBo-OB 

---, ~ 
D 

, , 
~ .....J 

Note 9 : The scanned data on the return line is sampled serialy from Ro to R7. Each data is latched in the midde of the each sampling period . 

• MITSUBISHI 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

CNTl 
CONTROL 

SHIFT 
SHIFT 8 X 8 KEY 

KEYBOARD 
RETURN 8-ROW MATRIX 

8 LINES 
KEY 
CODE 

37 36 
~;rVed5V) 

8 LINES 
CNTl SHIFT Ro-R, 

INTERRUPT REQUEST 
INT 4 INT Vee ~ 8 

BIDIRECTIONAL 20 
8 BUS Vss 

~GND(OV) DATA BUS 00-0, 
3-8 DECODER 

8-BIT M5L8279P-5 
MICROPROCESSOR 

RD 10 3 (Note 10) 
SYSTEM RD 

CONTROL! 
WR 11 

WR So-S, 
4 SCAN LINE 

RESET 9 4 
RESET 

CS 22 
CS 

ADDRESS BUS { 4-16 DECODER 
"- 21 "- DRIVE 

ClK 3 
ClK BD 

23 BD 
CLOCK 

16 

OBo-OB, OAo-OA, 

M5L8085AP 
BLANKING ADDRESS 

4 DISPLAY 
DATA DISPLAY 

4 16-DISITS 

Note 10: When using an 8-bit character display of more than 9 digits for the decoder display, it is necessary to provide 
two decoders for example 4 -1 0 decoder, 4 -16 decoder and key scan 3 - 8 decoder. 
Only So, S, and S2 may be used as inputs to the key scan 3 - 8. decoder. 
(Don't drive the keyboard decoder with the MSB of the scan line.) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M58990P A-D converter is used to convert analog sig
nals to 8-bit digital values. 

The A-D converter is fabricated using silicon-gates and 
CMOS technology. The M58990P can selectively multiplex 
8 channels of analog input. 

FEATURES 

Type No. 
Lineurity error 

Maxl 
LSB 

Absolute a~curacy 

1Max LSB 

M58990P ±Y2 ±1 
M58990P-l ±1 ±1Y, 

• Single 5V supply voltage 
• The 1/0 pins can be connected directly to TTL circuits 

• Conversion resolution of 8 bits 
• Multiplex 8 channels of analog input 
• Broad range of analog input voltages: OV-Vcc 
• Conversion time: 60",s 
• Conversion by successive approximation 
• Can be used online through the data bus of a micro

processor 

APPLicATION 
Used yotith microcomputers to control analog systelils 

FUNCTION 
The M58990P has eight analog input terminals that are 
selected by the input signals to the 3 address terminals 
(ADD A-ADD C). The address signals of these terminals 

MITSUBISHILSls 

M58990P,-1 

I-BIT I-CHANNEL A-D CONVERTER 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

IN.- 4 

IN7- 5 
START CONVER· 
SION INPUT START - 6 

~~~ '1fu~~ER. EOC - 7 

DIGITAL OUTPUT 2-5 - 8 

OUTPUT E~~~b~ OE - 9 

CLOCK INPUT CLK - '0 
(5V) vee " 

Vsm~~~~~ REF ( +) '7 - 2-8 LSB 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

(OV)GND '3 '6 REF(-) ~6[~~~~?~) 
gL~;~i 2-7 -_''-____ --''-5- 2-6 g\1,t~t~ 

Outline 28P4 

are read and latched in the internal address latches by the 
ALE signal. When the OE terminal is at low-level, the out
put terminals 2- 1_2-8 are in a floating state so they can be 
connected directly to the data bus of a microcomputer. The 
input terminal START is used to call for the start of an ana
log to digital conversion and a signal is output through ter
minal EOC when the conversion is completed. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM REFERENCE( +) 
VOLTAGE 

REFERENCE(-) OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE ENABLE INPUT 

ANALOG INPUT 
IN, 

IN. 

INs 
IN. 
IN7 

. {ADD A 25 
,ADDRESS INPUT. ADD B 

ADD C 

ADDRESS LATCH 
ENABLE INPUT 

REF(+) REF(-) OE 
- --- - ----{12 16 -=<b Vee (5V) 

~GND(OV) 
, 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

L~~~;....t---------<7 EOC END OF 
CONVERSION 

START CLK 
START CLOCK INPUT 

CONVERSION 
INPUT 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin Name 

INo 

\ Analog signal 

IN7 

ADD A 
\ Address signal 

ADD C 

ALE 
Address latch 

enable signal 

R.EF(+) Reference voltage( +) 

REF(-) Reference voltage( - ) 

OE Output eMble signal 

2' 
\ Digital signal 

2-8 

EOC 
End of conversion 

signal 

START Start conversion signal 

CLK Clock Input 

5-4 

Input or 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

O~tput 

Input 

Input 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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'~',~t~,n~, 

Functions . ~:r~? 

These are analog signal Input pins. Which of the 8 Inputs Is selected. Is determined by ADD A-ADD C. An 

analog voltage applied at the selected pin is converted to a digital value in the range of 2-'_ 2-' and output. 

The Input Is used for selecting which of the 8 terminals INo-IN, Is to be converted from analog to digtal. 

The address input through ADD A-ADD C Is read to the address latch by the rising edge of ALE. 

This Is the strobe signal which causes the address signal input through ADD A - ADD C to be read and 

latched for use as an internal address. " 

This is one of the Input terminals for the reference v"ltage that is applied to the 256R resistor ladder circuit. 

The other terminal is REF( -) and the voltage levels of these two Inputs must meet the condition: REF( +) 
>REF(-). 

This Is one of the input terminals for the reference voltage that is applied to the 256R resistor ladder circuit. 

The other terminal Is REF( +) and the voitage levels of these two Inputs must meet the condition: REF( +) 
>REF(-). 

The signal at this pin controls the digital output. When the signal is low-level. pins 2-'_ 2-' are in a floating 

state. When It Is high-level. the data is output. 

The analog signal. which was input through I No-IN,. is converted to digital data and is output from these 

terminals. When OE is low-level. these terminals are floating. When OE Is high-level. the converted digital 

data is output. The MSB Is 2-' and the LSB Is 2-'. 

This terminals is used to indicate the completion of an analog to digital conversion. It is reset by a START 

signal (high-level to low-level) and is set on completion of the conversion (low-level to high-level). This 

output is normally used to generate an interrupt request for the CPU. 

The input signal at this terminal is used to start a 'conversion cycle by setting the successi~e approximation 

register. The successive approximation register is reset by rising from low-level to high-level and conver-

sion is started after being' set by falling from high-level to low-level. 

The signal at this terminal is the basic clocking signal used to determine internal timing. 

:'.,>::MIT:SUBISHI 
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Basic Function Blocks 
8-channel Multiplexer 
The M58990P has eight input pins (INo-IN7 ) used for en
tering analog signals. When analog signals are present at 
INo -IN7, the 8-channel' multiplexer selects one of those 
signals and converts it into a digital signal. 
The address decoder contains an input latch circuit which 
functions to hold the input signal present at pins ADD A
ADD C. This circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1, while timing of 
the address latch is shown in Fig. 2. 

ALE ALE 

, ALE ~ I I ALE j 

~52 ~54 
ADD~51 53 ' To 
-ADD C } decoder 

Fig.1 Address latch circuit 

ALE ____ J 

ADDA 

-ADDC 

Fig.2 Address latch timing 

When the ALE signal is "L", 8, and 84 (Fig. 1) are closed, 
and 82 and 83 are open. At this time, external input is inhi
bited at 83 , and the previous data is sent to the decoder. 
When ALE transits from "L" to "H", 8, and 84 open, and 82 

and 83 close. This simultaneously latches the address, data, 
and enables output to the decoder. At this pOint, the new 
data arriving at ADD A - ADD C is blocked at 8" 8ubse
quent transition of ALE from "H" to "L" does not produce a 
Change; the latched data remains held. 
The method for determining selection of the analog input at 
INo-IN 7 is by reading the value of the latched address sig
nal. Value allocations are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Address signals as related to sele,cted 
analog signal pin 

ADDC ADD B ADDA Analog Input 

0 0 0 .INo 
0 0 1 IN, 

0 '1 0 IN. 
0 1 1 IN3 

. 1 0 0 IN. 
1 0 1 INs 
1 1 0 IN. 
1 1 1 IN, 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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256R Ladder Network And Switch Tree 
Fig. 3 shows the 256R resistor ladder and switch tree cir

cuit. The 256R ladder network is created in the diffusion 
process by forming 256 individual resistors into the subs
trate. 254 of these resistors have the same value R, while 
the resistor on each end of the ladder carries the value 3/ 
2R and 1/2R respectively. The reference voltage source is 
applied to both ends of the ladder, and the reference vol
tage used to compare analog input voltages is output at 
each of the steps. 
The reason for using different resistance values on the 
ends of the ladder network is illustrated in Fig. 9 (a) show
ing the I/O characteristics of the A-D converter. The diffe
rent resistance values provide symmetry between the zero 
point and full scale point in the output characteristics trans
fer curve. As noted in this diagram, the width of the hori
;z:ontal axis of each st,ep is determined by the potential dif
ference created by each ladder resistor. The step widths 
for the zero and full scale points are respectively 1/2 and 

Control code from successive approximation register ~ ______ ~A ________ __ 

'~ + 
~~o p'-

256R I : ~ , REF to RI I ~v 

REF 
(-) 

'I I ---- comparator 

o n"-i :::t ~ --- input 

Fig.3 256R ladder network and switch tree 

3/2-times that of the intermediate steps. 
The switch tree is an analog switch network made up of 
510 M08FETs, and is used to output the ladder step vol
tage selected by successive approximation register 
(8.A.R.) code to the comparator. The output voltage 
obtained from the 256R ladder and switch tree is increased 
or decreased in accordance with the 8. A. R. code, with the 
monotonicity of the 256R.ladder. 

" •• MIT9t!BISHI 
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Comparator. 
The comparator used in M58990P has a chopper type 
amplifier used to minimize input offset voltage and drift. 
This circuit is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 6 shows the oper
ationai timing of the comparator. 
At the start of the comparing cycle, So and SI close on the 
positive edge of <Po and </>,. Analog input voltage V1N is then 
sent to the comparator. At the same time, the input of the 
AC amplifier is biased at point A shown in the I/O charac
teristics curve of Fig. 6. 
When So and SI open, S2 closes on the positive edge of ","" 
and the difference voltage t:. V derived from comparing 
analog input voltage V1N and reference voltage VAEF from 
the ladder appears at AC amplifier input. Amplification of 

this difference voltage causes a voltag~ saturated at "H" or 
"L" level to appear at output. (This is shown as point B or 
C in Fig. 5.) 
Offset and drift are blocked by the AC amplifier. The com
parator results are stored in the successive approximation 
register at the end of the comparing cycle. 

ClK 

Comparing cycle ~ 
. 1 

I 

I 

.. J 

So closes, short-circuiting 

AC amplifier input and output 

5, closes, entering 

analog signal in amplifier 
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<1>, 

from J 
analog input 

V1N -S1 

from 
<1>2 

~ 
ladder output 

VREF--52 

Fig.4 Comparator 

,; ,.~.f." 
<1>0 

r- - - - ~ t·, ... :ulJ1 

! r~i 
~T05.A.R. 

I C I L ________ ...J 

AC amplifier 

1/0 characteristics 

of CM05 inverter 
"H" t-----,.......,/ / 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ . ., 

/ 

f 
A// 

/~Input=output 
:; 
a. :; 
o 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

~V=VREF-VIN 

When L:>V>O 

"l" IC::=-=-=-=-=-=~=====-__ 
o 

Input voltage 

Fig.5 AC amplifier I/O characteristics 

I 
1 

I 
1 

I 1 
1 52 closes. entering output from ladder in I 

Vee' 

I amplifier ~ I 

<l>2~----.---__ ---,1 t--I r--I _ 

: . C_~. "~, •• ,"" '" MR "h.J. ...J1 ..... __ _ 

<1>3=1 _n 
Fig.6 Comparing cycle timing 
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Successive Approximation Register 
(S.A.R.) 
The S.A.R. takes the results from the comparator and con
verts them to an 8-bit binary code for use in determining 
the reference voltage value that should be used in the next 
input comparison. The relationship between reference vol
tage VREF and the binary code is as follows: 

VREF = (27C7+2eCe+-"2oCo) X ~~~ 

( ) VFSR 
+ REF - -512······(1) 

Where C7+Ce+-·+Co+0. 
When C7=Ce="'=Co=0, VREF=REF( .... :) 

Here, VFSR stands for full scale range of analog voltage, 
which indicates the range between minimum and maximum 
value, or VFSR=REF(+)-REF(-)"'(2) 
C7, Ce ... Co are eac,h represented by a 0 or 1 digit in the 
binary code, with C7 the MSB and Co the LSB. Consequent
ly, from equation (1), we have: 

1 1 1 
VREF= (2C,+22'Ce+-"+2l'Co) XVFSR 

( ) ' VFSR 
+REF - - 512······(3) 

v 

FSR 

Y,N I-oooof~~----=' __ 

1/4VFSR 
VREF 

0 
2 4 

Comparing cycle 

C7(MSB) 1 

C. 0 0 
C. 0 0 1 
C. 0 0 0 
C. 0 0 0 
C. 0 0 0 
C, 0 0 0 
Co(LSB) 0 0 0 

(a) When V,N>VREF 

Fig.7 Changing reference voltage during A-O conversion 
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When each digit (bit) in the right half of equation (3) is 
weighted from 1/2 to 1/28 , the value relative to full scale 
can be obtained. With the successive comparator method, 
successive approximations are made from MSB to LSB un
til reference voltage VREF is as close to V1N as it can get. 
The following explanation provides more specifics. 
When the start pulse entered at the START pin transitions 
from "L" to "H", the S.A.R. sets only the MSB "1", the other 
bits being reset to "0". As a result, the voltage se.lected for 
reference voltage VAEF is approximately one-half of VFSA' 
and this is used to compare with analog input V1N. 
The conversion is started when the start pulse transition 
from "H" to "L", and the first comparing cycle i$ entered. 
At this time, should V1N be smaller than VREF, MSB will be 
reset to "0". If larger, the MSB will remain "1" and the next 
comparing cycle will be entered. For this cycle, the bit next 
to MSB, Ce will be set, and the previous results will be car
ried up. In other words, taking the next selected reference 
voltage as VREF, when 

VIN>VREF, then: 
1 1 VFSR 

VREF'= (2+4)VFsR- 512+REF(-) 

v 

FSR 

VREF 

V,N --

1/4VFsR 

0 
2 3 

Comparing cycle 

C7(MSB) 0 0 

C. 0 

C. 0 1 
C. 0 0 
C3 0 

C. 0 0 
C, 0 
Co(LSB) 0 0 

(b) When V,N<VREF 

-.• " MITSUBISHI 
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And when VIN<VREF, 

,1 . VFSR () 
VREF =4VFSR = 512 REF -

In the second comparing cycle, VIN is compared with VREF', 
and the results for C6 are obtained. From there, the compa
rator cycles are repeated until the value for Go is obtained. 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
There are eight comparing cycles for each conversion cy
cle, and one comparing cycle requires eight clocks. This 
means that each conversion cycle requires 64 clocks, and 
since clock frequency is 640kHz, each conversion cycle re
quires 100,us. (Note 1 ) 
When the. comparison has been made, results are latched 
in the. output circuit, and the EOC signal is sent. The EOC 
signal is reset io "L" by the start pulse, then set "H" when 
the conversion is completed. 
The EOC signal has interrupt capability with regards to the 
CPU, and can .be tied to the start pulse for continuous con
version. 
If a new start signal is entered during conversion, the SAR. 
is reset and starts over from that point. 
Note1: Conversion time te, a characteristics value that 

will be convered later, is defined as the time 
between the positive edge of the start pulse and 
the positive eage of EOC. Consequently, te is a 
combination value of conversion cycle time, 
EOCdelay time (1 to 8 clocks), and latch cycle 
time applied to the output circuit (1 clock). 
EOC delay time is determined by the state of 
the internal circuitry and start pulse timing. Con
sequently, if continuous conversions are to be 
run at a fixed conversion time, the start pulse 
must be applied synchronized with the positive 
edge of EOC. 

Output Circuit 
As illustrated in Fig. 8, the output circuit consists of a D 
latch and a 3-state ·buller. At the end of a conversion cycle, 
the converted data is latched in the D latch. Then when OE 
transits "H", the latched data is output to pins 2- 1 _2- 8• 

When OE is "L", pins 2-1_2-8 are in a floating state. 

During the conversion cycle, the previous data is held in 
the D latch. 

Signal from S.A.A. 

Internal latching signal OE signal 

Fig.8 Output circuit 
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Errors And Accuracy Onl!t'he'A-O 
Converter 
Resolution 
The analog input voltage range ove~'wh;j:ch conversion op
erations are possible is referred to as the full scale range 
(FSR), and resolution defines the number of "steps" that 
FSR can be broken down into. In general, n-bits of resolu
tion indicates that FSR can be resolved into 1/2n steps. 
Also, resolution can be arrived at by taking FSR divided by 
2n as the size of the LSB. 
Consequently, for 8-bits, FSR is divided into 256 steps, and 
if FSR is referenced to 5.12V, then the LSB will be 20mV. 

111 ---------------r-.,...---1 

., 
'8 
u 
S 
a. 
S 

A-O converter having 
110 infinite resolution 

101 

100 +1/2 LSB 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 
error I I 

I I 
I I 

0 
011 

010 Perfect 3-bit A-O c?nverter I 

Analog input 

(al A-O converter I/O characteristics 

Error 

(b) Quantizing error 

I I 
I I 
I I 

Fig.9 A-O converter 1/0 characteristics and quantizing 

errors 

Quantizing Error . 
An inherent error in the A-D conversion process develops 
due to the fact that analog input values of less than the LSB 
must be rounded off. Figure 9 shows the quantizing errors 
occurring in a 3-bit A-D converter. The 1/0 characteristics 
of a perfect 3-bit A-D converter are illustrated in Fig. 9 (a). 
Where FSR is 8 and LSs is 1, as shown in the diagram, 
analog input voltage VIN is rounded 011 to n in the range. of 

1 1 
n-2 LSB;;;; vIN<n+2 LSB (0<n;;;;7). 
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In this case, a quantization error of ± 1 /2 LSB is produced 
on one of the two ends of the step. 
Fig. 9 (b) shows how quantization errors are produced. 
Each step is shown like the tooth of a saw, centered on O. 
An input of full scale becomes - 1 LSB. This is because 
output codes can only be produced up to 1112 = 710, so 
when using the converter near full scale should be took 
care. In order to reduce quantization errors, resolution must 
be increased. 

Non-linearity Errors 
Non-linearity error is the portion of A-D converter I/O char
acteristics that indicate the amount of deviation from the 
ideal line. These errors can be expressed as total linearity, 
or for only a portion of, the scale, as differential nonlinearity. 
This is shown in Fig. 10. 
Linearity indicates the amount of deviation from a straight 
line drawn from the start to the end of a step. Differential 
linearity indicates the amount that an actual step differs 
from 1 LSB of perfect step width. Monotonicity is the term 
used to express the fact that rises and falls in output follow 
rises and falls in input, and monotonicity cannot be assured 
unless differential nonlinearity is less than 1/2 LSB. 

111 

110 

101 

" 'C 
0 100 " OJ 
c-

011 OJ 
0 

010 

001 

000 

Step width of a perfect converter 

Dlffer~.::..nlinearli I 

\ 

~ I Nonlinearity indicates 

lLSB 

I hLSB th d 'r r Linearity e e~,a!on 
I from thiS line 

Perfect A-D conversion I 
characteristics I 

A-D conversion characteristics with I 
nonlinear error I 

L.....I~-------------F...JSL...R--V,N 
0 

Analog input 

Fig.10 Nonlinearity in A-D conversion characteristics 

Zero Error And Full Scale Error 
Zero error is the error relative to the 'input voltage required 
to bring the output code to all Os, and full scale error is the 
error relative 'to the input voltage required to bring the out
put code to all 1 s. These errors are expressed as the 
amount of deviation from the perfect A-D conversion curve, 
and are illustrated in Fig. 11. 
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Perfect A-D conversion I 
characteristics I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

characteristics showing zero 
and full scale errors i 

IL-.l.-,L..L------------:F::S~R-V,N 

Analog input 

Fig.11 Zero and full scale error 

Absolute Accuracy 
Absolute accuracy accounts for the various errors occurring 
in the A-D conversion, and indicate how closely the output 
code represents the analog input. Where the output code is 
N, 

V ,N 
absolute accuracy (' N- LSB 

This is shown in Fig. 12, 

111 Absolute~ 
110 accuracy 

101 

I 
I 
I 
I 

" A-D converter I 
"8 100 having infinite I 
" '5 resolution I 
% 011 I 
0 I 

010 Actual A-D conversion I 
characteristics I 

001 I 

IL---L-------------F-S'-R---V,N 

Analog input 
(a) A-D converter 1/0 characteristics 

Error 
+lLSB -------

(b) Absolute accuracy 

Fig.12 A-D converter absolute accuracy 
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Precautions Regarding Reference Voltage 
Power Supplies 
Fig. 13 shows a portion of the 256R ladder network and 

switch tree, and Fig. 14 illustrates the turn-on resistance 
characteristics for MOSFETs. 

As Fig. 14 shows, where drain potential VD approaches Vcc, 
the turn-on resistance of n-channel MOSFETs increases. 
On the other hand, when VD approaches GND, turn-on re

sistance for p-channel MOSFETs increases. 
Where threshold voltage for the two transistor types is 
taken as VthN and VthP respectively, when VD is between 
GND and VthN, p-channel MOSFETs will not turn on, and 
when VD is in the range Vee - VthP ~ Vee, n-channel 
MOSFETs will not turn on. Due to this fact, the border 
formed by (REF( +) + REF( - )) 12 in the switch tree of Fig. 
13 is an operating limit for MOSFETs. Above this line, p
channel devices are used, and below this line nCchannel 
devices are used. 

Control code from SAR. 
REF(+) 0>----------, ~ 

FfJJt 
I : : i : }to p-ch : I: I MOS 

I I switch 
circuit 

~"'--~R 
REF( + )+REF( -) -+----t----t---' 

2 

Fig.13 256R ladder network and switch tree 

Vg 

Nch Vce 
Pch GND 

~~-------_~V-ee--------L-~---VD 
--2-

Fig.14 MOS switch turn-on resistance 
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For ladder network and switch tree structures like this, the 
following precautions should be observed in the design of 
the reference voltage supply. 

1. REF (+) potential must not exceed Vee. 
2. REF (-) potential must not gobelow GND. 
3. The value for (REF (+) + REF (- )) 12 must not differ 

greatly from the value of Vee/2. 
4. REF( +) > REF( - ) must be observed. 

The reason for 1 and 2 is that for MOS switches located 
near the VREF pin, their sauces and substate PN junctions 
are likely to forward bias, with the resulting current flow 
changing ladder potentials. 
In 3, (REF (+) + REF( -)) 12 is the potential for the center 
of the ladder, and as shown in Fig. 13, this is the borderline 
between p-channel and n-channel switch operations. Con
sequently, if this potential varies greatly from Vee/2, turn-on 
resistance of the n-channel swiches near the center of the 
ladder will increase. (See Fig. 14.) On the other hand, if 

this value is smaller than Vee/2, the turn-on resistance of 
the p-channel switches will increase. 

Where turn-on resistance is high, the required settling time 
after fully charging the comparator's input capacitor becom
es too long, and accuracy cannot be maintained. 
In 4, if REF (+) < REF (-), the up-down transients -of the 

control signals from the S.A.R. will be reversed relative to 
the up-down transients of the reference voltage from ladder 
to comparator. In this case, instead of the approximations 
converging, the bits will diverge all Os or all 1 s. Also, as 
noted previously, where REF (+) and REF (-) approach 

GND and Vce respectively, the switches will not turn on. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage With respect to G N D -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Va Output voltage 

Pd Maximum power dissipation Ta=25"C 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=O-70t. unless otherwise noted) 

limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

. Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

GND Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H High-level input voltage 2 Vee V 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.3 0.8 V 

V REF(+) Max of reference voltage( +) Vee Vcc+O.l V 

VREF(-) Min of reference voltage( - ) -0.1 0 V 

VREF(+l+VREF{ ) V~c -0.1 Vee Vee +0 1 V 2 -2- 2 . 

~VREF Defferentlal of reference voltage 5.12 5.25 V 

V,(,N) Analog input voltage 0 VREF(+) V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-70·C, Vcc=5V ±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min 

V ,H High-level input voltage V 1N(1 ) 2 

V'L Low-level input voltage 
Vec=5V 

VIN( 0) 

VOH High-level output voltage VOUT(' ) IOH=-360/<A, T a=70t Vcc-O.4 

VOL Low-level output voltage, 2-1_2-8 output VOUT( 0) IOL=1.6mA 

VOL(EOC) Low-level output voltage, EOC output VOUT( 0) IOL=1.2mA 

I'H High-level input current IIN( 1) V'H=5.25V 

I'L Low-level Input current I,N( 0) V,L=OV 

IOZH Off-state (high-imp~~~~r~uSr~~{2-1_2-8 o~tDut lOUT Vo=5V 

IOZL Off state (high-lm~~~~tcgu~:~~~!2-1_2-8 output lOUT Vo=OV 

Icc Supply current from Vee input fi:;(.)=500kHz, T a=70·C 

liZ Off-state input current. CiNo-IN, inpul) IOFFc+) Vcc=5V. V,=5V 

liZ Off-state input current, CiNo-IN, input) IOFFC-) Vcc=5V. V,=OV 

Conversion resolution 1 

I M58990P 
Linearity error 

I M58990P-1 

Zero error VCC=VREF<+)=5.12V 

Full-scale er~or VREF(-)=GND 

I M58990P 
Absolute accuracy 

I M58990P-1 

RLADDER Ladder resistances Vcc=5V 

G, Input capacitance G'N V,=GND, Vo=25mVrms. f=l MHz 

Go Output capacitance GOUT Vo=GNO, Vo=25mVrms, f=1MHz 

Note 1 Current flowing into an Ie is posit.!ve, and Min and Max show the absolute limit. 
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1 

O-Vee 

500 

0-70 

-65-150 

Limits 

Typ Max 

0.8 

0.45 

0.45 

1.0 

-1.0 

3 

-3 

1000 

200 

-200 

+, - ..... +, - ..... 
+, - ..... ±1 

+, - ..... +, --.-
+, - ..... +, - ..... 

±1 

±1+ 

8 

12 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

·C 

t 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

/<A 

/<A 

/<A 

/<A 

/<A 

nA 

nA 

Bits 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

kO 

pF 

pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=25'C, Vee=V~EFI+)=5V, VREFI-)=GND unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

Symbol Min Typ 

tW(START) Start pulse width tws 200 

twl"LE) ALE pulse width .. tWALE 200 

tsuI,,) Address setup time ts 50 

thl,,) Address hold time tH 50 

lel~) Clock frequency Ic 10 640 

tC(¢o) Clock cycle - 100 1. 56 

Note 2: Input voltage level is V'L =0. av, V,H=2V 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=25'C, Vee=VREFI+)=5V, VREF(-)=GND, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

Symbol 

tPZX(OE-OQ) Propagation time from OE to output tH1 , tHO 

tPXZ(OE-DQ) Propagation time from OE to output floating t iH• tOH 

te Cycle time tc 

tdlEoe) EOC delay time tEoe 

TIMING DIAGRAM 

ClK 

ALE 

ADD A 
-ADD C 

INo 
-IN, 

START 

EOC 

OE 

=xl 
J 

STABLE ANALOG ~NPUT 

r---. 
~ 

I---- tW(START) 

tdlEoe) 'i 
tc 

Test conditions 
Min 

C L=50pF 

IC(~)=640kHz 

1 

, 

J ) 

ipzx(oe-OQ) 

2"_2" ------.,....---.,....----------II ...... -----------~ 
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Typ 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

1200 kHz 

0.83 I'S 

Unit 
Max 

250 ns 

250 ns 

114 ns 

8 ~~kCYCle 



APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C37AP is a programmable 4-channel DMA 
(Direct Memory Access) controller. This device is specially 

designed to simplify data transfer at high trasfer rate for 
microcomputer systems. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Fabricated using the silicon-gate CMOS technology, the 
M5M82C37 AP operates using a single 5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• 5V single supply, single TTL clock 
• Four channel DMA controls with priority DMA request 

acknowledge functions 

• DMA enable/disable, automatic initialization enable/dis
able, address increment/decrement programmability for 
each cannel 

• Programmable DREQ input and DACK output logic 
polarity 

• Direct connecting permits easy DMA channel expan
sion. 

• Memory to memory data transfer 

I/O READ 
INPUT/OUTPUT lOR - 1 

:~~~~g~TPUT lOW - 2 

~~,('1DO~~TPUT MEMR - 3 

~~M-~I(jUTPUTMEMW - 4 
NON-USABLE NU - 5 

READY INPUT READY - 6 
HOLD 

ACKNOWLEDGE INPUT HLDA - 7 

~E~~~~S STROBE ADSTB _ 8 

ADDRESS ENABLE 
OUTPUT 
HOLD REQUEST 
OUTPUT 
CHIP SELECT INPUT CS - 11 

CLOCK INPUT 

RESET INPUT RESET - 13 

R~~NOWLEDGE I DACK, - 14 
OUTPUTS DACK3 - 15 

I 
DREQ3- 16 

~~~UESTS DREQ, - 17 

INPUTS DREQ, - 18 

40 - A'l 
39 - A, ADDRESS 
38 _ Asj OUTPUTS 

37 -+·A4 

36 - EOP ~~u~Jo:;~~5iSS 

25 - DACKo 1 ~~~NOWLEDGE 
24 "'-+ DACK,' OUTPUTS 

22 - DB, g~i~0~~UTS/ 

• EOP input/output permits DMA operation completion 
check as well as forcibly completing DMA operation. 

DREQo - 19 

Vss (OV) 

23 - DBS1 

"-< _______ 21 - DB, 

APPLICATION 
• DMA control of peripheral equipment such as, floppy 

diskettes and CRT terminals that require high-speed 
data transfer. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Outline 

f -------------------,---
Vee 31" -- • 

CURRENT BASE 
Vss 20 WORD WORD 

COUNT COUNT 

DB, 

A, 

A, 

As 

A. 

A3 

DATA 

BUS 

BUFFER 

ADDRESS 

BUS 

BUFFER 

REGISTER! REGISTER! 
COUNTER COUNTER 

CURRENT 
BASE 

ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 

REGISTER! 
REGISTER 

COUNTER 

40P4 

- --------------------------- - -------l 
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FUNCTION 
M5M82C37AP is a programmable DMA controller LSI used 
in microprocessor systems. 

This device basically consists of a DMA request control 
block for acknowledging DMA requests, a CPU interface 
for exchanging data and commands with the CPU, a timing 

control circuit for controlling each of the various types of 
timing, and a register for holding and counting DMA 
addresses and number of transfer words. 
After setting the transfer mode, starting address, and byte 
number in each of the registers and when a DMA request 
is made to an unmasked channel, the M5M82C37AP re
quires use of the bus to the CPU. When the HLDA signal is 

received from the CPU, the DMA acknowledge signal is 
sent to DMA requesting channel with the highest priority 
and begins DMA operation. 

During DMA operation, the contents of the lOW-byte of the 

transfer memory address are output through A? - Ao. Every 
time a change in the high-order 8-bit values is necessitated 
immediately after DMA operation has begun or due to bor
rowing or decrement during DMA operation, the change is 

output via pins DB? - DBo to the externally mounted latch 
circuit. After the address is transmitted, r~ad and write sig
nals are sent to the memories and peripherals activating 
DMA transfer. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 
lOR input/output (I/O read input/output) 
The function of this pin differs depending on the state of 
the M5M82C37 AP. 
During DMA operation, the lOR outputs low-level pulses 
providing read timing to the peripheral devices. 
In the cascade mode DMA, this pin becomes high impe

dance. In non-DMA mode, lOR is an input to read the con
tents of the registers in the M5M82C37 AP. 

lOW input/output (I/O write input/output) 
The function of this pin deffers depending on the state of 
the M5M82C37AP. In DMA operation, lOW outputs a low
level pulse to denote the write timing to peripheral devices. 
In cascade mode DMA, this pin becomes high impedance. 
In non-DMA mode, lOW is input to write data to the regis
ters of the M5M82C37 AP. 

MEMR output (Memory read output) 
In DMA mode, this pin outputs a low-level pulse to denote 
the memory read timing. 

In cascade mode DMA or in non-DMA operation this pin 
becomes high impedance, 

MEMW output (memory write output) 
In DAM mode, this pin outputs a lOW-level pulse to denote 
the memory write timing. 

In cascade mode DMA or in non-DMA opration, this pin be
comes high impedance. 

NU pin (Non-usable) 
Pin 5 is a non-usable pin. This pin should be tied to Vee, or 
it should be left open. 

READY input (ready input) 
This input is used to extend the read or write pulse in the 
DMA operation. As long as low-level is input, the DMA 
transfer period is extended. If no timing extension is 
needed, this input should be tied to Vee. 
Note : The ready input level must be stable near the falling edge of 

the clock input. If the minimum READY setup time from clock 

or the minimum READY hold time after clock is violated, 

M5M82C37AP might go into illegal DMA operations. 

HLDA input (hold acknowledge input) 
This input means that the CPU acknowledges the use of 

the bus. If M5M82C37AP sets the HRQ output high-level 
and the HLDA input goes to high-level the M5M82C37AP 
begins DMA operation, 
Note: (i)When HLDA is high-level, CS input is disabled and unex

pected read or write operation to M5M82C37AP is prevented. 

(ii)At least 1 clock period is required from HRQ rising edge to 

HLDA rising edge 
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ADSTB output (address strobe output) 
This pin outputs a high-level pulse when the higher 8 bits of 
the transfer address is output through data bus at the DMA 
operation. This pulse is used as the strobe pulse for the ex
ternal address latch circuit. 
In non-DMA mode or in cascade mode DMA this output re
mains low-level. 

AEN output (address enable output) 
AEN is an output which denotes that the bus control signal 
address output etc. from the M5M82C37AP are valid. When 
AEN output is high-level, they are valid output, so AEN is 

used as a control input for an external three-state bus 
buffer. 

HRQ output (hold request output) 
This output denotes that the M5M82C37 AP requests the 
use of the bus to the CPU. The M5M82C37AP sets HRQ 
high in response to the DMA request. 

CS input (chip select input) 
This input is a chip select signal which is set to low-level 
when the CPU reads or writes data to the M5M82C37AP. 
When HLDA is high-level, this input is masked and the 
M5M82C37 AP is not selected. 

ClK input (clock input) 
The master clock for the M5M82C37AP is input. 

RESET input (reset input) 
When a high-level pulse is input from RESET, the 
M5M82C37 AP is set to the initial state. 

DACKO, DACK1, DACK2, DACK3 output 
(DMA acknowledge output) 
DMA acknowledge is the signals which shows a peripheral 
device whether DMA operaiton for its channel is under ex
ecution. 

By resetting, they become active low outputs, but they can 
be mode into high-acive outputs by altering the contents of 
the command register. 

DREQ~ DREQ1, DREQ2, DREQ3 
DREQ is an input which shows that a peripheral device re
quests DMA service. By resetting, they become active high 
inputs but they can be made into active low inputs by alter
ing the contents of the command regsiter. DREQ should 
keep in active until the DACK output returns. 

Vss 
Vss is connected to system ground. 
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DB7-DBo inputs/outputs 
(data bus inputs/outputs) 
In non-DMA mode, the contents of the registers of the 
M5M82C37AP are read out or written through DB7~DBo: 
In DMA mode, the higher 8 bits of the transfer address are 

output through DB7~ DBo in the S, state. In the memory to 
memory DMA mode, data to be transferred between 
memories via the temporary register are read and written 

by the M5M82C37AP through DB7~DBo. 

Vee 
The 5V power supply is connected through Vce. 

A7-Ao input/output (address input/output) 
In the DMA mode, the lower 8 bits of the transfer address 
are output through A7~Ao. 
In cascade mode DMA, they become high impedance. In 

the non-DMA mode, A3 ~ Ao become register select 
address inputs, while A7~A4 become high impedance. 

EOP input/output 
(end of process input/output) 
EOP is an N-channel open drain input/output. When the 
word count register reaches count-up, a low-level pulse is 
output from EOP. (This is called internal EOP.) EOP may 
be pulled down to lOW-level. If EOP is pulled down during 
DMA operation, the DMA operation is forcibly terminated. 
(This is called external EOP.) 
Note : In cascade mode DMA, the EOP pulse is not output, and exter

nal EOP cannot terminate cascade mode DMA operation. 
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OPERATION 
The unit of operation of the M5M82C37AP is one clock 
period long and is called a 'state'. The M5M82C37AP has 
seven kinds of states. 
The following is the description of the basic DMA 
operation. When the M5M82C37AP is DMA disabled or no 

DMA request comes for unmasked DMA channel, the 
M5M82C37AP is in stand-by condition. At this time the 
M5M82C37AP repeats 8, (Inactive state) until a valid DMA 
request comes. When the M5M82C37AP is enabled and a 
valid DMA request arrives, the M5M82C37AP sets HRQ 
output high and waits until the use of the bus is acknow
ledged. This state is called so state. The M5M82C37AP re
peats 80 state as long as the HLDA input is low. When 
HLDA goes to high, the M5M82C37AP begins DMA opera
tion. 
Care must be taken became the M5M82C37AP requires at 

least 1 clock period from the, HRQ rising edge to the HLDA 
rising edge. (I.e. 80 state m~st be repeated at least twice.) 
In DMA operation, the M5M82C37AP normally executes 
four (or three) states per one word transfer. 

These four states are called 8" 82, 8 3 and 84 state in sequ
ence. 

In 8, state, AEN is set to high (if AEN is low), the lower 8 
bits of data of the transfer address are output through A7~ 
Ao and the higher 8 bits of address data are output through 

DB7 ~ DBa. The higher address data are output only in the 
8, state, so the strobe pulse for the external address latch 
circuit is output from AD8TB. The 8, state is not executed if 
the higher 8 bits of address data are not changed in de

mand mode DMA or block mode DMA. 
In the 82 state, MEMR or lOR output is set to low. If the 8, 
state is not executed, address outputs A7~ Ao are changed 
at the 82 state also. 

In the 83 state, MEMW or lOW ou'tput goes down to low. 

The 84 state is the last state of a word transfer. M EM R (or 
lOR) and lOR (or MEMW) outputs rise up to high. And the 
contents of the current address register and the current 
word counter are updated. 

If DMA continues in demand mode or block mode, the 8, or 
82 state follows after the 84 state. 
If not the 8, state follows after 8 4, (In single mode DMA, 8, 
always follows after 84.) 
When the M5M82C37AP returns to the 8, state, the HRQ 
and AEN outputs are reset, A7 ~ A4, DB7 ~ DBa, MEMR, 

MEMW are set to high impedance and A3~Ao, lOR, lOW 
are set to inputs. 

If the read or write pulse width is not sufficient for the 
memories or the peripherals, the transfer time can be ex
tended by setting the READY input to low. Until READY 
goes up to high, wait states (8w ) are inserted before 84 
and read, write, and address outputs are hold. 
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The M5M82C37AP has four type of DMA transfers. 
e READ TRAN8FER 

This is the transfer operation from memories to peripher
al. Low-level pulses are output from MEMR and lOW, 
while MEMW, lOR remain high. 

eWRITE TRAN8FER 

This is the transfer operation from peripheral to memor
ies. Low-level pulses are output from MEMW and lOR, 
~~ --

while MEMR and lOW remain high. 
eVERIFY TRAN8FER 

This is the dummy transfer, MEMR, MEMW, lOR and lOW 
all remain high. (not high impedance). Low-level input to 

READY is ignored. AEN. AD8TB. DACK and address in
formation are normally output. 

e MEMORY-TO-MEMORY TRAN8FER 
This is the transfer from the memory address deSignated 
by channel 0 to the memory address deSignated by chan
nel 1. In this transfer, the channel 0 address and channel 
1 address are alternately output. when the channel 0 
address is active, the MEMR pulse is output at the same 
time and the memory data are read and written to the 
temporary register when the channel 1 address is active, 

the MEMW pulse is output and the contents of the tem
porary register are output from the data bus. 
Accordingly, tp 1 byte memory transfer is executed by two 
operations a read operation which consists of 811 , 8'2, 8'3 
and 8'4 states and write operation which consists of 82" 
8 22, 823 and 824 states). 
In memory to memory DMA, The transfer type assignment 
of ch 0, ch 1 mode register (read, write or verify) is 
ignored. 
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Notes for memory-to-memory transfer 
Observe the following pOints when programming memory
to-memory DMA. 

• The contents of the word count register of channel 0 and 
1 must be programmed identically. 

• The transfer mode of channel 0 and 1 must be set to the 
block transfer mode. 

• All the mask bits must be set to inhibit external DMA re
quest input. (Memory-to-memory DMA is started by soft
ware DMA request to channel 0.) 

• In memory-to-memory DMA operation, all the DACK out
puts are inactive. (but AEN is set during transfer.) 

Table 1 DMA priority for the M5M82C37AP 

Priority type DMA channel serviced 

Fixed priority 

chO 
ch1 

Rotating priority 
ch2 
ch3 
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PRIORITY 
Two kinds of DMA priority can be programmed for the 
M5M82C37AP. (Command register bit 4) If plural channels 
request DMA at the same time,. DMA is acknowledged for 
the channel which has the highest priority. (Table 1) 
(1) Fixed Priority (bit 4=0) 

The DMA channel which has the highest priority is 

channel O. Channel 1 has the second, channel 2 has the 
third and channel 3 has the lowest priority. 

(2) Rotating Priority (bit 4= 1 ) 

Highest 

chO 
ch1 
ch2 
ch3 
chO 

This priority mode is that the channel which has ser
viced the DMA request, has the lowest priority at the 

next DMA operation. (Just after reset the lowest priority 
channel is channel 3) 
For example, just after channel 1 DMA is executed, 
channel 2 has the highest priority, channel 3 has the 

second highest, channel 0 has the third and channel 1 
has the lowest priority. 

OMA priority for next transter 

2nd 3rd Lowest 

ch1 ch2 ch3 
ch2 ch3 chO 
ch3 chO ch1 
chO ch1 ch2 
ch1 ch2 ch3 
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Description Of The Transfer Mode 
The following is the description of the transfer mode of the 
M5M82C37AP 
(1) Single mode DMA transfer 

In single mode DMA, the M5M82C37AP executes only 
one word transfer when the bus control is acknow

ledged by the CPU, and when the S4 state is ended, 
the M5M82C37AP reset HRQ output and releases the 
bus. 
If the DMA request input continues at active level, at 

least one S, state is executed since the HLDA input 
falls down to low, and HRQ is kept low. Accordingly, 
8085 CPU etc. can execute at least one instruction be
tween DMA transfer. 

(2) Block mode DMA transfer 
In the block mode, once the DMA request is acknow

ledged, the DMA is executed continuously until the ter
minal count (TC) occurs. 
TC means that 
(I )The contents of the current word count register are 
about to be counted down from 0000 '6 to FFFF'6 

or that 
(Ii jan external EOP pulse is input before the S2 state. 

The DREQ input should be kept active until the DACK 
output is made active, but once DMA is acknowledged, 
DMA transfer continues until TC occurs even when 
DMA request becomes inactive. 
When DMA is executed continuously, the S, or 82 state 

follows directly after S4' If the contents of the higher 8 
bits of the address are not changed at the following 
word transfer, the S, state is skipped and the S2 state 
is executed just after S4' 

(3) Demand mode DMA transfer 
In the demand mode, DMA is executed continuously 
while the DMA request is active. 

Once the DMA is acknowledged to the channel which 
is programmed for the demand mode, DMA operation 

is executed continuously until TC occurs or the DMA 
request becomes inactive. 

If DMA stops due to an inactive DREQ before TC, the 
rest of the DMA will be resumed when DREQ becomes 
active and the DMA is acknowledged again. 
The operation during DMA is almost the same as in the 
block mode DMA. 

(4) Cascade mode DMA transfer 
This mode is used for DMA channel expansion by cas
cade connction when more. than 4 channels are re
quired. (See fig. 1) 

If the DMA request for the channel which is program
med in the cascade mode occurs and the request is 

acknowledged, only the DACK output becomes active. 
(lOR, lOW, MEMR, MEMW, DB7-DBo, A7-Ao become 
floating. AEN, ADSTB outputs stay at low. CS and 
READY inputs are ignored.) 
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Accordingly the cascade mode DMA operation of the 

M5M82C37 AP is only that it requests a bus hold re
quest for the CPU instead of the low-level 
M5M82C37 AP and transmits the bus acknowledgement 
signal by setting DACK active. 

Note : 

• The contents of the base and current address/word count regsiters 

of channels programmed in the cascade mode are invalid and 

change unpredictably. 

• A software DMA request for the channel which is programmed in 

cascade mode may cause the system of hangup. 

• When cascaded M5M82C37AP's are connected as shown in fig. 1, 

the high level M5M82C37 AP should be initialized first and the 

DACK output set 'high active' in order to initialize the low level 

M5M82C37AP's because the registers of the M5M82C37AP cannot 

be read or written when HLDA input is high. 

• An external EOP cannot terminate cascade mode DMA operation. 

" MITSUBISHI 
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CPU 

HRQ HLDA 

DREQ, 
DACK, 

HRQ HLDA HRQ HLDA 

the high level M5M82C37AP 

the low level M5M82C37AP's 

Fig.1 Example of a DMA system using a cascade connection 

(5) Auto initialization feature (mode regsiter bit 4= 1) REGISTERS 
When bit 4 of the mode register is set to '1', the prog- The following is a description of the registers of 
rammed channel enters the auto initialization mode. M5M82C37AP. 

Auto initialization is performed when TC occurs and the (1) Address registers 

contents of the base address/word count registers are The M5M82C37AP has two 16-bit address registers for 
loaded in the current address/word count registers. 
(The contents of the base address/word count regis
ters are programmed to the same value as the current 
registers, at the same time.) 

Note : If ~ channel is programmed for auto initialization the mask reg

ister bit for that channel is not set after TC. If it is not program

med for auto initialization, the mask register bit is set after TC, 

so the mask register bit must be reset to set this channel to 

DMA-enable. 

(6) Extended write feafure (command register bit 5=1) 

In normal DMA operation, the write pulse MEMW (or 
lOW) falls down to low in the 83 state. But, if extended 

write is programmed, the write pulse falls at the 8 2 

state and the width can be extended for one clock 
period. 

(7) Compressed timing DMA feafure (command regsiter 
bit3=1 ) 

I n normal DMA, the transfer for one word consists of 
three or four states. 
If the compressed timing DMA is programmed, the 83 

state is not executed and the one word transfer con

sists of two or three states. In this mode, the write out
put (lOW, MEMW) falls to low in the 82 state as well 
as the. read output (lOR, MEMR) . In memory-to
memory DMA operation, the compressed timing 
assignment is ignored. 

each DMA channel. 

One is called the current address register. It holds the 
contents of the memory address at which DMA opera
tion is performed and the contents are incremented (or 
decremented) at every word transfer. This register is 
read/write enabled when in the incative state. The 
other is the base address register. This register is a 
write-only register and is written at the same time the 

current address register is programmed. The contents 
of the base address register are loaded into the cur
rent address register when the Channel has reached 
TC if the channel is programmed in the auto initialize 
mode. 
The registers of the M5M82C37AP are read or written 

through an 8-bit data bus so the address register must 
be- accessed twice, first the lower 8 bits, second the 
higher 8 bits. The M5M82C37 AP has a first/last flip-ftop 
which is toggled when the 16-bit regsiter is accessed. 
It selects the lower or higher byte. 

(2) Word count registers 

The M5M82C37AP has two 16-bit word count registers 
for each DMA channel. 

One is called the current word count register. It holds 
the number of DMA transfer words, and the contents 
are decremented at the end of every word transfer. TC 
occurs when the contents of the word counter about to 
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decrement from 0000 '6 to FFFF,6. 

The other is the base word counter, a write only regis
ter that is used for auto initialization like the base 
address register. 
The read/write operation for the word count register is 
the same as for the address registers. 

(3) Mode registers 
The M5M82C37AP has four 6-bit length registers to 
select the DMA modes and types for the 4 DMA chan
nels. They are write only registers. 
To program one of these registers, the channel selec
tion is done by the 2 LSBs of the written data allowing 
all four registers to assigned at the same address. The 
other 6 bits are written to one of the four registers. The 
bit assignment is shown in figure 2. 

(4) Command register 
This register is an 8-bit write only register used to de
fine common operations for the four DMA channels. 
The bit assignment is shown in figure 3. 
Command regsiter is set 00'6 by reset. 

(5) Mask register 
This register is a 4-bit register with one mask bit for 
each DMA channel. 
The four bits of this regsiter can be programmed simul
taneously (fig. 4) or can be set or reset 1 bit at a time 
(fig. 5). All bits can be cleared by the clear mask reg
ister command. 

, After reset, the 4 mask bits .are all set to '1'. 
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(6) Request register 
This register is 4-bit register with one software request 
bit for each DMA channel. 
One request bit can be set or reset at a time. (fig. 6) 

Note : All the request bits are reset aner the DMA operation aI one 

channel. So. when the DMA is started by software re

quest, other external DMA requests must be masked by 

setting all the mask register bits. (Software- requests are 

not masked by the mask register.) All the request bits are 

set to '0' after reset. 

(7) Status register 
This register is an 8-bit read only register. The 4 MSBs 
show the status of the four DREQs. '1' means that the 
DREQ input is active. 
The other four bits are the TC bits which are set to '1' 
when TC occurs. The lower 4 bits are reset after the 
status registers are read or after reset. 
The relation between these bits and the channels is 
shown in fig. 7 

(8) Temporary Register 
This register is an 8-bit read only register. 
It is used to store temporary data read during the first 
part of the memory-to-memory DMA operation. 
When the CPU reads this register, the register con
tents are the data which were transfered in memory-to
memory transfer DMA immediately prior to the CPU 
read. 

DMA mode r Demand transfer 
01 Single transfer 
10 Block transfer 
11 Cascade transfer 

Address 
,-------------------- increment 

decrement {~ Decrement 
Increment 

Automatic 
initialization 

,-------------- Transfer type 

{~ 

r
oo 
01 
10 
11 

Enable 
Disable 

Verify transfer 
Write transfer 
Read transfer 
Not usable 

,--________ Channel to be I ~.~ 
{ 

00 Ch 0 
01 Ch 1 
10 Ch 2 
11 Ch 3 

,----"-----. ,---A---..~ Bit configuration althe data written to the mode registers 

(Address='1011 '2) 
Ib7 b.lb.lb.lb3 b2 1b1 1 bo l 

Fig.2 Mode registers 
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Fig.3 
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I 
I b, I b. I bs I b. I b3 I b, I b, I b~ I 

Command register 

I "-
\ I 

I b, I b. bs I b. I b31 b,1 b, 1 bo 1 

Mask register (write all bit) 
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ou 
DACK {1 High active 

tput logic 0 Low active 

i 
DREQ {1 Low active 

nput logic 0 High active 

, 

--' 

Bit config 

(Address 

{ 
1 Extended write 

Write pulse width 0 Normal write 

Priority { 0
1, Rotating priority 

Fixed priority 

Compressed 
timing 

Compressed timing 
Normal timing 

{ 1 Enable 
Controiler enable 0 Disable 

Channel 0 address hold 
(If bit 0=0. bit 1 is invalid ) 

Memory to {1 Enable 
memory transfer 0 Disable 

{ 0
1 Enable 

Disable 

uration of the data written to the command register 

='1000',) 

No effect 

Mask bit for channel 3 {~ Mask set 
Mask clear 

Mask bit for channel 2 {~ Mask set 
Mask clear 

Mask bit for channell {~ Mask set 
Mask clear 

Mask bit for channel 0 {~ Mask set 
Mask clear 

Bit configuration of the data written by the mask bit write command 

(Address='llll',) 
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r~--------A------~\ 

Fig.5 Mask register (write single bit) 

r------~A_---~\ 

Fig.6 Request register 
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No effect 

Mask bit Mask set 
Mask clear 

01 { 

00 

~ C"""""' ~,." :: 

Ch 0 
Ch 1 
Ch 2 
Ch 3 

~ 

I 
~ 

Bit configuration of the data written by the single mask bit write command 

(Address='101O',) 

No effect 

Request bit 

Channel select 
.{ 

00 

01 
10 
11 

Request bit set 
Request bit clear 

Ch 0 

Ch 1 

Ch 2 

Ch 3 

Bit configuration of the data written by the request bit write command 

(Address='1 001 ',) 
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I 
I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I Bit configur 

Address= 

Fig,7 Status register 
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DREQ input for ch 3 {~ Active 
Inactive 

DREQ input for ch 2 {~ Active 
Inactive 

DREQ input for ch 1 {~ Active 
Inactive 

DREQ input for ch 0 {~ Active 
Inactive 

{ 1 Reached 
Terminal count 

for ch 3 0 Not reached 

Terminal count fl 01 Reached 
for ch 2 Not reached 

{ 
1 Reached 

Terminal count 0 
for ch 1 Not reached 

Terminal count {1 Reached 
for ch 0 0 Not reached 

atlon of the status register 

'1000'2) 
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PROGRAMMING Master clear 
This command executes a software reset. The registers in the M5M82C37AP can be read or written 

when CS and HLDA inputs are low. Note : The following are the effects of the software reset for the 

M5M82C37AP. 

• Mask bits are set for ali the DMA channels. 

The address assignment is shown in fig. 8 and 9. Some of 
the write operations in these figures do not, in fact, write in 
any registers. They are called software commands. The fol
lowing is a description of the software commands. 

.The command register is cleared to '00, •. (Note that bit 2 is '0'.) 

• The temporary register is cleared. 

Clear first/last FfF • The 4 TC bits of the status register are cleared. 

• The first/last flip flop is reset. 

• Software DMA request bits are cleared. 

In reading or writing a 16-bit register, the higher and lower 
8 bits are accessed separately. Selection is done by a first! 
last flip-flop which toggles when ever one of the 16-bit reg
isters is accessed. This command clears the first!last flip
flop, so after this command is executed, the next accerss of 
the 16-bit register is begins at the lower 8 bits. 

(When the hardware reset is performed, together with the 
above effects, DMA operation is terminated and the 
M5M82C37AP returns to the SI state.) 

Table 2 Read operation with the M5M82C37AP 

First 

As A, A, Ao CS HLDA RD Last 
F/F 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 <,> 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 X 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 X 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 X 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 X 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 X 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 X 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 X 

X X X X 1 X X X 
X X X X X 1 X X 

Clear mask register 
This command clears all the mask bits and enable DMA for 
all the channels. 

REGISTER READ 

CHO Current address register bit7-bitO 
CHO Current address register bit1S-bitS 

CHO Current wor~ count register bit7 ....... bitO 

CHO Current word count register bit15""'bit8 

CHI Current address register bit7-bitO 
CHI Current address register bitlS-bitS 
CH1 Current word count register bit7 ..... bitO 

CHI Current word count register bit1S-bitS 

CH2 Current address register bit7-bitO 
CH2 Current address register bit1S-bitS 
CH2 Current word count register bitl-bitO 

CH2 Current·word count register bit1S-bitS 

CH3 Current address register bit7-bitO 
CH3 Currenl address register bit1S-bitS 
CH3 Current word count register bit7-bitO 
CH3 Current word count register bit1S ...... bit8 

Status register 

Invalid 

Invalid 

Invalid 

Invalid 
Temporary register 

Invalid 

Invalid 

Read operation Is not executed. 

Read operation is not executed. 
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Table 3 Write operation with the M5M82C37AP 

First 
- -

A3 A, A, Ao CS HLDA WR Last 

F/F 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 a 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 a 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 a 1 

0 1 0 0 0 a 0 a 
0 1 0 0 0 0 a 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 a 
0 1 a 1 a 0 a 1 

a 1 1 0 0 a a 0 
a 1 1 a a 0 a 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 a a 
0 1 1 1 0 a a 1 

1 a a a a 0 a x 
1 0 0 1 0 0 a x 
1 0 1 0 0 0 a x 
1 a 1 1 0 a a x 
1 1 0 a 0 a 0 X 

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 X 

1 1 1 a a 0 0 X 

1 1 1 1 a 0 a X 

X X X X 1 X X X 

X X X X X 1 X X 
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REGISTER WRITTEN 

CHO base and current address register bit? ....... bitO 

CHO base and current address register bitlS-bit8 

CHO base and current word count register bit7 ....... bitO 

CHO base and current word count register bit1S ........ bit8 

CHl base and current address register bit7-bitO 

CH 1 base and current address register bitlS-bit8 

CH1 base and current word count register bit7 ...... bitO 

CH1 base and current word count register bitlS ...... bitS 

CH2 base and current address register bit7 ....... bitO 

CH2 base and current address register bit1S ...... bit8 

CH2 base and current word count register bit7 ....... bitO 

CH2 base and current word count register bit1S ...... bit8 

CH3 base and current address regist,ar bit7 ...... bitO 

CH3 base and c;:urrent address register bitlS ....... bit8 

CH3 base and current word count register bit7 ....... bitO 

CH3 base and current word count register bit1S ....... bit8 

Command register 

Request register 

Single mask bit write 

Mode register 

Clear first/last flip-flop software commands 

Master clear software commands 

Clear all mask register bits software commands 

Write all mask bits software commands 

Write is not executed. 

Write is not executed. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits Unit 

Vee Supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Vo Output voltage -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 "C 
Tata Slorage temperalure -65-150 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75'C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

I I 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

Vee Supply vollage 4.5 I 5 I 5.5 V 

Vss Supply vollage(GND) I 0 I V 

ELECTRICAL CHARCTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C. Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V'H Hlgn-Ievel inpul voltage 

V'L Low-level Inpul vollage 

VOH High-level output vollage 

VOL Low-level outpul voltage 

I, Inpu,t current 

loz Off-slate output current 

Icc Supply currenl 

Test conditions 

IOH=-200tlA 

IOH--l00tlA(HRQ only) 

loc =2. OmA( data bus) 

loc =3. 2mA( other outputs) 

V,=O-Vcc 

v,=O-Vcc 

V'H=VCC. V" =Vss. fccK=l/tc(~)min. 

'MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min Typ 

2.0 

-0.3 

2.4 

3.2 

-10 

-10 

Unil 
Max 

Vcc+O.3 V 

0.8 V 

V 

V 

0.45 V 

+10 J.lA 

+10 J.lA 

15 mA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C , Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

(i) SLAVE MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tSU(CS-R) 
Address setup time before read 

tSUCA-R) 

tsuCCS-w) CS setup time before write 

tSUCA-W) Address setup time before write 

tsuCOQ-w) Data setup time before write 

th(R-CS) 
Address hold time after read 

th(R-A) 

th(w-cs) CS hold time after write 

th(W-A) Address hold after write 

th(W-DQ) Data hold after write 

tWCA) Read pulse width 

tw<w) Write pulse width 

tWCRESET) Reset pulse width 

tSU(VCC-RESET) Vee setup time before to reset 

tSUCRESET-R) Reset setup time before read 

tsue RESET -w) Reset setup time before Write' 

(ii) DMA MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tw (. ) Clock high-level pulse width 

tw(T) Clock low-level pulse width 

tC(. ) Clock period 

tSU(EOP-;' ) External EOP setup time before clock 

tW(EOP) External EOP pulse width 

tSU(OREQ-;' ) DREQ setup time before clock 

tSU(REAOY- <fi) READY setup time before clock 

th( <fi -READY) READY hold time before clock 

tSU(HLDA- <fi) HLDA setup time before Clock 

tSU(DQ-MEMR) Data setup time before MEMR 

th(MEMR-DO) Data hold time after M EM R 

Note A.C Testing waveform 
Input pulse level 
Input pulse rise time 
Input pulse fall time 
Reference level input 

O. 45-2. 4V 
10ns 
10ns 

V'H=2V, V'L =0. SV 
VOH=2V. VOL=O.SV Output 

5-28 

Limits 
Alternate 

M5MB2C37AP M5MB2C37AP-4 
symbol 

Min Max Min Max 

TAR 50 50 

Tcw 200 150 

TAW 200 150 

Tow 200 150 

TRA 0 0 

Twc 20 20 

TWA 20 20 

Two 30 30 

TRW 300 250 

Twws 200 200 

TRSTW 300 300 

TRSTO 500 500 

TRSTS 2tc (. ) 2tc (. ) 

Limits 
Alternate 

M5MB2C37AP M5MB2C37 AP-4 
symbol 

Min Max Min Max 

TCH 120 100 

TCL 150 110 

Tcy 320 250 

T EPS 60 45 

T EPW 300 225 

Tas 0 0 

TRs 100 60 

T RH 20 20 

THs 100 75 

T 1DS 250 190 

TIDH 0 0 

2.4---V2 2~ 
0.45 --A .. O""S_-"'O .... SA-

'. . MITSUBISHI 
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M5MB2C37 AP-5 Unit 

Min Max 

50(0) ns 

150 ns 

150 ns 

100 ns 

0 ns 

20(0) ns 

20(0) ns 

30(0) ns 

200 ns 

160 ns 

300 ns 

500 ns 

2tc (. ) ns 

M5MB2C37 AP-5 Unit 

Min Max 

80 ns 

68 ns 

200 ns 

40 ns 

220 ns 

0 ns 

60 ns 

20 ns 

75 ns 

170 ns 

0 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTIC (Ta=-20-75"C. Vee=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

(i) SLAVE MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tPZVCR-OQ) Data enable time after read 

tpvzeR-OQ) Data disable time after read 

(ii) DMA MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tpLH ( 1> -AEN) Propagation time from clock to AEN 

t pHL( 1- -AEN) Propagation time from clock to AEN 

t pzv( 1> -A) Propagation time from clock to address active 

tpHL( 1> -A) Propagation time from clock to address stable 

tpvz( <} -A) Propagation time from clock to address floating 

~ZV("'-DQ) Propagation time from clock to data bus 

tpvz( '" -DO) Propagation time from clock to data bus 

tpLH ( (> -ADSTS) Propagation time from clock to AOSTB 

tpHL( (> -ADSTB) Propagation time from clock to ADSTB 

tSU(OB-ADSTB) Data output setup time before ADSTB 

thCAOSTB-OO) Data output hold time before ADSTB 

t pzv( </> -R) 
~ropagation time from clock to read or write active 

tpzvC </>-w) 

tpHL( {> -R) 
Propagation time from clock to read or write 

tpHL( </> -w) 

t pLH ( {> -R) Propagation time from clock to read 

t pLH ( {> -w) Propagation time from clock to write 

t pvz ( {> -R) 
Propagation time from clock to read or write floating 

t pvz( 1> -w) 

thcR-A) Address output hold time after read 

Ihlw-A) Address output hold time after write 

tSU(OO-MEMWl Data output setup time before MEMW 

th(MEMW-DO) , Data output hold time after MEMW 

t pLH( ¢ -DACK) Propagation time from clock to DACK 

tpHL( (> -EOP) Propagation time from clock to EOP 

t pLH ( (> -EOP) Propagation time from clcck to EOP 

t pLH ( ¢ -HRQ) 
Propagation time from clock to HRQ 

tpHLC ¢ -HRQ) 

Alternate 
M5M82C37AP 

symbol 
Min I Max 

TRDE I 200 

TRDF 0 I 100 

Alternate 
M5M82C37AP 

symbol 
Min Max 

TAEL 300 

TAET 200 

TFAAB 250 

T ASM 250 

TAFAB 150 

TFADB 300 

TAFDB 250 

TSTL 200 

TSTT 140 

TASS 100 

T AHS 50 

T FAC 200 

T DCL 270 

T DCTR 270 

T OCTW 200 

T AFC 150 

TAHR tel ,,-100 

T AHW telll-50 

TODV 200 

T ODH 20 

TAK 250 

TAK 250 

TAK 250 

I "H"2,OV 160 
Too I "H"3. 3V 250 

•. MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

M5M82C37 AP-4 M5M82C37 AP-5 Unit 

Min I Max Min I Max 

I 200 I 140 ns 

0 I 100 0 I 70 ns 

Limits 

M5M82C37AP-4 M5M82C37 AP-5 Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

225 200 ns 

150 130 ns 

190 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

120 90 ns 

225 200 ns --
190 170 ns 

150 130 "-~ 
110 90 ns 

100 100 ns 

40 30 ns 

150 150 ns 

200 190 ns 

210 190 ns 

150 130 ns 

120 120 ns 

tell)-100 tel 11-1 00 ns 

tel II-50 tell )-50 ns 

125 125 ns 

20 10 ns 

220 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

120 120 

190 120 
ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 
Reset timing 

Vee 

RESET 

elK 

lOR 

lOW 

Slave mode timing (READ) 

es. A,-Ao --.J 

lOR 

5-30 
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tSU(VCC.RESET) 

tSU(CS-R) 

tSU(A-R) 

Ir-

tW(RESET) 

tSU(RESET-R) 

tsu( RESET -W) 

-es, ADDRESS VALID 

th(R-cs) 

IhIR-A) 

tW(A) 

tPZV(R_DQ) 
tpvz(R_OQl 

I-----

DATA VALID 
, 
J 

•. MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

K 



Slave mode timing (WRITE) 

CS \ 

). 

\ 
k-

DB7-DBo } 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

M5M82C37AP ,.4,·5 

CMOS PROGRAMMABLE DMA CONTROLLER 

IsUlcs-w) 

IsuIA-W) 

ADDRESS VALID 

tw(w) 

·su(OQ-w) 

INPUT DATA VALID 

• MITSUBISHI 
;'ELECTRIC . 

1/ 
r 

IhIW_A) 

K 

Ihlw-DQ) 

r--

K 
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DMA transmit timing 

8, 8, 8, 8, 83 84 8, 8 3 84 8, 8, 8, 

CLK ~rv\~h~ h ~~f\..Jh ~f\..JO--f\-lfV\...f\ 
t8*) tSffO-» 

DREQ 

HRQ 

HLDA 

DACK 

AEN 

AD8TB 

DB,-DBo 

MEMR/IOR 

MEMW/IOW 

(--- sign 

EOP 

(Internal) 

EOP 

(External) 
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-""' 

~HRO) 

j 

ifies expansion write) 

\ 
-tt~HRQ) 

X-
tSU (HLDA-4i) -
/Ii 
, 

f 

l- i-

\\ 
tpHu ¢-DACK) ~H(>-DACK) 

-t- -
f' Vt 

tpLH ( ¢-AEN) 
tPHL(s/>-AEN) -

J i 
tPZV(1)-A) tPHU<P-A) tPVZ(¢-A) 

~ A,-Ao X A,-Ao 
/ 

tPLH(¢-ADSTBi 

::T f 
th(ADSTB-DB) 

tsu( DB-ADSTB) -- r-
.....,.. 

A15-Aa l/l 

tpZV(.p..DQ) 

~II 
tpVZ(<P-DO) 

-[ 

tPLH(P-R) tpLH«(h-R) .... tPVZ(<P-R) 1-1-
tpZVC>-R) ,..f-~q) Ff) rl r--= ,...: It-

J I 
tpzv~ +- I 

tpHLCtP-w) _~~W) 
~+--t-- tpvz(4)-w) .-~~W) 

\ 
\ 

, I#-

\..---I'--

tSU(EOP-¢') 

\ \' 

•. MITSUBISHI 
..... ELECTRIC 

tw(eop) 

~--~ U-~ 
I 

tpHU¢-EOP) tpLH(<J>..EOP) 

I 
-

~ 

If 
~ 



READY input timing 

ClK 

READY 

MEMR/IOR 

MEMW/IOW 

(--- signifies expansion write) 

ClK 

READY 

A7-Ao 

---
MEMR/IOR 

---
MEMW/IOW 

tPHL(tJ-A) 

tPHL(If.-R) 

tpHL(~W) 

MITSUBISHI LSls 

M5M82C37AP ,.4,·5 

CMOS PROGRAMMABLE DMA CONTROLLER 

IplH(¢-W) 

•. MITSUBISHI ' 
.... ELECTRIC 

IplH(¢-W) 
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Inter-memory transmission 

So 8" 812 8" 8'4 821 8, 8, 

eLK J\j FU r'J'u ru~ u F\J rvL 

5-34 

ADSTB 

DB7-DBo 

MEMR 

MEMW 

EOP 

(Internal) 

EOP 

(External ) 

tpZV(<fi..A) 

tPLH(<fi..ADST~) tPH L(<,6-ADSTB) 

r-h 

tPZV(I,II-DQ) tpvz(.p..oo) 

A1s ...... Ae \ 
/ 

tpZV(.p..RJ tPHL(qI-R) 

\ 
k-

tpzv(</>-W) --I-

f-

tPHL(<fi..A) tPVZ(</J-A) 

A7-Ao ~ A7-AO 
\ 
/ 

th(ADSTB-DQ) --1--

/1\ 

tSU(OQ-MEMA) 

tSU(OQ-MEMW) I J th(MEMR-OQJ 

~ III Data 
A15-A. 

\\\ input output -¥ 

I 
1-;--"1 

t(MEMW-OQl 

-~ 
tPLH(¢-A) 

tpVZ(<,6-R) 

I \ 
"1 

tPHUrf>-W) tPLH(¢-wl 

tpvz(J-W) 

H \ J 
~ 

tpHU¢-EOP) tPLH(qI-EOP) 

tSU(EOP-J) 

\ \ \~ 1/// 
tW(EOP) I 

.• ... · ... MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

1 

I 
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CMOS PROGRAMMABLE DMA CONTROLLER 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C37AFP is a programmable 4-channel DMA 
(Direct Memory Access) controller. This device is specially 
designed to simplify data transfer at high trasfer rate for 
microcomputer systems. 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

Fabricated using the silicon-gate CMOS technology, the 

M5M82C37AFP operates using a single 5V power supply. 

FEATURES 
• 5V single supply, single TTL clock 
• Four channel DMA controls with priority DMA request 

acknowledge functions 
• DMA enable/disable, automatic initialization enable/dis

able, address increment/decrement programmability for 
each cannel 

• Programmable DREQ input and DACK output logic 
polarity 

• Direct connecting permits easy DMA channel expan
sion. 

• Memory to memory data transfer 

1/0 READ 
INPUTIOUTPUT lOR - 1 

:~~~~~3TPUT lOW - 2 

~i~DO~OTPUT MEMR - 3 

~~~~'g'UTPUTMEMW - 4 
NON-USABLE NU - 5 

READY INPUT READY - 6 
HOLD 

ACKNOWLEDGE INPUT H lDA - 7 

~~~~G~S STROBE ADSTB _ 8 

ADDRESS ENABLE 
OUTPUT 
HOLD REQUEST 
OUTPUT 
CHIP SELECT INPUT 
CLOCK INPUT ClK _ 12 

RESET INPUT RESET - 13 

Ag~~WLEDGE I DAC K, - 14 
OUTPUTS I DACK3 - 15 

IDREQ3- 16 

~~~UESTS DREQ, - 17 
INPUTS DREQ, - 18 

40 - A'l 
39 - A. ADDRESS 
38 _ As[ OUTPUTS 

37 -+ A4 

36 - EOP ~~~~:o~~~~iss 
35 - A3l 
34 - A, ADDRESS INPUTSI 
33 _ A, [OUTPUTS 

32 - Ao 
31 Vee (SV) 

25 - DACKo I ~~:NOWLEDGE 
24 - DACK, r OUTPUTS 

23 - DBsl 
22 _ DB DATA INPUTSI 

• EOP input/output permits DMA operation completion 
check as well as forcibly completing DMA operation. 

DREQo- 19 

Vss (OV) 
• I OUTPUTS 

...... ________ 21 - DB, 

APPLICATION 
• DMA control of peripheral equipment such as floppy 

diskettes and CRT terminals that require high-speed 
data transfer. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Outline 

:::f;; --- -------C-~-~-RRE-~:---!-~~~------- -----

COUNT COUNT 

A, 

A. 

As 

A. 

A3 

A, 

DATA 

BUS 

BUFFER 

ADDRESS 

BUS 

BUFFER 

REGISTER! REGISTER! 

COUNTER COUNTER 

CURRENT 
BASE 

ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 

REGISTER! 
REGISTER 

COUNTER 

40P2R 

- ------- - ------------- - ______ - ____ -----I 

•. MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

HlDA 

CS 

AEN 

ADSTB 

MEMW 

MEMR 

lOW 

lOR 
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FUNCTION 
M5M82C37AFP is a programmable DMA controller LSI 
used in microprocessor systems. 
This device basically consists of a DMA request control 
block for acknowledging DMA requests, a CPU interface 
for exchanging data and commands with the CPU, a timing 
control circuit for controlling each of the various types of 
timing, and a register for holding and counting DMA 

addresses and number of transfer words. 
After setting the transfer mode, starting address, and byte 
number in each of the registers and when a DMA request 
is made to an unmasked channel, the M5M82C37AFP re
quires use of the bus to the CPU. When the HLDA signal is 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

received from the CPU, the DMA acknowledge signal is 
sent to DMA requesting channel with· the highest priority 

and begins DMA op~ration. 
During DMA operation, the contents of the low-byte of the 
transfer memory address are output through A7 - Ao. Every 
time a change in the high-order 8-bit values is necessitated 

immediately after DMAoperation has begun or due to bor
rowing or decrement during DMA operation, the change is 

output via pins DB7 - DBo to the externally mounted latch 
circuit. After the address is transmitted, read and write sig
nals are sent to the memories and peripherals activating 
DMA transfer. 

Conditions Limits Unit 

-0.3-7 V 
V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -:0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Va Output voltage -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

I I 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 I 5 I 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage(GND) I 0 I V 

ELECTRICAL CHARCTERISTICS (T .=-20-75"C , Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V,H Hign-Ievel input voltage 

V,L LOW-level input voltage 

VOH High-level output voltage 

VOL LOW-level output voltage 

I, Input current 

loz Oft-state output current 

Icc Supply current 

5-36 

Test conditions 

IOH=-200,uA 

IOH=-lOO,uA(HRQ only) 

IOL=2. OmA(data bus) 

10l =3. 2mA( other outputs) 

VI=O ....... VCC 

VI=O,,-VCC 

V'H=VCC, V,l =Vss, fcLK=l/tc( ¢)min. 

., MITSUBISHI 

.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

Min Typ 

2.0 
-0.3 

2.4 

3.2 

-10 
-10 

Max 

Vcc+O.3 

0.8 

0.45 

+10 
+10 

15 

V 
"C 

"C 

Unit 

V 
V 
V 

V 

V 

).LA 

I"A 

rnA 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75'C , Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

(i) SLAVE MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tSU(CS-R) 
Address setup time before read 

tsueA-R) 

tsuecs-w) CS setup time before write 

tsueA-W) Address setup time before write 

tsueDQ-W) Data setup time before write 

theR-cs) 
Address hold time after read 

theR-A) 

thew-cs) CS hold time after write 

theW-A) Address hold after write 

thew-Do) Data hold after write 

tweR) Read pulse width 

twew) Write pulse width 

tW(RESET) Reset pulse width 

tSU(VCC-RESET) Vcc setup time before to reset 

tSU(RESET-R) Reset setup time before read 

tsu( RESET -W) Reset setup time before Write 

(ii) DMA MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

twe~) Clock high-level pulse width 

twe;.) Clock low-level pulse width 

tce;.) Clock period 

tsueEOP-;' ) External EOP setup time before clock 

tw(eop) External EOP pulse width 

tSU(DREQ-~ ) DREQ setup time before clock 

tSU(READY-" ) READY setup time before clock 

th(.1> -READY) READY hold time before clock 

tSU(HLDA-s' ) HLDA setup time before clock 

tSU(OQ-MEMR) Data setup time before MEMR 

th(MEMR-DQ) Data hold time after MEMR 

Note • AC Testing waveform 
Input,pulse level 
Input pulse rise time 
Input pulse fall time 
Reference level input 

O. 45-2. 4V 
10ns 
10ns 

V'H=2V, V'L =0. 8V 
VoH=2V, VOL =0. 8V Output 

Alternate 
M5M82C37AFP 

symbol 
Min Max 

TAA 50 

Tcw 200 

TAW 200 

Tow 200 

TAA 0 

Twc 20 

TWA 20 

Two 30 

TAW 300 

Twws 200 

TRSTW 300 

TASTD 500 

TRSTS 2tce ~) 

Alternate 
M5M82C37 AFP 

symbol 
Min Max 

TCH 120 

TCL 150 

Tcy 320 

TEPS 60 

TEpw 300 

Tos 0 

T AS 100 

TAH 20 

T Hs 100 

T'DS 250 

TIDH 0 

• MITSl,JBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

M5M82C37 AFP-4 M5M82C37AFP-5 Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

50 50(0) ns 

150 150 ns 

150 150 ns 

150 100 ns 

0 0 ns 

20 20(0) ns 

20 20(0) ns 

30 30(0) ns 

250 200 ns 

200 160 ns 

300 300 ns 

500 500 ns 

2tce ~) 2tce;. ) ns 

Limits 

M5M82C37AFP-4 M5M82C37AFP-5 Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

100 80 ns 

110 68 ns 

250 200 ns 

45 40 ns 

225' 220 ns 

0 0 ns 

60 60 ns 

20 20 ns 

75 75 ns 

190 170 ns 

0 0 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTIC (Ta=-20-75°C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

(i) SLAVE MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tPZV(R-OQ) Data enable time after read 

tPVZ(R_OQ) Data disable time after read 

(ii) DMA MODE 

Symbol Parameter 

tpLH ( .,. -AEN) Propagation time from clock to AEN 

tpHL( .,. -AEN) Propagation time from clock to AEN 

tpzv( 1>-A) Propagation time from clock to address active 

tpHL.( f.-A) Propagation time from clock to address stable 

tpvz( </>-A} Propagation time from clock to address floating 

tpzv( 1> -DC") Propagation time from clock to data bus 

tpvz( 1>-00) Propagation time from clock to data bus 

tpLH ( ¢ -ADSTS) Propagation time from clock to ADSTB 

tpHL( '" -ADSTS) Propagation time from clock to ADSTB 

tSU(OB-AOSTB) Data output setup time before ADSTB 

th(ADSTB-DQ) Data output hold time before ADSTB 

t pzv( 1> -R) 
Propagation time from clock to read or write active 

tpzv( 1> -w) 

t pHL( 1> -R) 
Propagation time from clock to read or write 

t pHL( 1> -w) 

t pLH ( ;. -R) Propagation time from clock to read 

t pLH ( 1> -w) Propagation time from clock to write 

t pvz ( 1> -R) 
Propagation time from clock to read or write floating 

tpvz(;. -w) 

th<R.A) Address output hold time after read 

th<w_A) Address output hold time after write 

tsu( OQ-MEMW) Data output setup time before MEMW 

thCMEMW-DQ) Data output hold time after MEMW 

tpLHC 1> -DACK) Propagation time from clock to DACK 

t pHL( ;.. -EOP) Propagation time from clock to E,OP 

t pLH ( 1> -EOP) Propagation time from clcok to EOP 

tpLH( ;. -H~Q) 
Propagation time from clock to HRQ 

tpHL( 1> -HRQ) 

5-38 

Alternate 
M5M82C37AFP 

symbol 
Min I Max 

TAos I 200 

TRDF 0 I 100 

Alternate 
M5M82C37 AFP 

symbol 
Min Max 

TAEL 300 

TAET 200 

TFAAB 250 

TASM 250 

TAFAB 150 

TFADB 300 

TAFDB 250 

TSTL 200 

TSTT 140 

TASS 100 

T AHS 50 

T FAC 200 

TOCL 270 

TOCTR 270 

T OCTW 200 

TAFC 150 

TAHR tClll-100 

T AHW lei I )-50 

T ODV 200 

TOOH 20 

TAK 250 

TAK 250 

TAK 250 

I "H"1 OV 160 

T DO I "H"3: 3V 250 

. • ·MITSUBISHI 

.... ELECTRIC 

Limits 

M5M82C37AFP·4 M5M82C37 AFp·5 Unit 

Min I Max Min I Max 

I 200 I 140 ns 

0 I 100 0 I 70 ns 

Limits 

M5M82C37 AFp·4 M5M82C37 AFp·5 Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

225 200 ns 

150 130 ns 

190 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

120 90 ns 

225 200 ns 

190 170 ns 

150 130 ns 

110 90 ns 

100 100 ns 

40 30 ns 

150 150 ns 

200 190 ns 

210 190 ns 

150 130 ns 

120 120 ns 

tel 11-1 00 Ielll-100 ns 

tCIII-50 tClo-50 ns 

125 125 ns 

20 10 ns 

220 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

190 170 ns 

120 120 

190 120 
ns 



TIMING DIAGRAMS 
Reset timing 

Vee 

RESET 

ClK 

lOR 

lOW 

Slave mode timing (READ) 

CS. A,-Ao ) 
----' 

lOR 

MITSUBISHI LSls 
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tSU(VCC-RESET) 

tSU(CS-R) 

tSU(A_R) 

Jr-

tW(RESETJ 

tSU(RESET-R) 

tSU(AESET-W) 

-

CS, ADDRESS VALID 

th(R-CS) 

IhIR-A) 

tW(Rl 

• 

tPZV(R-OQ) 
tPVZ(R-OQ) 

~ 

DATA VALID \ 
.J 

'. MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

K 
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Slave mode timing (WRITE) 

CS \ 

) 

lOW \ 

DB,-DBo ) 
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tsu(cs-w) 

tSU(A-W) 

ADDRESS VALID 

twlw ) 

tsu(OQ-w) 

INPUT DATA VALID 

• . MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

thlw-cs) 

If 
r 

thIW-A) 

K 

thlw_DQ) -
K 
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DMA transmit timing 

S, S, So S, S, S, S. S, S, S. S, S, S, 

ClK ---(1-J~~ 
C""'1 

h uf\j"Uh uf\.Jrt-f\.Jf\J\J\ ~ 

ts~) ~fFQ-" 
DREQ 

I tPLH (-,6-HRQ) 

HRQ j 

HlDA 

DACK 

AEN 

ADSTB 

MEMR/IOR 

MEMW/IOW 

(--- sign ifies expansion write) 

EOP 

( Interna I) 

EOP 

(Externa I) 

'I 

\ 
tPHUib-HAQ) -tt~ 
\-

tSU( HLDA-¢) 

-,-1-

//j ~\ 
tPHU,p..DACK) ~("DACK) - -

; 
\ Vt 

tPLH(¢-AEN) - I-
tPHU<t>-AEN) 

! J 
{-

tPZV(¢-A) tPH U1>-Al tpvze¢>-A) 

~ 
A7- AO ~ A7- AO I 

tPLHCr/>-ADSTB) tPH L(4i-ADSTB) 

t """""\ 

I-

thCADSTB_DB) - -tSU(DB-ADSTB) 

-
A15-A, <f 

tPZV(¢-DQ) 

~I 
tpVZ(¢-DO) 

T 
tPLH(¢_R) tpLHCQ'>-Rl 

"'-f-t- tPVZ(¢-R) 

tpZV(¢-R) ". ~q) Ffl H r--= ,....: I ....... 

I r 
tpzv~ 

f- I tPHL(¢-wl 

-I---~ 
_~L:':W) 

tpvz(</>-wl -~tt::-W) 
\ , 
\...._--~ r 

tSUCEOP-¢) 

\ \' 

• MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

twceop) 

~ __ l.. LI~ 
I 

tpHU¢-EOP) tPLH (<,6-EOP) 

I 

'J 

j 
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READY input timing 

5, 

ClK 

READY 

MEMR/IOR 

MEMW/IOW 

(--- signifies expansion write) 

5, 

ClK 

READY 

MEMR/IOR 

MEMW/IOW 
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5w 

S4 S, 
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Inter-memory transmission 

8 0 8" 8'2 8'3 8'4 82, 822 823 8 24 8, 8, 

elK J\j ru \JU ru~ U u rvL 

ADSTB 

MEMW 

EOP 

(Interna 

EOP 

(Extern 

I) 

al) 

tpZV(~A) 

tpLH(~ADSTB) tPHU ..... ADSTB) 

r h 

tpzv( ..... OQ) tpvz(t;..OQ) 

A'5-A• 
\ 
J 

tpZV(~R) tPHL(¢-R) 

\ 
r 

tpzvc ..... w) --r-

tPHUf>..A.) tPYZ(-'A) 

A7-AO } A7-Ao " / 

th(ADSTB-ool --r----

I~ 

tsu( DQ-MEMR) 

tSU(OQ-MEMW) 1_ 
th{MEMR-OQ) 

~ III Data 
A'5-A• 

\\\ input output ¥ 

I 

r-rl 
t(MEMW_OO) 

--~ 
t~LH(;"R) ---I--

tPVZ(t6-R) 

II " 
tPHL(r/J-W) tpLH(I/J-W) 

tpVZ(.p...w) 

jn , 
- -

tpHL(IfI-EOP) tpLH(';"EOP) 

tSU (EOP.(6) 

\ \\\ ·1/// 
tWI EOP) I 

• MITSUBISHI 
;"ELECTRIC 

I 

'J ~ 
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CMOS PROGRAMMABLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 

DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C51 AP is a universal synchronous/asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (USART) IC chip designed for data 
communications use. It is produced using the Silicon-gate 
CMOS process and is mainly used in combination with 8-bit 
microprocessors. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Synchronous and asynchronous operation 

Synchronous: 
5-8-bit characters 

Internal or external synchronization 
Automatic SYNC character insertion 

Asynchronous system: 
5-8-bitcharacters 
Clock rate- 1 , 16 or 64 times the baud rate 
1 , 1 y" or 2 stop bits 
False-start-bit detection 
Automatic break-state detection 

• Baud rate: DC-64K-baud 
• Full duplex, double-buffered transmitter/receiver 
• Error detection: parity, overrun, and framing 

APPLICATIONS 
• Modem control of data communications using micro

computers 

• Control of CRT, TTY and other terminal equipment 

FUNCTION 
The M5M82C51 AP is used in the peripheral circuits of a 
CPU. It permits assignments, by means of software, of op
erations in all the currently used serial-data transfer systems 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIRECTIONAL {D 2 - 1 
DATA BUS DJ- 2 

RECEIVERi~~~~ RxD ~ 3 

(OV)vss 4 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

Outline 28P4 

including IBM's 'bicsync'. The M5M82C51 AP receives para
llel-format data from the CPU, converts it into a serial format, 

and then transmits via the T xD pin. It also receives data sent 
in via the RxD pin from the external circuit, and converts it 
into a parallel format for sending to the CPU. On receipt of 

parallel-format data for transmission from the CPU or serial 
data for the CPU from external devices, the M5M82C51AP 
informs the CPU using the T xRDY or RxRDY pin. In addition, 
the CPU can read the M5M82C51AP status at any time. The 

M5M82C51 AP can detect the data received for errors and 
inform the CPU of the presence of errors as status informa
tion. Errors include parity, overrun and frame errors. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
RESET INPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 
CONTROL/DATA-CONTROL 

INPUT 
READ-DATA CONTROL INPUT 
WRITE-DATA CONTROL INPUT 

------------l 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

DATA-SET READY INPUT 

DATA-TERMINAL READY OUTPUT 
CLEAR-TO-SEND INPUT 
REQUEST-TO-SEND OUTPUT 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 
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TRANSMITTER-READY OUTPUT 
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TRANSMITTER-CLOCK INPUT 

RECEIVER· READY OUTPUT 
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16 SYNDET/BD SYNC DETECT/BREAK DETECT 

RECEIVER-DATA INPUT 
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OPERATION 
The M5M82C51 AP interfaces with the system bus as shown 
in Fig.l, positioned between the CPU and the modem or ter

minal equipment, and offers all the functions required for 
data communication. 

16 ADDRESS BUS 

AD 

4 CONTROL BUS 

IIOR IIOW RESET ~ 2(TTL 

8 DATA BUS 

8 

CID CS 0 0-0, RD WR RESET ClK 

M5M82C51AP 

Fig. M5M82C51AP interface to 8080A standard sys-

tem bus 

When using the M5M82C51 AP, it is necessary to program, as 
the initial setting, assignments for synchronous/asynchronous 

mode selection, baud rate, character length, parity check, 
and even/odd parity selection in accordance with the com

munication system used. Once programming is completed, 
functions appropriate to the communication system can be 

carried out continuously. 
When initial setting of the USART is completed, data 

communication becomes possible. Though the receiver is 
always in the enable state, the transmitter is placed in the 
transmitter-enable state (T xEN) by a command instruction, 

and the application of a low-level signal to the CTS pin 
prompts data-transfer start-up. Until this condition is satis
fied, transmission is not executed. On receiving data, the re
ceiver informs the CPU that reading for the receiver data in 
the USART by the CPU has become possible (the RxRDY 
terminal has turned to '1 '). Since data reception and the en

try of the CPU into the data-readable state are output as sta
tus information, the CPU can assess USART status without 
accessing the RxRDY terminal. 

During receiving operation, the USART checks errors and 

gives out status information. There are three types of errors: 
parity, overrun, and frame. Even though an error occurs, the 
USART continues its operations,. and the error state is re
tained until error reset (ER) is effected by a command in
struction. The M5M82C51 AP access methods are listed in 

Table 1. 

Table M5M82C51AP Access Methods 

CID RD WR cs Functfon 

L L H L Data bus - Data in USART 

L H L L USART - Data bus 

H L H L Data bus - Staus 

H H L L Control - Data bus 

X H H L 3-8tate - Data bus 

X X X H 3-8tate - Data bus 

ReadlWrite Control Logic 
This logic consists of a control word register and command 

word register. It receives signals from the CPU control bus 
and generates internal-control signals for the elements. 
Modem Control Circuit 
This is a general-purpose control-signal circuit designed to 
simplify the interface to the modem. Four types of control 
signal are available: output signals DTR and RTS are con
trolled by command instructions, input signal DSR is given to 
the CPU as status information and input signal CTS controls 
direct transmission. 

Data-Bus Buffer 
This is an 8-bit 3-state bidirectional bus through which con

trol words, command words, status information, and transfer 
data are transferred. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the data
bus buffer. 

~ID' , 
Do 

Do l STATUS BUFFER I 

-1 RECEIVE-DATA r 
BUFFER 

~ CONTROL BUFFER r 
--/ TRANSMIT-DATA ~ 

BUFFER 

Fig. 2 Data-bus-buffer structure 

Transmit Buffer 

r--

TO INT ERNAL 
ATA BUS 0 

This buffer converts parallel-format data given to the data

bus buffer in to serial data with addition of a start bit, stop 
bits and a parity bit, and sends out the converted data 
through the T xD pin based on the control Signal. 

Transmit-Control Circuit 
This circuit carries out all the controls required for serial 
data transmission. It controls transmitter data and outputs the 
signals required by external devices in accordance with the 
instructions of the read/write control logic. 
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Receive Control Circuit Read-Data Control Input (RD) 
This circuit offers all the controls required for normal recep- Receiver data and status information are output from the 
tion of the input serial data. It controls receiver data and out- CPU by a low-level input for the CPU data bus. 

puts signals for the external devices in accordace with the Receiver-Ready Output (RxRDY) 
instructions of the read/write control logic. 

Receive Buffer 
This buffer converts serial data given via the RxD pin into a 
parallel format, checks the bits and characters in accord
ance with the communication format designated by mode 
setting, and transfers the assembled characters to the CPU 
via the data-bus buffer. 

Receiver-Data Input (RxD) 
Serial characters sent from another device are input to this 
pin and converted to a parallel-character format to serve as 
data for the CPU. Unless the '1' state is detected after a 
chip-master reset procedure (this resetting is carried out to 
prevent spurious operation such as that due to faulty con

. nection of the RxD to the line in a break state), the serial 

characters are not received. This applies to only the asyn
chronous mode. When the RxD line enters the low state in
stantaneously because of noise, etc, the mis-start prevention 
function startsworking. That is, the start bit is detected by its 
falling edge but in order to make sure that it is the correct 

start bit, the RxD line is strobed at the middle of the start bit 
to reconfirm the low state. If it is found to be high a faulty

start judgment is made. 
Transmitter-Clock Input (T xC) 
This clock controls the baud rate for character transmission 

from the T xD pin. Serial data is shifted by the falling edge of 
the T xC signal. In the synchronous mode, the T xC frequency 
is equal to the actual baud rate. In the asynchronous mode, 
the frequency is specified as 1, 16, or 64 times the baud rate 

by the mode setting. 
Example When the baud rate is 110 bauds: 

TxC=110Hz(lX) 
TxC=l. 76kHz(16X) 

T xC=7. 04kHz(64X) 

Write-Data Control Input (WR) 
Data and control words output from the CPU by the lowlevel 
input are written in the M5M82C51 AP. This terminal is usually 

used in a form connected with the control bus I/OW of the 
CPU. 

Chip-Select Input (CS) 
This is a device-select signal that enables the USART by a 

lOW-level input. Usually, it is connected to the address bus 
directly or via the decoder. When this signal is in the high 
state, the M5M82C51 AP is disabled. 

Control/Data Control Input (C/O) 
This signal shows whether the information on the USART 
data bus is in the form of data characters or control words, 

or in the form of status information, in accordance with the 
RD and WR inputs while the CPU is accessing the 
M5M82C51 AP. The high level identifies control words or sta
tus information, and the low level, data characters. 

This signal indicates that the received characters have en

tered the receiver buffer, and further, the receiver-data buf
fer in the data-bus buffer shown in Fig.2. It is possible to 
confirm the RxRDY status by using this signal as an interrup

tion signal for the CPU or by allowing the CPU to read the 
01 bit of the status information by polling. The RxRDY is 
automatically reset when a character is read by the CPU. 

Even in the break state in which the RxD line is held at low, 
the RxRDY remains active. It can be 'masked by making the 
RxE( D2 ) of the command instruction O. 
Transmitter-Ready (T xRDY) 
This signal shows that the data is ready for transmission. It is 
possible to confirm the status of serial-data transmission by 

using it as an interruption signal for the CPU or by allowing 
the CPU to read the Do bit of the status information by poll
ing. Since the T xRDY signal shows that the data buffer is 
empty, it is automatically reset when a transmission charac
ter is loaded by the CPU. The T xRDY bit of the status in
formation means that the transmit-data buffer shown in Fig. 2 

has become empty, while the T xRDY pin enters the high
level state only when the transmit-data buffer is empty, T xEN 

equals '1', and a lowlevel input has been applied to the CTS 
pin. 

Status (Do): When transmit-data buffer (TDB) is empty, it 

becomes '1'. 
TxRDY terminal: When (TDB is empty)· (TxEN=l)' (CTS 

=0)=1 or resetting, it becomes active. 

Sync Detect/Break Detect Output-Input 
(SYNDETfBD) 
In the synchronous mode this pin is used for input and output 
operations. When it is specified for the internal synchronous 
mode by mode setting, this pin works as an output terminal. 
It enters the high state when a SYNC character is received 
through the RxD pin. If, the M5M82C51 AP has been program
med for double SYNC characters (bi-sync), a high is en

tered in the middle of the last bit of the second SYNC char
acter. This signal is automatically reset by reading the status 
information. 

On designation of the M5M82C51AP to the external syn
chronous mode, this pin begins to serve for input operations. 

Applying a high signal to this pin prompts the M5M82C51 AP 
to begin assembling data characters at the next rising edge 
of the RxC. For the width of a high-level signal to be input, a 
minimum RxC period is required. 

Designation of the asynchronous mode causes this pin to 
function as a BD (output) pin. When the start, data, and par

ity bits and stop bits are all in the low state for two charac
ters period, a high is entered. The BD (break detect) signal 
can also be read as the D6 bit of the status information. This 
signal is reset by resetting the chip master or by the RxD 
line's recovering the high state. 
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Clear-To-Send Input (CTS) 
When the T xEN bit (00) of the command instruction has 
been set to '1' and the CTS input is low serial data is sent 
out from the T xO pin. Usually this is used as a clear-to-send 
signal for the modem. 
Note: CTS indicates the modem status as follows: 

ON means data transmission is possible; 

OFF means data transmission is impossible. 

Transmitter-Empty Output (T xEMPTY) 
When no transmisison characters are left in the transmit buf

fer, this pin enters the high state. In the asynchronous mode, 
the following transmission character is shifted to the transmit 
buffer when it is loaded from the CPU. Thus, it is automati
cally reset. In the synchronous mode, a SYNC character is 

loaded automatically on the transmit buffer when no transfer
data characters are left. In this case, however, the T xEMPTY 
does not enter the low state when a SYNC character has 
been sent out, since T xEMPTY = H denotes the state in 
which there is no transfer character and one or two SYNC 

characters are being transferred or the state in which a 
SYNC character is being transferred as a filler. T xEMPTY is 
unrelated to the T xEN bit of the command instruction. 

Transmission-Data Output (T xD) 
Parallel-format transmission characters loaded on the 
M5M82C51 AP by the CPU are assembled into the format de
signated by the mode instruction and sent in serial-data form 
via the T xO pin. Oata is output, however, only in cases 

where the 00 bit (TxEN) of the command instruction is '1' 
and the CTS terminal is in the low state. Once reset, this pin 
is kept at the mark status (high level) until the first charac

ter is sent. 

Clock Input (ClK) 
This system-clock input is required for internal-timing gen

eration and is usually connected to the clock-output (ClK) 
pin of the 8085A. Although there is no direct relation with the 
data-transfer baud rate, the clock-input (ClK) frequency is 
more than 30 times the T xC or RxC input frequency in the 
case of the synchronous system and more than 4.5 times in 

the case of the asynchronous system. 

Reset Input (RESET) 
Once the USART is shifted to the idle mode by a high-level 
input, this state continues until a new control word is set. 
Since this is a master reset, it is always necessary to load a 
control word following the reset process. The reset input re

quires a minimum 6-clock pulse width. 

Data-Set Ready Input (DSR) 
This is a 'general-purpose input signal, but is usually used as 
a data-set ready signal to test modem status. Its status can 
be known from the status reading process. The 07 bit of the 
status information equals '1' when the OSR pin is in the low 

state, and '0' when in the high state. 
OSR=l-+07 bit of status information=1 

OSR=H-+07 bit of status information=O 
Note: OSR indicates modem status as follows: 

ON means the modem can transmit and receive; 
OFF means it cannot. 

Request-To-Send Output (RTS) 
This is a general-purpose output signal but is used as a re
quest-to-send Signal for the modem. The RTS terminal is 
controlled by the 05 bit of the command instruction. When 05 
is equal to '1', RTS=l, and when 05 is 0, RTS=H. 

Command register 05=1 ..... RTS=l 
Command register 05=0 ..... RTS=H 

Note: RTS controls the modem transmission carrier as fol
lows: 
ON means carrier dispatch; 
OFF means carrier stop. 

Data-Terminal Ready Output (DTR) 
This is a general-purpose output Signal, but is usually used 
as a data-terminal ready or rate-select signal to the modem. 
The OTR pin is controlled by the 0 1 bit of the command in
struction; if 0 1=1, OTR=l, and if 01=0, OTR=H. 

01 of the command register=1-+0TR=l 
0 1 of the command register=O ..... OTR=H 

Receiver-Clock Input (RxC) 
This clock signal controls the baud rate for the sending in of 
characters via the RxO pin. The data is shifted in by the ris

ing edge of the RxC signal. In the synchronous mode, the 
RxC frequency is equal to the actual baud rate. In the asyn
chronous mode, the frequency is specified as 1, 16., or 64 
times the baud rate by mode setting. This relationship is pa
rallel to that of T xC, and in usual communication-line sys
tems the transmission and reception baud rates are equal. 

The T xC and RxC terminals are, therefore, used connected 

to the same, baud-rate generator. 

PROGRAMMING 
It is necessary for the M5M82C51 AP to have the control word 
loaded by the CPU prior to data transfer. This must always 

be done following any resetting operation (by external RE
SET pin or command instruction IR). There are two types of 
control words: mode instructions specifying general opera

tions required for communications and command instructions 
to control the M5M82C51 AP actual operations. 

Following the resetting operation, a mode instruction 

must be set first. This instruction sets the synchronous or 
asynchronous system to be used. In the sysnchronous sys
tem, a SYNC character is loaded from the CPU. In the case 

of the bi-sync system, however, a second SYNC character 
must be loaded in succession. 

loading a command instruction makeS data transfer 
possible. This operation after resetting must be carried out 

for initializing the M5M82C51AP. The USART command in
struction contains an internal-reset IR instruction (06bit) that 
makes it possible to return the M5M82C51 AP to its reset 

state. The initialization flowchart is shown in Fig. 3 and the 
mode-instruction and command-instruction formats are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
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SINGLE CHARACTER SYNC 

EXTERNAL SYNC DETECT 

EVEN PARITY 

PARITY ENABLE 

SYNCHRONOUS~~~-'~-r-L~~~~T-~~-' 
MODEL-__ ~~~~~~-=~-=-L~-L~~ 

EVEN PARITY 

PARITY ENABLE 

CHARACTER LENGTH 
o 0 1 1 
o 1 0 1 
5 6 7 8 

BAUD RATE 
o 0 1 1 
o 1 0 1 

IX 16X ~X 

ASYNCHRONOUSr-~~~~~~~~-r~~~-r~~ 
MODEL-~ __ ~~~ __ ~~L-~~~~~ 

07 D6 D5 D, ·D3 

Fig. 4 Mode-instruction format 
(

C/D=1 ) 

WR =0 

ENTER HUNT MODE , ENTER HUNT MODE 1 
1 I-ENABLE ~~~~~~ FOR 

SYNC CHARA T 

INTERNAL RESET r INTERNAL RESET 1 
-'I-TO INITIALIZATION 

REQUEST TO SEND I TRANSMISSION CARRIER I 
, CONTROL 

l-RTS-Q 

ERROR RESET , ERROR RESET 1 
-, ii-CLEAR ALL ERROR FLAGS 

PE OE. FE) 

SEND BREAK SEND BREAK CHARACTER I 
ll-TxD=LOW 

Rx ENABLE I RECEIVER ENABLE I 
"ll=ENABLE 

O=DISABLE 
DATA 
TERMINAL 
READY -, DATA-TERMINAL READY I 

ll-DTR=O 

0 0 0 0 D D 
TENABLE I=ENABLE 

lAM TRANSMISSION ENABLE I 
,x O=DISABLE 

I EH I IR I RTS I ER I SBRK I RxE I DTR IT xENI 

D7 D6 D5 b. D3 D, D, Do 

Fig. 5 Command-instruction format (CID=I, WR=O) 
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Asynchronous Transmission Mode 
When data characters are loaded on the M5M82C51 AP after 

initial setting, the USART automatically adds a start bit (low) 

, an odd or even parity bit specified by the mode instruction 

during initialization, and a specified number of stop bits 

(high). After that, the assembled data characters are trans

ferred as serial data via the T xD pin if, transfer is enabled 

(TxEN = l·CTS= L). In this case, the transfer data (baud 

rate) is shifted by the mode instruction at a rate of lX, 1/16X, 
or 1 164X the T xC period. 

If the data characters are not loaded on the 

M5M82C51AP, the TxD pin enters a mark state (high). When 

SBRK is programmed by the command instruction, break 

characters (low) are output continuously throug h the T xD 
pin. 

Asynchronous Reception Mode 
The RxD line usually starts operations in a mark state (high), 

triggered by the falling edge of a low-level pulse when it 

comes to this line. This signal is again strobed at the middle 

of the bit to confirm that it is a perfect start bit. The detec

tion of a second low indicates the validity of the start bit 

(restrobing is carried out only in the case of 16X and 64X). 

After that, the bit counter inside the M5M82C51 AP starts 

operating; each bit of the serial information on the RxD line 

is shifted in by the rising edge of RxC, and the data bit, par
ity bit (when necessary), and stop bit are sampled at the 
middle position. 

The occurrence of a parity error causes the setting of a 

parity-error flag. If the stop bit is in the low state, a frame 

error flag is set. Attention should be paid to the fact that the 

receiver requires only one stop bit even though the program 

has designated 1 % or 2 stop bits. 

Reception up to the stop bit means reception of a com
plete character. This character is then transferred to the re

ceiver-data buffer shown in Fig.2, and the RxRDY becomes 

active. In cases where this character is not read by the CPU 

L--. 

CPU~USART (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

DATA CH~RACTER I 
ASSEMBLED DATA FORMAT 

~TARTIDATA CH~RACTER (5-8) PARITY STOr BITSI 
IT SIT (1.15.2) 

and where the next character is transferred to the r·eceiver

data buffer, the preceding character is destroyed and an 
overrun-error flag is set. 

These error flags can be read as the M5M82C51 AP status 

information. The occurrence of an error does not stop 

USART operations. The error flags are cleared by the ER(D4 

bit) of the command instruction. 

The asynchronous-system transfer formats are shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7. 
Synchronous Transmission Mode 
In this mode the T xD pin remains in the high state until initial 

setting by the CPU is completed. After initialization, the state 

of CTS=L and TxEN =1 enables serial transmission of char

acters through the T xD pin. Then, data characters are sent 

out and shifted by the falling edge of the TxC signal. The 
transmission rate equals the TxC rate. 

Thus, once data-character transfer starts, it must continue 

through the T xD pin at the same rate as that of T xC. Unless 

data characters are provided from the CPU before the trans

mitter buffer becomes empty, one or two SYNC characters 
are automatically output from the T xD pin. In this case, it 

should be noted that the T xEMPTY pin enters the high state 

when there are no data characters left in the M5M82C51 AP 

to be transferred, and that the low state is not entered until 

the USART is provided with the next data character from the 

CPU. Care should also be taken over the fact that merely 
setting a command instruction does not effect SYNC

character insertion, because the SYNC character insertion is 

enabled after sending out the first data character. 

In this mode, too, break characters are sent out in suc

cession from the T xD pin when SBRK is designated (D3= 1 ) 
by a command instruction. 

RECEIPTION FORMAT 

ISTSA'TRTI STOyW 
L. -"!.!_J1-__ ";';:~'!-'--__ ~~~(1. 1 5.2) 

TRANSMITTER DATA OUTPUT (T,D) USART~CPU (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

Fig. 6 Asynchronous transmission format I 
(transmission) 

I DATA CHARA?TER (5-8) I 
Note When the data character is 5, 6, or 7 bits/character 

length, the unused bits (for USART ~ CPU) are set to 
zero. 

Fig. 7 Asynchronous transmission format II (reception) 
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Synchronous Reception Mode 
Ch~racter synchronization in this mode is carried out inter
nally or externally by initial-setting designation. 

Programming in the internal synchronous mode requires 
that an EH instruction (D7= 1, enter hunt mode) is included 

in the first command instruction. Data on the RxD pin is sam
pled by the rising RxC signal, and the receiver-buffer con
tents are compared with the SYNC character each time a bit 
is input. Comparison continues until an agreement is 
reached. When the M5M82C51 AP has been programmed in 
the bi-sync mode, data received in further succession is 
compared. The detection of two SYNC characters in succes
sion makes the USART end the hunt mode, setting the SYN

DET pin to the high state. This reset operation is prompted 
by the reading of the status information. When the parity has 
been programmed, SYNDET is not set in the middle of the 
last data bit but in the middle of the parity bit. 

In the external synchronous mode, the M5M82C51 AP gets 
out of the hunt mode when a high synchronization signal is 
given to the SYNDET pin. The high signal requires a mini
mum duration of one RxC cycle. In the asynchronous mode, 
however, the EH signal does not affect the operation at all. 

Parity and overrun errors are checked in the same way 
as in the asynchronous system. During hunt-mode operations 

the parity bit is not checked, but parity checking is carried 
out even when the receiver is disabled. 

The CPU can command the receiver to enter the hunt 
mode, if synchronization is lost. This prevents the SYNC 
character from erroneously becoming equal to the received 
data when all the data in the receiver buffer is set to '1' 

Attention should be paid to the fact that the SYNDET F/F is 
reset each time status information is read irrespective of the 

synchronous mode's being internal or external. This, howev-

CPU-USART (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER) 

I DATA CH:~RACTER I 
ASSEMBLED T xD OUTPUT 

1 SY~~,.I. SYNC J DATA I, DAT~J DATA 1 
ICHARACTER1ICHARACTER21 CHARACTERlc~~~~ ICHARACTER 1 

Fig. 8 Synchronous transmission format I 
(transmi'ssion) 

er, does not return the M5M82C51 AP to the hunt mode. Syn
chronism detection is carried out even though it is not the 
hunt mode. The synchronous transfer formats are shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9. 

Command Instruction 
This instruction defines actual operations in the communica
tion mode deSignated by mode setting. Command instruc
tions include transmitter/receiver enable error-reset, inter
nal-reset, modem-control, enter-hunt and break transmission 
instructions. 

The mode is set following the reset operation. A SYNC 
character is set as required, and the writing of high-level 

signals on the control/data pin (C/O) that follows it is re
garded as a command instruction. When the mode is set all 
over again from the beginning, the M5M82C51 AP can be re
set by using inputting via the reset terminal or by internal re
setting based on the command instruction. 
Note 1: The command error reset (ER), internal reset (IR) 

and enter-hunt-mode (EH) operations are only 
effective when the command instruction is loaded, 
so that these bits need not be returned to '0'. 

2: When a break character is sent out by a command, 

the T xD enters the low state immediately irrespec
tive of whether or not the USART has sent out data. 

3: Operations of the USART's receiver section which is 

always in the enable state cannot be inhibited. The 
command instruction RxE = 0 does not mean that 
data reception via the RxD pin is inhibited; it means 

that the RxRDY is masked and error flags are inhi
bited. 

Note 

SERIAL INPUT DATA (RxD) 

USART-CPU (5-8 BITS/CHARACTER") 

I DATA ~~ARACTER I 
When the data character is 5, 6. or 7 bits/character 
length, the unused bits (for USART- CPU) are set to 
zero. 

Fig. 9 Synchronous transmission format II (reception) 
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Status Information 
The CPU can always read USART status by setting the C/D 
to '1' and RO to '0'. 

The status information format is shown in Fig. 10. In this 
format RxROY, TxEMPTY and SYNOET have the same de
finitions as those of the pins. This means that these three 

pieces of status information become '1' when .each pin is in 
the high state. The other status information is defined as fol
lows: 

OSR: When the OSR pin is in the low state, status in
formation OSR becomes '1 '. 

FE: 

OE: 

PE: 

The occurrence of a frame error in the receiver 
section makes the status information FE '1'. 
The occurrence of an overrun error in the receiver 
section makes the status information OE '1 '. 
The occurrence of a parity error in the receiver 
section makes this status information PE '1'. 

T xROY: This information becomes '1' when the transmit 

data buffer is empty. Be careful because this has a 
different meaning from the T xROY pin that enters 
the high state only when the transmitter buffer is 
empty, when the CTS pin is in the low state, and 
when T xEN is '1'. 

11 FOR DSR LOW LEVEL 0 FOR DSR HIGH LEVEL I 
I SAME DEFINITION AS SYNDET/BD PIN I 
I FE IS SET WHEN A VALID STOP BIT IS NOT DETECTED AT THE END OF EVERY CHAR-
I ACTER (ASYNC ONLY) IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE COMMAND INSTRUCTION 

1 1---1 
I DSR I 5~~ I F~ I QE I P~ I T x~ I :DY I ~DY I 

07 06 05 0, 03 0, 0, Do 

Fig. 10 Status information (CiO=I, RD=O) 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Fig. 11 shows an application example for the M5M82C51 AP 

in the asynchronous mode. When the port addresses of the 
M5M82C51 AP are assumed to be 00 # and 01 # in this fi
gure, initial setting in the asynchronous mode is carried out 
in the following manner: 

MVI A, B6# Mode setting 
OUT 01 # 
MVI A,27# Command instruction 
OUT 01# 

In this case, the following are set by mode setting: 
Asynchronous mode 
6 bits/character 
Parity enable (even) 
1 '/2StOP bits 
Baud rate: 16X 

Command instructions set the following 
RTS=l--RTS pin=L 
RxE=l 

OTR=1--0TR pin=L 
TxEN=l 

When the initial setting is complete, transfer operations are 
allowed. The RTS pin is initially set to the lOW-level by set
ting RTS to '1', and this serves as a CTS input with T xEN 

FE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5M82C51AP 

OE IS SET WHEN THE CPU DOES NOT READ A CHARACTER BEFORE THE NEXT ONE 
BECOMES AVAILABLE IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE COMMAND INSTRUCTION 
OE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5M82C51AP 

PE IS SET WHEN A PARITY ERROR IS DETECTED IT IS RESET BY THE ER BIT OF THE 
COMMAND INSTRUCTION PE DOES NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF THE M5M82C51AP 

SAME DEFINITION AS TxEMPTY PIN 

SAME DEFINITION AS RxRDY PIN I 
1 FOR TRANSMIT DATA BUFFER IS EMPTY I 

being equal to '1 '. For this reason the same definition applies 
to the status and pin of T xROY, and '1' is assigned when the 
transmit-data buffer is empty. Actual transfer of data is car
ried out in the following way: 

IN 01 # Status read 

The IN instruction prompts the CPU to read the USART's 
status. The result is; if the T xRDY equals '1' transmitter data 
is sent from the CPU and written on the M5M82C51 AP. 

Transmitter data is written in the M5M82C51 AP in the follow
ing manner: 

MVI 

OUT 

A,20# 

00# 

2016 is an example of transmit-
ter data. 
USART:<-(A) 

Receiver data is read in the following manner: 
IN 00# (A)+-USART 

In the above example, the status information is read and 
as a result, the transmitter data is written and read. Interrup
tion processing by using the T xRDY and RxROY pins is also 
possible. 

Fig. 12 shows the status of the T xO pin when data written 
in the USART is transferred from the CPU. When the data 
shown in Fig.12 enters the RxO pin, data sent from the 

M5M82C51 AP to the CPU+becomes 20,6 and bits 06 and D7 
are treated as '0'. 
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1 
TxC BAUD RATE L ClK 

GENERATOR RxC 
(DIVIDER) RESET 

C RTS RD 

CTS WR 

USART 
M5M82C51AP 

TO EXTERNAL CIRCUIT { ~ DTR CS p..------ ADDRESS 
, -----< DSR DECODER 

C/O t--

LlNE{ 
TxD 

- TO TRANSMISSION 
RxD 07~Do 

8 

8 8 

Fig. 11 Example of circuit using the asynchronous mode 

STOP BIT (1. 5 BITS) 

,rr-r1Dr-rHr 
x, x, 

ClK 
RESET IN P--

RESET OUT 

RD 

WR 

CPU 
8085A 

IO/M 

A'5-A" 

AD7-ADo 

ALE 

j 

FROM 
EXTERNAL 
CIRCUIT 

TO MEMORY AND OTHER PERIPHERAL DEVICES 

START BIT~ DATA I I 1 I I 
I-----~--. f--L--1 i--START BIT 

Fig. 12 Example of data transmission 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits Unit 

Vee Power-.supply voltage -0.3-7 V 

V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Va Output voltage -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Topr Operating free~air temperature range -20-75 "C 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75"C. unless otherwise noted.) 

limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Power-supply voltage 0 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C. Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=OV. unless otherwise noted.) 

Symbol Parameter 

V ,H High-level input voltage 

V'L Low-level input voltage 

V OH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

lee Supply current from Vee 

I'H High-level input current 

III LOW-level inl?ut current 

loz Off-state input current 

C, Input capacitance 

GIIO Input/output capacitance 

Test conditions 

IOH=-400~A 

IOL=2.2mA 

VI=VCC 

V,=OV 

Vss=OV. v,=OV-Vcc 

Vcc=Vss. f=lMHz. 25mVrms. Ta=25°C 

Vcc=Vss. f=l MHz. 25mVrms. T a=25'C 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min Typ 

2 

-0,3 

2.4 

-10 

-10 

-10 

Unit 
Max 

Vcc+O. 3 V 
.-

0.8 V 

V 

0.45 V 

5 mA 

10 f.'A 

10 f.'A 

10 f.'A 

10 pF 

20 pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS(T a=-20-75"C , Vee=5V±10%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted.) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

Symbol Min Typ Max 

lei. ) Clock cycle time (Notes1, 2) Icy 320 1350 ns 

IWI.) Clock high pulse width t. 120 tCIll-gO ns 

IWI~l Clock low pulse width I~ 90 ns 

Ir Clock rise time tR 20 ns 

If Clock fall time IF 20 ns 

lX baud rate fTX DC 64 kHz 
Transmitter input clock 

fTX 16X baud rate fTX DC 310 kHz 
frequency 

64X baud rate fTX DC 615 kHz 

Transmitter input clock low 1X baud rate hpw 12 tci' 1 
tW(TPWL) 

pulse width 16X, 64X baud rate hpw 1 tcl' 1 

Transmitter input clock high lX baud rate hPD 15 tel' 1 
tWCTPWH) 

pulse width 16X, 64X baud rate hPD 3 tel' 1 

1X baud rate fRX DC 64 kHz 
Receiver input clock 

fRX 16X baud rate fRX DC 310 kHz 
frequency 

64X baud rate fRX DC 615 kHz 

Receiver input clock low lX baud rate tRPW 12 tel' 1 
·WCRPWL) 

pulse width 16X, 64X baud rate tRPw 1 tel' 1 

Receiver input clock high 1X baud rale ,tRPO 15 tel' 1 
·W(RPWH) 

1 6X, 64X baud rate 3 pulse width tRPO tel' 1 

·SU(A---':R) Address setup time before read (CS, C/O) (Note3) tAR 0 ns 

theR-A) Address hold time after read (CS, C/O) (Nole3) IRA 0 ns 

twiRl ,Read pulse width tRR 250(200) ns 

·SUCA-W) Address setup time before write tAW 0 ns 

Ihlw-Al Address hold time after write tWA 0 ns 

twlwl Write pulse width tww 250(200) ns 

tSU(DO~W} Data setup time before write IDw 150(100) ns 

thew-Do) Data hold time after write two 20( 0 ) ns 

tSU(ESO~A)(C) ESYNOET selup time before RxC tES 18 tel' 1 

tSU(C-R) Control setup time before read tCR 20 tel' 1 

tRV Write recovery time between writes (Note4) tRV 6 tel' 1 

tSU(AxD~tS) RxD setup time before internal sampling pulse tSRx 2 ,,"8 

th(tS-RxO) RxD hold time after internal sampling pulse tHRx 2 ,,"S 

Note The T xC and RxC frequencies have the following limitations with respect to ClK, 
For 1X baud rate fTX, fAx,,;1!(30tC(¢l). For 16X, 64X baud rate hx, fRx ,,;1!(4.5tCI¢l) 

2 Reset p-ulse width=6tc(¢l minimum. System clock must be running during reset. 
3 CS, C/O are considered as address. 
4 This recovery time is for mode initialization only. Write data isallowed only when TxROY=1. Recovery time between writes for asynchronous 

mode is 8te (.,;), and that for synchron'ous mode is 16tc(.,;). 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75°C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted.) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions (Note?) 

symbol 

tPZV(R-DQ) Output data enable time after read (Note5) tRO CL=1S0pF 

tPVZ(R-OQ) Output data disable time after read tOF 

IpZV(TllC-TxO) T XD enable time after falling edge of T xC tCTx 

IpLH (Cl8-TxR) Propagation time from center of last bit to T xRDY clear (Note6) hxRDY 

tPHL(W-TxR) Propagation time from write data to TxROY (Note5) hxADY CLEAR 

IpLH(ClB-RXR) Propagation time from center of last bit to AxADY (Note6) tRxRDY 

tPHL(R-RxR) Propagation time from read data to AxADY clear (Note6) tRxRDY CLEAR 

tplH(RxD-SYO) Propagation time from rising edge of RxC to interoal SYNDET (NoteG) tiS 

IpLH(CLB-TxE} Propagation time from center of last bit to TxEMPTY (Note6) tTxEMPTY 

tpHUW-C) Propagation time from rising edge of WR to control (Note6) twc 

Note Assumes that address is vaild before falling edge of RD. 
Status-up data can have a maximum delay of 28 clock periods from the event affecting the status. 
Input pulse .Ievel 0.45-2. 4V Reference level Input V,H =2V, V'L =0. 8V 
Input pulse rise time 10ns Output VoH =2V, VoL=0.8V 
Input pulse fall time 10ns 

8 M5M82C51 AP is also invested with the extended specification showed in the brackets. 

TIMING DIAGRAMS 
System clock (elK) 

ClK 

Transmitter clock & data 

TxC(16X) 

T,C(1X) 

Receiver clock & data 

tr F 
tW(TPWl) 

tC(1)) 

tW(f} , 
10 11 12 13 

tW(TPWH) 

tW{f} 

14 lS 

Limits 
Unit 

Min Typ Max 

200 (1 70) ns 

lD 100 ns 

1 J.;S 

8 tet. ) 

400 ns 

26 tet. ) 

400 ns 

26 tet • ) 

20 tet. ) 

8 tet • ) 

2.4-y V-
0.45--A.:;;~.~8 ___ 0:::. . .::.~ 

} 
16 

R,D R,-BIT COUNTER STARTS HERE 

START BIT DATA BIT DATA BIT 

RxC(16X) 

INTERNAL 
SAMPLING 

PULSE 

tSU(RxO·IS) 

.3tC( 1» 

tW( 1» th(IS_RxO) 
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Write control cycle (CPU-USART) 

c/o 

07-00 
(DATA INPUT) 

i'5'fR, RTS 

tSU(A-W) 

~ 
tSU(A-W) 

Read control cycle (USART-CPU) 

OSR, CTS 

c/o 

07-00 
(DATA OUTPUT) 

5-56 
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tSU(C_R) 
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n 
1. 

lJ\ 
thew-A) 

tW(w) 

tSU(DO-W) ~ 

} VAll ) K 
tPHL(w-c) 

) 

tSU(A_R) th(R-A) 

t .1 
tSU(A_R) "(R-A) '\ 

tW(R) 

i 
tPVZ(R-DO) 

tPZY{R-OQ) 14----

II; 
VALID 

\\' .J 
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Write data cycle (CPU-USART) 

c/o 

07-00 
(DATA INPUT) 

TxRDY 

Read data cycle (USART-CPU) 

c/o 

07-00 
(DATA OUTPUT) 

RxRDY 
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SU(A-wl 

\{ ISUIA-wl 

IWlwl 

tSU(OQ_W) 

) 

tSU(A_R) 
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Ih (W-A) 

IhIW-AI1 

thlw-DQI 
,~ 

VALID K 

T 

J 
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Transmitter control & flag timing (async mode) 

c/o J \\...----L\----IOI.....-.,;I...-..... I __ -I\I....-..... I __ --'-\ ---I/~ ____ --" 

Tx.RDY 
(PIN) 

TxRDY 
(STATUS) 

TxEMPTY 

WR-TxEN WR-DATA 1 WR-DATA2 WR-DATA3 WR-DATA4 
~------~ ~------~ r--------------, 

NoteS: Example format = 7 bits/character with parity & 2 stop bits 
9: TxRDY(pin)= 1 -(Transmit-data buffer Is empty) • (TxEN = 1 ) • (CTS= 0)= 1 

10: TxRDY(status)= 1 -(Transmit-data buffer is empty)= 1 

Receiver control & flag timing (asyne mode) 

\ 

BREAK STATE 

c/o o.J \ \ I \ I' \..... _ ...... \.......-1 __ --0' V \0 

BD 
(PIN) 

OE 
(STATUS) 

Rx RDY 

RxD 

RD DATA 1 RD DATA3 RD ALL ° DATA 

~ ~ ~ 
WR-RxE WR-ER WR-RxE WR-Rx E 

U LJrtr 
~ 

DATA 2 
LOST 

tPLl-i1 ClB-RxRl'" t-

J r--
\ '--

l S ----.. -. 
WoN213141sJ6lpJ ~ \SIoN2131415161pJ~ \s/oN2N41516Ipy~ 

T . T 
. \S0123456PPS0123456Pp 

DATAl P DATA 2 P DATA 3 P 

Noten: Example format = 7 bits/character with parity 

..• ·MITSU. BISHI 
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Transmitter control & flat timing (sync mode) 

o I 0 ' ......... \ ----"' ______ _ 

TxRDY 
(PIN) 

TxRDY 
(STATUS) 

TxEMPTY 

WR WR WR WR WR 
DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 DATA 4 SBRK 

~------, ~--. ~-------, 

DATA 1 DATA 2 SYNC SYNC DATA3 DATA4 
CH 1 CH2 

Note12: Example format = 5 bits/character with parity, bi-sync characters. 

Receiver control & flag timing (sync mode) 

INTERNAL SYNC MODE 

BREAK 
STATE 

WR 
DATA 5 r--------------

MARK 
STATE DATA 5 SYNC SYNC 

CH 1 CH 2 

EXTERNAL SYNC MODE 

cio OJ ,'-_____ --'-___ 'L....II \ \ fIL.ll"'L ] LJ r 

WR-EH-RxE 

SYNDET 
(PIN) ~;~~NAL 

SYNDET 
(STATUS) 

OE 
(STATUS) 

Rx RDY 

RxD 

(OUTPUT) 
tpLH(RxC-SYD) 

DATA 2 
LOST r+--.1j 

SYNC 
CHl 

SYNC: : DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 SYNC SYNC 
CH 2 : : CH 1 CH 2 

1hluL 
EXITS HUNT MODE j l CHARACTER 
SYNDET SET ASSEMBLY BEGINS 

Note13: Example format = 5 bits/character with parity, bi-sync characters. 

'. MITSUBISHI 
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CH 2 RD STATUS RD DATA -----, 

WR-EH-RxE 
~----+-----+---

EXITS HUNT MODE 
SYNDET SET 
(STATUS) 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C51 AFP is a universal synchronous/asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (USART) IC chip designed for data 
communications use. It is produced using the silicon-gate 
CMOS process and is mainly used in combination with 8-bit 
microprocessors. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Synchronous and asynchronous operation 

Synchronous: 
5-8-bit characters 
Internal or external synchronization 

Automatic SYNC character insertion 
Asynchronous system: 

5-8-bit characters 

Clock rate- 1 , 16 or 64 times the baud rate 
1 ,1)1, or 2 stop bits 

False-start-bit detection 
Automatic break-state detection 

• Baud rate: DC-64K-baud 
• Full duplex, double-buffered transmitter/receiver 
• Error detection: parity, overrun, and framing 

APPLICATIONS 
• Modem control of data communications using micro

computers 

• Control of CRT, TTY and other terminal equipment 

FUNCTION 
The M5M82C51 AFP is used in the peripheral circuits of a 
CPU. It permits assignments, by means of software, of op
erations in all the currently used serial-data transfer systems 

including IBM's 'bi-sync'. The M5M82C51 AFP receives para-

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

RECEIVERi~~~~ RxD ~ 3 

(ov)Vss 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

2 ~ 0 1 } BIDIRECTIONAL 
2 ~DO DATE BUS 

26 Vcc (5V) 
RECEIVER· 
CLOCK INPUT 
DATA-TERMINAL 
READY OUTPUT 
REQUEST-TO
SEND OUTPUT 
DATA-SET 
READY INPUT 

21 ~ RESET RESET INPUT 

T~t~~~I;rJ~~ 2 ~ eLK CLOCK INPUT 

cON~mici~~~~ 19 ~ T xD b~~~~~n;G~-
CHIP-S~~~8i 18 ~ TxEMPTY ~~~~~~Yr~~-T 

%g~~~gt~A:~,: 17 ~ CTS ~k~~~J~UT 
CON:RE5Ei~~~~ 16 ~ ~);NDET / ~~~~KD6~m~ 
READ~Eg5~~~':RxRDY~ 14 15 ~ TxRDY ~~~~~~~~~~T ---,.... ___ --.Jr-

Outline 28P2W 

lIel-format data from the CPU, converts it into a serial format, 
and then transmits via the T xD pin. It also receives data sent 

in via the RxD pin from the external circuit, and converts it 
into a parallel format for sending to the CPU. On receipt of 
parallel-format data for transmission from the CPU or serial 
data for the CPU from external devices, the M5M82C51 AFP 

informs the CPU using the T xRDY or RxRDY pin. In addition, 
the CPU can read the M5M82C51 AFP status at any time. The 
M5M82C51 AFP can detect the data received for errors and 

inform the CPU of the presence of errors as status informa
tion. Errors include parity, overrun and frame errors. 

M5M82C51 AFP is different from M5M82C51 AP only in the 

package outline. Hefer to the M5M82C51 AP for more details. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
RESET INPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 
CONTROL/DATA-CONTROL 

INPUT 
READ-DATA CONTROL INPUT 
WRITE-DATA CONTROL INPUT 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

-----------l 

DATA-SET READY INPUT 

DATA-TERMINAL READY OUTPUT 
CLEAR-TO-SEND INPUT 
REQUEST-TO-SEND OUTPUT 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 
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4 vss(OV) 

RxRDY 

TRANSMITIER-DATA OUTPUT 

TRANSMITIER-READY OUTPUT 
TRANSMITIER-EMPTY OUTPUT 

TRANSMITTER-CLOCK INPUT 

RECEIVER-READY OUTPUT 

25 RxC RECEIVER-CLOCK INPUT 
16 SYNDET/BD SYNC DETECT/BREAK DETECT 

RECEIVER-DATA INPUT 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C54P is a programmable general-purpose timer 
device developed by using the silicon-gate CMOS process. 
It offers counter and timer functions in systems using an 8-bit 
parallel-processing CPU. The use of the M5M82C54P frees 
the CPU from the execution of looped programs, count
operation programs and other simple proceSSing involving 
many repetitive operations, thus contributing to improved 
system throughputs. The M5M82C54P works on a single 
power supply, and both its input and output can be con
nected to a TTL circuit. 

Parameter M5M82C54P M5M82C54P-6 

Clock high pulse width 60ns 55ns 

Clock low pulse width 60ns 110ns 

Clock cycle time 125ns 165n5 

Propagation time 
120n5 170ns 

from read to output 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Pin connection compatible with M5L8253P-5 
• Clock period: M5M82C54P-6 ...................... DC-6MHz 

M5M82C54P ......................... DC-SMHz 

• 3 independent bult-in 16-bit down counters 
• 6 counter modes freely aSSignable for each counter 

• Binary or decimal counts 
• Read-b.ack command for monitoring the count and status 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIREC- 0 4 ~ 
TIONAL 

DATA BUS 0 3 ~ 

CLOCK INPUT ClKO~ 9 

cg~~;E~ OUTO- 10 

GATE INPUT GATEO~ 11 

(OV) GND 

vee (5V) 

23 - WR WRITE INPUT 

22 - RD READ INPUT 

21 - CS ~~~~SElECT 

20 - Ao }ADDRESS 
19 - A, INPUTS 

18 - CLK2 CLOCK INPUT 

17 ~OUT2 g3¥~JiR 
16 -GATE2 GATE INPUT 

15 - ClK1 CLOCK INPUT 

14 - GATE1 GATE INPUT 

13 ~ OUT1 g8¥~JfR --... _____ 1.-

Outline 24P4 

FUNCTION 
Three independent 16-bit counters allow free programming 
based on mode-control instructions from the CPU. When 

roughly classified, there are 6 modes (0-5). Mode 0 is main
ly used as an interruption timer and event counter, mode 1 

as a digital one-shot, modes 2 and 3 as rate generators, 
mode 4 for a software triggered strobe, and mode 5 for a 
hardware triggered strobe. 

The count can be monitored and set at any time. Besides 

APPLICATION the count, the status of the counter can be monitored by 
Delayed-time setting, pulse counting and rate generation in Read-back command. The counter operates with either the 
microcomputers. binary or BCD system. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

$--[------(5V) Vee 24 CONTROL- 8 
WORD 

(OV) GND 12 REGISTER 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

READ INPUT 

WRITE INPUT 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

07 1 

INTERNAL 

-~CLK 0 

~GATE 0 

10 OUT 0 

DATA BUS -.---l 
-~~--~~~-~~~-
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CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 
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DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONS 
Data-Bus Buffer 
This 3-state, bidirectional, 8-bit buffer is used to interface 
the'M5M82C54P to the system-side data bus, Transmission 
and reception of all the data including control words for 

mode designation and values written in, and read from, the 
counters are carried out through this buffer. 

Read/Write Logic 
The read/write logic accepts control signals (RD, WR) from 

the system and generates control signals for each 'counter. It 
is enabled or disabled by the chip-select signal (CS); if CS 
is at the high-level the data-bus buffer enters a floating 
(high-impedance) state, 

Read Input (RD) 
The count of the counter deSignated by address inputs Ao 
and A, on the low-level is output to the data bus, 

Write Input (WR) 
Data on the data bus is written in the counter or controlword 

register designated by address inputs Ao and A, on the low
leveL 

Address Inputs (Ao, A,) 
These are used for selecting one of the 3 internal counters 
and either of the control-word registers, 

Chip-Select Input (CS) 
A low-level on this input enables the M5M82C54P. Changes 
in the level of the CS input have no effect on the operation 
of the counters, 

Control-Word Register 
This register stores information required to give instructions 

about operational modes and to select binary or BCD count
ing, Unlike the counters, it allows no reading, only writing. 

Counters 0,1 and 2 
These counters are identical in operation and independent 
of each other. Each is a 16-bit, presettable, down counter, 

and has clock-input, gate-input and output pins, The counter 
can operate in either binary or BCD using the falling edge of 
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CONTROL WORD AND INITIAL-VALUE LOADING 
The function of the M5M82C54P depends on the system soft
ware. The operational mode of the counters can be speci
fied by writing control words (Ao, A, = 1, 1) into the control
word registers, 

The programmer must write out to the M5M82C54P the 
programmed number of count register bytes (lor 2) prior to 
actually using the selected counter. 

Table 2 shows control-word format, which consists of 4 
fields. Only the counter selected by the 0 7 and 0 6 bits of the 
control word is set for operation, Bits 05 and 04 are used for 
specifying operations to read values in the counter and to in
itialize, Bits 03 - 0, are used for mode designation, and Do 
for specifying binary or BCD counting, When Do = 0, binary 

counting is employed~ and any number from 0000,6 to FFFF,6 
can be loaded into the count register. The counter is 
counted down for each clock, The counting of 0000,6 causes 
the transmission of a time-out signal from the count-output 
pin, 

The maximum number of counts is obtained when 0000'6 
is set as the initial value. When 0 0=1, BCD counting is em

ployed, and any number from 0000,0 to 999910 can be loaded 
on the counter, 

Neither system resetting nor connecting to the power 
supply sets the control word to any specific value, Thus to 

bring the counters into operation, the above-mentioned con
trol words for mode designation must be given to each coun

ter, and then 1 - 2 byte initial counter values must be set 
The following is an example of this programming step, 

To deSignate mode a for counter 1 ,with initial value 8253,6 
set by binary count, the following program is used: 

MVI A, 7016 Control word 70,6 
OUT n1 n, is control-word-register address 
MVI A, 5316 Low-order 8 bits 

OUT 
MVI 

n2 is counter 1 address 
High-order 8 bits 

each clock. The. mode of counter operation and the initial OUT n2 n2 is counter 1 address 
value from which to start counting can be designated by Thus, the program generally has the following sequence: 
software, The count can be read by input instruction at any (1) Control-word output to counter i (i=O, 1,2), 

time, and there is a "read-on-the-fly" function which enables (2) Initialization of low-order 8 counter bits 
stable reading by latching each instantaneous count to the (3) Initialization of high-order 8 counter bits 

registers by a special counter-latch instruction, The three counters can be executed in any sequence, It is 
pOSSible, for instance,to deSignate the mode of each coun
ter and then load initial values in a different order. Initializa

tion of the counters designated by RL land RL a must be 
executed in the order of the low-order 8 bits and then the 
high-order 8 bits for the counter in question, 
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Table Basic Functions 
, 

cs RD WR A, 

a 1 a a 
a 1 a a 
a 1 0 1 

a 1 a 1 

a a 1 a 
a a 1 a 
a a 1 1 

a a 1 1 

1 X X X 

a 1 1 X 

Table 2 Control-Word Format 

0, 

I SCl I sca RLl I RLa M2 Ml MO 

~SC RL M 

Ao 

a 
1 

a 
1 

a 
1 

a 
1 

X 

X 

I 
Do 

BCD 

BCD-j 
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Function 

Data bus-Counter a 

Data bus-Counter 1 

Data bus-Counter 2 

Data bus-Control-word register 

Data bus-Counter a 

Data bus-Counter 1 

Data bus-Counter 2 

3-state 

3-state 

3-state 

eSC(Select Counter) 

SCl sca 
a a Select counter a 
0 1 Select counter 1 

1, a Select counter 2 

1 1 Prohibited combination 

e RL(Read/Load) 

RLl RLa 

a 0 Counter Latch Command 

a 1 Read/load low-order 8 bits only 

1 0 Read/load high-order 8 bits only 

1 1 Read/load low-order 8 bits and then high-order 8 bits 

eM(Mode) 

M2 

a 
a 
X 

X 

1 

1 

eBCD 

Ml Ma 
a a 
a 1 

1 a 
1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

Binary counter (16 bits) 

Modea 

Model 

Mode2 

Mode3 

Mode4 

Mode5 

Binary-coded decimal counter (4 decades) 
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MODE DEFINITION 
Mode 0 (Interrupt on Terminal Count) 
Mode set and initialization cause the counter output to go 
low-level (see Fig. 1). When the counter is loaded with an 
initial value, it will start counting the clock input. When the 
terminal count is reached, the output will go high and remain 

high until the selected count register is reloaded with the 
mode. This mode can be used when the CPU is to be inter
rupted after a certain period or at the time of counting up. 

Fig. 1 shows a setting of 4 as the initial value. If gate input 
goes low, counting is inhibited for the duration of the low
level period. 

Reloading of the initial value during count operation will 

stop counting by the loading of the first byte and start the 
new count by the, loading of the second byte. 

Mode 1 (Programmable One-Shot) 
The gate input functions as a trigger input. A gate-input ris
ing edge causes the generation of low-level one-shot output 
with a predetermined clock length starting from the next 

clock. Fig. 2 shows an initial setting of 4. While the counter 
output is at the low-level (during one-shot),loading of a new 
value does not change the one-shot pulse width, which has 

already been output. The current count can be read at any 
time without affecting the width of the one-shot pulse being 
output. This mode permits retriggering. 

Mode 2 (Rate Generator) 
LOW-level pulses during one clock operation are generated 
from the counter output at a rate of one per n clock inputs 
(where n is the value initially set for the counter). When a 

new value is loaded during the counter operation, it is re
flected on the output after the pulses by the current count 
have been output. In the example shown in Fig. 3, n is given 
as 4 at the outset and is then changed to 3. 

In this mode, the gate input provides a reset function. 
While it is on the low-level, the output is maintained high; 

the counter restarts from the initial value, triggered by a ris
ing gate-input edge. This gate input, therefore, makes 
possible external synchronization of the counter by hard
ware. 

After the mode is set, the counter does not start, counting 
until the rate n is loaded into the count register, with the 
counter output remaining at the high-level. 

Mode 3 (Square Rate Generator) 
This is similar to Mode 2 except that it outputs a square 
wave with the half count of the set rate. When the set value 
n is odd, the square-wave output will be high for (n+ 1) 12 
clock-input counts and low for (n-1 )/2 counts. When a new 
rate is reloaded into the count register during its operation, it 
is immediately reflected on the count directly following the 
output transition (high-to-Iow or low-to-high) of the current 

count. Gate-input operations are exactly the same as in 
Mode 2. Fig. 4 shows an example of Mode 3 operation. 

Mode 4 (Software Triggered Strobe) 
After the mode is set, the output will be high. By loading a 
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number on the counter, however, clock-input counts can be 
started and on the terminal count, the output will go low for 

one input-clock period and then will go high again. Mode 4 
differs from Mode 2 in that pulses are not output repeatedly 
with the same set count. The pulse output is delayed one 

clock period in Mode 2, as shown in Fig. 5. When a new 
value is loaded into the count register during its count op
eration, it is reflected on the next pulse output without 
affecting the current count. The count will be inhibited while 

the gate input is low-level. 

Mode 5 (Hardware Triggered Strobe) 
This is a variation of Mode 1. The gate input provides a trig
ger function, and the count is started by its rising edge. On 
the terminal count, the counter output goes low for on one 
clock period and then goes high. As in Mode 1, retriggering 
by the gate input is possible. An example of timing in Mode 

5 is shown in Fig. 6. 
As mentioned above, the gate input plays different roles 

according to the mode. The functions are summarized in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 Gate Operations 

I~ Low or going low Rising High 

Mod 

0 Disables counting Enables 
counting 

1 
(1) Initiates counting 
(2) Resets output 

after next clock 

2 (1) Oisables counting (1) Reloads counter Enables 
(2) Sets output high (2) Initiates counting counting 

immediately 

3 (1) Disables counting (1) Reloads counter Enables 
(2) Sets output high (2) Initiates counting counting 

immediately 

4 Disables counting Enables 
counting 

5 Initiates counting 
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elK 

I 
I 

OUT(GATE="H") 14 
I 

WR ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

GATE :L-..J 
:4 4 4 

OUT 

Fig. 1 Mode 0 

elK 

GATE 

OUT 

GATE LJ 

Fig. 

OUT 

2 

elK 

WR 

2 1 

Mode 1 

OUT(GATE="H") 

I 

:3 2 1 0 
I I I 

GATE ~.----------------------
4 3 3 3 

OUT 
2 1 .. 4 ..... --''--1 4 3 

U L.I" 

Fig. 3 Mode 2 

COUNTER MONITORING 
Sometimes the counter must be monitored by reading its 

count or using it as an event counter. The M5M82C54P offers 

the following two methods for count reading: 

Read Operation 
The count can be read by designating the address of the 

counter to be monitored and executing a simple I/O read 
operation. In order to ensure correct reading of the count, it 

is necessary to cause the clock input to pause by external 

logic or prevent a' change in the count by gate input. An ex

ample of a program to read the counter 1 count is shown be

low. If RLl, RLO=l, 1 has been specified in the control word, 

the first IN instruction enables the I'ow-order 8 bits to be read 

and the second IN instruction enables the highorder 8 bits. 
IN n2 .... n2 is the counter 1 address 

MOV D, A 
IN n2 

MOV E, A 
The IN instruction should be executed once or twice by the 

RLl and RLO deSignations in the control-word register. 
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elK 

GATE 

Fig. 4 

elK 

WR 

OUT 

GATE 

OUT 

Fig. 5 

elK 

GATE 

Mode 3 

Mode 4 

OUT(n=4) 

GATE 

3 2 0 
LJ 

h-l 0 

~ 

LJ 

4 3 0 
OUT(n-=-47)--~~--~~~~~--~~~ 

Fig. 6 Mode 5 

Read-on-the-Fly Operation 
This method makes it possible to read the current count 
without affecting the count operation at all. A special coun

ter-latch command is first written in the control-word regis

ter. This causes latching of all the instantaneous counts to 

the register, allowing retention of stable counts. An example 

of a program to execute this operation for counter 2 is given 

below. 
MVI A, 1000XXXX .... 05 = 04 = 0 designates counter 

latching 

OUT 

IN 

MOV 

n, .... n, is the control-ward-register address 

n3 .... n3 is the counter 2 address 

D,A 
IN n3 
MOV E, A 

In this example, the IN instruction is executed twice. Due to 

the internal logic of the M5M82C54P it is absolutely essential 

to complete the entire reading procedure. If two bytes are 

programmed to be read, then two bytes must be read before 

any OUT instruction can be executed to the same counter . 
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Read Back Command 
M5M82C54P has a function of reading not only the, count but 
also status (Read Back Command) . The read backco~~ 
mand enables the next four functions. 
(1) read the current count "on the fly" 

'(2) monitor the current state of the OUT pin 
(3) monitor the current state of the counter element 

(whether the count is loaded into the counter element or 
not) 

(4) read the control word 
Read back operation can be specified by writing read back 
command into the control Word registers (Ao, A1 =', , ). Fig. 
7 shows the format of read back command. 

'Bits 0 7 and 0 6 are used for specifying read back com
mand and fixed 1 (07 =', 0 6 =,). Respectively bits 0 5 

(count) and 04 (status) are used for reading the count and 
the status of the counter selected by the 0 3-01 bits. Bit Do 
must be fixed O. 

Only the coun(can be read "on the fly" by setting 0 5 =0 . 
and 0 4 =, as well as counter latch command above men
tioned. If 0 3 - 01 are set 1 all, the counts of three counters 
are simultaneously latched by one read back command. (By 
counter latch command, it must be latched for each 
counter.) Next, by read operation, the latched count is read 
out. 

Only the status can be latched by setting 05 = 1 and 04 

= O. By read operation, the status shown in Fig. 8 can be 
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read:' 

BIT 0 7 gives the current state of OUT pin. When 0 7 = 1, 
OUT = "H", and when 0 7 =0, OUT =" "l". Bit 06 indicates 
the current state of counter element. When 06 =1, the initial 
counter value has not been loaded to counter element. This 
state is following. 
(1) The 'control word is written, but the initial counter value 

is not loaded 
(2) The initial counter value is written to count register, and 

the ClK inpllts are'not. 
When ,06 = 0, the initial counter value has already been 
loaded. It is the state when the ClK falls following the rising 
edge after the initial vl..ue is written. Bits 0 5 - Do show the 
current state of the control word regsiter. 

It is possible to read both the count and the status. By 
setting 0 5 = 0 and D4 = 0, the status can be read first, and 
the count next. 

'The count and/or the status are unlatched when read, so 
by the next read operation the current counting value can be 
read. And they are unlatched too when the control word is 
set, so the read back command must be set on all such 
occasions. 

If multiple read back commands are written before the' 
read operation, only the first one is val,id. 

Thus, th,e read of the status is effective when the state of 
output and the timing of count reading can be monitored by 
software . 
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,------------------ e Read Back Command 
(07=1, 06=1 : fixed) 

,---------,--------- eCOUNT=O: Latch Count 

,------------eSTATUS=O: Latch Status 

{ 
CNT2=1 I.e CNT1=1 
CNTO=1 

ieFixed on 0 
r--_~A.~--~ 

Select Counter 2 
Select Counter 1 
Select Counter 0 

I COUNT I STATUS I CNT2 I CNTl I CNTO I 

Fig. 7 Read Back Command Format 

e State of OUT pin 

OUT 

lOUT pin is "H" level 

Out pin is "L" level 

e State of counter element 

CNT 

I I Initial value unloaded 

I 0 I Initial value loaded 

e State of control word register 
(cf. Table 2) 

_-----~A~----__ ~ 
D, DB Ds D3 

OUT CNT RLl RLO M2 

Fig. 8 Status Byte 

D, 

Ml 

D, Do 

MO BCD 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits Unit 

Vee Power supply-voltage -0.3-7 '. V 

V, Input voltage With respect to GND -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Va Output voltage -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 V 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 "C 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 "C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Power supply voltage 4.50 5 5.50 V 

Vss Supply voltage (GND) 0 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-7S"C , Vcc=SV±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V ,H High-level input voltage 
--

V ,L Low-level input voltage 

VOH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

I'H High-level input current 

I'L Low-level input current 
-_ .... 

102 Off-state output current 

I M5M82C54P 
lee Power supply current i M5M82C54p·6 

lee Power supply current during STAI\JD BY 

Ci Input capacitance 

Cilo Input/output capacitance 

5-68 

Test condition 

Vss=OV, IOH=-400I'A 

Vss=OV, IOL=2. OmA 

Vss=OV, V,=5. 50V 

Vss=OV, V,=OV 

Vss=OV, V,=O-VCC 

Vss=OV,I=8MHz 

Vss=OV, 1=6MHz 

Vss=OV, other inputs are Vss or Vee 

VIL=VSS, 1=1 MHz, 25mVrms, T a=25'C 

V,/OL =Vss, 1=1 MHz,25mVrms, T a=25'C 

'MITSUBISHI 
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Min 

2.0 

-0.3 

2.4 

Limits 
Unit 

Typ Max 

Vcc+0.3 V 

0.8 V 

V 

0.45 V 

±10 /-lA 

±10 /-lA 

±10 /-lA 

10 mA 

10 /-lA 

10 pF 

20 pF 
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TIMING REQUIREMENTS (T a=-20-75"C , Vcc=5V±10% , Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Read cycle 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition 

symbol Min Typ 

twCR) Read pulse width tRR 150 

tSU(S-R) cs setup time before read tSR 0 

tSU(A-A) Address setup time before read tAR Cl =150pF 45 
-~ 

th(R_A) Address hold time after read tRA 0 

treceR) Read recovery time tRv 200 

Write cycle 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test condition 

symbol Min Typ 

tw<w) Write pulse width tww 150 

tsuCS-W) cs setup time before write tsw 0 

tSUCA-W) Address setup time before write tAW 0 

theW-A) Address hold time after write tWA Cl =150pF 0 

tsuCO-W) Data setup time before write tow 120(100) (Note 1) 

thlw-o) Data hold time after write two 0 

trec(w) Write recovery time tRV 200 

Note 1 M5M82C54P/P-6 is also invested with the extended specification showed in the bracket. 

Clock and gate timing 

Symbol Parameter 

M5MB2C54P 
tw ( 1>H) Clock high pulse width 

M5MB2C54P-6 

M5MB2C54P 
t w ( 1> L) Clock low pulse width 

M5MB2C54P-6 

M5M82C54P 
tc<. ) Clock cycle time 

M5M82C54P-6 

tre • ) Clock rise time 

tfl' ) Clock fall time 

tWCGH) Gate high pulse width 

tWCGu Gate low pulse width 

tSU (G-1> ) Gate setup time before clock 

thl' -G) Gate hold time after clock 

Note 2 AC Testing waveform 
Input pulse level 
Input pulse rise time 
Input pulse fall time 
Reference level input 

Output 

0,45-2,4V 
10ns 
10ns 

V ,H=2V, V'l =0, 8V 
VoH=2V, VOL=O. BV 

Alternative 

symbol 

tPWH 

tPWL 

tCLK 

tR 

tF 

tGW 

tGL 

tGS 

tGH 

.MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 
Test condition 

Min Typ 

60 

55 

60 

110 

125 

165 
Cl =150pF 

50 

50 

50 

50 

2.4 -V2 2Y-
0.45 -A-",0.""8_-,,,0'.;;,.8 A-

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Unit 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Unit 
Max 

ns. 

ns 

ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (T a=-20-75"<: • Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=ov. unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

symbol 

tPZV(A_Q) Propagation time from address to output tAD' 

Propagation time from I. MSM82C54P 
tpZV(R-Q) tRO 

read to outpul 1 M5M82C54P-6 

tPVZ(R-Q) ProPagation time from read 10 oulpul floaling IOF 

tpxv{G_Q) Propagalion lime from gale 10 oulpul tODG 

tpxvc</>_Q) Propagation time fr.om clock to output too 

TIMING DIAGRAMS (Reference voltage: High=2.0V. Low=O.8V) 

Read cycle 

~~ 
tSU(S-RJ 

~ 

i\ 
tSU(A-Al twiRl 

Ao. Al X 
tpZV(A-a) I---- tpzvlR-al 

/~ 
,,~ 

Write cycle 

tsuls-wl 

"~ 
ISUIA-Wl I tWlwl 

I 

Ao. Al )( 
tSU(D-W) 

)( 

(Recovery time) 

Limits 
Test condition Unit 

Min Typ Max 

220 ns 

120 
ns 

170 
CL=150pF 

5 90 ns 

120 ns 

150 ns 

-,V 

y 
_I - IhIR-AI 

K 
I-- tpVZ(R-O) 

.... ,," 
W 

/ 

y 
I 
~ Ihlw-AI 

I 

K 
Ihlw-DI 

K 

Ri5. WR 

) 

treclRI. Ireclwl ~ 

""'--------J J;=:::" =====J:~,--------,/ 
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Clock and gate cycle 

GATE 

elK 

OUT 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5MB2C54FP is a programmable general-purpose timer 
device developed by using the Silicon-gate CMOS process. 
It offers counter and timer functions in systems using an B-bit 
parallel-processing CPU. The use of the M5MB2C54FPfrees 
the CPU from the execution of looped programs, count
operation programs and other Simple processing involving 
many repetitive operations, thus contributing to improved 
system throughputs. The M5MB2C54FP works on a single 
power supply, and both its input and output can be con
nected to a TTL circuit. 

Parameter M5M82C54FP M5M82C54FP-6 

Clock high pulse width (Min.) 60ns 55ns 

Clock low pulse width (Min.) 60ns 110ns 

Clock cycle time (Min.) 125ns 165ns 

Access time (Max.) 120ns 170ns 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• TTL compatible 
•. Pin connection compatible with M5LB253P-5 
• Clock period: M5MB2C54FP-6····················· DC-6MHz 

M5MB2C54FP ....................... DC-BMHz 

• 3 independent bult-in 16-bit down counters 
• 6 counter modes freely assignable for each counter 
• Binary or decimal counts 
• Read-back command for monitoring the count and status 
• Package in flat small outline package 

APPLICATION 
Delayed-time setting, pulse counting and rate generation in 
microcomputers. 

FUNCTION 
Three independent 16-bit counters allow free programming 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

BIDIREC
TIONAL 

DATA BUS 

CLOCK INPUT CLKO- 9 

cg~~~~~ OUTO- 10 

GATE INPUT GATEO- 11 

(Ov) GND 

vee (5V) 

23 - WR WRITE INPUT 

2 - RD READ INPUT 

21 - CS ~~~TSELECT 

20 - Ao }ADDRESS 
19 - A, INPUTS 

18 -CLK2 CLOCK INPUT 

17 -OUT2 gS¥~JiR 
16 -GATE2 GATE INPUT 

15 -CLKI CLOCK INPUT 

14 -GATEI GATE INPUT 

13 -OUT1 g8¥~iR --.... ____ ..r-

Outline 24P2W 

based on mode-control instructions from the CPU. When 
roughly classified, there are 6 modes (0-5). Mode 0 is main
ly used as an interruption timer and event counter, mode 1 
as a digital one-shot, modes 2 and 3 as rate generators, 
mode 4 for a software triggered strobe, and mode 5 for a 
hardware triggered strobe. 

The count can be monitored and set at any time. Besides 
the count, the status of the counter can be monitored by 
Read-back command. The counter operates with either the 
binary or BCD system. 

Refer to M5MB2C54P/P-6 for detail information. 
M5M82C54FP/FP-6's specification are fully compatible with 
M5M82C54P/P-6. Only package outline is different. 

f!
-------~ 

, 
(5V) Vee 24 CONTROL- 8 

WORD 
(OV) GND 12 REGISTER 9 ClK 0 CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 
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BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

READ INPUT 

WRITE INPUT 

CHIP-SELECT INPUT 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS I 

-------------~ 
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CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATE INPUT 

COUNTER OUTPUT 
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DESCRIPTION 
This is a family of general-purpose programmable input/ 
output devices designed for use with the 8/16-bit parallel 
CPU as input/output ports. 

This device is fabricated using silicon-gate CMOS tech
nology for a single supply voltage. This LSI is a simple input 
and output interface for TTL circuits, having 24 input/output 
pins which correspond to three 8-bit input/output ports. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5 V supply voltage 
• TTL compatible 
• Improved DC driving capability 
• Improved timing characteristics 
• 24 programmable I/O pins 
• Direct bit set/reset capability 

APPLICATION 
Input/output ports for MELPSB5, MELPS86, MELPS88 mic
roprocessor 

FUNCTION 
These PPls have 24 input/output pins which may be indi
vidually programmed in two 12-bit groups A and B with 
mode control commands from a CPU. They are used in three 
major modes of operation, mode 0 , mode 1 and mode 2 . 
Operating in mode 0 , each group of 12 pins may be prog
rammed in sets of 4 to be inputs or outputs. In mode 1 , the 
24 I/O terminals may be programmed in two 12-bit groups, 
group A and group B. Each group cOl\tains one 8-bit data 
port, which may be programmed to serve as input or output, 
and one 4-bit control port used for handshaking and interrupt 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

j
CPA:._ 

INPUT/OUTPUT PA,_ 
PORT A PA,_ 

lPAo

READ INPUT RD-

CHIP ST~~8tcs
(ov) GND 

PORT ADDRESS { A, -
INPUTS Ao-

PC,-

INPUT/OUTPUT 
PORT C PCo-

PC,

Pc,

PC3-

Outline 40P4 

WRITE INPUT 

35 - RESET 'RESET INPUT 

BI-DIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

control signals. Mode 2 is used with group A only, as one 8-
bit bidirectional bus port and one 5-bit control port. Bit set/ 
reset.is controlled by CPU. A high-level reset input (RESET) 
clears control register, and all ports are set to the input 
mode (high-impedance state). 

1----· --------------; 
r3J 

~~I READ INPUT RD 

WRITE INPUT WR 

ADDRESS jA, 

INPUTS lAo 

RESET INPUT RESET 

CHIP SELECT CS 
INPUT 

0, 
D. 
Os 
0, 

DATA BUS 03 
0, 
0, 
Do 

t- ---

f=~ 8 CONTROL 
LOGIC r--

9 

;,.. 

~ ¥ 1 

3 DATA BUS 
3 BUFFER 

4~ 

GROUP a 
r-' A 

CONTROL 

I 

l 
a-BIT 
INTERNAL 

a DATA BUS 

I 

GROUP a 
'-+ B 

CONTROL 

3 
GROUP 

~ A a 
PORT A I 

a ........ (a-BIT) 2 
3 

~ ........ X 
.~ --:I. GROUP A L .(fj) PORT C 

J(MOST SIGNIFI- I~ 
CANT 4 BITS) 

I~ 
4 '-j. GROUP B 

PORT C .1 
WLEAST SIGNIFI 

r CANT 4 BITS) 

L r---a 

a GROUP 
B 

PORT B 2 

(a-BIT) 

'"- ~ 
(5V) Vccl 

(Ov) GND 7 . ' 
------------------------------------~ 
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PA. INPUT/OUTPUT 

PA3lPORT A 
PA, 
PA, 
PAo 

PC, 
PC. 
PCs 

PC, INPUT/OUTPUT 
PC3 PORT C 
PC, . 

PC, 
PCo 

PB, 
PBs 
PBs 
PB, INPUT/OUTPUT 
PB, PORT B 
PB, 
PB, 
PBo 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
RD (Read) Input 
At low-level, the status or the data at the port is transferred 
to the CPU from the PPI. In essence, it allows the CPU to 
read data from th e P PI. 
WR (Write) Input 
At low-level, the data or control words are transferred from 
the CPU anc;l written in the PPI. 

Ao• Al (Port address) Input 
These input signals are used to select one of the three 
ports: port A, port B, and port C, or the control register. They 
are normally connected to the least significant two bits of the 
address bus. 

RESET (Reset) Input 
At high-level, the control register is cleared. Then all ports 
are set to the input mode (high-impedance statel. 

CS (Chip-Select) Input 
At low-level, the communication between the PPI and the 

CPU is enabled. While at high-level, the data bus is kept in 
the high-impedance state, so that commands from the CPU 
are ignored. Then the previous data is kept at the output 
port. 

ReadlWrite Control Logic 
The function of this block is to control transfers of both data 
and control words. It accepts the address Signals (Ao, A" 
CS), I/O control signals (RD, WR) and RESET signal, and 
then issues commands to both of the control groups in the 
PPI. 

Data Bus Buffer 
This three-state, bidirectional, eight-bit buffer is used to 
transfer the data when an input or output instruction is ex

ecuted by the CPU. Control words and status information are 
also transferred through the data bus buffer. 

Group A and Group B Control 
Accepting commands from the read/write control logic, the 
control blocks (Group A, Group B) receive 8-bit control 

words from the internal data bus and issue the proper com
mands for the associated ports. Control group Ais associ
ated w.ith port A and the four high-order bits of port C. Con
trol group 8 is associated with port B and the four low-order 
bits of port C. The control register, which stores control 
words, can only be written into. 

Port A, Port B and Port C 
The PPI contains three 8-bit ports whose modes and input/ 
output settings are programmed by th'e system software. 

Port A has an output latch/buffer and an input latch. Port 
B has an I/O latch/buffer and an input buffer. Port C has an 
output latch/buffer and an input buffer. Port C can be di
vided into two 4-bit ports which can be used as ports for 
control signals for port A and port B. 
The basic operations are shown in Table 1. 

Table Basic Operations 

A, Ao CS RD WR Operation 

0 0 0 0 1 Data bus - Port A 

0 1 0 0 1 Data bus - Port B 

1 0 0 0 1 Data bus - Port C 

0 0 0 1 0 Port A - Data bus 

0 1 0 1 0 Port B - Data bus 

1 0 0 1 0 Port C - Oata bus 

1 1 0 1 0 Cont~ol register - Data bus 

X X 1 X X Data bus is in hi9h~impedance state 

1 1 0 0 1 illegal condition 

Where, "0" indicates low level 

"1" indicates high-level 
Bit Set/Reset 
When port C is used as an output port, anyone bit of the 
eight bits can be set (high) or reset (low) by a control word 

from the CPU. This bit set/reset can be operated in the 
same way as the mode set, but the control word format is 
different. This operation is also used for INTE set/reset in 
mode 1 and mode 2 . 

Bit set/reset flag 

I Active - 0 I 
Don't care 

Bit selection code 

Port C 
0, O2 0, Bit selected 

PC, 1 1 1 
PC6 1 1 0 
PC5 1 0 1 
PC, I 0 0 
PC, 0 1 1 
PC, 0 1 0 
PC, 0 0 1 
PCo 0 0 0 

r---setlreset code 
Set ,high) . 1 I 10,10610510,10,10210,1001 Reset (low) = 0 

Fig. 1 Control word format for port C set/reset 
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BASIC OPERATING MODES 
The PPI can operate in anyone of three selected basic 
modes. 
Mode 0: Basic input/output (group A, group B) 
Mode 1: Strobed input/output (group A, group B) 

Mode 2: Bidirectional bus (group A only) 
The mode of both group A and group B can be selected 

independently. The control word format for mode set is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Mode set flag 

I Active - 1 I 
Group A mode set I Mode 0: D6. D5 = 0, a I Mode 1. D6, D5 - 0, 1 

Mode 2: D6. D5 = 1, X 

Port A input/output set I output - a 
Input = 1 I 

Port C (high-order four bits) input/output set I output a 
input = 1 I J;; r~:,: -"':' '"1 Mode 1 = 1 

Port B input/output set r-r= Port C (Iow·order lour bits) Inpul/output set ,-"", I output - a I 
ID'ID61D51D41D'ID21 D'IDol. input =1 • 

Fig. 2 Control word format for mode set. 

1. Mode 0 (Basic Input/Output) 
This functional configuration provides simple input and out
put operations for each of the three ports. No "handshaking" 
is required; data is simply written in, or read from, the speci
fied port. Output data from the CPU to the port can be held, 
but input data from the port to the CPU cannot be held. Any 
one of the 8-bit ports and 4-bit ports can be used as an input 

port or an output port. The diagrams following show the 
basic input/output operating modes. 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 
\110101010101010\ 

D, D6 D5 D. D, D2 D, Do 

\1101010101010111 

0, D6 05 D. D, D2 D, Do 

\1101010101011101 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D, D, Do 

\1101010111010101 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 
plolololl1011101 

D7 06 05 04 03 02 Dl Do 

11101011101010101 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

111010111010111 01 

D, D6 D5 D. D, D, D, Do 

11101011111010101 

D, D6 D5 D. D, D, D, Do 
11 I a 10 11 11 I a 111 a I 

•. MITSUBISHI 
"ELECTRIC 

0, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 

\1101010101011111 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 
11101010111010111 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 

\11010101110111t! 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 

11101011101010ltl 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 

11101011101011111 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D2 D, Do 

11101011111010111 

D, D6 D5 D4 D, D, D, Do 

11101011111011111 
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2. Mode 1 (Strobed Input/Output) 
This function can be set in both group A and B. Both groups 

are composed of one 8-bit data port and one 4-bit control 

data port. The 8-bit port can be used as an input port or an 
output port. The 4-bit port is used for control and status sig

nals affecting the 8-bit data port. The following shows opera
tions in mode 1 for using input ports. 

STB (Strobe Input) 
A low-level on this input latches the output data from the ter

minal units into the input register of the port. In short, this is 

a clock for data latching. The data from the terminal units 

can be latched by the PPI independent of the control signal 

from the CPU. This data is not sMt to the data bus until the 

instruction IN is executed. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full Flag Output) 
A high-level on this output indicates that the data from the 

terminal units has been latched into the input register. IBF is 

set to high-level by the falling edge of the STB input, and is 

reset to low-level by the rising edge of the RD input. 

INTR (Interrupt Request Output) 
This can be used to interrupt the CPU when an input device 

is requesting service. When INTE (interrupt enable flag) of 

the PPI is high-level, INTR is set to high-level by the rising 

edge of the STB input and is reset to low-level by the falling 
edge of RD input. 

INTEA of group A is controlled by bit setting of PC •. IN

TEs of group B is controlled by bit setting of PC2. 

Mode 1 input state is shown in Fig. 3, and the timing chart 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

MODE 1 (PORT A) 

~ 

CONTROL WORD 

INTRA 

1/0 RD 

MODE 1 (PORT B) 

8 

IBFB 

INTRB 

CONTROL WORD 
07 0 6 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

Illxlxlxixlllllxl 

Fig. 3 An example of mode 1 input state 

IBF 

RD --~----1-----------, 

INTR _-+-_J 
PORT--~------"r---------r----r------

INPUT:::~~::~~::::::::~::::~::::: INPUT 

LATCH 

Do~D7 ----------------------~~==~r---

Note 1 When INTE is low-level. INTR is always low-level. 

Fig. 4 Timing chart 

The following shows operations using mode 1 for output 

ports. 

OBF (Output Buffer Full Flag Output) 
This is reset to low-level by the rising edge of the WR signal 

and is set to high-level by the falling edge of the ACK 

(acknowledge input). In essence, the PPI indicates to the 

terminal units by the OBF signal that the CPU has sent data 

to the port. 

ACK (Acknowledge Input) 
Receiving this signal from a terminal unit can indicate to the 

PPI that the terminal unit has accepted data from a port. 

INTR (Interrupt Request) 
When a peripheral unit is accepting data from the CPU, set

ing INTR to high-level can be used to interrupt the CPU. 

When INTE (interrupt enable flag) is high and OBF is set to 

high-level by the rising edge of an ACK signal, then INTR 

will also be set to high-level by the rising edge of the ACK 

signal. Also, INTR is reset to low-level by the falling edge of 

the WR signal when the PPI has been receiving data from 

the CPU. 
INTEA of group A is controlled by bit setting of PC6. 

INTEs of group B is controlled by bit setting of PC2. 
Mode 1 output state is shown in Fig. 5, and the timing 

chart is shown in Fig. 6. 
Combinations for using port A and port B as input or out

put in mode 1 are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
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a =OUTPUT 

Fig. 5 Mode 1 output example 

PORT A (STROBED OUTPUT) 

PORT B (STROBED INPUT) 
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MODE 1 (PORT B) 
8 

INTRB 

CONTROL WORD 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D, Do 

111xlxlxlxll1olxl 

PC, IBFB 

PCo INTRB 

OBF--t--'"'\ 

ACK----~----~-----~ 

INTR '-_-+ _________ --' (Note 2) 

PORT -----~t,-----------------------
OUTPUT-------~~----------------------

Note 2· When INTE is low-level. then the output of INTR is 
aways low-level. 

Fig. 6 Timing diagram 

PORT A (STROBED INPUT) 

PORT B (STROBED OUTPUT) PCo 

CONTROL WORD CONTROL WORD 

o =OUTPUT O=OUTPUT 

Fig. 7 Mode 1 port A and port B 1/0 example Fig. 8 Mode 1 port A and port B 1/0 example 
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3. Mode 2 (Strobed Bidirectional Bus Input! 
Output) 

Mode 2 can provide bidirectional operations, using one 8-bit 

bus for communicating with terminal units. Mode 2 is only 
valid with group A and uses one 8-bit bidirectional bus port 

(port A) and a 5-bit control port (high-order five bits of port 

C). The bus port (port A) has two internal registers, one for 

input and the other for output. On the other hand, the control 

port (port C) is used for communicating control signals and 

bus-status signals. These control signals are similar to mode 

1 and can also be used, to control inte.rruption of the CPU. 

When group A is programmed as mode 2, group S can be 

programmed independently as mode 0 or mode 1. When 

group A is in mode 2, the following five control signals can 

be used. 

OBF (Output Buffer Full Flag Output) 
The OSF output will go low-level to indicate that the CPU 

has sent data to the internal register of port A. This signal 

lets the terminal units know that the data is ready for transfer 

from the CPU. When this occurs, port A remains in the float
ing (high-impedance) state. 

ACK (Acknowledge Input) 
A low-level ACK input will cause the data of the internal reg

ister to be transferred to port A. For a high-level ACKinput, 

the output buffer will be in the floating (high-impedance) 

state. 

STB (Strobe Input) 
When the STS input is low-level, the data from terminal units 

will be held in the internal register, and the data will be sent 

to the system data bus with an FlO signal to the PPI. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full Flag Output) 
When data from terminal units is held on the internal regis
ter, ISF will be high level. 

INTR (Interrupt Request Output) 
This output is used to interrupt the CPU and its operations 

the same as in mode 1. There are two interrupt enable flags 

that correspond to INTEA for mode 1 output and mode 1 
input. 

INTE, is used in generating INTR signals in combination 
-- --

with OSF and ACK. INTE, is controlled by bit set-

ting of PC6. 

INTE2 is used in generating INTR signals in combination 

with ISF and STS. INTE2 is controlled by bit set

ting of PC4. 

Fig. 9 shows the timing diagram of mode 2, and Fig. 10 is 

an example of mode 2 operation. 

DATA FRDM DATA FROM 
TERMINAL UNIT CPU 

PORT A 

Fig, 9 Mode 2 timing diagram 

Note 3: INTR=IBF' MASK' STB' RD + OBF' MASK' ACK' WR 

1/0 IBFA STBA ACKA OBFA 1/0 INTRA 
CONTROL WORD 

PCz-PCo 

1 =INPUT 

o =OUTPUT 

PORT B 
L-__ ~ 1 =INPUT 

o =OUTPUT 

GROUP B MODE 

L....--~~O=MODEO 

1 =MODE 1 

Fig. 10 An example of mode 2 operation 
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4. Control Signal Read Table 2 Read-out control signals 
In mode 1 or mode 2 when using port C as a control port, by 
CPU execution of an IN instruction, each control signal and 

bus status from port C can be read. 

5. Control Word Tables 
Control word formats and operation details for mode 0, mode 
1, mode 2 and set/reset control of port C are given in Tables 

3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 

Table 3 Mode 0 control words 

Control words 

~ Mode 

Mode 1, input 

Mode 1, output 

Mode 2 

Group A 

0 7 06 

110 I/O 

OBFA INTEA 

OBFA INTE, 

Os D. 0, O2 0, Do 

IBFA INTEA INTRA INTEB IBFB INTRB 

I/O I/O INTRA INTEB OBFB INTRB 

IBFA INTE2 INTRA By group B mode 

Group B 

D7 D, D5 D, D3 D2 D, Do Hexadecimal Port A Port C (high order 4 bits) Port C (low order 4 bits) Port B 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 OUT OUT 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 81 OUT OUT 

I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 82 OUT OUT 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 83 OUT OUT 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 88 OUT IN 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 89 OUT IN 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 8A OUT IN 

I 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 8B OUT IN 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 90 IN OUT 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 91 IN OUT 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 92 IN OUT 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 93 IN OUT 
----

I 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 98 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 99 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 9A 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 9B 

Note 4: OUT indicates output port, and I N indicates input port. 

Table 4 Mode 1 control words 

IN IN 

IN IN 

IN IN 

IN IN 

Control words Group A 

Hexa- Port C 
D7 D, D5 D, D, D2 D, Do Port A 

decimal PC7 PC6 PCs PC. 

A4 -- --

I 0 1 0 0 1 0 X OUT 
A5 

OBFA ACKA OUT 

A6 -- --
I 0 1 0 0 1 1 X OUT 

A7 
OBFA ACKA OUT 

AC -- --
I 0 1 0 1 1 0 X OUT OBFA ACKA IN 

AD 

AE -- --
I 0 1 0 1 1 1 X OUT 

AF 
OBFA ACKA IN 

B4 --

I 0 1 1 0 1 0 X IN 
B5 

OUT IBFA STBA 

B6 --
I 0 1 1 0 1 1 X IN 

B7 
OUT IBFA STBA 

BC --
I 0 1 1 1 1 0 X IN IN IBFA STBA 

BD 

BE --
I 0 1 1 1 1 1 X IN IN IBFA STBA 

BF 

Note 5: Mode of group A and group B can be programmed independently. 
6: It is not necessary for both group A and group B to be in mode 1. 

• MITSUBISHI 
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PC, 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

INTRA 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 
---

OUT IN 

IN IN 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 
---- ---

IN IN 

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 
- --- --

OUT OUT 

IN OUT 

OUT IN 

IN IN 

Group B 

Port C 
Port B 

PC2 PC, PCo 

-- --

ACKB OBFB INTRB OUT 

--
STBB IBFB" INTRB IN 

----
-- --
ACKB OBFB INTRB OUT 

--
STBB IBFB INTRB IN 

-- --
ACKB OBFB INTRB OUT 

--
STBB IBFB INTRB IN 

-- ---
ACKB OBFB INTRB OUT 

--
STBB IBFB INTRB IN 
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Table 5 Mode 2 control words 

Control words Group A Group B 

Hexa- Port C PortC 
D7 D6 D5 D, D, D, D, Do decimal PortA 

I I 
Port B 

(Ex) PC7 PCG PC5 PC. PC3 PC2 PC, PCo 

1 1 X X X 0 0 0 CO Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA OUT OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 0 0 1 Cl Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA IN OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 0 1 0 C2 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA OUT IN bus 

1 1 X X X 0 1 1 C3 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA IN IN bus 

1 1 X X X 1 0 X C4 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA ACKs I OBFs IINTRs OUT bus 

1 1 X X X 1 1 X C6 Bidirectional OBFA ACKA IBFA STBA INTRA STBs I IBFs IINTRs IN bus 

Table 6 Port C set/reset control words 

Control words Port C Remarks 

D7 D6 D5 D, D, D, D, Do 
Hexa- PC7 PCG PC5 PC4 PC3 PC2 PC, PCo decimal 

0 X X X 0 0 0 0 00 0 

0 X X X 0 0 0 1 01 1 

0 X X X 0 0 1 0 02 0 

0 X X X 0 0 1 1 03 1 

0 X X X 0 1 0 0 04 0 INTEs set/reset for mode 1 input 

0 X X X. 0 1 0 1 05 1 INTEs set/reset for mode 1 output 

0 X X X 0 1 1 0 06 0 

0 X X X 0 1 1 1 07 1 

0 X X X 1 0 0 0 08 0 INTEA set/reset for mode 1 input 

0 X X X 1 0 0 1 09 1 INTE2 set/reset for mode 2 

0 X X X 1 0 1 0 OA 0 

0 X X X 1 0 1 1 OB 1 

0 X X X 1 1 0 0 OC 0 I NTEA set/reset for mode 1 output 

0 X X X 1 1 0 1 OD 1 INTE, set/reset for mode 2 

0 X X X 1 1 1 0 DE 0 

0 X X X 1 1 1 1 OF 1 

Note.7: The terminais of port C should be programmed for the output mode, before the bit set/reset operation is executed. 
8: Also used for controlling the interrupt enabie flag(INTE) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter \ Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage I -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage With respect to GND -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Va Output voltage -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

T apr Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-7S'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

GND Supply voltage 0 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-7S'C, Vee=SV±10%, GND=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V'H High-level input voltage 

V'L Low-level input voltage 

V OH Output high'voltage (Note 10) 

VOL Output low voltage 

Icc Supply current from Vee 

I'L Input leak current 

loz Off-state output current 

Ci Input capacitance 

Cilo Input/output terminal capacitance 

Note 9 : Current flowing into an Ie is positive, out is negative. 
, 0: loH current must be less than -4mA for each Port pin. 

Test conditions 
Min 

2.0 

-0.3 

IOH=-400"A 2.4 

IOL=2.5mA 

GND=OV. All input mode. 
RESET=OV. Other pins=Vcc. 

GND=OV. V,=OV. Vce 

GND=OV. V,=O-Vcc 

VIL=GND, f=IMHz, 25mVrms Ta=25'C 

VlloL=GND, f=IMHz, 25mVrms. Ta=25'C 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-7S"C. Vee=SV±10%. GND=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol 

tW(R) Read pulse width tRR 

tSU(PE-R) Peripheral setup time before read t'R 

th(R-PE) Peripheral hold time after read tHR 

tSU(A-R) Address setup time before read tAR 

th(R-A) Address hold time after read tRA 

tw<W) Write pulse width tww 

tSU(DQ-W) Data setup time before write tow 

th(W-DQ) Data hold time after write two 

tSU(A-W) Address setup time before write tAW 

th(W_A) Address hold time after write twA 

tW(ACK) Acknowledge pulse width tAK 

tW<STB) Strobe pulse width tST 

tSU(PE~STB) Peripheral setup time before strobe tps 

th<STB-PE) Peripheral hold time after strobe tpH 

tC(RW) Read/write cycle time tRv 

Note 11; M5M82C55AP-5 is also invested with the extended specification showed in the brackets. 
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Min 

300 [200J 

0 

0 

0 

0 

300 [200J 

100 

30[ 0 J 

0 

20[ 0 J 

300 

500 [350J 

0 

180 (150J 

850 

Limits 

Typ 

Limits 

Typ 

Max 

Vee+O. 3 

0.8 

0.45 

10 

±10 

±10 

10 

20 

Max 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

·c 
·c 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

J-lA 

J-lA 

J-lA 

pF 

pF 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
--

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions 

symbol Min 

tPVZ(R-OQ) Propagation time from read to data output tAD 

tPZV(R-OQ) Propagation time from read to data floating (Note13) tOF 10 

tPHL(W-PE) 
Propagation time from write to output tWB 

tPLH(W-PE) 

tPLH(STB-IBF) Propagation time from strobe to ISF flag tSIB , 

IplH(STB-INTR) Propagation time from strobe to interrupt tSIT 

tpHu R-INTRl Propagation time from read to interrupt tAIT CL=150pF 

tPHUR-IBF) Propagation time from read to ISF flag tRIS 

tPHL(W_INTR) Propagation time from write to interrupt tWIT 

tPHL(W_OBF) Propagation time from write to OBF flag twos 

tPLH(ACK-OBF) Propagation time from acknowledge, to OBF flag tAOS 

tPlH(ACK-INTR) Propagation time from acknowledge to interrupt tAIT 

tPYZ(ACK-PE) Propagation time from acknowledge to data output tAD 

tPZV(ACK-PE) Propagation time from acknowledge to data floating (Note13) tKD 20 

Note 12 
13 
14 

M5M82C55AP-5 is also invested with the extended specification showed in the brackets, 
Test conditions are not applied, 

5-82 

AC Testing waveform 
Input pulse level 
Input pulse rise time 
Input pulse fall time 
Reference level input 

Output, 

0.45-2.4V 
10ns 
10ns 

V'H=2V, VIL =0. SV 
VoH =2V, VOL =0. SV 

. • Mll'SUBISH ... I 
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2.4 -V-2 2V
o. 45 ~_O.:.:. S:..-......;O;;;.. ,,-,S A-

Typ 
Unit 

Max 

200 (170) ns 

100 ns 

350 ns 

300 ns 

300 ns 

400 ns 

300 ns 

450 ns 

650 ns 

350 ns 

350 ns 

300 ns 

250 ns 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 

Data bus read operation 

twiRl 

CS, Ao, A, 

tPZV(R-DQ) 

00-0, 

Data bus write operation 
tW(W) 

thlw-AI 

CS, Ao, A, 

tSU(OQ-wJ 

Mode 0 Port input 
tW(RJ 

PORT INPUT 

Mode 0, 1 Port output 

J;~ 
~------------~ 

PORT OUTPUT x: --------------________________________ -J ~-----
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Mode 1 Strobed input 
tW(STBJ 

\0-
tPlH (STB-IBF2.! 

-I 

ISF 

INTR 

tSU(PE-STB) 

~ 
~ 

0-
PORT INPUT 

Mode 1 Strobed output 

twlw) 

INTR 

PORT OUTPUT 
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-,'I 

tPlH(STB-INTRll 

l 

th(STB_PE) 

~~\\ 

,~// 

tPHl(W-PE) 

tPlH(W.PE) 
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tPHL{R-INTR) 

<:-------7 

\~ 
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DESCRIPTION 
This is a family of general-purpose programmable input/ 

output devices designed for use with the 8/16-bit parallel 
CPU as input/output ports. 

This device is fabricated using silicon-gate CMOS tech
nology for a single supply voltage. This LSI is a simple input 
and output interface for TTL circuits, having 24 input/output 
pins which correspond to three 8-bit input/output ports. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5 V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• Improved DC driving capability 
• Improved timing characteristics 
• 24 programmable I/O pins 
• Direct bit set/reset capability 
• Packaged in flat small outline package 

APPLICATION 
Input/output ports for MELPS85, MELPS86, MELPS88 mic
roprocessor 

FUNCTION 
These PPls have 24 input!output pins which may be indi
vidually programmed in two 12-bit groups A and B with 

mode Control commands from a CPU. They are used in three 
major modes of operation, mode 0 , mode 1 and mode 2 . 
Operating in mode 0, each group of 12 pins may be prog

rammed in sets of 4 to be inputs or outputs. In mode 1 , the 
24 I/O terminals may be programmed in two 12-bit groups, 
group A and group B. Each group contains one 8-bit data 
port, which may be programmed to serve as input or output, 
and one 4-bit control port used for handshaking and interrupt 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C59AP is a programmable LSI for interrupt con
trol. It is fabricated using silicon-gate CMOS technology and 

is designed to be used easily in connection with an 8085A, 
8086 or 8088. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• M5M82C59AP is compatible with M5L8259AP in pin con

nection. 

• CALL instruction to the CPU is generated automatically 
• Priority, interrupt mask and vectored address for each in

terrupt request input are programmable 

• Up to 64 levels of interrupt requests can be controlled by 
cascading with M5M82C59AP 

• Polling functions 

APPLICATION 
The M5M82C59AP can be used as an interrupt controller for 
CPUs 8085A, 8086 and 8088 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
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FUNCTION When an interrupt is generated because of an interrupt 
The M5M82C59AP is a device specifically designed for use request at 1 of the pins, the M5M82C59AP based on the 
in real time, interrupt driven microcomputer systems. It man- mask and priority will output an INT to the CPU. After that, 

ages eight level requests and has built-in features for ex- when an INTA signal is received from the CPU or the sys
pandability to other M5M82C59AP's. The priority and inter- tem controller, a CALL instruction and a programmed vector 
rupt mask can be changed or reconfigured at any time by address is released onto the data bus. 
the main program. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Symbol Pin name 
Input or 

Functional significance 
output 

CS Chip select input Input This input is active at low-level, but may be at high-level during interrupt request input and interrupt processing. 

WR Write control input Input Command write control input from the CPU 

RD Read control input Input Data read control input for the CPU 

D7-Do Bidirectionaf data bus 
Input! 

Data and commands are transmitted through this bidirectional data bus to and from the CPU. 
output 

CAS2- Input! 
These pins are outputs for a master and inputs for a slave. And these pins of the master will be able to 

Cascade lines address each individual slave. The master will enable the corresponding slave to release the device routine 
CASo output 

address during bytes 2 and 3 of INTA. 

-- Slave program input/ Input! SP: In normal mode, a master is designated when SP/EN=1 and a slave is designated when SP/EN=O. 
SP/EN 

Enable buffer output 
--

output .EN: In the buffered mode, whenever the M5M82C59AP's data bus output is enabled, its SP/EN pin will go low. 

INT Interrupt request output Output This pin goes high whenever a valid inter~upt is asserted. 

The asynchronous interrupt inputs are active, at high-level. The interrupt mask and priority of each interrupt 

IR7-IRo Interrupt request input Input 
input can' be changed at any time. When using edge triggered mode, the rising edge (low to high) of the 

--

interrupt request and the high-level must be held until the first INTA. For level tr.ggered mode, the high-
--

level must be held until the first INTA. 

-- Interrupt acknowledge When an interrupt acknowledge (INTA) from the CPU is received, the M5M82C59AP releases a CALL in-
INTA Input 

input struction or vectored address onto the data bus. 

Ao Ao address input Input 
This pin is normally connected to one of the address lines and acts in conjunction with the the CS, WR and 
-
RD when writing commands or reading status registers. 

OPERATION Table 1 M5M82C59AP basic operation 

The M5M82C59AP is interfaced with a standard system bus 
as shown in Fig. 1 and operates as an interrupt controller. Ao D4 D3 RD WR CS Input operation (read) 

]6 AOORESS BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

OATA BUS 

CS Ao 07-00 RO WR INT INTA 
CASo 

j"'X'"' M5M82C59AP CAS, 
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CAS, 

SLAVE PROGRAM 
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Fig. The M5M82C59AP interfaces to standard sys
tem bus. 
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a ] a IRR, ISR or interrupting level-data bus 

a ] a IMR-Data bus 

Output operation (write) 

a ] a a Data bus-OCW2 

] ] a a Data bus-OCW3 

x 1 a a Data bus-ICWI 

X 1 a a Data bus-OCW], ICW2, ICW3, ICW4 

Disable function 

X 1 1 a Data bus-High-impedance 

X X X 1 Data bus-Hign-impedance 
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Interrupt Sequence 
1. When the CPU is an 8085A: 

(1) When one or more of the interrupt request inputs are 
raised high, the corresponding IRR bit(s) for the high
level inputs will be set. 

(2) Mask state and priority levels are considered and, if 
appropriate, the M5M82C59AP sends an INT signal to 
the CPU. 

(3) The acknowledgement of the CPU to the INT signal, 
the CPU issues an INTA pulse to the M5M82C59AP. 

(4) Upon receiving the first INTA pulse from the CPU, a 
CALL instruction is released onto the data bus. 

(5) A CALL is a 3-byte instruction, so additional two 
INTA pulses are issued to the M5M82C59AP from the 
CPU. 

(6) These two INTA pulses allow the M5M82C59APto 
release the program address onto the data bus. The 
low-order 8-bit vectored address is released at the 
second INTA pulse and the high-order 8-bit vectored 
address is released at the third INTA pulse. The ISFt 
bit corresponding to the interrupt request input is set 
upon receiving the third INTA pulse from the CPU, 
and the corresponding IRR bit is reset. 

(7) This completes the 3-byte CALL instruction and the 
interrupt routine will be serviced. The ISR bit is reset 
at the trailing edge of the third INTA pulse in the 
AEOI mode. In the other modes the ISR bit is not re
set until an EOI command is issued. 

IRlJi= IRR SET 

2. When the CPU is an 8086 or 8088: 
(1) When one or more of the interrupt request inputs are 

raised high, the corresponding IRR bit(s) for the high
level inputs will be set. 

(2) Mask state and priority levels are considered and if 
appropriated, the M5M82C59AP sends an INT signal 
to the CPU. 

(3) As an acknowledgement to the INT signal, the CPU 
issues an INTA pulse to the M5M82C59AP. 

(4) Upon receiving the first INTA pulse from the CPU, 
the M5M82C59AP does not drive the data bus, and 
the data bus keeps high-impedance state. 

(5) When the second INTA pulse is issued from the 
CPU, an 8-bit pOinter is released onto the data bus. 

(6) This completes the interrupt cycle and the interrupt 
routine will be serviced. The ISR bit is reset at the 
trailing edge of the second INTA pulse in the AEOI 
mode. In the other modes the ISR bit is not reset un
til an EOI command is issued from the CPU. 

IRl.J'IRR SET 

INTA--'l 1 r---J 2 r--
L.----l /L-...J\!~~ RESET 

ISR SET ISR RESET (AEOI MODE) 

The interrupt request input must be held at high-level un
til the first INTA pulse is issued. If it is allowed to return to 
low-level before the first INTA pulse is issued, an interrupt 
request in IR7 is executed. However, in this case the ISR bit 
is not set. 

This is a function for a noise countermeasure of interrupt 
reguest inputs. In the interrupt routine of IR7, if ISR is check
ed QY software either the interrupt by noise or real interrupt. 
can be acknowledged. In the state of edge trigger mode 
normally the interrupt request inputs hold high-level and its 
input low-level pulse in the case of interrupt. 

Interrupt sequence outputs 
1. When the CPU is an 8085A: 

A CALL instruction is released onto the data bus when 
the first INTA pulse is issued. The low-order 8 bits of the 
vectored address are released when the second INTA 
pulse is issued, and the high-order 8 bits are released 
when the third INTA pulse is issued. The format of these 
three outputs is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Formats of interrupt CALL instruction and vec
tored address 

First INTA pulse (CALL instruction) 

06 Ds D, Do 

o o o 

Second INTA pulse (low-order 8-bit of vectored address) 

IR Interval= 4 

D7 Ds Ds 0_ D3 D2 D, Do 

IRa A7 As As 0 0 0 0 0 

IR, A7 As As 0 0 1 0 0 

IR2 A7 As As 0 1 0 0 0 

IR3 A7 As As 0 1 1 0 0 

IR_ A7 As As 1 0 0 0 0 

IRs A7 As As 1 0 1 0 0 

IRs A7 As As 1 1 0 0 0 

IR7 A7 As As 1 1 1 0 0 
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IR Interval=8 

D7 Do Ds D4 D3 D2 D, Do 

IRo A7 As 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IR, A7 As 0 0 1 0 0 0 

IR2 A7 As 0 1 0 0 0 0 

IR3 A7 As 0 1 1 0 0 0 

IR4 A7 As 1 ,0 0 0 0 0 

IRs A7 As 1 0 1 0 0 0 

IRo A7 As 1 1 0 0 0 0 

IR7 A7 Ao 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Third INTA pulse (high-order 8 bits of vectored address) 

request signal is latched in the corresponding I RR bit if the 
high-Ieilel is held until the first INTA pulse is issued. It is im
portant to remember that the interrupt request signal must 
be held at high-level until the first INTA pulse is issued. 

The interrupt request latching in the IRR causes a signal 
to be sent to the priOrity resolver unless it is masked out. 
When the priority resolver receives the Signals it selects the 
highest priority interrupt request latched inlRR., The ISR is 
set when the last INTA pulse is issued while the corres
ponding bit of IRR is reset and the other bits of IRR are un
affected. 

The bit of ISR that was set is not reset during the inter
rupt routine, but is reset at the end of the routine by the EOI 
command (end of interrupt) or by the trailing edge of the last 

D7 Do Ds D4 D3 D2 D, Do INTA pulse in AEOI mode. 

,--A...;.' :..:,s--l-,-A~'.:.4 --I..-'-A:..:'3--l-.:.A.;:;'2::.....-L......:A'-,~, --I..-,-A;:.:,o;......J_A..;;9:""'-.l.-.:-As::--l1 ' Priority Resolver \ 

2. When the CPU is a 8086 Or 8088: ) 

Tlie data bus keeps a high-impedance state when the 
first INTA pulse is issued. Then the pOinter T7-To is re
leased when the next INTA pulse is issued. The content 
of the pOinter T7-To is shown in Tabl,e 3. The T2-T-o are 
a binary code corresponding to the interrupt request 
level, AlO - As are unused and ADI mode control is 
ignored. 

Table 3 Contents of interrupt pointer 
Second INTA pulse (8-bit pointer) 

D7 Do Ds D4 D3 

IRo T7 To Ts T4 T3 

IR, T7 To Ts T4 T3 

IR2 T7 To Ts T4 T3 

IR3 T7 To Ts T4 T3 

IR4 T7 To Ts T. T3 

IRs T7 ,To Ts T4 T3 

IRo T7 To Ts T4 T3 

IR7 T7 To Ts T4 T3 

D, D, Do 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 

Interrupt Request Register (IRR), In-service Register 
(ISR) 
As interrpt requests are received at inputs IR7-IRo, the cor
responding bits of IRR are set and as an interrupt request is 
serviced the corresponding bit of ISR is set. The IRR is used 
to store all the interrupt levels which 'are requesting service, 
and the ISR is used to store all the interrupt levels which are 
being serviced. The status of these two registers can be 
read. These two registers are connected through the priority 
resolver. 

An interrupt requst received by IRn is acknowledged on 
the leading edge when in the edge triggered mode or it is 
acknowledged on the lellel when in the level triggered 
mode. After that an INT signal is released and the interrupt 

The priority resolver examines all of the interrupt requests 
set in IRR to determine and selects the highest priority. The 
ISR bit corresponding to the selected (highest priority) re
quest is set by the last INTA pulse. 
Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) 
The contents of the interrupt mask register are used to mask 
out (disable) interrupt requests of selected interrupt request 
pins. Each terminal is independently masked so that mask
ing a high priority interrupt does not influence the lower or 
higher priority interrupts. Therefore the contents of IMR 
selectively enable reading. 

Interrupt Request Output (INn 
The interrupt request output connects directly to the inter
rupt input of the CPU, The output level is compatible with 
the input level required for the CPUs. 
Interrupt Acknowledge Input (INTA) 
The CALL instruction and vectored address are released 
onto the data bus by the1NTA pulse. 
Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer is a 3-state bidirectional data bus buf
fer that is used to interface with the system bus. Write com
mands to the M5M82C59AP, CALL instructions, vectored 
addresses, status information, etc. are transferred through 
the data bus buffer. 

ReadlWrlte Control Logic 
The read/write control logic is used to control functions such 
as receiving commands from the CPU and supplying status 
information to the data bus. 
Chip Select (CS) 
The M5M82C59AP is selected (enabled) when CS is at low
level,but during interrupt request input or interrupt proces
sing it may be high-level. 
Write Control Input JWR) 
When WR goes to low-level the M5M82C59AP can be 
written. 

Read Control Input (RD) 
When RD goes low status information in the internal register 
of the M5M82C59AP can be read through the data bus. 
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Address Input (Ao) 
The address input is normally connected with one of the 
address lines and is used along with WR and RD to control 
write commands and reading status information. 

Cascade Buffer/Comparator 
The cascade buffer/comparator stores or compares ident,i
fication codes. The three cascade lines are output when the 
M5M82C59AP is a master or input when it is a slave. The 

identification code on the cascade lines select it as master 
or slave. 

PROGRAMMING THE M5M82C59AP 
The M5M82C59AP is programmed through the Initialization 
Command Word (ICW) and the operation command word 

(OCW). The following explains the functions of these two 

commands. 
Initialization Command Words (ICWs) 
The initialization command word is used for the initial setting 
of the M5M82C59AP. There are four commands in this group 

and the following explains the details of these four com
mands. 

ICW1 
The meaning of the bits of ICW1 is explained in Fig. 3 along 
with the functions. ICW1 contains vectored address bits A7-
As, a flag indicating whether interrupt input is edge trig
gered or level triggered, CALL address interval, whether a 

single M5M82C59AP or the cascade mode is used, and 
whether ICW4 is required or not. 

Whenever a command is issued with Ao = 0 and D4 = 1 , 

Fig. 2 Initialization sequence 

this is interpreted as ICW1 and the following will automati

cally occur. 
(a) The interrupt mask register (IMR) is cleared. 
(b) The interrupt request input IR7 is assigned the lowest 

priority. 
(e) The special mask mode is cleared and the status read 

is set to the interrupt request register (IRR). 
(d) When IC4=0 all bits in ICW4 are set to zero. 

ICW2 
ICW2 contains vectored address bits A1S - As or interrupt 
type T7-T3, and the format is shown in Fig. 3. 

ICW3 
When SNGL= 1 it indicates that only a single M5M82C59AP 
is used in the system, in which case ICW3 is not valid. When 
SNGL=O, ICW3 is valid and indicates cascade connections 
with other M5M82C59AP devices. In the master mode, a " 1 " 

is set for each slave. 
When the CPU is an 8085A the CALL instruction is re

leased from the master at the first INTA pulse and the vec
tored address is released onto the data bus from the slave 
at the second and third INTA pulses. 

When the CPU is a 8086 the master and slave are in 

high-impedance at the first INTA pulse and the pOinter is re
leased onto the data bus from the slave at the second I NT A 

pulse. 
The master mode is specified when SP/EM pin is high

level or BUF=1 and M/S=1 in ICW4, and slave mode is 
specified when SP/EM pin is low-level or BUF= 1 and M/S 

• MITSUBISHI 
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1 VECTOR ADORESSLOW-ORDER BITS I 
I (A7-A5) (Note 1) 

J1: LEVEL TRIGGERED MODE I 10: EDGE TRIGGERED MODE 

_11: CALL ADDRESS INTERVAL IS 4 J (Note 1) -10: CALL ADDRESS INTERVAL IS 8 

-I ~~ SINGLE I CASCADE MODE 

-I ~: ICW4 NEEDED I J 
NO ICW4 NEEDED , , Note 1 8085A ONLY 

! I 0 , A7 , A, , A5 , 1 , LTIM ADI SNGL' IC4 J 
Ao 0 7 0, 05 0, 03 0, 0, Do 

ICW1 

I VECTOR ADDRESS HIGH-ORDER BITS 

I 1 1 
(A,5-As)OR INTERRUPT TYPE (T7-T,) 

I 1 , A,5/T7' A14/T, , A131T5/ A12IT,/ All/T3 A,o 1 A, 1 As J 
Ao 07 0, 0, 0, 03 0, 0, Do 

ICW2 

11 IRn INPUT HAS A SLAVE 

I 1 1 
I 0: IRn INPUT DOES NOT HAVE A SLAVE 

I 1 , S, , 56 , S5 
/ 

S, / S3 S, 1 s, 1 So J 
As 0 7 0, 05 0, D, 0, 0, Do SLAVE IDENTIFICATION CODE 

ICW3 (MASTER DEVICE) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 a 1 1 1 1 

a a 1 1 a a 1 1 

1 
0 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 

I 1 , a J a J a J a J a 10, / 10, / 100 I 
Ao 0, 0, 05 0, 03 0, 0, Do 

ICW3 (SLAVE DEVICE) 

J1: SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 

10: NOT SPECIAL FULLY NESTED MODE 

a x NON BUFFERED MODE 

1 a BUFFERED MODE/SLAVE 

1 1 BUFFERED MODE/MASTER 

11: AEOI MODE 

La: NORMAL EOI MODE 

11: 8086, 8088 MODE 

1 
0: 8085A MODE 

II 1 / a / a 1 a 1 SFNMl BUF M/S 1 AEOll "PM J 
As 0, 0, 0 5 0, 0 3 0, 0, Do 

ICW4 

Fig. 3 Initialization command word format 
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=0 in ICW4. In the slave mode, three bits 102~ 100 identify 
the slave. And then when the slave code released on the 
cascade lines from the master, matches the assigned 10 
code, the vectored address is released by it onto the data 
bus at the next INTA pulse. 
ICW4 
Only when IC4=1 in ICWl is ICW4 valid. Otherwise all bits 
are set to zero. When ICW4 is valid it specifies special fully 
nested mode, buffer mode master/slave, automatic EOI and 
microprocessor mode. The format of ICW4 is shown in Fig. 3. 
Operation Command Words (OCWs) 
The operation command words are used to change the con
tents of IMR, the priority of interrupt request inputs and the 
special mask. After the ICW .are programmed into the 

M5M82C59AP, the device is ready to accept interrupt re
quests. There are three types of OCWs; explanation of each 
follows, and the format of OCWs is shown in Fig. 4. 
OCW1 
The meaning of the bits of OCWl are explained in Fig. 4 
along with their functions. Each bit of IMR can be indepen
dently changed (set or reset) by OCW1. 
OCW2 
The OCW2 is used for issuing EOI commands to the 
M5M82C59AP and for changing the priority of the interrupt 
request inputs. 
OCW3 
The OCW3 is used for specifying special mask mode, poll 
mode and status register read. 

1: INTERRUPT MASK SET 
.---,-----,,.--,----.--,---,---,.------1 0: INTERRUPT MASK RESET 

OCWl 

0 0 1 NON-SPECIFIC EOI 

} EOI 0 1 1 SPECIFIC EOI (RESETS ISR BITS L,-Lo) 

1 0 1 ROTATE ON NON-SPECIFIC EOI 

} AUTOMATIC ROTATION 1 a 0 SETS AUTOMATIC ROTATION FLIP-FLOP 

0 0 0 RESET AUTOMATIC ROTATION FLIP-FLOP 

1 1 1 ROTATE ON SPECIFIC EOI (RESETS ISR BIT L,-Lo) 
} SPECIFIC ROTATION 

1 1 0 SETS PRIORITY COMMAND (SET LOWEST PRIORITY BIT L,-Lo) 

0 1 0 NO OPERATION 

:J 10 LEVEL TO BE ACTED UPON 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

I 
0 0 1 1 o 0 1 1 

I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

I o I R I SL EOI I 0 I 0 I L, I L, I Lo I 
0, 06 05 0, 0, 0, Do 

OCW2 

0 )( NO OPERATION 

1 0 RESET SPECIAL MASK MODE 

1 1 SETS SPECIAL MASK MODE 

J 1: POLL COMMAND 

L 0: NO POLL COMMAND 

0 X NO OPERATION 

1 0 SETS STATUS READ REGISTER IN IRR 

1 1 SETS STATUS READ REGISTER IN ISR 

I I 
L 0 I 0 ESMM I SMM I o I 1 I P I RR I RIS I 

tv;, 0, 06 05 0, 0, 0, Do 
OCW3 

Fig. 4 Operation command word format 
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FUNCTION OF COMMAND 
Interrupt masks 
The masvegister contains a mask for each individual inter
rupt request. These interrupt masks can be changed by 
programming using OCWI. 
Special mask mode 
When an interrupt request is acknowledged and the ISR bit 
corresponding to the .interrupt request is not reset by EOI 
command (which means an interrupt service routine is 
executing) lower priority interrupt requests are ignored. 

In special mask mode interrupt requests received at in
terrupt request inputs which are masked by OCWI are dis
abled, but interrupts at all levels that are not masked are 
possible. This means that in the mask mode all level of in
terrupts are possible or individual inputs can be selectively 
programmed so all interrupts at the selected inputs are dis
abled. The masks are stored in IMR and special mask is 
set/reset by executing OCW3. 
Buffered mode 
The buffered mode will structure the M5M82C59AP to send 
an enable signal on SP/EN to enable the data bus buffer, 
when the data bus requires the data bus buffer or when cas
cading mode is used. In this mode, when data bus output of 
the M5M82C59AP is enabled, the SP/EN output becomes 
low-level. This allows the M5M82C59AP to be programmed 
whether it is a master or a slave by software. The buffered 
mode is set/reset by executing ICW4. 
Fully nested mode 
The fully nested mode is the mode when no mode is speci
fied and is the usual operational mode. In this mode, the 
priority of interrupt request terminals is fixed from the lowest 
IR7 to the highest IRo. When ari interrupt request is acknow
ledged the CALL instruction and vectored address are re
leased onto the data b!.ls. At the same time the ISR bit cor
responding to the accepted interrupt request is set. This ISR 
bit remains set until it is reset by the input of an EOI com
mand or until the trailing edge of last INTA pulse in AEOI 
mode. While an interrupt service routine Is being executed, 
interrupt requests of same or lower priority are disabled 
while the bit of ISR remains set. The priorities can be 
changed by OCW2. 
Special fully nested mode 
The special fully nested mode will be used when cascading 
is used and this mode will be programmed to the master by 
ICW4. The special fully nested mode is the same as the fully 
nested mode with the following two exceptions. 
I .. When an interrupt from a certain slave is being serviced, 

this slave is not locked out from the master priority logic. 
Higher priority interrupts within the slave will be recog
nized by the master and the master Will initiate an inter
rupt request to the CPU. In general in the normal fully 
nested mode, a serviced slave is locked out from the 
master's priority, and so higher priority interrupts from the 
same slave are not serviced. 

2. When an interrupt from a certain slave is being serviced 
the software must check ISR to determine if there are 
additional interrupts requests to be serviced. If thelSR 
bit is 0 the EOI command may be sent to the master too. 
But if it is not 0 the EOI command should not be sent to 
the master. 

Poll mode 
The poll mode is useful when the internal enable flip-flop of 
the microprocessor is reset, and interrupt input is disabled. 
Service to the device is achieved by a programmer initiative 
using a poll command. In the poll mode the M5M82C59AP at 
the next RD pulse puts 8 bits on the data bus which indi
cates whether there is an interrupt request and reads the 
priority level. The format of the information on the data bus is 
as shown below. 

Binary code of the highest priority 

When 1=0 (no interrupt request), W2-WO is 111. The poll 
is valid from WR to RD and interrupt is frozen. This mode 
can be used for processing common service routines for in
terrupts from more than one line and does not require E!ny 
INTA sequence. Poll command is issued by setting P= I in 
OCW3. 
End of 'interrupt (EOI) and specific EOI (SEOI) 
An EOI command is required by the M5M82C59AP to reset 
the ISR bit. So an EOI command must be issued to the 
M5M82C59AP before returning from an interrupt service 
routine. 

When AEOI is selected in ICW4, the ISR bit can be reset 
at the trailing edge of the last INTA pulse. When AEOI is not 
selected the ISR bit is reset by the EOI command issued to 
the M5M82C59AP before returning from an interrupt service 
routine. When programmed in the cascade mode the EOI 
command must be issued to the master once and to corres
ponding slave once. 

There are two forms of EOI command, specific EOI and 
non-specific EOL When the M5M82C59AP is used in the fully 
nested mode, the ISR bit being serviced is reset by the EOI 
command. When the non-specific ,EOI is issued the 
M5M82C59AP will automatically reset the highest ISR bit of 
those that are set. Other ISR bits are reset by a specific EOI 
and the bit to be reset is specified in the EOI by the prog
ram. The 81:01 is useful in modes other than fully nested 
mode. When the M5M82C59AP is in special mask mode ISR 
bits masked in IMR are not reset by EOL EOI and SED I are 
selected when OCW2 is executed. 

5-94 • . MITSUBISHI 
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Automatic EOI (AEOI) 
In the AEOI mode the M5MB2C59AP executes non-specific 

EOI command automatically at the trailing edge of the last 
INTA pulse. When AEOI=l in ICW4, the M5MB2C59AP is put 
in AEOI mode continuously.until reprogrammed in ICW4. 

Automatic rotation 
The automatic rotation mode is used in applications where 
many interrupt requests of the same level are expected 

such as multichannel communication systems. In this mode 
when an interrupt request is serviced, that request is 
assigned the lowest priority so that if there are other inter
rupt requests they will have higher priorities. This means 
that the next request on the interrupt request being serviced 
must wait until the other interrupt requests are serviced 

(worst case is waiting for all 7 of the other controllers to be 
serviced) . The priority and serving status are rotated as 
shown in Fig. 5. 

BEFORE ROTATION (IR3 THE HIGHEST PRIORITY 

REQUIRING SERVICE) 

ISR STATUS 

PRIORITY 
STATUS 

157 Is" 155 IS, 153 152 IS, ISo 

a I a 

LOWEST PRIORITY HIGHEST PRIORITY 

i t 

AFTER ROTATION 

ISR STATUS 

PRIORITY 
STATUS 

(IR3 WAS SERVICED AND ALL OTHER 

PRIORITIES ROTATED CORRESPONDINGLY) 

157 Is" 155 IS, 153 152 IS, 150 

HIGHEST PRIORITY LOWEST PRIORITY 

t r 

Fig. 5 An example of priority rotation 

In the non-specific EOI command automatic rotation mode is 
selected when R=l, EOI=l, SL=O in OCW2. The internal 
priority status is changed by EOI or AEOI commands. The 
rotation priority A flip-flop is set by R=l, EOI=O and SL=O 

which is useful when the M5M82C59AP is used in the AEOI 
mode. 

Specific rotation 
Specific rotation gives the user versatile capabilities in inter
rupt controlled operations. It serves in those applications in 

wh,ich a specific device's interrupt priority must be altered. 
As opposed to automatic rotation which automatically sets 
priorities, specific rotation is completely user controlled. 
That is, the user selects the interrupt level that is to receive 

lowest or highest priority. Priority changes can be executed 
during an EOI command. 

Level triggered mode/Edge triggered mode 
Selection of level or edge triggered mode of the 
M5M82C59AP is made by ICW1, When using edge triggered 
mode not only is a transition from low to high required, but 
the high-level must be held until the first INTA. If the high

level is not held until the first INTA, the interrupt request will 
be treated as if it were input on IR7, except that the ISR bit 
is not set. When level triggered mode is used the functions 
are the same as edge triggered mode except that the tran
sition from low to high is not required to trigger the interrupt 
request. 

In the level triggered mode and using AEOI mode 
together, if the high-level is held too long the interrupt will 
occur immediately. To avoid this situation interrupts should 

be kept disabled until the end of the service routine or until 
the IR input returns low. In the edge triggered mode this 
type of mistake is not possible because the interrupt request 

is edge triggered. 
Reading the M5M82C59AP internal status 
The contents of IRR and ISR can be read by the CPU with 

status read. When an OCW3 is issued to the M5MB2C59AP 
and an RD pulse issued the contents of IRR or ISR can be 
released onto the data bus. A special command is not re
quired to read the contents of IMR. The contents of IMR can 
be released onto the data bus by issuing an RD pulse when 
Ao = 1. There is no need to issue a read register command 
every time the IRR or ISR is to be read. Once a read regis

ter command is received by the M5MB2C59AP, it remains 
valid until it is changed. Remember that the programmer 
must issue a poll command every time to check whether 

there is an interrupt request and read the priority level. Poll
ing overrides status read when P=l, RR=l in OCW3. 

Cascading 
The M5MB2C59AP can be interconnected in a system of one 

master with up to eight slaves to handle up to 64 priority 
levels. A system of three units that can be used with the 

BOB5A is shown in Fig. 6. 
The master can select a slave by outputting its identifica

tion code through the three cascade lines. The INT output of 
each slave is connected to the master interrupt request in
puts. When an interrupt request of one of the slaves is to be 
serviced the master outputs the identification code of the 
slave through the cascade lines, so the slave will release 

the vectored address on the next INTA pulse. 
The cascade lines of the master are nomally low, and will 

contain the slave identification code from the leading edge 
of the first INTA pulse to the trailing edge of the last INTA 
pulse. The master and slave can be programmed to work in 

different modes. ICWs must be issued for each device, and 
EOI commands must be issued twice: once for the master 
and once for the corresponding slave. Each CS of the 
M5M82C59AP requires an address decoder . 

• MITSUBISHI 
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ADDRESS BUS 16 

CONTROL BUS 

DATA BUS 8 

3 8 3 3 

8 8 

1 
I r-

cs Ao INT CS Ao INT l 'CS Ao INT 

CASo CAS, CASo 
M5M82C59AP CAS, CAS, M5M82C59AP L..,. CAS, M5M82C59AP 

MASTER SLAVE SLAVE 
CAS, CAS, L-,. CAS, 

SP/EN M, M, M5 M, M3 M, M,Mo SP/EN 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 a SP/EN 765 4 3 2 1 a 

I ! 
6 ! 1 t3! : ! G!D t!!!llr! GrD !!!!!!!! Vee 7 

~------------------------------~y----------------------------------~ 
INTERRUPT REQUEST INPUTS 

Fig. 6 Cascading the M5M82C59AP 

DEN 

-D, Do 
(Note 1) ADoAD, 

ORC 
WC 
NTA 

RD OR-I

WROR~ 
-I -

M/T5 Ao 
A, 
A3 
A, 
A5 
A, 
A, 

DATA BUS 8 
ADDRESS BUS 

,. 
y .... 

~," LS30 ...... 
,." »---< y 

Do-D, 

~ 

II 
Ao INT 

RD 5v 

I WR SP/EN 
INTA 

cs 
s:: 
'" ~ :l>-s:: 
'" '" 0 

'""""""[ -

lAo ~ 
IR, ?o 
IR, 

REQUEST IR3 

INPUTS - IR, - IR5 - IR, - lA, 

Notel: Do-D, of the M5M82C59AP are direct connected with ADo-AD, of the 8086, 

Fig. 7 Example of interface with the 8086 
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INSTRUCTION SET 

Item Instruction code Function 

~ Mnemonic 
As D7 D6 Ds D4 

1 IOWl A a A7 As As 1 
2 IOWl B a A7 As As 1 
3 IOWl 0 a A7 As As 1 
4 IOWl D a A7 As As 1 
5 IOWl E a A7 As a 1 
6 IOWl F a A7 As a 1 
7 .IOWl G a A7 As a 1 
8 IOWl H a A7 As a 1 
9 IOWl I a A7 A6 As 1 

10 IOWl J a A7 A6 As 1 
11 IOWl K a A7 As As 1 
12 IOWl L a A7 As As 1 
13 IOWl M a A7 A6 a 1 
14 IOWl N a A7 As a 1 
15 IOWl 0 a A7 As a 1 
16 IOWl P a A7 A6 a 1 

17 IOW2 1 A,s A'4 A13 A'2 
18 IOW3 M 1 S, S6 50 S4 
19 IOW3 S 1 a a a a 

20 IOW4 A 1 a a a a 
21 IOW4 B 1 a a a a 
22 IOW40 1 a a a a 
23 IOW4 D 1 a a a a 
24 IOW4 E 1 a a a a 
25 IOW4 F 1 a a a a 
26 IOW4 G 1 a a a a 
27 IOW4 H 1 a a a a 
28 IOW4 I 1 a a a a 
29 IOW4 J 1 a a a a 
30 IOW4 K 1 a a a a 
31 IOW4 L 1 a a a 0 
32 IOW4 M 1 0 a a a 
33 IOW4 N 1 a a 0 a 
34 IOW40 1 a a 0 a 
35 IOW4 P 1 a a a a 
36 IOW4 NA 1 a a a 1 
37 IOW4 NB 1 a a a 1 
38 IOW4 NO 1 0 a a 1 
39 IOW4 ND 1 a a a 1 
40 IOW4 NE 1 a a a 1 
41 IOW4 NF 1 a a 0 1 
42 IOW4 NG 1 a a a 1 
43 IOW4 NH 1 a a 0 1 
44 IOW4 NI 1 a a a 1 
45 IOW4 NJ 1 a a a 1 
46 IOW4 NK 1 a a a 1 
47 IOW4 NL 1 a a a 1 
48 IOW4 NM 1 a a a 1 
49 IOW4 NN 1 a a a 1 
50 IOW4 NO 1 a 0 a 1 
51 IOW4 NP 1 a 0 a 1 

52 OOWl 1 M7 M6 Ms M, 
53 OOW2 E 0 0 a 1 a 
54 OOW2 SE a a 1 1 a 
55 OOW2 RE a 1 0 1 0 
56 OCW2 RSE a 1 1 1 0 
57 OCW2 R 0 1 0 0 0 
58 OCW2.CR 0 0 0 0 0 
59 OCW2 RS 0 1 1 0 0 
60 OCW3 P 0 a 0 0 0 
61 OCW3 RIS 0 0 0 0 0 
62 OCW3 RR 0 0 0 0 0 
63 OCW3 SM 0 0 1 1 0 
64 OCW3 RSM 0 0 1 0 0 

Note: Y: yes, N: no, E: edge, L: level, M: master, S: slave 

D3 D2 D, Do 

a 1 j a 
1 1 1 a 
a 1 a a 
1 1 a a 
a a 1 a 
1 a 1 a 
a a a a 
1 a a a 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
a 1 a 1 
1 1 a 1 
a a 1 1 
1 a 1 1 
a a a 1 
1 a a 1 

All AlO As As 
S3 S. S, So 
a ID2 ID, IDo 

a a a a 
a a a 1 
a a 1 a 
0 0 1 1 
a 1 a a 
a 1 a 1 
a 1 1 a 
a 1 1 1 
1 a a a 
1 a a 1 
1 a 1 a 
1 a 1 1 
1 1 a a 
1 1 a 1 
1 1 1 a 
1 1 1 1 
a a a a 
a a a 1 
a a 1 a 
a a 1 1 
a 1 a a 
a 1 0 1 
a 1 1 a 
a 1 1 1 
1 a a a 
1 a a 1 
1 a 1 a 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 a 
1 1 a 1 
1 1 1 a 
1 1 1 1 

M3 M2 M, Mo 
a a a a 
a L. L, La 
a a 0 a 
0 L2 L, La 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 L2 L, La 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 a 
1 0 0 0 
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N 4 Y E 
N 4 Y L 
N 4 N E 
N 4 N L 
N 8 Y E 
N 8 Y L 
N 8 N E 
N 8 N L 
Y 4 Y E 
Y 4 Y L 
Y 4 N E 
Y 4 N L 
Y 8 Y E 
Y 8 Y L 
Y 8 N E 
Y 8 N L 

a-bit vectored address 
Slave connections (master mode) 
Slave Identification code (slave mode) 

SFNM BUF AEOI 8086 

N N N N 
N N N Y 
N N Y N 
N N Y Y 
N N N N 
N N N Y 
N N Y N 
N N Y Y 
N Y S N N 
N Y S N Y 
N Y S Y N 
N Y S Y Y 
N Y M N N 
N Y M N Y 
N Y M Y N 
N Y M Y Y 
Y N N N 
Y N N Y 
Y N Y N 
Y N Y Y 
Y N N N 
Y N N Y 
Y N Y N 
Y N Y Y 
Y Y S N N 
Y Y S N Y 
Y Y S Y N 
Y Y S Y Y 
Y Y M N N 
Y Y M N Y 
Y Y M Y N 
Y Y M Y Y 

Interrupt mask 
EOI 
SEOI 
R~te on Non-Specific EOI command (Automatic rotation) 
Rotate on Specific EOI command (Specific rotation) 
Rotate in AEOI Mode (SET) 
Rotate in AEOI Mode (CLEAR) 
Set priority without EOI 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Umlts 

Vee Power-supply voltage -0.3-7 

V, Input voltage With respect to Vss -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Va Output voltage, -0. 3-Vee+0. 3 

Top, Operating free-air temperature range -20-75 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=-20-75"C. unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20:"'75"C. Vee=5V±10%. Vss=OV. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbql Parameter Test conditions 
Min 

V'H High-level input voltage 2 

V'L Low-level input voltage -0.3 

VOH High-level output voltage IOH=-4oot'A 2.4 

IOH=-loot'A 3.5 
VOH(INT) High-level output voltage. interrupt request output 

IOH=-100t'A 2.4 

VOL Low-level output voltage IOl=2.2mA 

Icc Standby supply current from Vec Vcc=5.5V. V,=Vcc or GND 'output open 

I'H High-level input current VI=VCC -10 

I'L Low-level input current v,=OV -10 

loz Off-state output current Vss=O. v,=O-Vcc -10 

IIH(IR) High-level Input current, Interrupt request inputs VI=VCC 

IIL(IR) Low-level input current, interrupt" request inputs V,=OV -300 

Ci Input capacitance Vcc=Vss. f=1 MHz. 25mVrnis. T a=25"(; 

Cilo Input/output capacitance Vcc=Vss. f=1 MHz. 25mVrms. T a=25"(; 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=-20-75"C. Vcc=5V±10%. Vss=OV. unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol 

tw<w) 

tSU(A-W) 

th<W-A) 

Ts~h)a-w) 
th(W-DQ) 

tW(R) 

tSU(A-R) 

th(R_A) 

tW('R) 

tSU(CAS-INTA) 

t,ec(w) 

treC(R) 

td(RW) 

5-98 

Altemative 
Parameter 

Write pulse width tWLWH 

Address setup time before write tAHWL 

Address hold time after write tWHAX 

Data setup time before write tOVWH 

Data hold time after write tWHOX 

Read pulse width tRLRH 

Address setup time before read tAHRL 

Address hold time after read tRHAX 

Interrupt request input width. low-level time. edge triggered mode i.JWH 

Cascade setup time after INTA (slave) tCVIAL 

Write recovery time tWHRL 

Read recovery time tRHRL 

End of Command to next Command (Not same Command type) 

End of INTA sequence to next INTA sequence. 
tCHCL 

'. MITSUBISHI 
.... ELECTRIC 

Symbol Min 

290(200) 

0 

0 

240(100) 

0 

235(200) 

0 

0 

100 

55 

190 

160 

500 

limits 

Typ 

L,imits 

Typ 

Max 

Vee+0.3 

0.8 

0.45 

10 

10 

10' 

10 

10 

10 

20 

Max 

\ 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

"C 

"C 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

IJA 

IJA 

IJA 

IJA 

IJA 

IJA 

pF 

pF 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=-20-75'C, Vcc=5V±10%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative 
Symbol Parameter 

Symbol Min 

tpZV(R_OQ) Data output enable time after read tRLDV 

tPVZ(R_OQ) Data output disable time after read tRHDZ 10 

tPZV(A_DQ) Data output enable time after address tAHDV 

tPHL(R-EN) Propagation time from read to enable signal output tRLEL 

tPLH(R-EN) Propagation time from read to disable signal output tRHEH 

tpLH( IR-tNT) Propagation time from Interrupt request Input to interrupt request output tJHIH 

tPLV(INTA-CAS) Propagation time from INTA to cascade output (master) tlALCV 

tPZV(CAS-OQ) Data output enable time after cascade output (slave) tcvev 

Note ,-
2 

M5MB2C59AP Is also Invested with the extended specification showed in the brackets. 
INTA Signal is considered read signal 
CS signal is considered address signal 
Input pulse level 0.45-2. 4V 
Input pulse rise time 10ns 
Input pulse fall time 10ns 
Reference 'Ievel Input V'H=2V, V'L=O. 8V 

2.4--V-2 V
O. 45-A..:::0.~8 __ .....::0::.::.!A-

Output VoH=2V, VOL =0. By- _ 
Load capacitance CL=100pF, where SP/EN 

pin is 15pF 

TIMING DIAGRAM 
Write Mode 

CS, Ao -~ 
tSU(A-W) 

\ 
1'\ 

Read Mode 

CS. Ao )C 
tSU(A-R) 

\~ 

~~ 

tPZV(R-OQ) 

tPZV(A-OQ) 

0-,-00 

tpHL(R-EN) 

\ 
r 

tW(w) 

tSU(DO-W) 

tW(R) 

.J1r--
~l-

.,MITSUBISHI 
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K 
theW-A) 
~I--I-

,~ 
f-

thew-DO) 
I-I--I-

~K 

~K 
th(R-A) 

f 
tPYZ(R-OQ) 

~\ 
WI 

tPLH{R-EN) 

I 

Limits 

Typ 
Unit 

Max 

200[170) ns 

100 ns 

200[170) ns 

125 ns 

150 ns 

350 ns 

565 ns 

300 ns 
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Interrupt Sequence 

IR 

INT 

CAS,-CASo 

Other Timing 

WR 

RD 
INTA 

WR 

RD 
INTA 

Note 1 

5-100 

2 : 
3 : 

(Note 3) 

8086, 8088 mode 
8085A mode 

tplV(INTA-CAS) 

I'" 

J 

(Note 1) 

8086,8088 mode is in high-impedance state, pointer is released during the next INTA. 
When in single 8085A mode, data is released by all INTAs. When master, CALL in-· 
struction is released during the first INTA, high impedance state during the second and 
third INTA. When slave, high impedance state during the first INTA, vectored address 
is released during the second and third INTA. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M5M82C59AFP is a programmable LSI for interrupt con

trol. Itis fabricated using silicon-gate CMOS technology and 
is designed to be used easily in connection with an 8085A, 
8086 or 8088. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 

• TTL compatible 
• CALL instruction to the CPU is generated automatically 
• Priority, interrupt mask and vectored address for each in

terrupt request input are programmable 

• Up to 64 levels of interrupt requests can be controlled by 
cascading with M5M82C59AFP 

• Polling functions 
• Packaged in flat small outline package 

APPLICATION 
The M5M82C59AFP can be used as an interrupt controller 
for CPUs 8085A, 8086 and 8088 

FUNCTION 
The M5M82C59AFP is a device specifically designed for use 

in real time, interrupt driven microcomputer systems. It man
ages eight level requests and has built-in features for ex
pandability to other M5M82C59AFP's. The priority and inter
rupt mask can be changed or reconfigured at any time by 
the main program. 

When an interrupt is generated because of an interrupt 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 

CHIP ST~~8l CS- 1 

CONTROL \%~0~ WR - 2 

CONTROL 1~~t9 RD - 3 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATA BUS 

D,~ 

D, ~ 

vee (5V) 
ADDRESS INPUT 
INTERRUPT 
ACKNOWLEDGE 
INPUT 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 
INPUTS 

18 -IRo INTERRUPT 

17 ~INT ~~~~~~T 
16 ~SP/EN ~~~~/rnZ~L~AM 
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request at 1 of the pins, the M5M82C59AFP based on the 

mask and priority will output an INT to the CPU. After that, 
when an INTA signal is received from the CPU or the sys
tem controller, a CALL instruction and a programmed vector 

address is released onto the data bus. 
Refer to M5M82C59AP for detail information. 

M5M82C59AFP's specifications are compatible with 
M5M82C59AP. Only package outline is different. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The M58992P is a raster scan type CRT interface device, 
fabricated using silicon gate CMOS technology. This LSI is 

a one-chip type high-performance video display generator 
having the timing signal generator and attribute circuits re

quired for CRT display so as to allow system configuration 
with a small number of components. 

FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage. 
• Can generate video display using simple external 

circuit 

• 10 programmable display modes 
• Some mode conditionally allows mixed use with other 

mode. 

• Color display is programmable to use either 8 or 16 
colors. 

• The R, G and B signals are provided as video output 
Signals. 

• Can superimpose on TV screen 
• A 16K or 64K DRAM is used as the video RAM under 

control of the built-in DRAM controller. 

• The video RAM area can be used concurrently for stor
age of display data and microprocessor program. 

• Paging and scrolling are possible. 
• Cursor control; blinking, blanking, underline and reverse 

characters are possible. 

• Light pen input control function is provided. 

• Various interrupts generating function is provided. 

APPLICATION 
Display unit using home TV set or monitor TV set 

FUNCTION 
The information or data to be displayed on the screen is 
written in the video RAM by the microprocessor. The 
M58992P can read the video RAM in the order of the CRT 
scan, and can generate synchronization signal for a CRT. 
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CMOS CRT CONTROLLER 

PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 

DAD7 -
Multiplexed 

DRAM address 
DADo 

Idata bus 

-- Row address 
RAS 

strobe output 

-- Column address 
CAS 

strobe output 

-
WE Write enable output 

R Video output R 

G Video output G 

B Video output B 

I Video output luminance 

BRST Burst output 

BClK Clock 8 

MClK Clock M 

ClK System clock 

---
BLANK Blanking oLl;tput 

lTPEN Ught pen strobe input 

RA3 -
Character generator 

raster address 
RAo 

outputs 

---
CDRD1 

Code data read outputs ---
CDRD2 

CAlT 
Character code 

latch output 

--- Horizontal 
HSYNC 

synchronize output 

--- Vertical 
VSYNC 

synchronize output 

5-104 

Input/output 

Input/output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

I 
Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Open drain 

output 
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MS8992P 

CMOS CRT CONTROLLER 

Functions 

Causes data input from DRAM or data output for writing in DRAM by output of mltiplexed row and col~ 

urnn address to DRAM. 

-
DRAM address input is latched at falling edge of RAS. 

-
DRAM address input is latched at falling edge of CAS. 

Data from microprocessor is written in DRAM when this signal is "L", 

TTL level output of video signals R, G and B. 

Auxiliary output for R. G and B. By external Combination with R, G and B, up to 16 colors can be dis-

played. 

1= "H" indicates high luminance. 

Signal to indicate color burst signal position or sub-carrier frequency phase-modulated by RGB in case 

of NTSC system. 

Frequency at 1/4 of clock input. Subcarrier frequency in NTSC color system. 

Internal timing clock. Indicates DRAM access by the M58992P for display when this signal is "L" in the 

text 1, text 2, graphic 1, graphic 2, graphic 3 or graphic 5 mode. 

t4.318t8MHz for display using NTSC system. 

Indicates around the synchronizing pulse in horizontal or vertical blanking period of the M58992P. 

Signal to latch internal address value. 

Least significant 4 bits of address for use of character generater to be used in text mode. 

Signal to control external circuit for input of display code pattern to the M58992P: 

CDRDl is the timing for direct data input from DRAM to the M58992P, and CDRD2 is the timing for input 

from character generator. 

Signal to cause external latching of character generator pointer output from DRAM. 

Setting synchronizing signal input mode by command causes no generation of internal synchronizing sig-

nal but internal counter reset by external signal. 
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CMOS CRT CONTROLLER 

PIN DE86ftiPTION (CONTINUED) 

Pin Name Input/output Functions 

DB7-DBo Data bus Input/output Data bus DB, : MSB 

--
--

Write input - - - -WR Input Function CS 101M RD WR 

No LSI selection 1 - - -
.-- ---

RD Read input Input DRAM Read a a a 1 

DRAM Write a a 1 a 
-
CS Chip select input Input 

The M58992P register read a 1 a 1 

The M58992P register write a 1 1 a 
-

101M IO/memory input Input 
The M58992P starts DRAM access or internal register read/write upon CS. 

INTR Interrupt request output Output 
Interrupt request output generated for any of four reasons in the M58992P can be masked. The status 

register detects the type of interrupt. The INTR signal is reset upon status read. 

RESET Reset input Input The M58992P system reset signal to initialize various registers. 

--

READY Ready output Output 
Normally "H" signal. Goes to "L" upon selection of DRAM and returns to "H" upon completion of DRAM 

read/write. This signal provides synchronism with the microprocessor. 

A1S'"'""-iAo Address bus Input 
Address input on the microprocessor side. 

A15 is the MSB. Ao to A3 are used for register reading or writing. 
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Table 1 The M58992P display mode list 

8X8 dots 

16 bits! 

FG: character 

aX10 dots 16 colors (8 bits for 

SG: character 

8 colors and 8 bits 

8X8 dots SO: for color 

16 colors designa-

tion) 

8X10 dots 

1 block: FG: 

2X2 dots 16 colors 

SO: 4 bits/dot 

1 block: 16 colors 

2X1 dots 

FG: Semi 

1 block: 16 colors 
2 bits/dot 

1X1 dot BO: 

16 colors 

FG: 

1 block: 16 colors 

1X1 dot SO: 
4 bits/dot 

16colors 

FG : One 

seleted 
1 block: 

color 
1X1 dot 

1 bits/dot 

SO: 

16 colors 

1 block: Same as 

1X1 dot graphic 3 
2 bits/dot 

FG=Foreground BG= Background BD=Border 

5-106 

Border colo 

designation, Unused Unused 

etc. 

MSB 4 bits, 
Unused 

BG color 

Color pallet for FG 

Border col-

or, etc. MSB 4 bits, 

BG color 

Unused 

BG and FG 

color de-

signation 

Color pallet for FG 

CLRG1 ....... 3=Color register 
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2000 Always 2400 
Cursor X30 lines 

allowed. 
possible 

without 
Multiple 40 characters 

1600 flickering. 1920 
blinking X24lines 

positions 

may be dis- Always 80 characters 
4000 possible. 4800 

ignated in X30 lines 
Flickering is 

character 
caused at 

units. other than 80 ctlaracters 
3200 3840 

blinking. X241ines 

160H 
8000 

X120V 
9600 

Always 160H 
16000 19200 

Possible X240V 

without 

flickering. 

320H 
16000 

X240V 
19200 

No Same as 
320H 

32000 text 3 and 4 38400 
X240V 

modes 

Same as 
640H 19200 

16000 text 1 and 2 
X 240V 

modes 

Same as 
640H 

32000 text 3 and 4 38400 
X240V 

modes 



APPLICATION 
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NOTICE FOR CMOS PERIPHERALS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Mitsubishi Electric's microprocessor-support CMOS 
peripheral LSI devices are compatible with current NMOS 
peripheral devices, and feature the additional advantages 
listed below. 

• Compatibility with 8251 A, 8254, 8255A, 8237 A, 8259A. 

• Low power dissipation 
• Wide supply voltage range, Vee=5V±10% 
• Wide operating temperature range, Ta=-20~75°C 

• Improved timing conditions 
Due to these advantageous features, CMOS peripheral de
vices can be used to replace conventional NMOS devices 
in their typical applications, and can additionally be used in 

applications requiring low power dissipation. 
The following sections describe the basic characteristics of 
Mitsubishi Electric's CMOS peripheral LSI devices for mic
roprocessor support, and explain precautions and methods 

of use. 

2. BASIC CIRCUITS AND 
CONSTRUCTION 

The internal circuitry of CMOS devices consist of both p

channel and n-channel transistors. 
There are two types of NMOS transistors. In the depletion
type, drain-to-source remains on even when gate-to-source 
voltage is OV, and with the enhancement-type device, drop
ping gate-to-source voltage below the threshold voltage 
level turns the transistor off. CMOS devices employ the en
hancement type, regardless of whether they are p-channel 

or n-channel devices. 
Fig. 1 shows the typical inverter, which is the basis of 
CMOS peripherals and Fig. 2 illustrates its equivalent cir
cuit diagram. 

PROCESS TECHNOLOGY 

Silicon Gate N-Well CMOS 

Substrate P-(GND) 

Fig.1 Single-stage inverter construction 

3. OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Fig. 3 illustrates what happens when supply voltage (Vee) is 
applied to the circuit shown in Fig. 2, varying input voltage 

from Vss to Vee. The Va curve indicates the change in out
put voltage and supply current (Icc). 
As illustrated, these characteristics depend on input vol
tage, so can be better understood by dividing V, into three 
regions, I ~ III. 
I : In this region, only the p-channel transistor T2 is on, so 

that the Va output voltage becomes Vee. In this condi
tion, practically no current Icc flows. 

II : In this region, Vo varies in accordance with V" When V, 
is increased from region I, the n-channel transistor T, 

begins to turn on, so that Va gradually decreases and 
at some point begins to decrease rapidly. The value of 
V, at this point of rapid Va decrease is known as the 

circuit threshold voltage. 
When this voltage is exceeded, as V, is increased, Va 

approaches Vss. 
In the region II, Va is determined by the ratio of the on 
resistances of T, and T2 . 

Icc is always flowing in this region, and becomes max
imum when V, is at the circuit threshold voltage. 

III : In this region, since only T, is on, Va becomes the vol
tage Vss. In this region, as was the case for region I, 
virtually no Icc current flows. 

In~ 
V,~ Y 

Vee 

Vss 

Fig.2 Single-stage inverter circuit 

IT III 

vee 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

--, 
\ Icc 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ , , 

\ 
\ , 

Input voltage V, 

'" 
Vee 

Fig.3 Single-stage inverter voltage transfer and supply 

current vs. input voltage characteristics 
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NOTICE FOR CMOS PERIPHERALS 

4. TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS AND 
POWER DISSIPATION 

For COMS devices, the circuit threshold voltage is approx

imately one-half of Vee. Contrasted with NMOS logic, 
where threshold voltage is a fixed level not related to supp
ly voltage, ideal transfer characteristics can be achieved. 

In order to maintain compatibility with the conventional 
NMOS devices, transfer characteristics of CMOS peripher
als I/O circuits have been establiched at TTL level. 

Fig. 4 illustrates input voltage V,N versus supply current Icc 
for MSM82CSSAP-S. Here, when V,N reaches 1.3 to 1.SV, 
the resulting switch in internal circuits causes a sharp in
crease in Icc flow. 

(PORT-Ao MODE 0 INPUT) 

250 
Vee=5V 25'C 

I'-.. 
200 

Vee=5Vr---. 

"< 150 

.3 Vee=4. 5V r-. 
u 

.2 100 

50 
~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Y,N (V) 

Fig.4 Input voltage vs. dissipation current 

M5M82C55AP-5 

In a CMOS eurcuit, since p-channel and n-channel transis

tors are connected in series between the Vee and Vss, as 
long as gate voltage is at the Vee or Vss level, one of the 
two transistors will be in an off state. Consequently, fixing 

the input pin at the Vee or Vss level causes the static dis
sipation current (Icc) flow from the Vee to Vss pin to consist 
only of p-n junction leakage current. As a consequence, the 

per-gate static dissipation current remains at about SOpA at 
T a = 2S'C, and will not go over more than a few nanoam
peres even at Ta=8S'C. This is the primary reason behind 

CMOS devices low power dissipation. 
Note however that power dissipation does increase when 
CMOS circuits are used in the switching mode. As was 
mentioned in the transfer characteristic description, tran
sients in the input voltage cause current to flow from the 

Vee to Vss. The amount of current flow increases relative to 
higher Vee values and operating frequency. Additionally, 
when capacitive loads (load capacitance also varies de
pending on the number of fanouts) are connected to the 

device, charging currents will be requied, which also in-

creases power dissipation. 

The M5M82CSSAP-S illustrated in Fig. 4 haS parallel
connected I/O ports, and is relatively limite.d' in switching 
operations. However, devices such as the programmable 
timer MSM82CS4P are subjected to constant clock opera
tions, and the current flow for each CMOS circuit must be 
added to get the total for the device. As shown in Fing. S, 

currnet dissipation increases along with increases in oper
ating frequency. 

"< 
E 
u 

.2 

o 
lOOk 

Vee=5V 
DUTY=50% 

Ta-25'C 

-V 
1M 

Ie (Hz) 

J 

/ 
V 

5 810M 

Fig.S Operating frequency VS. power dissipation 

M5M82C54P 

The power dissipation characteristics of DMA controller 
MSM82C37AP are illustrated in Fig.6. 

5 
Vcc= 
5.5V 

"< 
5.0V 

-5 4.5V 
0 

.2 

2 

Ie (MHz) 

Fig.6 Operating frequency VS. power dissipation 

M5M82C37AP 
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NOTICE FOR CMOS PERIPHERALS 

5. NOISE MARGIN 
As was noted in section 4, 1/0 levels for CMOS peripheral 
LSI devices have been established for TTL interface com
patibility. Fig. ? shows a comparison of DC noise margins 
when CMOS peripheral devices are interfaced with other 
logic devices. As seen here, with CMOS-to-CMOS inter

faces, V1H (MIN) remains very tolerable. However, since the 
CMOS peripheral device standard provides for TTL inter

face, VOH (MIN) is defined for states where IOH flow is sub
stantial (l oH = - 400,uA) . When actually connected to a 
CMOS logic gate, the required value for IOH is only the 
small current required to drive the gate-to-gate capac i-

5 r-- - -

VOH min 
VOH min 

2.7 
2.4 

2.0 2.0 
V'H min V,H min 

V'L max V'l max 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 0.4 
VOL max VOL max 

o 
CMOS peripherals LSTTL (Note 1) 

TTL level, 

VOH min=2. 4V 

Fig.? DC noise margin comparison (Vcc=5.0V) 

I 
o 

> 

T a= -40,25, 90"C 

I 
Ta=-40"C 

Ta=25"C 
Ta=90"C 

5 
Vee (V) 

Fig.S VOH characteristics M5M82C55AP-5 

}IOH=-l~O,uA 
IOH=-4mA 

tance. So VIH (MIN) for a CMOS gate satisfies this require
ment with room to spare. Fig. 8 shows the VOH characteris
tics for the M5M82C55AP-5 data bus. As seem here, the 
margin between the standard and actual performance is 
substantial. 
Low-speed CMOS gates have high internal propagation 
delay times, which further increases their noise margin. 

However, the CMOS gates used in peripheral devices still 
hold delay time to less than 1 ns per stage. They are there
fore capable of responding to pulses which transient at ex
termely high speeds, and noise margins are as good as 
similar type NMOS devices. 

--
4.95 

0.05 

VOH min 

3.5 
V'H min 

V'L max 
1.5 

VOL max 

Standard CMOS logic 

4000B series 

6. FANOUT 

4.5 
4.4 

3.15 

0.9 

0.1 

VoHmin 

V,H min 

V,L max 

VOL maX 

High-speed CMOS 

74HC series (Note 2) 

Note1: TI 
2 : JEDEC Vce=4. 5V 

The drive capability of CMOS peripheral devices generally 
exceeds that of NMOS logic devices. This can be seen in 
Fig. 8, where drive capability at "H" level is noticeably bet

ter than NMOS. This defference between logic types pro
vides a slight difference when actually applied to ~riving a 

load such as a transistor, and the value of the load resist
ance can affect fanout capability. This point will be covered 
in more detail later. 
For reference purposes, the "L" level drive capability of 
M5M82C55AP-5 is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

When driving a MOS-IC with a peripheral LSI, since it is 
only necessary to drive the input leakage current of the 
DC-connected IC, fanout capability is quite good. However, 
where devices having many components (e.g., data bus, 
etc.) are connected, the stray capacitance of the wiring and 
device input capaCitance (generally about 5pF) must also 

• MITSUBISHI 6-5 
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NOTICE FOR CMOS PERIPHERALS 

be driven, so signal switching response is slower. In this 
case, the load (s) to be driven must be divided (or allo
cated to several devices) as with previous devices, 

0.31----+-----+---+----+----1 

causing permanent demage to the device, To prevent gate 
damage, the diodes and input resistor shown, in the dia
gram form a protection circuit 

Since threshold voltage for the input transistor is set at 
approximately 1,5V, as noted in section 4, input voltage be
comes unstable around this level, and a throu,gh current 

starts to flow from Vee to Vss, In systems where low dis-
sipation current is required, this characteristic can cause 

2 problems in the design of the power supply, 

~ ~~~:~vY \ ~8'~ Where a data bus is left floating, through current is likely to 
III O.21--~~-+~~~-+~~~+-___ ~"""'::j,.Vee=5.5V become a particular problem, so bus lines should be fixed 
~ Vee=4.5V \ T -~ Vee:5VI 2t.C at a certain level with a pull-up (or pull-down) circuit hav-
e Vee-5. ~v ing high resistance values. 
~ Vee=4.5V \ T -

;;' O. 1 r~~~t~~~~~:J~~:;:::::~Vee=5Vl ~40'C Vee=5,5V r----------------------, 

10L (DATA BUS)(mA) 

t 
UNIT: v 

Fig.9 IOL-VoL characteristics M5M82C55AP-5 

7. INPUT· CIRCUIT 
Fig, 10 shows an equivalent circuit diagram of the input cir

cuit for CMOS peripheral devices, The gate oxide layer of 
the transistors is extremely thin, and high voltages applied 
directly to the gates are likely to rupture their insulation, 

Poly-Si 
Input Q9-~--'lM~-t---~-+ 

R:,lkn 

VTH:'l. 5V 

(at Vee=5V) 

Fig.l0 CMOS peripheral device input circuit 

(equivalent diagram) 

DATA BUS TIMING 

Fig.ll 

6-'-6 

en 
o 
:;;; 
z 

. 
en o 
:;;; 
() 

WRITE 

Address, CS 

DATA (INPUT) 

WR 

Address, CS 

DATA (INPUT) 

WR 

*M5M82C37AP, C51AP, C55AP-5, C59AP 

Bus timing characteristics 

READ 

Address, CS 

RD 

DATA (OUTPUT) 

Address, CS 

min200ns 

RD 

min200ns -{= max170ns 

DATA (OUTPUT) -----C VALID '---
'"----~ 
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8. TIMING CHARACTERISTICS 
The timing,;'oonditions between the system and CMOS 
peripheral LSI devices have been improved over their 

NMOS type counterparts. Improvements include better 
setup and hold times, and microprocessor interfacing is 
easier. Fig. 11 summarizes there differences in comparison 

form. Whereas NMOS devices required ts and th time, 
these have been eliminated with CMOS peripherals by set

ting ts and th ta Ons. 

9. USAGE PRECAUTIONS 
(1) Dealing with NC input pins 
Leaving unused input pins open results in instability input 

voltage, which in turn can produce errors in output logic 
levels and increase current dissipation. Unused input pins 
should therefore be tied to Vee or Vss. 
(2) Voltage supply lines 

Power dissipation of CMOS peripherals whose internal 
changes are small such as M5M82C55AP-5 and 

M5M82C59AP is extremely low. However, the through cur
rent spikes that occur during switching are dealt with using 
the traditional method applied to older ICs; by reducing 

power line impedance to filter the spikes. To accomplich 
this, each device should be fitted with a ceramic capacitor 
(having good high frequency characteristics and a capaci

tance of approx. O.1,uF) wired close between Vee and Vss. 
Also, when devices such as M5L82C55AP-5 are used with 
a high current drive circuit connected to output, power lines 
should be run independently from the logic system and 

driver circuit to reduce adverse affect on the logic system. 
(3) Latchup 

The internal circuitry of CMOS devices often have parasitic 
bipolar transistors formed in the substrate, and these opea
rate like thyristors, being triggered by external voltage 
surges, etc. When this happens, a large current flows from 

Vee to Vss, and if current flow continues, the device will be 
destroyed. Provision must be made to clear latchup to pre
vent overcurrents from destroying the device, and that can 

be done by dropping supply voltage below a certain level, 
or turning the supply off. 
Latchup occurs un.der the five conditions listed below. 

(a) V,>Vee+VF 
(b) Vo>Vee+VF 
(c) V,<VSS-VF 
(d) Vo<VSS-VF 
(e) Excessive Vee 

VF:Forward voltage of the clamp
ing diode used at input. 

Conditions (a) or (c) 
eWhen using a dual power supply 
When dual power supplies serve CMOS logic devices, dif

ferences in the rising edge of the power line signal tend to 
cause latchup. This can be eliminated by using a series 
connected resistor (R) to limit current flow to a maximum of 
10mA. (Refer to Fig.12) 

VCC1 VCC2 

vee Vc~ 
R 

Input Output Input Output 

Vss 
V, 

Vss 

_---Vee 

Vee 

VCC2 

V,>Ve 

Fig.12 Preventing latchup when dual power supplies 

are used 

e When using differential circuits 

When differential circuits are used, it is possible for input 
voltage to exceed Vee or Vss, which could result in latchup. 
In this case, use a diode for voltage clamping, combined 
with a resistor (R) to limit current flow. (Refer to Fig. 13) 
e When driving large, current circuits 
When connecting transistors to CMOS output and operating 
large current circuits (e.g., relays, motors, etc.) of the same 

power supply as the CMOS device, coil reactance will pro
duce voltage spikes at switching time. This causes fluctua
tions in the power supply voltage, which can cause the con
dition V, > Vee. Where pOSSible, separate power supplies 
should be used. If a common power supply must be used, 
power supply impedance must be lowered by connecting a 
capacitor (O.01-0.22,u F) having good frequency character

istics between Vee and Vss. 
Current should also be limited by connecting a resistor (R) 
to input. (Refer to Fig. 14) 
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Vee 

R"'olk!l v" 
Vee 

V ,1 o----j 1-__._-....... -"vIV'v---<:>-'---11 nput Output 

Vss 

~ -~ - Vee 

L----Vss 

V,,~----------VCCNOdiOde 
VSS 

- - - --Vee 

V
l2 
~ - - - - - - --- Vee Diode used 

-.J~Vss 

Fig.13 Preventing latchup when using differential circuits 

R 
V I o-AA"v--o---I 

O.Ol,uF 

InputJLJL 

Vcc~---Vcc Nocapacitor 

Vee~---Vee Capacitor used 

Fig.14 Preventing latchup when driving large current 

circuits 

Conditions (b) or (d) 
Applying a constant voltage to an output pin is not one of 

the normal usage configurations of a CMOS device. but a 
capacitor connected between output and Vee (or Vss ) 
would ,be a cause for latchup. This is due to the high impe- . 
dance created in the power supply line, combined with the 
fact that switching the power supply on a"nd off produces 

fluctuations in the power supply line which causes the 
capacitor to discharge a trigger current. 

Vee 

R"'olk!l V" 
VI1 0----\ H----.../VI/Ir-o---tlnput Output 

--, r---- Vee 
VI1 I'-__ ---'L 

. - -- - Vss 

_ ~-_-2Vee 

v,,~ ___ =~:: Nodiode 

---, .--1'- Vee 
V" It::. __________ Vss Diode used 

Condition (e) 
Condition (e) can be created by exceeding the absolute 
maximum voltage ratings at the Vee pin. Also, even though 
Vee is within the recommended operating conditions, de
vice latchup can be caused by the surge voltage superim
posing at power ON, or crosstalk between lines. The vol

tage at Vcc should never exceed absolute maximum rating 
values under any circumstances. 
Provisions should be made to reduce power ON surge vol
tage to a minimum, and as described in section 6, a capaci
tor should be connected beteen Vec and Vss to reduce im
pedance in the power line. 
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(4) The differences in CMOS and NMOS peripheral LSls 

The basic characteristics of CMOS devices allow them to 

be used as replacements for NMOS logic devices without 
significant modifications. But the fact that improvements 
have been mode in the characteristics of CMOS devices 
can cause problems when these devices are used in cir

cuits designed for NMOS. The example below shows such 
a case. 

M5M82C 

55AP-5 

or 

M5L82 

55AP-5 

VOH Rs 

(al Driving an NPN transistor using a parallel port 

Transistor drive using a parallel port 
Fig. 15 (a) shows an example of an NPN transistor con
nected in series and being driven by parallel port 8255A. 

The load RL and base resistor RB establishes the operating 
point as illustrated in Fig. 15 (b). 

Load resistance RL 

~_--'~----*-----IB2 (NMOS) 

'------y:'7C.l-E-,----"-'---:7'----- YCE 

(bl Transistor output characteristics 

Fig.15 Driving a transistor using M5L8255AP-5 or M5M82C55AP-5 

Fig. 16 illustrates the difference in output characteristics for 
CMOS ans NMOS 8255A devices. As noted, the CMOS 
8255A has better drive capability, and provides a higher 

base current to the transistor. Consequently, dependig on 
Rs and RL, power dissipation ratings Pc of the transistor can 
be exceeded, or drive current may simply be higher than 

~ 
o 

> 

Ta=25t 
PORT-Bo 

Ycc=5,5Y 

Ycc=5Y I 
~~~~~~--~~----~~~~Ycc=4,5Y 
'I- Y cc=5. 5V 

-"""'t---J.Ycc=5Y I 
Ycc=4.5Y 

-2 -3 -4 
10H (mA) 

IB=For a base current I. of -'-lmA, the difference in YOH is 

approx. 1. 5Y. 

Fig.16 M5L825SAP~5/MSM82CSSAP-S VOH output 

. its limit. 
The same problem may occur when driving PNP transistors. 
Fig. 17 shows a comparison in VOL characteristics. But here, 

the difference between NMOS and CMOS is smaller than 
for VOH, so the problem should not be as great. 

10L (mA) 

Ta=25'C 
PORT-Bo 

Fig.17 MSL82SSAP-S/MSM82CSSAP-S VOL output 

characteristics comparison characteristics comparison 
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1. DESCRIPTION 
The M5W1791-02P is a floppy disk formatter/controller de

vice which accommodates single and double density for
mats. 

The device is designed for use with microprocessors or mic
rocomputers. 

The device is fabricated with the Nchannel silicon gate 

EDMOS technology is packaged in a 40-pin DIL package. 

2. FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• Accommodate singe and double density formats 

IBM 3740 single density format 
IBM system 34 double density format 

• Selectable sector length (128. 256. 512 or 1024 bytes/ 
sector) 

• Side select compare 
• Single/multiple sector read or write with automatic sec-

tor search 

• Selectable track to track stepping time 

• Write precompensation 
• DMA or programmed data transfers 

• Window extension 

3. APPLICATION 
• Single or double density floppy disk drive formatter/con

troller 

• 8-inch or mini floppy disk interface 
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5. PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
NC 

WRITE Co~~~m WR ~ 

CHIP ST~~8t CS ~ 

READ co~~~ef RD ~ 
REGISTER J Ao ~ 5 

ST~~8t 1 A, ~ 
Do~ 

Di
n;-

BIDIREC
TIONAL 

DATA BUS 

D,~ 14 

ouf~a~ STEP- 15 
DIR68J~~~ DIRC - 16 

oa~~bt EARLY- 17 

outN?r LATE- 18 
~~~at RESET ~ 19 

(Ov) Vss 20 

NC INTERRUPT 
39 ~ INTRQ ~D9~a¥T 
3 ~ DTRQ 8t1MEQUEST 

37 - DDEN Wo~!lIE1!~i'~puT 
3 - WPRT ~ITf PROTECT 

35 - iP INDEX PULSE INPUT 

34 - TROO TRACK 00 INPUT 

3 ~ WFIVFOE ~:~MI~lT 
32 - READY RE1~A~l\~~m 
31 ~ WD 15'~+1>~fATA 
30 ~ WG 15'~+1>~.fATE 
29 ~ TG 43 TG43 OUTPUT 

28 ~ HDLD ~D~~U~OAD 
27 - RAW READ rNAp~rAD 
26 - RCLK 1l.~/lR CLOCK 

25 ~ RG READ GATE OUTPUT 

Outline 40P4 NC: NO CONNECTION 

systems. The hardware of the M5W1791-02P consists of a 
floppy disk interface. a CPU interface and a PLA control 

logic. The total chip can be programmed by eleven 8-bit 
commands. The floppy disk interface portion performs the 
communication with floppy disk drive under control of the 

PLA control logic. The CPU interface portion has five regis-
4. FUNCTION ters - command. data. status. track and sector register -
The M5W1791-02P is a floppy disk formatter/controller that and communicates with the CPU through the data bus. 
can be used with most microprocessor or microcomputer These functions are also controlled by the PLA. 

6. BLOCK DIAGRAM BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATil BUS 

D7O,D5 D,D3 D2D, Do vcct5V) VSS(OV) 
14131211 10 9 8 7 - --- - -@-.--®---j 

WRITE CONTROL INPUT W1i (,2s:r~~------(JI~N~PU~T~/~O~U~T~P~U~TJB~U~F~F~E~R!J I 
CHIP SELECT INPUT C§ 0 
READ CONTROL INPUT Ali 4 --;0.;-___ --.,,_--'."".8 --.;,-----,-;;-----,-:--

REGISTER SELECT J Ao 5 
INPUTjA, 6 

r--~---{36 WPRT WRITE PROTECT INPUT 

EARLY OUTPUT EARLY 1 
LATE OUTPUT LATE 18 
WRITE GATE OUTPUT WG 30 
WRITE DATA OUTPUT WD 31 

RAW R~:6' I~~~~ 27 

READ CLOCK I~gb~ 26 
CLK ' 

CLOCK INPUT 4 

DDEN 
DOUBLE DENSITY MODE 371)----<'-------------' 

SELECT INPUT 

6-10 

33 

RG WFIVFOE RESET 
READ GATE :1:;~rr.M~gLT RESET INPUT 

OUTPUT CONTROL OUTPUT 
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35 iP INDEX PULSE INPUT 
34 TRllli TRACK 00 INPUT 
3 READY READY INPUT 
23 HDLT HEAD LOAD TIMING 

INPUT 
29 TG 43 TG43 OUTPUT 

HEAD LOAD OUTPUT 
DIRECTION OUTPUT 
STEP OUTPUT 

2 TEST TEST INPUT 

INTERRUPT REQUEST 
OUTPUT 
DATA REQUEST OUTPUT 



7. PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
Input or 

output 

NC 
No internal 

connection 

- Write control 
WR Input 

input 

CS Chip select input Input 
----- ---" 

~ Read control 
RD Input 

input 

Register select 
Ao, A, 

input 
Input 

- - Bidirectional 
0 0-07 InlOut 

data bus 

STEP Step output Output 

DIRC Direction output Output 

EARLY Early output Output 

lATE Late output Output 

---

RESET Reset input Input 

--
TEST Test input Input 

HOLT 
Head load timing 

Input 
input 

ClK Clock input Input 

RG Read gate output Output 

RClK Read clock input Input 

RAW 
--- Raw read input Input 
READ 

HOLD Head load output Output 
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FUnctions 

Ne(pin 1) is not internally connected 

Write signal from a master CPU (Active low). 

Chip select (Active low). 

Read signal from a master CPU (Active low). 

Register select inputs. These inputs select the register under the control of the AD and WR. 

~ -
A, Ao RD WR 

0 0 STATUS REGISTER COMMAND REGISTER 

0 1 TRACK REGISTER TRACK REGISTER 

1 0 SECTOR REGISTER SECTOR REGISTER 

1 1 DATA REGISTER DATA REGISTER 

Three-state, inverted bidirectional data bus. 

Step pulse output (Active high). 

Direction output. High level means the head is stepping In and low level means the head is stepping out. 

This signal is used for write precompensation. It indicates that the write data pulse should be shifted earty. 

This signal is also used for write precompensation. It indicates that the write data pulse should be shifted 

late. 

Reset input (Active lOW). The device is reset by this signal and automaticaily loads "03" (hexadecimal) into 

the command register. The not-ready-status bit is also reset by this signal. When reset input is made to be 

high, the device executes restore command even unless READY is active and the device loads "01" 

(hexadecimal) to the sector register. 

This input is only used for test purposes, so user must tie it to Vee or leave it open unless using voice call 

actuated motors. 

When the device finds high level on this input, the device assumes that the head is engaged on the media. 

Active high. 

Clock input to generate internal timing. 2M Hz for 8-inch drives, 1 MHz for mini drives. 

This signal shows the external data separator that the syncfield is detected. 

This signal is internally used for the data window. Phasing relation to raw read data is specified but polarity 

(RCLK high or low) is not important. 

This input signal from the drive shall be low for each recorded flux transition. 

This output signal controls the loading of the head of the drive. 

this high-level output. 
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Pin Name 

TG43 TG 43 output 

WG Write gate output 

WD Write data output 

READY Ready Input 

Write fault InpuV 

WFIVFOE VFO enable 

output 

TROO Track 00 Input 

IP Index pulse input 

Write protect 
WPRT 

input 

DDEN 
Double density 

mode select input 

Data request 
DTRQ 

output 

INTRQ 
Interrupt request 

output 

NC 
No internal 

connection 

6-12 

Input or 

output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

In/Out 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 
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Functions 

This output is valid only during disk read/write operation and It shows the position of the head. High level 

on this output indicates that head is positioned between track 44 to 76. 

This signal becomes active before disk write operations are to occur. 

This signal consists of data bits and clock bits. It becomes active for every flux transition. Active high. 

This signal shows the device the drive is ready. In the disk read/write operation except for TYPE 1 com-

mand operation, low level Input terminates current operation and the device generates the INTRQ. In the 

TYPE 1 command operation, this signal is neglected. Not ready bit in the status register is the Inverted form 

of this Input. 

This Is a bidirectional signal. It becomes write fault input when WG is activ&. In the disk write operation, 

low level signal on this input terminates the write operation and makes INTRa actlve~ This signal also 

appears in the status register as the write fault bit. When WG is inactive, this signal works as VF<? enable 

output. VFOE output is also an open drain type, so pull it up to Vee and never input active write fault signal 

write WG Is inactive. 

This signal indicates that the head is located on the track 00 to the device. Active low. 

This input indicates to the device that an index hole of the diskette has been encountered. 

Low level signal on this input Informs the device that the drive is in the write protected state. Before disk 

write operations, this signal is sampled and an active low signal will terminate the current command and 

set INTRQ. The write protect status bit in the status register is also set. 

This input determines the device operation mode. When DDEN=O, double density mode Is selected. When 

DDEN=l, single density mode is selected. 

DTRQ Is an open drain output, so pull up to Vee by the 10k resistor. In the disk read mode, DTRQ indicates 

that data is assembled In the data register. In the disk write mode, it indicates that the data register Is 

empty. DTRQ Is reset by the read data or write data operation. 

INTRQ Is also a open drain output, so pull up to Vec by the 10k resistor. INTRQ becomes active at the 

completion of any command and Is reset when the CPU reads the status or writes the command. 

NC (pin 40) is not internally connected. 

.MITSUBISHI 
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8. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
The following explanation is based on the block diagram is 

Section 6. 

The registers which are accessible by the CPU system 

through the input/output buffer of the M5W1791-02P are the 

command, status, track, sector and data registers. These are 

all 8-bit registers. 

The register select inpus Ao and A, select one register 

under RD, WR and CS control as described in Section 7. 

8.1 Retister Descriptions 
(1) Command Register 
This register is write-only, so the contents of the command 

register cannot be read onto the bi-directional data bus. The 

CPU system writes the command code into this register to 
be executed by the M5W1791-02P. Except the force inter

rupt command, the command register should not be loaded 

while the busy status bit is set. 

(2) Status Register 
This is the read-only register and holds the status informa

tion about the device and a connected floppy disk drive. The 

meaning of each status bit is varied by the executing com

mand. 

(3) Track Register 
This register is bi-directional, so the CPU system can read 

or write the data through the data bus. The track register 

has the track number of the floppy disk's current head posi

tion. The type 1 commands have the update flag option 

according to this register. When this flag is set, the contents 
of the track register are updated by one for each step. They 

are incremented when the head is stepped in and de

cremented when the head is stepped out. 

When the type 2 command which performs the read/write 

operation for the floppy disk is executed, the track address 

of the floppy disk's 10 field and the contents of the track 
register are compared. If they match, M5W1791-02P con

tinues to check whether the sector address is the one 

appOinted by the sector register. 

When the restore command is performed automatically 

by the RESET input transition from "0" to "1" or when the 
CPU system executes the restore command, FF (HEX) is at 

first loaded into the track register and every time the step 

pulse is issued, the value of this register is decremented by 

one. The contents of the track register are set to 00 (HEX) 

when the TROO input is activated before the 255th step pulse 

issued or after the step pulse was generated 255 times. 

(4) Sector Register 
This is also a bi-directional register. 

For disk read or write operation, the CPU system must 

set the desired sector address into this register. 
By forcing the RESET input from "0" to "1", M5W1791-
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02P also sets 01 (HEX) into the sector register, then begins 

the restore operation. 

In the type 2 command execution, the sector address of 

the disk's 10 field and the contents of the sector register are 

also compared as mentioned above. 
When the m flag bit of the type 2 command code is set to 

perform the multi-sector read/write operation, the sector 

register value is automatically incremented by one upon 

completion of the read/write operation of the one sector. 

When the read address command of the type 3 command 
has been executed, the track address which is read out from 

the first encountered 10 field is loaded into the sector reg

ister. 

(5) Data Register 
This register is bi-directional. 

During disk data read operation, the data read from the 

floppy disk is held in this register. During the write opera

tion, byte of data from the CPU system is held. 

Prior to seek command execution, the desired track posi

tion must be written into the data register. 

By executing the restore command or the RESET input 

transition from "0" to "1", M5W1791-02P automatically loads 

00 (HEX) into the data register. 

The hardware blocks of access to the user are only the 
reigsters mentioned above. Descriptions of inaccesible in

ternal hardware blocks follow. 

8.2 Control Circuit 
(1) ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit) 
This one-bit serial ALU executes the comparisons of the se

rial data and is used for the modification and comparison of 

registers. 

(2) Status Control Logic 
The status control logic generates the status information for 

the status register. It is divided into two sections: one re

flects the state of the M5W1791-02P and the other reflects 

the state fa the disk system. Disk states inclued write pro

tect, index pulse, track 00, ready, head loak timing and write 

fault. 

(3) Head Control Logic 
This circuit generates the signal which controls head move

ment of the floppy disk. It provides the head load Signal, 

direction signal, step Signal and TG43 signal. The TG43 out

put controls the disk's write current. 
When the type 1 command with the head load flag h at 

"1" is executed, the head load output is set to "1" at the be

ginning of the command execution. The command execution 

where the head load flag h is initially at "0" makes the head 

load output "0" whether it has been "0" or "1". 

After issuing the step pulses, the M5W1791-02P checks 
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the verify flag V in the command code. If V is "0", the com
mand is terminated and the interrupt request output signal is 
sent. If V is "1", the head load output is set to "1" (if h ="1" 

, HDlD is already set to "1" at the beginning of this 
command), and after an internal 15 ms delay (ClK = 2MHz, 
TEST =1), the head load timing input HDlT is sampled until 
HDlD and HlDT.="1" (logic true). Then M5W1791-02P up

dates the TG43 output signal. and commences the disk r~ad 
operation. This means that during the type 1 command, the 
TG43 signal is not'updated unless the V flag is set to "1". 
The TG43 output is set to "1"when the floppy disk head is 
positioned beyond the 43rd track. 

The type 2 and 3 commands confirm the ready input logic 
high, and after a 15 ms delay (if flag E is set; if E = 0, no in
ternal delay is initiated), HDlT is sampled until HDlD and 
HDl T = "1" as mentioned above. M5W1791-02P then up
dates the TG43 output signal and begins the disk read/write 
operation. If the ready input is. low, then the command is ter

minated and INTRQ is generafed. 
The head Ibad output which was set to "1" is reset to "0" 

under the following two conditions: 
• If the M5W1791-02P is idle for 15 disk revolutions after 

the prevous command terminates, the head load signal 
resets to "0". 

• If the type 1 command is executed when h = "0" , the 
head is also automatically disengaged. 

(4) Head Engage Timer/Step Speed Timer 
The M5W1791-02P can generate an internal 15 ms wait time 

(ClK = 2MHz) before the head load timing input is sam
pled. The HDlT signal shows M5W1791-02P that the floppy 
disk head is completely engaged after loading into the 
media. The step speed can be selected at 3 ms, 6 ms, 10 ms 
or 15 ms (ClK = 2MHz) by the stepping motor rate bits r1 

and ro in the type 1 command. 
These operations are controlled by the 1 ms timer and 

presettable 4-bit binary counter inside the M5W1791-02P. 
This 1 ms timer is disabled by setting ttie test input TEST 

to "0", which initiates step pulse intervals of about 400,us in 
the single-density mode and about 200,us in the double
density mode (ClK = 2MHz). The 15 ms wait time is also 
reduced in the two modes to about 60,us and 30,us, respec

tively. 
The test input signal is used only for interfacing with the 

floppy disk drives and a voice coil motor. 
Tabl.e 8.1 shows the relationship between the stepping 

motor rate flags and the step pulse intervals. 

Table 8.1 Step Pulse Intervals 
(unit: ms) 

elK (MHz) 2M Hz 1MHz 

rh 0 
_______ DDEN 

0 1 0 1 

0, 0 3 3 6 6 

0, 1 6 6 12 12 

1, 0 10 10 20 20 

1, 1 15 15 30 30 
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(5) Index Pulse Counter/Sector~ter/ 
Step Pulse Counter 

As mentioned in Section 8.2 (3), the M5w:1~'f,l()2P has an 
index pulse counter that returns the head 10aGoloutput to "0" 
in the idle state after command execution. This index pulse 
counter is used to terminate the command when the 

M5W1791-02P doss not complete it within 5 index pulses. 
There are 12 reasons why the command may be terminated 

prematurely: 
.. The synchronize pattern of the ID field is not found. 

• The synchronize pattern of the I D field is too short . 
.. AM1 of the ID field is not found. 

• AMt of the ID field is not complete. 
• The I D track address is not equal to the contents of the 

track register. 
• The ID sector address is not equal to the contents of the 

sector register. 

• The side number of the ID field is not equal to the side 
select flag s in the command code when the side com

parison flag C is set to "1". 

• The ID field CRC error occurs. 
• The synchronize pattern of the data field is not found. 
• The synchronize pattern of the data field is too short. 

• AM2 of the data field cannot be found. 
• AM2 of the data field not complets. 

When a CRC error of the data field occurs, an interrupt is 

generated without a retry. 
The index counter is also used as the sector counter/ 

step pulse counter. When this counter is used as a step 
pulse counter, it counts a maximum of 255 step pulses dur
ing the restore command as described in Section 8.1 (3) 

This counter is used as a sector counter in the type 2 
command to count the data length of the data field for the 
destination sector. In this sense, it is more appropriate to 

call this counter the data length counter. 
The M5W1791-02P allows one of four different data 

length configurations in one sector: 128 bytes, 256 bytes, 512 
bytes and 1024 bytes. The data length of the sector to be 

read or written by the M5W1791 ~02P is decided by the 
"sector length" parameter at the 4th byte of the ID field. 
When the read/write operation is commenced for the de
sired data field, the M5W1791-02P uses this sector counter 
to generate the data request signal at specified times in 

accordance with the ID sector length byte. 

(6) Interrupt Request Control Logic, Data 
Request Control Logic 

The interrupt request output INTRQ is an open drain output 
that notifies the CPU of command termination. 

Once set, the interrupt request output I NTRQ is not re
set to "0" until the status is read out from the status register 

or the command is written into the command register by the 
CPU. 



Refer tocSeclion 11.5 concerning the response of the 

INTRQ during,~l;t~ilype 4 command. 

The INTRQiioutput is not reset by the reset input signal. 

This state is unde·fined after power is applied. 
The data request control output DTRQ is also an open 

drain output that requests the CPU to read out the data from 

the data register or write the data into the data register dur

ing the disk read or write operation. 

The DTRQ output is reset to "0" by writing the data into 

or reading the data out from the data register. 

The DTRQ output is changed to "0" by the reset input. 

(7) Write Control Logic 
The M5W1791-02P provides frequency-modulated (FM) data 

in the single-density mode or modified FM (MFM) data in 
the double-density mode. 

The data written into the data reg ister from the CPU is 

sent to the data shift register and then it is modulated by the 

write control logic in accordance with the modulation type 

selected by the DDEN input. This modulated data is sent to 
the write data output WD. 

The special patterns including the missing clock required 

for disk formatting are also produced in the write control 

logic under the control of the write command control circuit. 

During the disk write operation, M5W1791-02P can pre

dict the occurrence of the peak shift, depending on the pre

vious bit pattern, so the write control logic provides the early 

and late output signals for write precompensation. 

(8) Write Track Command Control 
Logic 

The internal PLA program controls almost all the operations 

of the M5W1791-02P. However, when the write track com

mand is executed, the PLA program control speed is too 

slow to perform the command. Therefore, the write track 

command control logic implements the write track operation 
directly. 

When the CPU writes the data into the data register for 

disk initialization, the contents are sent to the internal data 

shift register and the write track command control logic. 

When a special data byte is sent to the data register from 

the CPU, the write control logic operates under the control 

of the write track command control logic the provide the de

signated write data pattrern. When the other data bytes are 

written into the data register, they are first sent to the data 

shift register, then to the write control logic serially to be 

modulat.ed according to the DDEN input. 

8.3 Internal Control Logic 
(1) Data Shift Register 
During the disk write operation, the data bytes written into 

the data register from the CPU are loaded into this register 

in parallel. The data shift register transfers the serial data to 
the write control logic for modulation. 
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During the disk read operation, the internal data separ

ator circuit demodulates the raw read data stream and pro

duces the true data bit pattern. This demodulated data bit is 

shifted into the data shift register in series and transferred to 
the data register in parallel byte by byte. 

(2) CRC Logic 
The CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) circuit generates the 

cyclic redundancy check code. The polymonial is X'6 + X'2 

+X5 +1. 
The CRC code, generated by the CRC circuit from the 

write data stream, is written onto the floppy disk during the 
disk write operation. 

During the disk read operation, the last two CRC bytes 

read out in the ID or data field are checked for errors by the 
CRG logic. 

(3) Prescaler 
A pair of internal clocks are required to drive the M5W1791-

02P's logic circuitry. During the disk read operation, these 
clocks are derived from the read clock input RClK from the 

differential circuit, the data transfer clock logic and the inter

nal clock control logic. 

At all times except for disk read operations, such as dur

ing type 1 commands or disk write operations, these two in

ternal clocks are produced by the prescaler and the internal 

clock control logic from the GlK input signal. 

The prescaler generates the data transfer clock and the 

data separator clock by dividing the GlK input clock by 2 

and 4 in the double density mode and by 4 and 8 in the sing

le density mode. 

The internal PLA logic is driven by this data separator 

clock. 

(4) Differential Circuit, Data Transfer 
Clock LogiC 

The differential circuit and the data transfer clock logic 
generate the internal data transfer clock by multiplying the 

PGlK clock input and shaping its waveform. 

(5) Window Extension Logic 
When disk read operations are executed in the double
density mode, the raw read input occurs in both RCLK clock 

windows. At this time, the window extension logic samples 

the raw read input at the edge of the internal data transfer 

ciock which is derived from the RCLK input to provide that 

the read clock input RClK window width is extended sub

stantially. 

(6) AM Detector Logic 
The raw read signal input ~R"oA70W~R~EA~D from the floppy disk is 

a Signal which has been modulated by either FM or MFM. 

M5W1791-02P should synchronize the internal data separ

ator clock with the data bit of the input data stream. For this 
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purpose, the AM detector logic is employed to detect the 

special patterns which contain the missing clocks from the 
input raw read stream. 

(7) Internal Clock Control Logic 
This logic generates the data transfer clock and data separ
ator clock. 

(8) Data Separator 
This separates the data bit from the raw read input signal by 
using the data separator clock. 

(9) PLA 
This is the programmable logic array which controls the 

M5W1791-02P. The size of this PLA ROM is approximately 
230 X 19 bits. 
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9. DESCRIPTION OF COMMANDS 
There are 11 different commands. By setting CS to "0", Ao to 
"0" and At to "0" the commands are written inside the 
M5W1791-02P from the data bus at the rising edge of the 

Table 9.1 List of Commands 

Command type Command 

Restore com'mand 

Seek command 

Type 1 commands Step command 

Step-in command 

Step-out command 

Read sector command 
Type 2 commands 

Write sector command 

Read address command 

Type 3 commands Read track command 

Write track command 

Type 4 commands Force interrupt command 
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WR signal. 

The commands are classified into four types: type 1, type 
2, type 3 and type 4. 

MSB Code LSB 

0 0 0 0 h V r, ro 

0 0 0 1 h V r, ro 

0 0 1 u h V r, ro 

0 1 0 u h V r, ro 

0 1 1 u h V r, ro 

1 0 0 m S E C 0 

1 0 1 m S E C ao 

1 1 0 0 0 E 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 E 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 E 0 0 

1 1 0 1 " 12 It 10 

Note 1 Although the codes are written in TRUE form. the M5W1791-02P features a negative logic data bus. ThiS means codes with 0 and 1 reversed 
are written into the M5W1791-02P. 

Each command comes with a flag option. These are 
identified in Table 9.2. 

" •. ' MITSUBISHI 
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Table 9.2 Flag Options 

Flag 

h : Head load flag 

Type 1 
V : Verify flag 

commands 

n, ro : Stepping rate flag 

u : Update flag 

Type 2/Type3 
E: 15ms delay flag(at 2MHz clock) 

Commands 

m : Multi-sector read/write flag 

Type 2 

commands S : Side select flag 

C : Side compare flag 

ao : Data address mark flag 

Type 4 
I : Interrupt condition flag 

command 
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Description 1·;-' 

When h =1: The head is loaded at the beginning of the command execution. 

When h =0: The head is loaded when the verify operation starts if the V flag is "1 ". It is not loaded 

if the V flag is "0". 

When V =1: The contents of the track register are compared with the ID track address after head 

positioning. The seek error status bit is set if the desired track address is not found by the time 

the diskette has gone through 6 rotations. 

When V =0: The track verification is not performed. 

The stepping rate is determined by the value of these 2 bits as well as by the elK frequency and 

TEST input pin. 

When u = 1: The track register is updated with each step pulse: It is incremented (or 

decremented) by 1 for each step-in (or step-out) pulse. 

When u =0: Track register is not updated. 

When E =1: Sampling of the head load timing input starts with the 15ms delay after the head load 

output has been set to "1". An advance is made to the next step when HDLO'HLDT = "1" is 

established. 

When E =0: Sampling of the head load timing input starts immediately after the head load output 

has been set to "1". An advance is made to the next step when HOLD' HLDT = "1" is established. 

The "next step" is the TG43 output update. 

When m = 1: Multi-sector read/write is performed. Upon completion of one sector read/write, the 

sector register value is incremented by 1, the next sector is sought and read/write is performed 

again. Upon completion of the final sector read/write operation, the next sector is not found even 

when sought and so at the sixth rotation of the diskette the RN F error bit is set and the operation 

is concluded. This command can also be concluded with the Type 4 command. 

When m =0: Read/write for single sector is performed. 

When S =1: "1" is compared with the 10 side number when the C flag is "1". 

When S =0: "0" is compared with the ID side number when the C flag is "1" 

No comparison is performed when C =0. 

When C =1: The S flag and ID side number are compared. 

When C =0: The ID side number is not compared. 

When ao= 1: The deleted data mark "Fa" (hexadecimal) is written into the data field address 

mark. 

When ao =0: The data mark "FB" (hexadecimal) is written into the data field address mark. 
-

When 10 =1: The. interrupt request output is set to "H" at the ready input rising edge. 

When h =1: The interrupt request output is set to "H" at the ready input falling edge. 

When 12 =1: The interrupt request output is set to "H" with the index pulse input. 

When 13 =1: The command being executed is terminated and the interrupt request output is set to 

"H" immediately. 

When 10 = h = 12 = 13 =0: No interrupt request is generated but the command being eXecuted is 

terminated. This command is executed so that the interrupt request output, which has been set by 

the Type 4 command, is reset by the following command write or status read. 
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10. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
The M5W1791-02P is provided with an interface section for 

the CPU system and an interface section for the floppy disk 
system. 

10.1 CPU System Interface Section 
The CPU interface section is composed of the input/output 

buffer, input/output control logic, five internal registers, inter

rupt request control logic and data request control logic. 

The CPU reads/writes the contents of the internal regis
ters through the M5W1791-02P's data bus. 

Upon the completion of each command, and interrupt to 

the CPU is generated by the interrupt control logic. INTRQ 

is reset by command register write or status register read. 

The M5W1791-02P generates the data request output 

DTRQ for the CPU system using its data request control cir
cuit while reading or writing floppy disk data. 

The time required to transfer one byte of serial data 

when ClK is 2MHz is 32/1s in the single-density mode and 

16/1s in the double-density mode. However, the maximum 
time from when DTRQ is set to "H" until the CPU system 

reads or writes the data is actually shorter than 32/1s (or 16/1 

s) and if the service is not completed whithin this time, the 

lost data status bit is set. When the CPU system does not 

respond to the first data request for write sector command or 

write track command within the required time, the subse

quent operation of the commands are theminated and the in
terrupt request output is set. 

For instance, the service time Tservice (WR) for DTRQ 

when a write sector command is being executed in the sing

le-density mode is 23.5/1s maximum. This is because it 
takes 4/1 s for the DTRQ output to be set after the contents of 

the data register have been transferred to the data shift reg

ister, and 4.5/1 s at most for the M5W1791-02P to transfer 

data into the data register wh'ich has been written in re

sponse to OTRQ. In other words, unless the data is serviced 

within 23.5/1s (Le. 32 - 4 - 4.5 = 23.5/1s), there will no lon

ger be time to begin transfer of data from the next data reg

ister to the data shift register. 

For further details, refer to the section dealing with the 
description of the commands. 

10.2 Floppy Disk Interface Section 
The floppy disk interface section is composed mainly of the 

floppy disk head control section which relates to the head 

pOSitioning control and the floppy disk read/write control 

section which controls the serial data transfer. 

(1) Floppy Disk Head Control Section 
For details on the operation of the floppy disk head control 

section, refer to Section 8.2 (3) on the read control circuit, 

Section 8.2 (4) on the head load time timer/stepping rate 

timer, and Section 8.2 (5) on the index pulse counter/sector 

counter/step pulse counter as well as to Table 9.2 which 
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lists the flag options. 

(2) Floppy Disk ReadlWrite Control 
Section 

The floppy disk read/write control section executes the disk 

read and disk write operations. 

The disk read and disk write operations have no direct 

relation to the read and write commands. For instance, when 

a write sector command is executed, the disk read operation 

is performed first to find the desired ID. After the ID is 
found, the M5W1791-02P writes the sync pattern, data field 

address mark, data and CRC, after which the command is 
terminated. 

Disk Read Operation 
The M5W1791-02P is applicable to both the single- and 

double-density recording formats, and selection between 

these is performed by the OOEN double-density select 

input. 

When the disk read operation starts, the write fault input! 

VFOE control output WFIVFOE is set to "l". (This pin is pul

led up by a 10-kohm resistance since it serves as an open

drain output during signal output. 

The pin serves as the VFOE output when the write gate out

put WG = "l".) This output is kept at "l" until the disk read 

operation is terminated. The VFOE output can be used as 

the signal that indicates that the Pll circuit employed as the 

external RClK generator should enter into lock-in operation 

from its free-running state. 

The following description is for the single-density mode 

which is almost the same as the double-density mode. When 

the disk read operation starts and the 2-byte 00 (HEX) is 

found, this is treated as a sync pattern and the read gate 

output RG is set to "H". Address mark FE, FB or F8 (HEX) 

are retrieved within the 10-byte period that follows. When 

the address mark is not found, RG is reset to "l" and a retry 

is made to retrieve the 2-byte 00 (HEX). If the address mark 

is found on the 10 field and if the 10 track address and sec

tor address (and side number also when side compare bit C 

= "1 ") are correct, RG is held at "H" until CRC reading is 

completed and checked. 

Whether there is a CRC error or not, RG is then reset to 
"l". When there is no error, the sync pattern of the data 

field is retrieved. When 10 is not found properly, that is, 

when AM1 cannot be read properly, the values of the track 

register and track address do not match, the values of the 

sector register and sector address do not match, the side 

select flag of the command and side number do not match 
(when C = 1), or when there is a CRC error in th ID field, 

RG is reset to "0" and a retry is made to retrieve the 2-byte 

00 (HEX). 

However, when the read address command is executed, 

the data is read as far as the CRC byte if the sync pattern 

and AM1 are found properly, and the command is terminated 
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regardless of whether there 'is a CRC error. When the data 
address mark is found, RG is held at "1" until the data and 
the CRC are read and CRCcheck is performed. RG is then 
reset to "0" regardless of whether there is a CRC error. If 
the command is single sector read or if a data field CRC 
error occurs, the INTRQ interrupt request output is set to "1" 
and the command is terminated. The CRC error status bit is 
set with a CRC error .. 

The read gate output is active during reading of the valid 
data stream from the sync field to the CRC. It is the signal 
that controls the read data tracking sensitivity for the exter
nal PLL RCLKgenerator circuit. 

Operation in the double-density mode is the same as that 
for the single density mode except for the following pOints. 
In the double density mode the 4-byte "00" or "FF" (HEX) is 
treated as the sync pattern and the adress marks" A 1" "A 1" 
"A1" "FE", "A1" "A1" "A1" "FB", or "A1" "A1" "A1" "Fa" 

(HEX) are retrieved within the following 16-byte period. 
Note that the VFOE output is active when the read track 

command among the type 3 commands is executed but the 
RG output remains at "0". 

Also bear in mind the following pOints relating to the disk 
read operation. 

Even during the disk read operation, TG43 is updated in 
accordance with the track register contents before VFOE is 
made active. 

During the disk read or write operations mentioned be
low (the execution of type 2 and 3 commands), the READY 
input is checked at the beginning of the command's execu
tion and if the input is not ready, the command is terminated, 
the interrpt request output is set to "1" and an interrupt is 
generated (this does not apply to type 1 and type 4 
commands). In this case, the not ready status bit is set. 

Disk Write Operation 
During the disk write operation, the write gate output WG is 
first set to "1". This enables the user to apply the write fault 
input to the write fault inputlVFOE VFO control output pin. 
Then write data are output from output WD. If the write fauJt 
input is made active when WG = "1", the command is im
mediately terminated, interrupt reqest output INTRQ is set to 
"1", an interrupt is generated, and the write fault status bit is 
set. 

When the disk write operation is about to be suspended 
by the type 4 command and when the type 4 command is 
accepted into the M5W1791-02P's command register before 
the 'data field AM2 data mark or deleted data mark is writ
ten, the command is terminated when the type 4 command is 
written and an interrupt is generated. The type 4 command, 
which is written during disk write operation for the data field 
subsequent to the above mark writing, is also acknowledged 
immediately and the disk write operation is terminated. 

The CPU system must write the data into the data regis
ter during the service period mentioned at the beginning of 
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Section 10 dealing with the Description··oPO.peration with 
data request output DTRQ during the dj!>lS::write operation. 
When the data is not written during thesal1i'eJ.service period, 
the command is continued with 00. (H EX) 'as -the data which 
is wriiten. The lost data status bit is set at this time. DRTQ is 
not reset if it is not serviced. 

During the disk write operation, the early output or the 
late output is made active in accordance with the write data. 
Both output signals are used when the user provides write 
pre-compensation for the write data output, and they predict 
late or early peak shifts of the disk write data which is output 
at the same time. 

The TG43 output is used to control the writing current of 
the floppy disk system. It is ".0" at the time when the track 
register contents are 0 to 43, while it is "1" at 44 or above 
(up to 255). 



11. DESCRIPTION OR COMMANDS 
11.1 Command Standby Condition 
After the execution of a command has been completed, the 
M5W1791-02P stands by for the next command to be ex
ecuted. If the head load HDLD has been set to "1" by the 
previous command and 1.5 index pulses are counted in the 
standby condition, the head is unloaded from the media. Af

ter this the M5W1791-02P remains into the command stand
by condition. When a command is written in the command 
register, the M5W1791-02P comes into operation according 
to the execution flow for the command. 

11.2 Type 1 Commands 
(1) Restore Command 
This command is used to position the head to track 00. This 
command is automatically executed when the reset input is 
set from "0" to "1". During reset, the h = "0", V = "0" and 

r" ro ="1, 1" flags are set automatically. 
Refer to Section 8 dealing with the hardware configura

tion and in particular to Section 8.1 (3) on the track register 
for details on the execution of the command. When the V 
flag is "1", the verify operation is performed after the head 
opsitioning operation. 00 (HEX) is automatically set in the 
data register. 

(2) Seek Command 
This command is used to move the head onto the desired 
track. After the destination track number is written into the 
data register and the seek command is written into the com
mand register, step pulses are generated until the contents 

of both the track register and data register match. The 
direction of head movement is indicated by direction output 
DIRC. 

The contents of the track register are updated every time 
a step pulse is output. When the V flag ="1", the verify op
eration is perfomed after the head positioning operation. 

(3) Step Command 
This generates a single step pulse. Direction output DIRC is 

not changed. Therefore, the head moves toward the same 
direction as it did the previous time. When the update flag u 
is "1", the contents of the track register are updated. When 
the V flag is "1", the verify operation is performed after the 
head positioning operation. 

(4) Step-in Command 
This command sets direction output DIRC to "1" and gener
ates a single step pulse. When the u flag is "1", the con
tents of the track regsiter are incremented by 1. When the V 
flag is "1", the verify operation is performed after the head 
positioning operation. 

(5) Step-out Command 
This command sets direction output DIRC to "0" and gener-
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ates a single step pulse. When the u flag is "1", the con
tents of the track register are decremented by 1. When the 
V flag is "1", the verify operation is performed after the head 
positioning operation. 

11.3 Type 2 Commands 
Using the type 2 commands, reading/writing the data in the 
disk's data field is performed. When the desired sector is 
found, the data is transferred into/from the CPU system us
ing the data request output DTRQ as the data transfer timing 
signal. 

Side number comparison and multi-sector read/write can 
be performed by setting the command flag. 

(1) Read Sector Command 
When the read sector command is executed, once the ID 
field is found properly, the data is sent from the data shift 
register to the data register and the M5W1791-02P requests 
through DTRQ that the CPU system read out the data from 
the data register. (For details on the service time for DTRQ, 
refer to Section 10 dealing with the Description of 
Operation.) 

Unless the CPU reads out the data within the service 
time, the next data is written from the data shift register into 
the data register. The data which has not been read is des
troyed and the lost data status bit is set. DTRQ is reset by 
the data register readout, but when the data has not been 
read out during the service time, DTRQ remains at "1 n. 

The length of the data fields in each sector is indicated 
by the sector length of the disk ID. This value is saved in
side the M5W1791-02P and DTRQ is generated for the 
necessary number of times in accordance with this value. 

The relationship between the number of data in a single 
sector and the data byte length is shown below. 

Table 11.3 Data Byte Length 

Sector length of the disk ID Bytes/sector 

OOH 128 bytes 
01H 256 bytes 
02H 512 bytes 
03H 1024 bytes 

When, for instance, the sector length, i.e. the 4th byte of 
lOis 00 (H EX), data request output DTRQ is "1" for 128 

times unless lost data occurs. If, for example, lost data 
occurs once, DTRQ is "1 n for 127 times. 

For multi-sector read, refer to the section on flag option 
m in Table 9.2. 

Depending upon the data address mark of the data field, 
the record type status bit can be set. When the data mark is 

FB (H EX), the record type status bit is set to "0" and when 
the deleted data mark is F8 (HEX), it is set to "1". 
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(2) Write Sector Command 
When the ID field is found properly upon execution of the 
write sector command and the CRC check is completed 
without any errors detected, the M5W1791-02P generates a 
single data request output DTRQ. In response to this DTRQ, 
the CPU must write the data into the data register during the 
8-byte time (1-byte time is 32,us in the single-density mode 
and 16,us in the double-density mode with ClK = 2MHz). 

Whether or not the service has been performed during 
the specified time is then determined. 

When the service has not been performed in the speci
fied time, the lost data status bit is set, the execution of the 
command is terminated and interrupt request output INTRQ 
is set to "1 ". 

When the first service has been performed, the data is 
written after the sync pattern and AM2 have been written. 

After a lost datacheck, there is a 1-byte time delay (with 
the single-density mode), then the write gate output WG is 
set to "1", the 6-byte sync field Db (HEX) is written into the 
disk, and FB or ·F8 (H EX) is written depending on the value 
of the 'command's data address mark flag ao. DTRQ is 
g.enerated and data is written in succession until the number 
per sector indicated by the ID data length in that sector is 
reached. 

In the double-density mode, the write gate output WG is 
set to "1" after 12-byte time delay following the lost data 
check, the 12-bytesync field 00 (HEX) is written, and the 3-
byte A1 (HEX) is written, after which ,the same operation is 
peformed as for the single-density mode. 

Unless the data are written into the data register from the 
CPU system within the prescribed service time for the 
second and further DTRQ data request outputs, data. 00 
(HEX) is written on the disk and the lost data status bit is 
set. The behavior of the DTRQ output when lost data is 
generated is the same as that described in the section on 
the read sector command. 

Operations for multi-sector writing' are the same as those 
during the read sector command. 

11.4 Type 3 Commands 
Type 3 commands consist of 3 commands: read address, 
read track and write track. 

(1) Read Address Command 
The 6 bytes of the I D field found first. are read out with the 
execution of the read address command. These 6 bytes in 
order are: 1) track number, 2) side number, 3) sector num
ber, 4) data length and 5) 2-byte CRC. When data is sent to 
the data register, data request output DTRQ is generated 
from the M5W1791-02P and the CPU system is requested to 
read out the data from the data register. If DTRQ is not ser
viced within the service time, the lost data status bit is set 
and the next data is written from the data shift register into 
the data register as with the read sector command. When 
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the read address command is executed,the' track number 
which has been read out is also written illto the sector regsi
ter of M5W1791-02P along with the CRC check. 

(2) Read Track Command 
The read track command serves to read out all the data of 
an entire track, beginning and ending upon detection of the 
index pulse. Unlike the read sector or read address com
mands, all the data including the gaps and sync pattern are 
read out. The data are synchronized when the index mark, 
ID address mark and data address mark are detected. 
"Data synchronization" refers to reading the data string from 
the floppy disk in 1-byte units. Read gate output RG, which 
gives notification that the sync pattern has been detected, is 
not output with this command. 

Neither side number comparison nor eRC check is con
ducted with the read track command. Unless the CPU read 
out data within the specified service time as with the other 
disk read command, the data is lost. 

(3) Write Track Command 
The write track command formats the tracks on the disk. 
Disk formatting requires not only that the gaps, sync pattern, 
ID and data are written; but also that the marker including 
the missing clock and the CRC are written. 

When this command is executed, the first data request 
output DTRQ is generated after the head has been loaded 
into the media. In response to this, the CPU must complete 
the writing of the data whithin the 3-byte time. 

Unless the data are serviced during this time, the lost 
data status bit is set, subsequent commands are terminated 
the interr~pt request output INTRQ is set to "1". When the 
data is serviced during the specified time, data write starts 
with the arrival of the index pulse. Then the CPU writes the 
data into the data register in accordance with the data re
quest output. 

When data written by the CPU are values from F5 to FE 
(HEX), M5W1791-02P performs special processing consist
ing of writing the markers and generating and writing ·the 
CRC. When other data from 00 to F4 and FF (HEX) are writ
ten into the data register, the value is modulated' as it is and 
written onto the disk. 

The write track command continues until the next index 
pulse input jp is detected. 

If the CPU hasn't loaded. the data into the data register 
within the service time, 00 (HEX) is written and the lost data 
status' bit is set. 

Table 11.4 shows the control bytes of the write track 
command. 



Table 11.4 Write Track Command Control Bytes 

Data Single·density format 
register Data Clock contents Function pattern pattern 

OO-F4 Data ragister values are OO-F4 FF 
written onto the disk without 
modification. 

F5 Non-usable 

F6 Non-usable 

F7 2 calculated CRC bytes are 2-byte CRC FF 
written. 

FB-FB Writing as data .. FB-FB C7 
Used for writing data address 
mark. 
CRC is preset. 

FC Index mark FC is written. FC D7 

FA Writing as data. FD FF 

FE ID address mark is written. FE C7 
CRC is preset. 

FF Writing as data. FF FF 

Note: Hexadecimal notation is used throughout. 

11.5 Type 4 Commands 
This command generates the interrupt through detection of 

conditions or generates the unconditional interrupt other 
commands may be executed only it the M5W1791-02P is in 
the standby condition (busy status bit is"O"), but the type 4 
command may be executed at any time. 

When a preceding command is being executed, it is sus
pended and operation is keyed to the flag bit of the type 4 
command. Refer to Table 9.2 for the flag bits. 

Interrupt request output INTRQ generated by the type 4 
command is reset by reading the stauts register data or ex

ecuting a command after the execution of the type 4 com
mand with 10-13 = "0". 
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Double-density format 

Data written Function onto disk Missing clock 

Data register values are OO-F4 Not generated 
written onto the disk without 
modification. 

Marker A1 is written. A1 Generated 
CRC is preset. 

Marker C2 is written. C2 Generated 

2 calculated CRC bytes are 2-byte CRC Not generated 
written. 

Writing as data. FB-FB Not generated 
Used for writing data address 
mark. 
CRC is preset. 

Index mark FC is-written. FC Not generated 

Writing as data. FD Not generated 

ID address mark is written. FE Not generated 
CRC is preset. 

Writing as data. FF Not generated 

. •. MITSUliISHI 
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COMMAND STANDBY CONDITION 

,1:><-.... 24 

RESET '0' - '1' 
WARM START 

WHEN WRITE FAULT IS GENERATED 

TYPE 4 COMMAND IS EXECUTED 
AT ANY TIME EXCEPT 
IN COMMAND STANDBY 

NO 

STANDBY FOR NEW COMMAND 

NO 

... 

·'''.';!<!;IMt1$ ... 118 ... 1.,.1 
"ELECTRIC· 

COMMAND 
ISWRITIEN 

COMMAND 
IS WRITTEN 



TYPE 1 COMMAND 
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Notel: The track register, sector register, data register and data shift 
register are designated TR, SR, DR and DSR, respectively. 
Information in parentheses indicates the contents of the regis
ters. 
"H" denotes hexadecimal notation. 

2: The 15 ms delay is not applied when the test input TEST is "0". 
15 ms is the delay time when clock input elK is 2MHz. 
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TYPE 2 COMMAND 

FROM WARM START 
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foE;-______ N_O<,.(SR) = SECTOR 

6 
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NO ~ 1 SECTOR~ 
WRITE COMPLETE 
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TYPE 3 COMMAND 

FROM WARM START 

6-28 
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READ ADDRESS COMMAND 

DR- (DSR) 
DTRQ-'l' 
SR-TRACK 

NUMBER 

NO 

MITSUBISHI L~ls 
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READ TRACK COMMAND 
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12. STATUS 
The significance of the bits in the status register differs 
according to the command. The b.it 0 of the status register is 
set during type 1, 2 and 3 commands to indicate the busy 
status. When this bit is set, the other status bits may be re
set or. updated: When the type 4 command has been ex
ecuted, the. busy status bit is reset, but whether the remain
ing status bits are reset or not depends on whether the pre
vious command is being performed or not when the type 4 
command is issued. When M5W1791-02P is in standby, the 
remaining status bits are reset or updates according to the 
same status bit configuration as the type 1 command. When 
the type 4 command has been issued during the execution 
of the pervious command, the remaining status bits show the 
status of the previous command. 

Tables 12.1 and 12.2 show the significance of each status 
bit. 

Tabl 12.1 Status Composition 

~t Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 
Command 

type 1 command Not ready Write protect Head loaded 
N'g Read sector Not ready 0 Record type .. 
Q.E 

~~ Write sector Not ready Write protect Write fault 

'" 
Read address Not ready 0 0 

" Co Read track Not r.eady 0 0 
~ 

Write track Not ready write protect Write fault 

No preceding Not ready Write protect Head loaded ... 
Command " Co 

'Bit 4 

Seek error 

Record not found 

Record not found 

Record not found 

0 

0 

0 

~ Preceding Same as definition of status bit based on preceding command, 
command 

,* ..... tSHI 
ELECTRIC" 

-

Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

CRC error Track 00 Index Busy 

CRC error Lost data Data request Busy 

CRC error Lost data Data request Busy 

CRC error Lost data Data request Busy 

0 Lost data Data request Busy 

0 0 Data request Busy 

0 Track 00 Index 0 

0 

xu"~ 
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Tabe 12.2 Status Register Contents 

Status 
Command bit Status Status Significance 
1--. 

Type' 7 Not ready ,.," denotes that the disk is not ready. This status is provided by the OR relationship 
between the READY input Inverted signal and the RESET input inverted signal. 

6 Write protect "'" denotes that the disk is in the write protect status. This status is the inverted signal 
of the write protect input WPRT. 

5 Head loaded "'" denotes that the head has been loaded onto the disk and stabilized. This status Is 
provided by the AND relationship between the head load output HDLD and head load 
timing input HDL T. 

4 Seek error "'" denotes that the verify opration was not successful. This status· is reset at the be-
ginning of the following command execution. 

3 CRC error "'" denotes that there is a CRC error in the ID field. This status is reset at the begin-
ning of the next command execution. (Note') 

2 Track 00 "'" denotes that the head is on track 00. This status is the inverted signal of the track 
00 input TROD. , Index "'" denotes that the index pulse input IP is active. This status is the inverted signal of 

fP. 
a Busy "'" denotes that the type' command is being executed. After the CPU has written the 

command, a maximum of 24 clocks for single density and '2 clocks for double-denisty 
are required for the busy status flag to be set. 

Type 2/ 7 Write protect "'" denotes that the disk is not ready. This status is produced by the OR relationship 

Type 3 between the READY input inverted signal and the RESET input inverted signal. 

6 Write protect "'" denotes that the disk is in the write protect status. This status is the write protect 
input WPRT inverted signal. 

5 Record type The record type is set during read. "'" denotes that the address mark of the data field 

Write fault was the deleted data mark. "a" denotes that it was the data mark. 
During write operations, "'" denotes that the command has been suspended by the 
write fault ihput. 
This status is reset when the next command execution begins (Note' ) 

4 Record not found "'" denotes that the designated ID has not been properly detected. This status is re-
set when the next command execution begins. (Note' ) 

3 CRC error "'" denotes that a eRC error is detected in the ID field or data field. 
This status is reset when the following command execution begins. (Note') 

2 Lost data "'" denotes that lost data have arisen. This status is re.set when the following com-
mand execution begins. (Note' ) , Data request "'" denotes that reading data from writing data to the data register is requested. This 
status is the same as the data request output DTRQ. 

a Busy "'" denotes that the command is being executed. After the CPU system has written 
the command, a maximum of 24 clocks for single-density and '2 clocks for double-
denisty are required until the busy status flag is set. 

Note' Refer to Table '2. , for details when the type 4 command is executed. 
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13. DISK FORMA TIING 
Disk formatting is performed by the write track command. 
Formatting examples are giben below for both single
density 128 bytes/sector based on the IBM 3740 format and 
double-density 256 bytes/sector based on the IBM system 
34 format. 

Table 13.1 Disk IBM 3740 Format 

Transfer byte Transfer data Significance of 
number (HEX) transfer bytes 

40 FF Gap 4 
6 00 Sync pattern 
1 FC index mark 

26 FF Gap 1 
(Note 1)r- 6 00 Sync Pattern 

1 FE 10 address mark 
1 00~4C Track number 
1 00 or 01 Side number 
1 01~1A Sector number 
1 00 Data length 
1 F7 2-byte CRC write 

11 FF Gap 2 
6 00 Sync pattern 
1 FB Data mark 

128 E5 Data 
1 F7 2-byte CRC write 

27 FF Gap 3 
(Note 2) 247 FF Gap 

Note This sequence is repeated 26 times while the sector number 
is updated. The formatting of one track is then completed. 

2 This is the standard value which keeps sending the FF data 
until the interrupt request output INTRQ is set. 
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Table 13.2 Disk IBM System 34 Format 

Transfer byte Transfer data Significance of 
number (HEX) transfer bytes 

80 4E Gap 4 
12 00 Sync pattern 
3 F6 index mark 
1 FC index mark 

50 4E Gap 1 
(Note 1)12 00 Sync Pattern 

3 F5 ID address mark 
1 FE I D address mark 
1 00~4C Track number 
1 00 or 01 Side number 
1 01~1A Sector number 
1 01 Data length 
1 F7 2-byte CRC write 

22 4E Gap 2· 
12 00 Sync pattern 
3 F5 Data address mark 
1 FB Data mark 

256 40 Data 
1 F7 2-byte CRC write 

54 4E Gap 3 
(Note 2)598 4E Gap 4 

Note This sequence is repeated 26 times while the sector number 
is updated. The formatting of one track is then completed. 

2 This is the standard value which keeps sending the 4E data 
until the interrupt request output INTRQ is set. 
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14. TRACK FORMAT 
Track format is given in Fig. 14. 

INOEX,P~ 

GAP1 
SYNC 
PATTERN AM1 
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10 .. 
GAP2 DATA CRC2 

LENGTH BYTES 

1ST SECTOR 10 FIELD 

------- -) 
)}-...... _--L.. __ """"-_ ....... __ ..L-_---' __ ....... -\ __ - - - - --i-~-........ ----''---.... 

GAP3 GAP4 

DATA FIELD 2ND SECTOR 
-e;- ID FIELD 

LAST SECTOR 
GAP3------.~ ... 

Fig. 14 Track format 

15. TYPICAL EXTERNAL READ CLOCK 
GENERATOR CIRCUIT 

A read clock must be applied from an external oscillator with 
the M5W1791-02P. Described' below is an example of an 
external read clock generator circuit used for an 8-inch flop
py disk and employing a PLL circuit. 

The circuit itself is an analog PLL circuit containing a vol

tage-control!ed oscilator. (VCO) with a center frequency of 
8MHz. It is applicable to both single- and double-density 

modes, and is composed of a phase comparator, filter and 
VCO. Fig. 15.1 shows the phase cOimparator and Fig. 15.2 
shows the filter and VCO. 

In Fig. 15.1 the phase of the raw data read from the flop
py disk is compared with the phase fo the signal produced 
by dividing the VCO CLOCK. If, as a result, the phases do 

not match, the VCO frequency is tracked by the UP or 
DOWN signal. When VFOE is not active, the reference clock 
is input. 

The filter in Fig. 15.2 acquires the required frequency 
gain characteristics by means· of the NF loop RC elements. 
C1 is for tracking the VCO with respect to the relatively low 
frequency fluctuations in the form of flutter during floppy disk 
rotation, etc. In contrast, C2 is for reducing the VCO gain in 
the event for relatively high frequency fluctuatiions. 

A 748124 is required for the VCO TTL, since the 
74L8124 is not sufficient as the 8MHz voltage-controlled 
oscillation. R1, R2 and R3 determine the gain. R1 and R2 are 
resistances from 500 ohms to 3.3 kohms. R3 has a resistance 
from 2.2 to 4.7 kohms. 

C1 has a capacitance of 0.047,uF to 0.3,uF while C2 has a 
value of 0.001,u F to 0.0033,u F. 

C3 has a capacitance of 47pF for generating an 8MHz 
frequency when VR is set to its center position and the 
CaNT input is made 1/2Vcc , R4 is for setting the operating 
point of TR1 and it is provided with a resistance of 50 kohms 
t01 Mohm. 

Care should be taken with parts layout and writing of the 
VCO circuit, especially for the power supply and ground line 
of the 74S124. V cc instability causes a marked deterioration 
in PLL response. 

In the above example there is no filter or gain switching 
by read gate output RG. 
Note,: The circuit in the example given above has low sensi

tiVity to elements value, and works stably. However, 
the actual circuit used should be determined with re
gard to the whole system, including the floppy disk 

system. 
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4700 

R, 0, 

UP --.ilNv---K.I-.., 
8200 

R, 
DOWN --"""I'~--I JII---+----+---JINv--l 

Fig. 15.2 Filter and veo 
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C, 0.00221'F 

R, 3. 3kO 

0, - 0 : lS1588 

TR,. TR, : 2SC71 0 

FROM REGULATED 5V POWER SUPPLY 

74S124 
1kO 

TR2 

C3 

47pF 

VCO CLOCK 

8 MHz 

16. TYPICAL WRITE PRECOMPENSATION cirucit in Section 15, has 2-channel VCO's so the extra one 
can be used also. In this case, the write data pulse width of 
the M74LS153 in Fig. 16 is determined by the clock and if 
required, it should be converted to the write data pulse 
width demanded by the floppy disk system using a one-shot 
multi-vibrator, etc. 

CIRCUIT 
Fig. 16 gives an example of a write precompensation circuit. 
The amount of compensation must be set to a value which 

regulated for the floppy disk system. Clock generator 
74S124, for the VCO of the external read clock generator 

CLOCK FOR WRITE PRECOMPENSATION 

EARLY 

a. OUTPUT 

'" EARLY 9 
en (WRITE .... 

PRECOMPENSAJION ~ 
'" PROHIBIT SIGNAL) 
::; 
::; 
0 LATE OUTPUT 
a: 
LL WRITE DATA 

OUTPUTWD 

Fig. 16 Write precompensation circuit 
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0, 

0, 

Do y 

B WRITE DATA OUTPUT 
A 

S 

M74LS153P 
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17. EXAMPLE OF A WRITE GATE 
OUTPUT AND WRITE FAUL TNFO 
ENABLE CIRCUIT 

The WFIVFOEserves as the write fault input or VFO enable 
output, depending on the WG output. 

FROM WG OUTPUT 

FROM M5W1791-02P 
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):>------ VFOE OUTPUT 

WFIVFOE r 11----- WRITE FAULT INPUT 
---+--+..--....... ---01 FROM FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM 

Fig. 17 Write faulUVFOE control. circuit 

18. AN EXAMPLE OF THE HEAD 
LOAD OUTPU AND HEAD LOAD 
TIMING CIRCUIT 

The head load timing input is made available after the set
tling time has elapsed from the head load output. 

FROM HOLD OUTPUT 

TO HLDT INPUT 

6-36 

HOLD OUTPUT 
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19 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

19.1 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Limits 

Vee Supply voltage -0.5-7 

V, Input voltage With respect to vss -0.5-7 

Vo Output voltage -0.5-7 

Pd Power dissipation Ta=25t I 350 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 0-70 

Tstg Storage temperature range -65-150 

19.2 RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=0-70'C, unless otherwise noted) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage a V 

V ,H High-level input voltage 2 V 

V ,L Low-level input voltage Vss-O.5 0.8 V 

19.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=O-70'C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

lee Supply current 

\ Input current.(HDLT, TEST, WFIVFOE, WPRT, 

I, DDEN) 

Input current other inputs 

loz Off-state output current 

Test condition 

IOH=-200,uA 

10L=1. SmA 

V,=VCC-OV 

V,=VCC-OV 

V1=VCC ...... OV 

• MITSUBISHI 
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Limits 

Min Typ 

2.4 

-100 

-10 

-10 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

mW 

·c 
·C 

Unit 
Max 

V 

0,4 V 

70 mA 

10 f,lA 

10 f,lA 

10 f,lA 
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19.4 TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=O-70l:, Vcc=Sv±S%, Vss=OV, unlese otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter Test conditions Unit 

symbol Min Typ Max 

tSUCA-R) 
Address setup time before read and chip select 

tSUCCS-R) 
TSET 50 ns 

theR-A) Address hold time after read and chip select 
theR-CS) 

THLD 10 ns 

tW(R) Read pulse width TRE CL=50pF 280 ns 

tSUCA-W) 
Address setup time befo'ra write and chip select 

tSU(cs-W) 
TSET 50 ns 

thew_A) 
Address hold time after write. and chip select 

th(w_cs) 
THLD 10 ns 

tw(W) Write pulse width TWE 200 ns 

tSU(OQ_w) Data setup time before write TDS 250 ns 

thew-DO) Data hold time after write TDH 20 ns 

tWCRR) Raw read pulse width Tpw (Notel. 2) 100 250 ns 

tC(RA) Raw read cycle time Tbc (Note 3) 1600 2000 ns 

tW(RCLK) Read clock high-level width Ta (Note 4) 800 ns 

tW(RCLK) Read clock low-level width Tb (Note 4) 800 ns 

tCCRCLK) Read clock cycle time Tc 1600 ns 

thCRCLK-AA) Read clock hold time before raw read Tx, 40 ns 

thCRR-RCLK) Read clock hold time after raw read 
FM 40 ns 

TX2 
MFM 40 ns 

tw(wo) Write data pulse width Twp 
FM 450 500 550 ns 
MFM 150 200 250 ns 

tceWD) Write data cycle time Tbc 2,3,4 .us 
twe. ) Clock high-level pulse width TCD, 230 250 20000 ns 

tw (. ) Clock low-level pulse width TCD2 200 250 20000 ns 

tWCRESET) Reset pulse width TMR 50 .us 
tWCIP) Index pulse width TIP (Note 5) 10 .uS 
tW(WF) Write fault pulse width TWF (Note 5) 10 .us 

19.5 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=O-70·C, Vcc=SV±S%, Vss=OV, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative limrts 
Symbol Parameter Test conditidns Unit 

symbol Min Typ Max 

Twg 
FM (Note 5) 2 .uS 

tPLHCWG-WO) Propagation time from write gate to write data 
MFM (Note 5) 1 .us 

tPLHCE-WO) 
Propagation time from early or late to write data Ts MFM (Note 5) 125 ns 

tPLH(L-WO) 

tPHLCwo-E) 
Propagation time from write data to early or late Th MFM (Note 5) 125 ns 

tPHL(WO-L) 
FM (Note 5) 2 .us 

tPHL(WO_WG) Propagation time from write data to write gate Twt MFM (Note 5) 1 .uS 
tPZY(R_OO) Output enable time after read TDACC C,=50pF 250 ns 

tPYZ(R-OO) Output disable time after read TDOH C,=50pF 50 150 ns 

tPHL(R-ORQ) Propagation time from read to ORO TDRR(RD) 250 ns 

tPHL(R-INTRQ) Propagation time from read to INTRQ TIRR(RD) (Note 5) 500 ns 

tpHL(W~ORO) Propagation time from write to ORO TDRR(WR) 250 ns 

tPHL(W-INTRO) Propagation time from write to INTRQ TIRR(WR) (Note 5) 500 ns 

tW(STP) Step pulse width TSTP (Note 5) 20r4 .uS 
tPLH(OIR_STP) Propagation time from direction to step TDIR (Note 5) 12 .uS 

CLK-IMHz MFM 200 ns 
tY(WD-CLK) Write data valid time before clock Twd, CLK=2MHz MFM 30 ns 

CLK-l MHz MFM 50 ns 
tY(CLK-WD) Write data-valid time after clock TWd2 CLK=2MHz MFM 50 ns 

Note 1 The pulse of RAW READ may be any Width If pulse IS entirely Within RCLK. When the pulse occurs In the RCLK Window, RAW READ pulse 
width must be less than 300 ns for MFM mode and 600 ns for FM mode at CLK=2MHz. Times double for 1 MHz. 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6-38 

100 ns pulse width is recommended for the RAW READ pulse in 8 MFM mode. 
RAW READ cycle time T C(RR) and WD cycle time T CeWO) is normally 2.us in MFM and 4.us in FM. Times double when CLK=1 MHz. 
The polarity of RCLK during RAW READ is not important. 
Times double when CLK=l MHz. 
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19.6 TIMING DIAGRAM 

Read Write 

OTRQ 

INTRQ 

0 0-0, 
(OUTPUT) 

Input data 

-16 OR 32tls 

te(RR) 

~~tW(RR~) :::::::::::::==~J __ 
RAWREAD ~ ~ 

RCLK 
j;; tW(RCLKJ 1-.. tC(RCLK) 

Jl .~ tW{Rci'K)'r ~ 
th(RCLK-RR) th(AR-RCLKJ 

Others 

OTRQ 

INTRQ 

Ao, " CS 

00-0, 
(INPUT) 

-16 OR 32tls 

Note 6: tSERV1CE{RD) maximum value, FM: 27. 5tls, MFN: 13. 5tls 
7: tSERV1CE{WR) maximum value; FM: 23. 5tls, MFM: 11. 5tls 

Write data 

tpLH(e-wo) 

tplH(l-WO) 
tpHUWO-E) 

tpHL(WD-Li 

CLK~ 1 "
wo -1 1 ~-----

tV{WD-CLKl tV(CLK-WOJ 
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1. DESCRIPTION 
The M5W1793-02P is a floppy disk formatter/controller de
vice which accommodates single and double density for
mats. 

The device is designed for use with microprocessors or 
microcomputers. 

The device is fabricated with the N-channel silicon gate 
ED-MOS technology and is packaged in a 40-pin OIL 
package. 

2. FEATURES 
• Single 5V supply voltage 
• Accommodate single and double density formats 

IBM 3740 single density format 
IBM system 34 double density format 

• Selectable sector length (128, 256, 512 or 1024 bytes/ 
sector) 

• Side select compare 
• Single/multiple sector read or write with automatic sec-

tor search 
• Selectable track to track stepping time 
• Write precompensation 
• DMA or programmed data transfers· 

• Window extension 

3. APPLICATIONS 
• Single or double density floppy disk drive formatter/con

troller 

• 8-inch or mini floppy disk interface 

4. FUNCTION 
The M5W1793-02P is a floppy disk formatter/controller that 
can be used with most microprocessor or microcomputer 

6. BLOCK DIAGRAM BIDIRECTIONAL 
DATIj BUS 

5. PIN CONFIGURATION (TOP VIEW) 
NC 1 

WRITE CO~~~3~ WR - 2 

CHIP S~k~8f CR -'+ 3 

READ CO~~~3~ RD - 4 
REGISTER J A<; - 5 
S~k~8t I A, - 6 

BIDIREC
TIONAL 

DATA BUS 

NC INTERRUPT 
39 -INTRQ SD9~a¥T 

- DTRQ 8t~MrQUEST 

37 -.DDEN m~~~E1!~1~PUT 
- WPRT ~~ITf PROTECT 

5 - iii INDEX PULSE INPUT 

4 - ffilllj TRACK 00 INPUT 

3 - WFIVFOE ~~Jt~lT 
2 - READY RJ~~l\~:U~ 

31 - WD ~~·P;''L.pATA 
30 - WG ~~tl>'LfATE 
29 - TG 43 TG43 OUTPUT 

D. - 1 8 - HDlD~D~~dTOAD 
D, - 1 2 - RAW READ ~P~TREAD 

ou¥~5~ STEP - 1 26 - RClK ~EtJ>T CLOCK 

DIRJ8f~'G~ DIRC - 16 2 - RG READ GATE OUTPUT 

o5~~M EARlY-17 4 -ClK CLOCK INPUT 

ouMOf LATE - 3 - HDlT ~1~2GL?~UT 
~~~at RESET -19 22 - TEST TEST INPUT 

(ov)vss 0 21 Vcc(5V) 
-...----~ 

NC: NO CONNECTION 

Outline 40P4 

systems. The hardware of the M5W1793-02P consists of a 
floppy disk interface, a CPU interface and a PLA control 
logic. The total chip can be programmed by eleven a-bit 
commands. The floppy disk interface portion performs the 
communication with the floppy disk drive under control of 
the PLA control logic. The CPU interface portion has five 
registers - command, data, status, track and sector register 
- and communicates with the CPU through the data bus. 
These functions are also controlled by the PLA. 

14 1 1 1110 9 8 7 

WRITE CONTROL INPUTWii A2d;;1------IJIEN~PU~T~/~O~U~T~PU~TgB~U~F§FE~RD 
CHIP SELECT INPUT CS ~ 
READ CONTROL INPUT !iii 4 8 

REGISTER SElECT{A<; 5 
INPUT A, 6 

,....-_o-I:l6lWPRT WRITE PROTECT INPUT 
'-H--~--I iii INDEX PULSE INPUT 

i'Rlll! TRACK 00 INPUT 
r==H~-==j:~REA.DY READY INPUT EARLY OUTPUT EARLY",1 ,,~e",",u 

LATE OUTPUT lATE 8 
WRITE GATE OUTPUT WG 
WRITE DATA OUTPUT WD 1 

RAW READ 
RAW READ INPUT 

RClK 
READ CLOCK INPUT 

ClK 
CLOCK INPUT 

i5iiEN 
DOUBLE DENSITY MODE®--+----------....J 

SELECT INPUT 
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HDlD HEAD lOAD OUTPUT 
IRC DIRECTION OUTPUT 

1 STEP STEP OUTPUT 

TEST INPUT 

INTERRUPT REQUEST 
OUTPUT . 
DATA REQUEST OUTPUT 
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7. PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin Name 
Input or 

Fu~ctions 
output 

NC 
No internal 

NC(pln 1) Is not Intemally connected 
connection 

WR 
Write control 

input 
Input Write signal fr"," a master CPU (Active low). 

CS Chip select input Input Chip select (Active low). 

- Read control 
Read signal from a master CPU (Active low). RD 

input 
Input 

Register select Inputs. These inputs select the register under the control of the RD and WR. 

A, Ao RD WR 

Register select 0 0 STATUS REGISTER COMMAND REGISTER 
Ao, A, 

input 
Input 

0 1 TRACK REGISTER TRACK REGISTER 

1 0 SECTOR REGISTER SECTOR REGISTER 

1 1 DATA REGISTER DATA REGISTER 

0 0-07 
Bidirectional 

data bus 
InlOut Three-state, non-inverted bidirectional data bus. 

0 

STEP Step output Output Step pulse output (Active high). 

DIRC Direction output Output Direction output. High level means the head Is stepping In and low level means the head is stepping out. 

EARLY Early output Output This signal is used for write precompensatlon. It Indicates that the write data pulse should be shifted earty. 

LATE Late output Output 
This signal is also used for write prec","pensation. It Indicates that the write data pulse should be shifted 

late. 

Reset input (Active lOW). The device Is reset by this signal and automatically loads "03" (hexadecimal) into 
--- the command register. The not-ready-status bit is also reset by this signal. When reset input is made to be 
RESET Reset input Input 

high, the device executes restore command even unless READY Is active and the device loads "01" 
(hexadecimal) to the sector register. 

TEST Test input Input 
This input Is only used for test purposes, so user must tie it to Vee or leave it open unless using voice call 

actuated motors. 

HOLT 
Head load timing 

Input 
When the device finds high level on this input, the device assumes that the head Is engaged on the media. 

input Active high. 

CLK Clock input Input Clock input to generate internal timing. 2MHz for a-inch drives, 1 MHz for mini drives. 

RG Read ogate output Output This signal shows the external data separator that the synefield is detected. 

RCLK Read clock input Input 
This signal is internally used for the data window. Phasing relation to raw read data is specified but polarity 

(RCLK high orlow) is not Important. 

RAW 
Raw read input 

READ 
Input This input signal from the drive shall be low for each recorded flux transition. 

HOLD Head load output Output 
This output signal controls the 10ading O of the head of the drive. The head must be loaded on the media by 

this high-level output. 
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Pin Name 

TG43 TG 43 output 

WG Write gate output 

WD Write data output 

READY Ready input 

Write fault input! 
---. WFIVFOE VFO enable 

output 

TROO Track 00 input 

IP Index pulse Input 

--- Write protect 
WPRT 

input 

DDEN 
Double density 

mode select Input 

Data request 
DTRQ 

output 

INTRQ 
Interrupt request 

output 

NC 
No internal 
connection 
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Input or 

output 

Output 

Output 

Output 

Input 

In/Out 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 
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Functions 

]'hIS output is valid only during 'disk "jad/write operation and II shows the posllion Of the head . .HIgh le~ei 
on this output indicates that head is positioned between track 44 to 76. 

This signal becomes active before disk write operations are to occur. 

This signal consists of data bits and clock bits. It becomes active for every flux transition. Active high .. 

This signal shows the device the drive is ready. In the disk read/write operaiion except for TYPE 1 com-

mand operation, low level input terminates current operation and the device generates the INTRO. In the 

TYPE 1 command operation, this Signal is neglected. Not ready bit in the status register is the inverted form 

of this Input. 

ThiS is a bidirectional signal. It becomes write fault input when WG Is active. In the disk write operation,: 

low level signal on this input termlriatesthe write operation and makes INTRO active. This signal also 

appears in the status register as the write fault bit. When WG is Inactive, this signal works as VFO enable 

output. VFOE output is also an open drain type, so pull it up to Vcc and never Input active write fault signal 

write WG is inactive. 

This signal indicates that the head is located on the track 00 to the device. Active low. 

This input indicates to the device that an index hole 01 the diskette has been encountered. 

Low level signal on this input informs the device that the drive is in the write prote,2ted state. Before disk: 

write operations, this signal is sampled and an active low signal will terminate the current command and 

set INTRO. The write protect status bit in the status register is also set. 

This input determines the device operation mode. When DDEN=O, double density mode is selected. When 

DDEN=l, single density mode is selected. 

DTRO is an open drain output, so pull up to Vcc by the 10k resistor. In the disk read mode, DTRO indicates 

that data is assembled in the data register. In the disk write mode, It indicates that the data register Is 

empty. DTRO is reset by the read data or write data operation. 

INTRO is also a open drain output, so pull up to Vec by the 10k resistor. INTRO becomes active at the 

completion of any command and is reset when the CPU reads the status or writes the command. 

NC (pin 40) is not Internally connected. 

"\ 
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8. COMMAND DESCRIPTION 
There are 11 different commands. By setting CS to "O",Ao to 

'''0'' and AJ to "0", the commands are written into the 
M5Wl793-02P from the data bus at the rising edge of the 

Table 8.1 List of Commands 

_ Command type Command 

Restore command 

Seek command 

Type 1 commands Step command 

Step-in command 

Step-out command 

Read sector command 
Type 2 commands. 

Write sector command 

Read address command 

Type 3 commands Read track command 

Write track command 

Type 4 commands Force interrupt command 
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WR signal. 
The commands are classified into four Types type 1, 

Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4. 

MSB Code LSB 

0 0 0 0 h V " ro 

0 0 0 1 h V r, ro 

0 0 1 u h V r, ro 

0 1 0 u h V r, ro 

0 1 1 u h V r, ro 

1 0 0 m S E C 0 

1 0 1 m S E C Be 

1 1 0 0 0 E 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 E 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 E 0 0 

1 1 0 1 13 12 h 10 

Notel: The M5W1793-02P features positive logic data bus and so the codes are written into the M5W1793-02P without modification. 

Each command has a flag option. Refer to these options in 
Table. 8.2. 
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Table 8.2 Flag Options 

Flag 

h: Head load flag. 

Type 1 
V : Verify flag 

commands 

fl, ro : Stepping rate flag 

u : Update flag 

Type 2/Type3 
E: 15ms delay flag(at 2M Hz clock) 

Commands 

m : Multi-sector read/write flag 

Type 2 

commands S : Side select flag 

C : Side compare flag 

"" : Data address mark flag 

Type 4 
I : Interrupt condition flag 

command 
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Description '. 
When h =1: The head is loaded at the beginning of the command execution. 

When h =0: The head is loaded when the verify operation starts if the V flag is "1". It is not loaded 

if the V flag is "0". 

When V =1: The contents of the track register are compared with the 10 track address after head 

positioning. The seek error status bit is set if the desired track address is not found by the time 

the diskette has gone through 6 rotations. 

When V =0: The track verification is not performed. 

The stepping rate is determined by the vaJue 01 these 2 bits as well as by the elK frequency and 

TEST input pin. 

When u = 1: The track register is updated with each step pulse: It is incremented (or 

decremented) by 1 for each step-in (or step-out) pulse. 

When u =0: Track register is not updated. 

When E =1: Sampling of the head load timing input starts with the 15ms delay after the head load 

output has been set to "1". An advance is made to the next step when HDLD'HLDT = "1" is 

established. 

When E =0: Sampling of the head load timing input starts immediately after the head load output 

has been set to "1". An advance is made to the next step when HDLD'HLDT = "1" is established. 

The "next step" is the TG43 output update. 

When m = 1: Multi~sector read/write is performed. Upon completion of one sector read/write, the 

sector register value is incremented by 1, the next sector is sought and read/write is performed 

again. Upon completion of the final sector read/write operation, the next sector is not found even 

when sought and so at the sixth rotation of the diskette the RNF error bit is set and the operation 

is concluded. This command can also be concluded with the Type 4 command. 

When m =0: Read/write for single sector is performed. 

When S =1: "1" is compared with the 10 side number when the C flag is "1". 

When S =0: "0" is compared with the 10 side number when the C flag is "1". 

No comparison is performed when C =0. 

When C =1: The S flag and 10 side number are compared. 

When C =0: The 10 side number is not compared. 

When ao= 1: The deleted data mark "Fa" (hexadecimal) is written into the data field address 

mark. 

When ao =0: The data mark "FB" (hexadecimal)·is written into the data field address mark. 

When 10 =1: The interrupt request output is set to "H" at the ready input rising edge. 

When I, =1: The interrupt request output is set to "H" at the ready input falling edge. 

When 12 =1: The interrupt request output is set to "H" with the index pulse input. 

When 13 = 1: The command being executed is terminated and the interrupt request output is set to 

"H" immediately. 

When 10 =1, =12 =13 =0: No interrupt request is generated but the command being executed is 

terminated. This command is executed so that the interrupt request output, which has been set by 

the Type 4 command, is reset by the following command write or status read. 
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9. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

9.1 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Symbol Parameter 

Vee Supply voltage 

V, Input voltage 

Vo Output voltage 

Pd Power dissipation 

Topr Operating free-air temperature range 

Tstg Storage temperature range 
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Conditions Limits Unit 

-0.5-7 V 

With respect to V ss -0.5-7 V 

-0.5-7 V 

Ta=25'C 350 rnW 

0-70 t 
-65-150 t 

9.2 RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Ta=0-70"C, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
!-imlts 

Unit 
Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Vss Supply voltage 0 V 

V ,H High-level input voltage 2 V 

V ,L Low-level input voltage Vss-O.5 0.8 V 

9.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta=0-70"C, Vcc=5V±5%, unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 

V OH High-level output voltage 

VOL Low-level output voltage 

Icc Supply current 

Input current.(HDLT, TEST, WFIVFOE, WPRT, 

I, DDEN) 

Input current other inputs 

loz Off-state output current 

Test condition 

IOH=-200I'A 

IOL=1.8mA 

V,=VCC-OV 

V,=VCC-OV 

VI=VCC-OV 
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Limits 

Min Typ 

2.4 

-100 

-10 

-10 

Unit 
Max 

V 

0.4 V 

70 rnA 

10 f.'A 

10 f.'A 

10 f.'A 
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9.4 TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Ta=O-70'C, Vcc=SV±S%, Vss=OV, unlese otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limits 
Symbol Parameter -Test conditions Unit 

symbol Min Typ Max 

tSU(A-A) 
Address setup time before read and chip select 

tSU(CS-R) 
TSET 50 ns 

th(R-A) 
Address hold time after read and chip select 

th(R-CS) 
THLD 10 ns 

tW(R) Read pulse width TRE CL-50pF 280 ns 

tSU(A-W) 
Address setup time before write and chip select 

tSU(cs_w) 
TSET 50 ns 

th(W_A) 
Address hold time after write and chip select THLD 10 ns 

th(w-cs) 
tw(w) Write pulse width TWE 200 ns 

tSU(OQ_w) Data setup time before write TDS 250 ns 

theW-DQ) Data hold time after write TDH 20 ns 

tW(AR) Raw read pulse width Tpw (Note1. 2) 100 250 ns 

tC(RRl Raw read cycle time Tbc (Note 3) 1600 2000 ns 

tW(RCLKl Read clock high-level width Ta (Note 4) 800 ns 

tW(RCLKl Read clock low-level width Tb (Note 4) 800 ns 

tC(RCLK) Read clock cycle time Tc 1600 ns 

th(RCLK-RR) Read clock hold time before raw read TX1 40 ns 

th(RR-RCLK) Read clock hold time after raw read TX2 
FM 40 ns 
MFM 40 ns 
FM 450 500 550 ns 

tW(WD) Write data pulse width Twp 
MFM 150 200 250 ns 

tC(WD) Write data cycle time Tbc 2,3,4 ,"S 

tw(.p) Clock high-level pulse width TCD, 230 250 20000 ns 

tw(.p) Clock low-level pulse width TCD2 200 250 20000 ns 

tWCRESET) Reset pulse width TMR 50 ,"S 

tWCIP) Index pulse width TIP (Note 5) 10 '"s 
tW<WF) Write fault pulse width TWF (Note 5) 10 ,"S 

9.5 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (T a=O-70'C , Vcc=SV±S%, Vss=ov, unless otherwise noted) 

Alternative Limrts 
Symbol Parameter Test conditidns Unit 

symbol Min Typ Max 

Propagation time from write gate to write data 
FM (Note 5) 2 ,"S 

tPLH(WG_wo) Twg 
MFM (Note 5) 1 ,"S 

tPLH(E_WO) 
Propagation time from early or late to write data Ts MFM (Note 5) 125 

tPLH(L_WO) 
ns 

tPHUWO_E} 
Propagation time from write data to early or late Th MFM (Note 5) 125 

tpHLCWO-Ll 
ns 

tPHLCWD-WG) Propagation time from write data to write gate Twt 
FM (Note 5) 2 '"S 

MFM (Note 5) 1 ,"S 

tPZV(R-OQ} Output enable time after read TDACC CL=50pF 250 ns 

tPVZ(R-OQ) Output disable time after read TDOH CL=50pF 50 150 ns 

tpHLCR-ORQ) Propagation time from read to ORO TDRR(RD) 250 ns 
tPHLCR_INTRQ) Propagation time from read to INTRO TIRR(RD) (Note 5) 500 ns 

tPHUW-ORQ) Propagation time from write to ORO TDRR(WR) 250 ns 

tPHLCW-INTRQ) Propagation time from write to INTRQ TIRR(WR) (Note 5) 500 ns 
tW(STP) Step pulse width TSTP (Note 5) 20r4 ,"s 

tPLH(OIR-STP) Propagation time from direction to step TDIR (Note 5) 12 '"s 

Write data valid time before clock 
CLK=lMH2 MFM 200 ns 

tV(WO_CLK) TWd1 CLK=2MHz MFM 30 ns 

tV{CLK-WO} Write data valid time after clock 
CLK=l MHz MFM 50 ns 

TWd2 CLK=2MHz MFM 50 ns 

Note 1 The pulse of RAW READ may be any width If pulse IS entirely within RCLK. When the pulse occurs In the RCLK window, RAW READ pulse 
width must be less than 300 ns for MFM mode and 600 ns for FM mode at CLK=2MHz. Times double for 1 MHz. 

2 100 ns pulse width is recommended for the RAW READ pulse in 8 MFM mode. 
3 RAW READ cycle time T C(AA) and WD cycle time T C(wo) is normally 2,us in MFM and 4,"s in FM. Times double when CLK=l MHz. 
4 The polarity of RCLK during RAW READ is not important. 
5: Times double when CLK=l MHz. 
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9.6 TIMING DIAGRAM 
Read Write 

-16 OR 321's 

OTRQ 

INTRQ 

Ao, A" CS 
~-,-~~------~ 

f~-;;~~UT) ---------

Input data 

tC(RRl 

~tt:;:IW(RR~) ~=::;J.J,-
RAW REAl5 "tjt ~ 

RClK 
J;; IW(RCLK) ~ IC(RCLK) 

J1 l't IwlRCcK' ( '-

th(ACLK-RRl thCRR-ACLKl 

Others 

tW(IP) 

jj5 

WF 

RESET 

ClK 

OIRC 

STEP 

10. OTHERS 
Refer to the description of M5W1791-02P for further in-

formatiol;l. 

OTRQ 

INTRQ 

00-0, 
(INPUT) 

-16 OR 321's 

Nole 6: ISERVICE(RD) maximum value, FM: 27. 51's. MFM: 13. 51's 
7: ISERVICEIWR) maximum value; FM: 23. 51's, MFM: 11. 51's 

Write data 

tPLH(E-WO) 

tpLH(L-WO) 

tPHL(WD-E) 

tpHUWD-U 
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CO.NTACT ADDRESSES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

JAPAN 
Electronics Marketing Division 
Mitsubishl Electric Corporation 
2-3, Marunouchi 2-chome 
Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan 
Telex: 24532 MELCO J 
Telephone: (03) 218-3473 

(03) 218-3499 
Facsimile: (03) 214-5570 

Overseas Marketing Manager 
Kita-Itaml Works 
4-1, Mlzuhara, Itami-shi, 
Hyogo-ken 664, Japan 
Telex: 526408 KMELCO J 
Telephone: (0727) 82-5131 
Facsimile: (0727) 72-2329 

HONG KONG 
Ryoden Electric Engineering Co., Ltd. 
22nd fl., Leighton Centre 
77, Leighton Road 
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong 
Telex: 73411 RYODEN HX 
Telephone: (5) 7907021 
Facsimile: (852) 123-4344 

TAIWAN 
MELCO TAIWAN Co., Ltd. 
6th fl., Chung-Ling-Bldg., . 
363, Sec. 2, Fu-Hsing S. Road 
Taipei, R.O.C. 
Telephone: (704) 0247 
Facsimile: (704) 4244 

U.S.A. 
NORTHWEST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
1050 East Arques Ave. 
Sunnyvale, Ca 94086, U.S.A. 
Telex: 172296 MELA SUVL 
Twx: 910-339-9549 
Telephone: (408) 730-5900 
Facsimile: (408) 730-4972 

SOUTHWEST 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
991 Knox SI. 
Torrance, CA 90502, U.S.A. 
Telex: 664787 MELA TRNC 
Telephone: (213) 515-3993 
Facsimile: (213) 324-6578 

SOUTH CENTRAL 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
2105 Luna Road, Suite 320 
Canollton, TX 75006, U.S.A. 
Telephone: (214) 484-1919 
Facsimile: (214) 243-0207 

NORTHERN 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
15612 HWY 7 #243 
Minnetonka, MN 55345, U.S.A. 
Telex: 291115 MELA MTKA 
Telephone: (612) 938-7779 
Facsimile: (612) 938-5125 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
799 North Bierman Circle, 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056, U.S.A. 
Telex: 270636 MESA CHIMPCT 
Telephone: (312) 298-9223 
Facsimile: (312) 298-0567 

NORTHEAST 
Mitsubishl Electronics America, Inc. 
200 Unicorn Park Drive 
Woburn, MA 01801, U.S.A. 
Telex: 951796 MELA WOBN 
Twx: 710-348-1229 
Telephone: (617) 938-1220 
Facsimile: (617) 938-1075 

MID-ATLANTIC 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
Two University Plaza 
Hackensack, NJ 07601, U.S.A. 
Telex: 132205 MELA HAKI 
Twx: 710-991-0080 
Telephone: (201) 488-1001 
Facsimile: (201) 488-0059 

SOUTH-ATLANTIC 
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
6575 The Carners Parkway. 
Suite 100 
Norcross, GA 30092, U.S.A. 
Twx: 910-380-9555 
Telephone: (404) 662-0813 
Facsimile: (404) 662-5208 

SOUTHEAST 
Mitsubishi Elecironics America, Inc. 
Town Ex. CTR. 6100 Glades Rd. #210 
Boca Raton, FL 33433, U.S.A. 
Twx: 510-953-7608 
Telephone: (305) 487-7747 
Facsimile: (305) 487-2046 
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FRANCE 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
65 Avenue de Colmar Tour Albert ler 
F-92507 Rueil Maltnaison Cedex, 
France 
Telex: 
Telephone: 
Facsimile: 

ITALY 

202267 (MELCAM F) 
(01) 7329234 
(01) 7080405 

Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Centro Direzionale Colleoni 
Palazzo Casslopea 1 
20041 Agrate Brianza I-Milano 
Telephone: (.039) 636011' 
Facsimile: (039) 6360120 

SWEDEN 
Milsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Lastbilsvagen 6B 
5-19149 Sollentuna, Sweden 
Telex: 10877 (meab S) 
Telephone: (08) 960468 
Facsimile: (08) 966877 

WEST GERMANY 
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH 
Head Quater Gothear Str. 6 
4030 Ratingen I, West Germany 
Telex: 8585070 MED D 
Telephone: (02102) 4860 
Facsimile: (02102) 486-115 

U.K. 
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd, 
Centre POint, (18th Floor) 
103 New Oxford st., 
London WC1, England, U.,K. 
Telex: 296195 MELCO G· 
Telephone: (01) 379-7160 
Facsimile: (01) 836-0699 

AUSTRALIA 
Mitsubishi Electric Australia Ply. Ltd. 
73-75, Epping Road, North Ryde, 
N.S.W. 2113 Australia 
P.O. Box 1567 Macquarie Centre 
N.S.W. 2113 Australia 
Telex: MESYD AA 26614 
Telephone: (02) 888-5777 
Facsimile: (02) 887-3635 
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